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INTRODUCTION.
THE EGYPTIAN STATE RAILWAYS.
TELEGRAPHS AND TELEPHONES MUSEUM.
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It has been the wish of H.M. King Fouad I, for sorne time
to mstitute a Railway Museum which would make the foundation
for a 'l 'echnical Science Museum for Egypt.
'l'he Railway Board in J anuary 1932 decided that the Railway
Museum should be an accomplished fact as far as was in their
power when the International Railway Oongress was held in
January 1933.
'l'he building w hi ch has been erected for this purpose is an
extension of the Station building and conforms in its general style;
should the ultimate scheme for a larger Museum be agreed upon,
the new building cau then be used for Administrative Offices.
'l'he building was completed on the 26th October, 1932.
The general colour scheme adopted for the furnishings is
national green of cellulose finish with rustless steel or nickel
:fittings which give a very pleasing appearance.
'l'he Museum will house sorne 600 models and exhibits, also
a collection of technical data and statistical records shewing as
far as has been possible to collect in the time available, the evolution of the Egyptian State Railways, Telegraphs and 'l'elephones
Administration.
It was also felt that the opportunity should be taken to obtain
the loan of sorne of the most interesting models of other Railway
Systems in order that Egypt's position in the railway world
m:ght be easily followed, and sorne of these models it is hoped
to copy before their return to the owners.
'l'he Museum will show the development of transport before
the advent of steam traction (Section I). The further improve- 11
ments effected by the da'Y~ of ~he ~tea:ffilocomotive, are illustrated
by the models and exh1blts m Sechons 2 and 3, one of these ~~
exhibits, of great historical interest, is the Murdock Engine which
was the first locomotive ever run in England. in 1783.
In Section 4, a representative selection of Engineers' small
tools, accessories and materials, is exhibited.
V arions Statistical Block Sheets are displayed in Section 5.
A. model of the new Railway Workshops at A.bu-Zaabal occupies
a prominent place in Section 6. Sorne of the earliest forms of
rails used for Permanent Way may be seen in Section 7, while
BI"idge models are a prominent feature of Section 8. Signalling
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'- and Lighting are confined to Section 9. Telephonie, 'l'elegraphic
and W ireless apparatus are displayed in great variety in Section
10. .A. very comprehensive selection of illuminated diagrams and
maps, together with many original prints and reproductions
will be seen in Section 11.
The whole will be a great educational asset to the large
Railway, 'f elegraph and Telephone Staff in Egypt who have
hithe~to not h~d the opportun~ty of s tu~ying the ~ore .intricate
techmcal details, or the growmg necesslty of keepmg m touch
with the commercial side of the Railway System. 'To the Engineering Students in this country and the general public, it will
give an opportunity of becoming familiar wit~ t~e hidden details
of every day means of transport and commumcatwn.
-4- great amount of re~earch work .had to be done und detai.led
drawmgs made, before It was possible to commence makmg
models, as little data in this country was available for the
purpose. .'l 'he various rai~w~y workshops in the .A.dminis~ration
have carned out the bmldmg of models, the construction of
exhibits and the making of furniture.
It was considered that Illuminated Photographs would best
record development where models were not available, and in this
connection an ambitions scheme of illuminated photographs was
embarked upon consisting of sorne 400 photographs arranged ÜJ
suitable panels. Sorne 200 ordinary photographs are also shewn
as well as a number of original prints and sketches.
.A.mongst a variety of illuminated panels is one shewing th
"Overland Route before the advent of the Railways"; anothe~
shows a photographie copy of the original agreement made
between Abbas Pasha I and Robert Stephenson for the building
of the first section of the Egyptian Rail ways; while one is devoted
to the growth of the Railways during the reign of H.H. Khédive
Ismail Pasha who increased the railway kilometrage very considerably, a further panel shows the Railways as they are today
with an illuminated photograph of H.M. King Fouad I. Other
panels are: Royal Train used by H.M. King Fouad I; Impressions
of 'l'ransport from 10,000 years ago; Pharaonic Period of 'fransport ; Robert Stephenson; the Suez Canal Company; 2 Panels for
Signais; 3 Panels of Telegraph and Telephone installations.
It was considered to be of material interest, in view of
Egypt's prominent place in the World's early history, to allot
a small section of the Museum to Other Forms of 'l'ransport.
:M:odels are showrt of a Primitive man carrying a load, the Hauling
of a Statue on a sledge by Egyptians, a Sail Carriage of the 16th.
Century, a Horse Drawn Omnibus of the year 1911, and a Motor
driven 29 seater Bus of the type used in Cairo today. .A. moael
of the first Aeroplane fiown by an Egyptian from Europe to Egypt
is exhibited, as well as a miniature of "Hannibal" aircraft used
by Imperial .A.irways at the present time.
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Reproductton of the Original Agreement between
Representatives of H.H. Abhas Pasha, and
Robert Stephenson for the construction tJ./ the
Railway between Cairo and Alexandrta.
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Agreement between representatives of H. H. Abbas Pasha
1st. and Robert Stephenson , M. P. , for the construction
of the first railway in Egypt.
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An impression of Ancient Egypt, depicting typical transport scenes.
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DEVELOPMENT

=~T~::N~PORT

BEFORE

THE ADVENT OF STEAM.

Transport in Ancient Egypt.
-This section, supplied by the .A.ntiquities Department,
Ministry of Educat ion, illustr ates the manner in which goods an<l
passengers were transported from about B.C. 3,000 until about
the IIIrd Century, B.C., when Greek influence began to spread
over Egypt. The material has been drawn from actual objects,
from tomb and temple scenes and from written records.
In dynastie Egypt, the principal means of transport were
the boat, the ass or ox and man-power. As the pace of these
di:ffers but little, it is only to be expected that as much use as
possible was made of water-transport, since most towns and villages
lay at no great distance from the Nile or from a navigable canal.
The only speedier means of transport - the horse - does not
appear in Egypt until the time of the Hyksos domination in the
XIIth century B.C., and during nearly the whole of the dynastie
history its use seems to have been con:fined to the nobility and the
military. The camel is not known to have been used by the
Egyptians until Ptolemaic times.
.

Water Transport.
The art of boat-building developed early. In predynastic
times there are representations of transport-boats of considerable
size, though their details are somewhat ,obscure. In the reign of
King Sneferu (about B.C. 2,900) there is a record of a wooden
ship, 100 cubits (52 metres) in length having been built. In the
reign of King .A_menemhêt III (about B.C. 1,800) a block of
quartzite weighing some 100 tons was transported by water to
his pyramid at Hawâra, and by the XVIIth century B.C., if not
nuch earlier, ships were constructed capable of carrying weights
of 1,000 tons and upwards.
·

IlIl

IlIl
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Tran;:
a:c~:n~::ptian scenes of transport by land, it is remark- 11
able how rarely the wheel plays any part, though it was known
from early times. It must be remembered that up till quite recent
times there was no means of driving a wheeled vehicle from Cairo
to Luxor, and today there are many villages which cànnot be reach ..
ed by any form of cart. The Nile is the main highwayofEgypt, and

(1)
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roads for wheeled traffic were unnecessary until the advent of the
motor-car. In none of the hundreds of scenes of the daily life of
ancient Egypt is any baggage-cart shown and hardly ever in
scenes of the Egyptian armies in their campaigns abroad. Though
. roads were not essential in Egypt proper, the reverse was the case
in hilly or stony countries like Palestine, Syria or A.natolia, where
the great cities were not always connected by waterways. ln those
countries carts capable of carrying heavy loads were freely used,
and we may conclude that the Egyptians used them as freely when
they were required.

Il
Il
Il

Il1
Il
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Il
Il
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IlIl
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Egyptians are very rarely represented on horseback ; both the
king and the nobles always drive in chariots and are even depicted
charging the en emy in them. J udging from the proportions, in
the scenes, of man to horse, the latter can have been little more
than swift ponies between lllh and 12 hands high, the horse
capable of carrying weight having perhaps not yet been bred in
the N ear East. It seems, therefore, that the only means by which
a man could obtain a great increase of speed over that which he
had previously enjoyed was by harnessing: the ponies in pairs to
the lightest
vehicle he could poss1bly construct. Though
evidence is scarce, the horse does not seem to have been ridden in
war by the Egyptians until about the beginning of the VIth
century B.C.

whe~::led

For the transport, by land, of heavy objects, such as building··
blocks, statues and even obelisks, the sledge seems to have invariably been used in conjunction with tranversely laid planks.
A.ncient scenes of them being hauled both my men and by oxen
are known. The Egyptians also knew rollers as a means of
reducing friction, but they do not appear to have used them if
sufficient power could be obtained to drag the sledges without them.

Ancient Egyptian lmplements and Tools.
The earliest tools were of stone, and stone continued to be
used, especially for hammers and mauls, long after the advent of
metal. In the Old Kingdom (about B.C. 2,98û-2,475) the metal
used for tools was almost exclusively copper, which was gradually
replaced, as time went on, by bronze. Though iron was known
from very ancient times, it did not come into general use until
la te in dynastie history. Saws were known at all periods and
were used not only for cutting wood but also for the hardest stone.
Only small models, however, have survived, which give practically
no information on their essential details. A.lthough the forms of
the metal tools, especially the adze - and axe-blades, varied considerably at different periods, there is nothing to show that any
new implement was invented after the Old Kingdom until GraecoRoman times.

Il1
Il
11
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DAHABIA. -

OLD EMPIRE.

Dahabia or houseboat of a noble named Sabu of the V th
dynasty (about B.C. 2,750) from Saqqâra, now in the Cairo
Museum. Sabu is supposed to be inside while the steersmen are
outside the cabin. All Egyptian ships were steered by one or
more rudders shaped like paddles, held rigid by lashings or other
means and turned by almost vertical tillers. In this boat the
details of the rudders are very vague.
LOWERING A MAST.- OLD EMPIRE.
:Men lowering the mast of a boat, from the same tombas No. 1.
Double masts, joined at the top and sti:ffened by bars connecting them for a part of their limgth, were common in Egyptian
ships of ail sizes.
SHIP UNDER FULL SAIL.- OLD EMPIRE.
Ship, under full sail, from a scene from the tomb of a noble
of the VIth. dynasty (about B.C. 2,500) named Ipi at Saqqâra,
now in the Cairo Museum. Several interesting points are to be
noted. During the whole of the dynastie period the pulley seems
not to have been known; the halliards for hoisting the sail either
pass through holes in the mast or through rings or sorne other
attachment (see No . 15) at the masthead. The absence of the
pulley must have resulted in ~reat friction being set up at the
masthead when the sail was bemg hoisted, and sorne of the crew
would probably have had to stand up on the lower yard and push
from below. This may po88ibly account for the apparently
excessive number of stays holding up the lower yard in this and
other representations of ships. Note also the large number of
ropes connecting the mast to the stern.

I• SECTION 1.
1'1 NO. 1 •

Il
Il

li

(END PANEL)
BA Y A.

sECTION 1.
NO. 2.

IlIl
~ ~ SECTION
Il

(END PANEL)

BAY A .

~~~DA~ANEL)

Il
Il

(END PANEL )
BAY A.

CARGO-SHIP.- OLD EMPIRE.

Il
Il
Il
IlIl

Cargo ship of Ipi (see No. 3) with mast and sails stacked,
being punted against the current.

IJ

<END PANEL)
BA Y A .

CAST FROM THE TOMB OF TV. -

OLD EMPIRE.

Part of a scene from the tomb of a noble named Ty, of the
Vth dynasty (about B.C. 2,750) at Saqqâra. It representa a large
ship under full sail. Unlike that shown in No. 3, the sail is not
fitted with a lower yard.
·
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1,

NO. 3,

SECTION 1.
NO. 4,

SECTION 1.
NO. 5.

SECTION 1.
NO. 6,
(END PANEL)
BAY A.

SECTION 1.
NO. 7,
(END PANEL)
BAY A.

SECTION 1.
NO. 8.
(CENTRE
TABLE 1)
BAY A.

SECTION 1.
NO. 9,
(END PANEL)
BAY A.

SECTION 1.
NO. 10.
(END PANEL )
BAYA.

SECTION 1.
NO. 11.
( END PANEL )
BAY A .

DAHABIA.- OLD EMPIRE.

Il
Il
Il
Il
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House-boat of Ipi (see No . 3) with mast and sails stacked on
the roof of the cabin.
PASSENGER SHI P.- OLD EMPIRE.
Passenger ship of Ipi (see No. 3) with mast and sails stacked
on supports. In the tomb-scene this ship is shown towing No . 6.
MODEL OF CATTLE BOAT.- OLD EMPIRE.
Replica of a model cattle boat of the VIth dynasty (about
B.O. 2,700), one of a series found at Saqqâra. Ali the models
were too badly damaged to permit of an accurate restoration of
the steering system.
FIGHT IN PAPYRUS SKIFFS.- OLD EMPIRE.
Fight between boatmen in skiffs made of papyrus (compare
with No. 17). Such craft were mostly used for fishing and for
sport . Above the figures are the remarks made by them, such as:
"Crack him on his box". "Split open his back", etc.
BOAT-BUILDING.- OLD EMPIRE.
Boat-building scene from the tomb of Ty (see No. 4). Note
the club-like hammers used with the chisels, the large two-handed
mallets and the form of the saw. Mo dels of sorne of the tools used
are shown on the left screen-wall.
·
BOAT AND SCENE OF BOAT-BUILDING.
MIDDLE EMPIRE.
Boat of the XIIth dynasty (about B.O. 1,800) from the
pyramid of Amenemhêt III at Dahshûr. It measures 10.20 metres
in length, and is constructed of short wooden planks tenoned and
dovetailed together, and is without ribs. With it are its plan
and a representation of a boat-building scene of about the same
date from Beni Hasan. These exhibits recall the statement of
Herodotus, who remarks (II.9G) on the subject of boat building
in ancient Egypt "They eut a quantity of planks about 2 cubits
(1.04 metre) in length, arranging the planks like bricks, and
attaching them by ties to a number of long stakes or poles till
the hull is complet e. They give the boat no ribs, but caulk the
seams with papyrus from inside".
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PRIVATE BOAT. -

MIDDLE EMPIRE.

HSECTION 1.

Il
li
Il
Il
Il
IlIl
Il
Il
Il

Photograph and replica of an ancient model of boat of a noble
named Meketrê, of the Xlth dynasty (about B.O. 2,000), from
his tomb at Thebes. It is of the traditional papyrus-boat pattern.
Although it is being paddled, it has a hole or 'tabernacle' for the
mast. I n the model the details of the mast and sail (here repre- 11
sented lowered) hav~ been copied from those in No. 13. The poses
of the crew are modern and are intended to illustrate the steeringsystem of this kind of cr!l'ft and the sh~pe of the .paddles of the
period. It may be mentwned that anment Egyptlan boats were
also rowed.
DA H ABIA. - MIDDLE EMPIRE.

Photograph and replica of an ancient model of the dahabia
or houseboat of Meketrê ( see No. 12) . The figures of the crew in
the original are extremely crude and far too large, and both they
and the rigging seem to have su:ffered much damage before they
were placed in the tomb. Inside the cabin is a bed with cabintrunks beneath it. In the model, figures m ore proportionate t o
the size of the ship have been substituted for the original figures
in order t o illustrate how the ship was sailed. Note the support
for the mast when it was stacked, which was stepped in the mast- ~~
hole or 'tabernacle' . The other end of the mast probably rested
on the top of the steering-post.
SECTION 1.-N o. 14.

DAHABIA.- MIDDLE EMPIRE.
Dahabia of Mesehti, a prince of Asyût of the XIIth dynasty
(about B .O. 1,000) . The sails and r igging were not found .

SEA-GOING TRADING SHIPS.- NEW EMPIRE.

IlIl
IlIl

Trading ships of Queen H atshepsut, from the reliefs in her
t emple at El-Deir el-llahari (about B.O. 1,500) Note the sti:ffeningropes passing over upright supports, the details of the steering- 11
system and the attachments at the masthead through which the
main halliards pass for hoisting the sails.
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NO. 12,
(END PANEL
AND CENTRE
,. TABLE 1)
BAY A.

S ECTI ON 1.
N O . 13 .
(END P A NEL
AND CENTRE
TABLE 1)
BAY A

SECTION 1.
NO. 14,
( END PANEL )
BAY A

SECTION 1.
NO. 15.
( END PANEL)
BAY A.

SECTION 1. ,, BARGE CARRYING TWO OBELISKS. - NEW EMPIRE.
NO. 16 •
Great barge of Queen Hatshepsut (see No. 15) depicted carryCEND PANEL)
ing on its deck two obelisks, which are known to have weighed
BA Y A .
over 300 tons each, mounted on sledges. It is incredible that
both could have been placed together on the deck of a boat of
traditional design as shown . It is more likely that the great
monoliths were carried _in th~ interior of solid raf~s made of logs
lashed together. I n this, as m many other Egyphan scenes, it is
diflicult to di,criminate between fact and arti,tic convention.

Il
Il
Il

SECTION 1•.
NO. 17,

( END PANEL)

BAY A.

SECTION 1.!)
NO. 18.
( END PANEL)
BAY A.
FASCIMILE BY
THE CHICAGO
ORIENTAL

11

Il
Il
Il
Ill1

Il
Il

::::.:~ ,, 1111
NO. 19.

~;~oAPANELl
SECTION 1
NO. 20.
•
(END PANEL)
BAY A.

Il
Il
Il

FROM LEPSIUS, I I
DENKMALER.

MODEL OF A PAPYRUS BOAT. -

MODERN.

:Model (modern) of a papyrus boat. These were probably the
origin of the traditional form of Egyptian boats, especially the
funerary craft. Papyrus boats were used on the Upper Nile
until quite recent times.

EGYPTIAN FLEET IN ACTION. -

NEW EMPIRE.

Scene showing an Egyptian :fleet under Ramesses III (about
B.C. 1,180) hotly engaged with that of the Levantine nations. It
is a good illustration of the manner in which Egyptian artists
overcame their ignorance of perspective-drawing.

A NOBLE IN HIS LITTER.- OLD EMP·IRE.
Elaborate litter from the tomb of Ipi (see No. 3). Litters
were used freely during the whole of the history of ancient Egypt.
For a simple litter, see the transport scene on centre table II.

DONKEY-LITTER AND OTHER SCENES.- OLD EMPIRE.
Fascimile oÎ part of the wall from the tomb of Urkhu at Gîza.
On the right is a unique representation of the owner being carried
on a litter apparently borne by two asses. This also includes
scenes of asses, sorne heavily laden and others treading the corn~
of ships, of fishing and of agriculture.
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STELA RECORDING A QUARRYING EXPEDITION.NEW EMPIRE.
Stela from the schist q_uarries at Wadi el-Hammamât, on the
route between Qift and El-~useir on the Red Sea. It is the record
of an expedition under King Ramesses IV (B.Ç. 1,1~) for the
purpose of obtaining monumental s~one, and g1ves a hst of the
personnel. It consisted of the followmg : R amesse-nakht, Director of Works .. .
Civil and military officers of rank . . .
Subordinate officers
Trained craftsmen...
Quarrymen and stonecutters
Gendarmes
Slaves
Infantry . . .
.
Men from Ayan ('rura Quarries)
(Dead, excluded from total)

1
9
362

10
130
50
2,000
5,000
800

900

Il
IlIl
Il
Il
Il
Il
Il
Il

SECTION 1.
NO. 21.
( END PANEL)
BAY A .
FROM COUY AT
AND MONTET.
LES
INSCRIPTIONS
DU OUADI
HAMMAMAT.

~ Il

Il

This stela also mentions that chariots accompanied the expe- 11
dition as well as ten transport-waggons, each drawn by six yoke
of o.s.en.
THE EARLIEST KNOWN WHEELS.- ABOUT

s.e. 2,soo. llsECTION

. the earhest
. representatiOn
. of wheels, fi.tted, in
Scene showm~
this case, to a mihtary scaling-ladder and prevented f:rom slipping
back by means of a handspike. From the tomb of Kaemhesit at
Saqqâra; Old Empire.
PHILISTINE WAGGONS ATTACKED
BY EGYPTIANS.- NEW EMPIRE.
Scene showing the waggons of the Philistines, each drawn l1v
four oxen, being attacked by Egyptian troops and their mercènaries under King Ramesses III (about B.O. 1,190), from the
temple of Medînet Habu, Thebes.
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li NO.
22.
<END PANEL)

Il ·
BA y A

IIIISECTION 1.;
NO. 23.
~;:~c:.~ANEL)

ll
I~

FASCIMILE BY
HE CHICAGO
RIENT AL
INSTITUTE.

SECTION 1.
NO. 24."

•1

1

Il
Il
Il
Il

(END PANEL)
BA y A.
BY PERMISSIONI I

oF
DR. HOWARD
CARTER.

SECTION

~~dH~S •
SCREEN
WALL).
BAY A .
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WHEELS FROM TUTANKHAMUN'S CHARIOTS.NEW EMPIRE.
Two wheels from chariots of King Tutankhamûn (about
B. O. 1,350). That on the left has a single rim consisting of two
bent pieces of wood. That on the right, the most solid yet found,
is similar, except that it has an extra rim consisting of :five bent
pieces of wood 'breaking joint' with those of the inner rim, each
section being held in place by copper strips. AU known wheels
of this type have their spokes made in two pieces. It seems that
the wheels were :fitted with leather tyres, but in these examples
the leather has perished.
(See also model of chariot on centre table III).
SLEDGE DRAWN BY OXEN.- NEW EMPIRE.

Drawing of a scene from a quarry-face at Tura of the ti.1re
of King Amasis I (about B.C. 1,570), showing a block of stone
being drawn on a sledge by a team of oxen. Although scenes of
1 1 oxen being used as draught-animals are very rare, they may well
have been freely used for this purpose. ·For other examples of
ancient sledges, see Nos. 16, 27-29 and 31.
11

Il
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1.11

CHARIOT OF RAMESSES I l l . - NEW EMPIRE.
Chariot of King Ramesses III (about B.C. 1,190), showing
details of the harness and trappings, from a scene in the temple
of Medînet Rabu, Thebes. Compare with the model in centre
case III.
TRANSPORT OF A 60-TON STATUE.- NEW EMPIRE.

Scene fromthe tomb of a noble named Thuthotpe at El-Barsha,
11 dating to about B.C. 1,500. It shows a statue, which is stated to
be 13 cubits (6.80 m.) high, and consequently weighing sorne 60
tons, being dragged on a sledge by four teams of 44 men each.
11 It is doubtful whether even this number of men would be suffi.cient,
and considerations of space on the wall may have prevented the
true number being shown. In this scene the artist, who was
probably no technician, has omitted to show the means by which
the haulers are pulling on the cables, which would be too thick
to be grasped in the hand. In a similar scene from Nineveh,
however, shown in No. 29 (after Layard, The Monuments of
Nineveh and Baby lon), this detail is very we1l indicated.
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TRANSPORT OF A COLOSSUS AT NINEVEH.ABOUT THE VIth CENTURY, B.C.

Il
Il
Il

Parts of a relief from Nineveh, now in the British Museum,
of a similar nature to that shown in No. 28. In this scene, how- 11
ever, the means by which the men are hauling on the cables and
the method by which the initial friction is being reduced by a
large lever are both clearly shown. It also shows numbers of
men bringing short planks from behind the sledge and placing
them in front.
~~
In the Egyptian scene the last operation is indicated by a
plank being carried by three men, three being the conventional
ign of plurality.

J

MODEL SHOWING THE TRANSPORT OF A 60-TON
STATUE IN ANCIENT EGYPT.

This model, which is to a scale of 1/15, is based chiefl.y on the
scene from El-Barsha (No. 28), but has certain details copied
from the Nineveh reliefs (No. 29). Its object is to give some
idea of what must have been the appearance of the transport of a
60-ton statue in ancient Egypt at the moment of getting it on the
move. The men pouring out water are probably trying to prevent
excessive heat being generated between the sledge and the planks
rather than attempting to reduce the friction between them. N o.te
the chanty-man on the knees of the statue, the priest o:ffering
incense before it and the noble in his litter (from another scene
in his tomb) beside it.

,

MODEL OF AN EGYPTIAN CHARIOT.- NEW EMPIRE.

Scale model, one-quarter full size, of one of the forms of
Egyptian chariot, showing how its component parts were assembled. Unfortunately, no ancient harness has been preserved in
anything like an intact condition, and the details on the ancient
scenes are always defectively represented.
PLAN OF A SLEDGE.- MIDDLE EMPIRE.

Plan of a sledge 4.21 m. long, of the XIIth. dynasty (about
13.0. 1,800) from Dahshûr. It was used to transport the barge
of King Amenemhêt III (shown in photograph No. 11, end
panel) from the Nile to his pyramid, where they · were buried
t ogether. The original is now in the Cairo Museum.
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SOME ANCJ ENT EGYPTIAN TOOLS.

Note: The exhibits do not pretend to form a complete collection of the tools used in ancient Egypt, but are more or less confined to those which played some part in boat-building, levelling
the ground and making embankments for transport purposes.
Unless otherwise stated, the specimens shown represent tools
dating between about B.C. 1,580 and B.C. 1,000. They di:ffer
but little from those of the earlier and later periods.

No. 32.-Replica of a square, from the tomb of Sennûtem at
Deir el-Medîna (Thebes). The square played no part in the
dressing of stone blocks before laying, which are often not rectangular in any sense, though fitting closely to their neighbours.
The dressing of the masonry was carried out after the whol&
face of the building had been laid; it was then that the mason's
square came into use. Squares were, of course, freely used by
carpenters.
No. 33.-1Model of a level from the same tomb as No. 32.
No. 34.~Model of a plumb-rule, from the same tombas No .32.
No. 35.--.Model of a typical cubit rod. Ail measures of
length in ancient Egypt were based on the cubit, which measuredi
about 0.52 metre, and which was subdivided into 7 palms or
28 digits. In this model t he last two palms are each divided int0o
4 digits.
Nos. 36-38.---.Models of bronze chisels. Smaller chisels of a .
variety of forms were used by the carpenters, usually fitted with
wooden handles.
No. 39.--Model of a mortise chisel of the Middle Empire
(about B.C. 1,900).
No. 40.-Ancient mallet, probably da ting to the Old Empire.
from Saqqâra.
No. 41.-Model of a mallet of the XXIInd dynasty (about
B .C. 850), from Meydûm. A representation of carpenters usiRgsuch mallets can be seen in photograph No. 10 (end wall).
No. 42.---,Model of a typical carpenter's axe of the XIIth
dynasty (about B.C. 1,900) from Asyût.
No. 43.-\Model of a carpenter's adze. The blade is bound t 0o
the haît with raw hide.
N~. 44.-:-Woo~en hoe (ancient). During the whole .of .thedynastie perwd th1s form of hoe was the cultivators' prmCipal
tool. It was also used for excavating in the desert mari.
Nos. 45 and 46.-Models of metal hoes, the parents of t he
modern j as or tu rya.
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TRANSPORT IN THE GRAECO-ROMAN PERIOD.
Our knowledge of the methods of transport during the
Graeco-Roman period (332 B.C.-638 A.D.) is founded less on
pictorial evidence than on the rather sparse details gathered from
papyrological texts and from the classical authors.
The Macedonian conquerors and (since 30 B.C.) their suceessors, the Romans had at their disposai all the perfections of
mechanical technique created by Greek ingenuity. In spi te of
t his, however, long-established pharaonic methods - which were,
indeed well suited to the geographical conditions of the country must have undergone but little change. The Nile and the canals
remained the main highways of Egypt and the maintenance of
t hem and of the ports occupied the attention of the kings and
emperors more than that of the roads.
A canal connecting the Nile and the Red Sea, passing through
the W adi Tumilât and the Bitter L akes, may have existed in the
Middle Empire. One was certainly begun, however, under Necho
(609-593 B.C.) and :finished under Darius (521-486 A.D.). Later
it became sanded up and was cleared for navigation under Ptolemy
II (285--246) and again un der Trajan (98-U7). Destined tfl
facilitate communication with the Red Sea, Arabia and India,
this was the ancestor of the present Suez Canal.
The Greeks - past masters in naval construction - introduced into Egypt slender-prowed vessels with several superimposed
ranks of rowers. Ptolemy II, Philadelphus, is said to have possessed ships having as many as 30 ranks of rowers, and Ptolemy
IV, Philopator (222-204) one of 40 ranks, of which a precise,
though no doubt grossly exaggerated account by Callixenes has
been preserved. These were, however, but warships, and it i<J
very probable that the types of vessels used for the navigation
of the Nile- types founded on the experience of countless generations of native ~gyptians - must have undergone but little
change.
Callixenes also describes a pleasure boat, or dnhabia for use
on the Nile by Ptolemy IV, Philopator, half a stadium (more
than 88 metres) in length and 30 cubits, or nearly 16 metres in
breadth. It had a mast 70 cubits high and a sail enriched with
purple. Around it ran two promenade-decks, and amidships were
luxurious apartments, lavishly decorated with cedar, cypress and
thuùt - wood and with :precious stones and metals. Records also
exist of sailing ships w1th a stowage capacity of 4,000, 5,000 and
even 10,000 ar tubas, the artaba having a volume of 30 to 40 litres
Roads were of two kinds. In the Nile Valley and, above all,
in the Fayyûm, roads of a sort existed for the transport of
agricultural produce and materials, whieh linked up the· villages
with one another. In ancient texts the word 'roads' very often
-13~
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really means 'dykes' or 'canal-embankments', whose ramifications
naturally covered the whole country. Be this as it may, their
condition for traffic was none too good, since records mention
officiais hurrying to put them into order for royal visits. The
second type of road was the desert caravan-route which connected
the Nile Valley with the Oases in the western desert and with
the Red Sea on the east. These highways were more than mere
tracks, and great expense was necessary for their maintenance,
since there were wells, cisterns and rest-houses a day's journey
apart throughout the length of the most important of them, while
fortified posts at frequent intervals ensured the protection of the
con voy s.
Although carts drawn by horses, mules and oxen were used,
marchandise was usually carried by pack-animais, the donkey
and the camel being the most economical for this purpose.
The camel was used in Ptolemaic times and became the
commonest means of desert transport during the Roman period.
A.lthough bred in the country, they were also continually being
impcirted from Arabia, records mentioning beasts as being
"marked with Arabie letters." Horses were employed almost
i:lxclusively for riding, and were specially bred for the use of
the cavalry. The state could always réquisition transport for
the journeys of the king and of officiais, or for the requirements
of the army or public works. Such requisitions were generally,
though not al ways, against indemnity.
Traffic, both by water and by land; was very active in
Graeco-Roman times, and its organisation very perfect. This
was largely due to the necessity of assuring an adequate supply
of corn for Alexandria, and later for Rome. The corn, collected
through('ut the country and stored in state g.ranaries, was
carried on donkey-back to the nearest landing stage, the 'donkeyboys' being organised into guilds. There - on the authority of
an official letter from Alexandria - officiais handed it, against
receipt, to contractors, who owned or hired ships for its transport
down the Nile. At Alexandria the weights of the cargoes were
checked, and samples in sealed bags, which accompanied them,
preventing any falsifications during the journey. These contractors
also undertook all kinds of private work, where the state only
intervened in order to collect the necessary taxes and customs dues.
Other contractors concerned themselves with land transport, parti.cularly on the routes between the Nile and the Red Sea. Large
-donkey and came} caravans passed along these routes, bearing
goods to the Red Sea, destined for Arabia and India, and bringing
'back to Coptos (Qift), for embarkation on the Nile, the products
.of the Orient and stones and minerais from the mountains of
-the Arabian Desert. Numerous quittances have been preserved,
delivered by clients to a certain Nicanor who, owing a train of
.camels, undertook transport between Coptos and both Myos
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Hormos (El-Quseir el-Qadim ?) and Berenice for Greek and
Roman merchants.
There was no postal service available for private individuals,
but the Ptolemies, imitating the Persian sovereigns, organised
one for themselves and their chancellery . Letters from Alexandria to Upper Egypt and, conversely, letters for ~he king or the , .,
Central Administration, were carried stage by stage by mounted
couriers. At each post or stage a postmaster inscribed in a
register the date and hour of the arrivai of the document, the
name of the courier who brought it and of the one who was to
deliver it to the next stage, together with the name of the
addressee. · This organisation lasted until the• Byzantine period ·
(39~8), where we again hear of a 'rapid post' for urgent letters
and an or dinary mail for heavier objects. With .the decline of
the Empire, the post fell into decadence, and und er J ustinian
(527--565), the horses were replaced by donkeys, while the great
landowners organised their own private postal services.
Nos. 1-6 PHOTOGRAPHS ILLUSTRATjiNG! TRANSPORT
IN THE GRAECO-ROMAN PERIOD.
TERRACOTTA MODEL OF CHARIOT-ROMAN rPERIOD.

Terracotta model of a four-horse chariot ·in the Egyptian
Museum, Cairo. This group is of interest in the details of the
harness. The horses have on their necks a yoke similar to those
of oxen . The chariot has two shafts attached to the yokes by
means of straps, one between the :first and second horses and the
other between the third and fourth .
TERRACOTTA MODELS OF CAMELS.ROMAN PERIOD.
Four terracotta models of camels (Egyptian Museum). One
c.arries two baskets, another four jars ; the third is merely saddled,
while the last seems to be carrying a passenger in a litter covered
with a veil.
MOSAIC WITH REPRESENTATIONS OF BOATS.GRAECO-ROMAN PERIOD.
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COLUMN l.
NO. 2.
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Fragment of a large mosaic discovered at Palestrina (Italy)
depicting a scene in the Nile Delta with various form of ships.
In the foreground is a warship, with a narrow prow and rowed by
a number of men. Behind is a dahabia with a large sail and a ·
cabin. The scene also shows two small boats in one of which is -~-~
a man fishing with aline. It is obvious that the boats are meant
to be to very different scales.·
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BED OF AN ANCIENT CANAL,
BETWEEN THE NILE AND THE RED SEA.
Photograph. taken at El-Shallûfa (north of Suez). On the
left and right can be seen the high sandy banks of an ancient
canal, whose bed is now partly occupied by a modern fresh-water
canal and partly by marsh plants.

.

ANCI ENT MAP OF EGYPT.

Fragment of the "Table of Peutinger", now in Vienna.
'l'his is a manuscript dating to about the XIIth century A.D. and
reproducing a map made during the Roman Empire of the then
known world. The contours of the countries have been very
much distorted so that the map could be contained in a very long
but rather narrow roll. Its main object was to give a list of
all the most important routes, together with the towns and stations
along them and the distances between each. Seas, having no
interest in this connexion, are reduced nearly to vanishing yoint.
The portion shown in the photograph represents Asia Minor
(above) and Egypt (below). The course of the Nile is depicted
as being parallel to the Mediterranean for want of a better place
elsewhere, while the Red Sea is placed in the opposite direction.
The routes, however, along the Nile and those across the desert
ll lrom Coptos to Berenice can be lairly easily rocognised.

COLUMN 1 ,
NO. 6 .
AFTER G .W.
MURRAY,
JOURNAL OF
EGYPTIAN
ARCHAEOLOGY.
Xl. 138 ·
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THE ROMAN ROADS IN THE ARABIAN DESERT.
Map of the roads which, in the Roman period, crossed the
Arabian desert, together with the stations at which the caravans
halted at the end of each day (compare with preceding No.).
Sorne of the identifications of the ancient sites with modern ones
are by no means too certain, particularly in the case of Myo~
Hormos, which should perhaps be sought near El-Quseir, which is
hero identiûed as the ancien! Leukos Limen.

MAP SHOWING COURSE OF THE ANCI ENT CANAL
BETWEEN THE NILE AND THE RED SEA.
This map shows (in red) the course of the ancient canal
between the Nile and the Red Sea. Originally the canal left the
Nile near Zagazig (Bubastis), but later it began further upstream
at Bilbeis and finally it was brought up to Old Cairo (Babylon).
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RELIEFS OF THE NILE DELTA
AT DIFFERENT PE-RIODS.
In the time of Herodotus (IVth century B.C.), the Nile
fiowed into the Mediterranean through :five branches. Strabo
(lst century A.D.) mentions seven, while Arab geographers and
authors alsv give the number as seven, though their courses were
by no means constant. Today there as but two branches, that
of Rosetta and that of Damietta.

Nos. -7 and 8, PHOTOGRAPHS 1LLUSTRATI NG
TRANSPORT IN MEDIAEVAL ARAB TIMES.
MINIATURE OF A RED SEA BOAT.- Xlllth CENTURY.
Mesopotamian miniature showing a passenger-boat on the Red
Sea. The traveller, Ibn J ubair, who crossed from Aidhab to
J edda, gives the following account of these craft: "The boats
which sail on this treacherous and hateful sea are made of planks
sewn together; there is no nail in their construction. The stitches
are cords of cocoanut-:fibre, which is :first beaten and then converted in il.> the string from which the cord is twisted". Oakum
from date-palma is used to caulk the boats, which are :finally
covered with castor-oil or, preferably, with shark-grease. The
miniature shows clearly the 'stitches' in the planks and proves
that the account of the traveller is not fantastic. Note the two
sailors baling out water, which must have percolated freely
through auch imperfect, 'sewn' joints".
ABU'L-MUNAGGA BRIDGE. -

A.D. 1267.

This bridge is near Qaliûb, sorne 10 kiloms. from Cairo.
Stone bridg·es were rare in Egypt, since they obstructed navigation. The navigable canals were crossed by bridges constructed
of moveable planks. which were removed at certain hours to permit
the passage of boats. The Nile was crossed by ferries, which
constituted a public department maintained by special tolla and
taxes. N ear the capital, two pontoon-bridges connected Old Cairo
and Rôda and the latter with the Giza bank. The fust, which
was the shorter, contained 36 pontoons.
TRANSPORT IN THE ARAB PERIOD.
The conquest of Egypt by the Arabs (640-642 A.D.), hardly
changed the methods ·of transport already in use in the country,
but was not without influence on its communications with other
lands. Apart from the commercial role it played in the transport
of goods between the East and West, Egypt, now an Arab Province, needed rapid and regular relations with Syria and with
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Mesopotamia, where there were political centres, such as Damascus
and Baghdad~ which in:fl.uenced or dominated it. Above ail,
Egypt, being now converted to Islâm, had to make sure of means
by which thousands of the Faithful could attain the sanctuary of
Mekka.
Ü)le of the e:ffects of the new political situation was, from
643 A.D. onwards, the reopening by 'Amr Ibn el 'As, the first
Arab Governor of Egypt, of the canal connecting the Nile with
the Red Sea, which had been neglected for years and had become
choked with sand. It proved very useful indeed for the transport,
to the barren Hejâz, of Egyptian corn, which was in future to
feed Mekka and Medîna instead of Rome and Constantinople.
It was a political reason also that induced the Sultan Mansûr, a
hundred years later (between 762 and 767 A.D.), to subdue, by
hunger, a revoit in Medina by damming the canal at its mouth
and forbidding its maintenance.
The same 'Amr who reopened the canal had also conceived the
idea of cutting one connecting the Red Sea directly with the
Mediterranean through the Isthmus of Suez. The common belief,
however, held since ancient times (Aristotle, Diodorus, Pliny,
etc.), that the lev el of the Red Sea was higher than that of the
Mediterranean, caused the project to be abandoned, just as it was
to retard it again in the XIXth century.
N either the coming of Islâm nor the construction of the canal
did much harm to the commercial relations between Egypt and
the Christian kingdoms of the West and with the eastern countries. A geographer of the IXth century describes Jewish
merchants bringing from the West on their boats slaves, eunuchs,
embroidery, furs and swords. Disembarking at Farama (the
ancient Pelusium), they transported their cargoes on camel-back
to Qulzum (Suez) and subsequently across the Red Sea to Jâr,
the port of Medîna or Jedda that of Mekka. From thence they
went to India and China, returning with pearls, ivory, silk,
musk, aloes, camphor and spices for the western markets and for
Constantinople. Held up by the Crusades, the activity of this
traffic sprang to new lire after the expulsion of the Crusaders. In
the XIVth century, the port of Alexandria was still one of the
foremost in the world and the principal centre for the commerce
in spices. The transport of these goods, thanks to customs duties,
proved a fruitful source of revenue for Egypt. The exorbitance
of these taxes, however, and the vexations for which they were
made the pretext, played a large part in the efforts of the western
peoples to find another route to the East, with the result that the
discovery, at the end of the XVth century, of the Cape of Good
Hope, had a cruel e:ffect on the traffic a.cross Egypt.
The network of routes in the Arabian Desert, carefully developed and maintained by the Romans, became, after the Arab
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conquest, of even greater importance owing to the closeness of
the religions and political relations between Egypt and Arabia
and Mesopotamia. N umerous caravans traversed the routes, stopping the night in caravanserais where shelter, water and food
was to be had. The route of the Pilgrimage, starting from Cairo,
passed across the desert to Qulzum (Suez) from whence the
voyage proceeded by water or by land to Mekka. In the middle
of the XIIIth century the custom arose, which has been retained
over since, of sending ea~h year, wi_th great pomp, .a Mahrnal_ with
money for charity and pwus donatiOns made by riCh Egyptlans.
Along the most important routes there was a postal service
(barîd), the successor of the Byzantine post (see p. 19); T~;
chief mail routes were that between Damascus and Cauo via
El-Arîsh, Farama (Pelusium) and Bilbeis; the two routes from
Cairo to Alexandria; the route which followed the Nile from Cairo
to Aswân with branches to 'Aidhâb (the ancient port of Berenice)
and to El-Quseir (see p. 16). It was by these southern routes
that the pilgrims visited the sae1·ed sites during the times when
the Crusade& rendered the ordinary route impossible. At each
stage h01·ses were held ready and at the disposai of the state
couriers, who could cover in :five days the distance between Cairo
and Aleppo, which would take an ordinary convoy 34 days. The
rapidity of this post enabled a curions service to be organized,
under the Mamelukes, of cargoes of snow from the Lebanon to
Cairo to cool the drinks of the Sultân and his court. It was also
the Mamelukes who methodically organized a pigeon-post, connecting the principal centres with the Citadel at Cairo, and with
Gaza, Damascus and Aleppo. The royal pigeons bore special
marks on the bill and the feet and the messages were attached
under either the wing or the tai!.
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THE OVERLAND ROUTE.- EUROPE-JNDIA.

The revolution in commerce of European Overseas trade which
marked the emergence of the modern national state from the
confusion of mediaeval times bas had a profound influence on the
whoe of the modern era. The world of the twentieth century bas
learned to trace the revolution from the commercial movement of
the sixteenth, the colonizing activities of the seventeenth, the
overseas wars of conquest of the eighteenth, to the industrial
revolution of economie imperialism of the nineteenth ~entury.
The first contacts with India were established by way of the
Mediterranean and travellers and goods made their way eitheT
across Egypt or by way of the Euphrates.
·

(2)
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From the voyages of circumnavigation of Drake and Cavendish until the beginning of the second quarter of the nineteenth
century the main trade was by way of the Cape of Good Hope.
In 1698, Henry Tistew, an English Consul in Syria, endeavoured to create a trade route through Egypt, but this was foiled
principally by the Ottoman ban on the navigation of the Red Sea
north of the Port of J eddah upon ali Christian vessels.
Another effort was made in 1768 by James Bruce and Carlo
Rosetti, but for varions reasons this gave no real result.
It remained for George Baldwin, a merchant, to actually
commence a trade route in 1775, and, by 1777, the Indian authorities both in England and in India, were replying on the overland
route for their most important communications, and a packet
marked "Received Overland" was designed for instant attention.
Many difficulties were overcome and merchandise was actually
transported across the Isthmus of Suez during this period, but the
jealousy between the Continental and the British powers stunted
the efforts of George Baldwin who died in poor circumstances
in 1799.
'l'he route through Egypt feil inilo disuse owing tc; the
opposition to the Navigation of the Red Sea and the preval en ce of
turbulent political conditions in Egypt. The use of alternative
routes through Syria and Mesopotamia declined because of chaotic
conditions throughout western Asia and along the European extension of the line, but the growing efficacy of the steam vessel made
the old Cape Route increasingly popular.
A unique individual, Thomas Waghorn, whose vocabulary
did not con tain the word "impossible", became distinguished as
the projector of the Overland Route through Egypt to India, and
on March 20th. 1830, a sturdy little steamer which was built of
Indian teak at Bombay successfully reached Suez a month later.
Many efforts were made by Waghorn personally, and in 1833
he undertook, and carried a mail from London through Egypt to
India in 60 days.
The East India Company and business people in England had
co-operated to supply vessels to operate the sea portion of the
"Overland Route". In 1839 the British Government made an
agreement with the French Government for the transmission of
mails to and from India by way of Marseilles and overland, whilst
heavier packages were conveyed all the way by sea, P. and O's
steamers operating between England and Malta, and British
Admiralty' s vessels between Malta and Alexandria.
The method of •transport during these early days in Egypt
was by camel between Rosetta and Alexandria, by sailing-boats
on the Nile to Bulac (Cairo) and Rosetta, and by camel between
Cairo and Suez.
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The Overland Route - Europe to 1ndia,
A map of the Overland Route, Alexandria-Cairo-Suez.
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Later, however, in 1840 a definite means of transport was
inaugurated . 'l'he fust part of the transit was by way of the
Mahmoudia Canal which had been reconstructed by Mohamed Aly
Pasha in 1820. This journey of 48 miles was accomplished in a
big mastless canal boat in form not unlike the dahabiahs u sed
today upon the Nile towed by a steam tug at the rate of 5 miles
an hour. Two P . &O.S.N. Co.'s steamers plyed on the River
Nile between A tf and Cairo; these vessels had been arranged for
by Mohamed Aly P asha and had been th~ subject of a special
concession. They were capable of conveymg about 70 persans,
each.
In 1841, Mohamed Aly P asha made at his own cost the way
between Suez and Cairo practicable for carriage travelling and
fur nished the necessary means t o a:fford perfect security to the
transit traffic.
The method of transport between Cairo and Suez is best
explained by the following extract from a memorandum of the
b .te Scandar Pasha Fahmy, late Geseral Manager of the Egyptian
State Railways :"The transport of tourist s and luggage from Cairo to Suez
was by two-wheeled coaches drawn by four mules each, and
which could hold six travellers, passing through the desert to
Suez and calling at stopping stations known as points 4, 8 and
12. The latter two points had stables for relays of horses and
mules, also commodious hotels for the tourists to take their
meals and to sleep.
This operation was entrusted to an English contractor named
Mr. Shepheard, the proprietor of the famous hotel known by
that name.
The travellers, luggage, post, goods and cash when arriving
by the steamer used to stop at a place called Bulak Quay
surrounded by a big wall where all were unloaded on the
Quay and after being checked, they were loaded on camels
of Arabs caravans that travel from Cairo to Suez guarded by
Turkish kawasses and a pay clerk. The goods and post were
in charge of the cameleers".
In 1844, Mohamed Aly Pasha decided to form a Government
Establishment on a large scale to meet the growing number of
through Egypt and for the transit of goods, etc. This
Establishment, the Egyptian Transit Administration, was run
as a Government Department, thus making it more practicable,
and also considerably lessening the cost.
~assengers

It is interesting to note that in 1849, 5 years later, a wharf
and cargo 1:1heds had been built at Gabbary, and a Farm provided
just outside Cairo to supply vegetables and fruit for the Tourists.
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A Hotel had been built at Suez by the Egyptian Government for
the accommodation of passengers and the route between Cairo and
Suez, which had been partly macadamized, was divided into 16
stations which number was later reduced to 9, most of which could
facilitate a change of horses in from 8 to 10 minutes. The entire
distance from from the N ile to the Red Sea could be covered in
comfortable vehicles in from 16 to 18 hours, out of which about
10 hours were occupied in actual travel on the road, the remaining
portion in rests taken for meals, etc. and in changing horses.
This brings this brief note on a most interesting subject to
1851 the date of commencement of the construction of the Railway.
The desert route between Caïro and Suez was maintained until
the opening of the Railway on the 25th. May 1859.
'l'he routes across Egypt are shewn by an illuminated diagram
on the panel, on which are shewn a number of photographs of old
sketches and woodcuts of nearly a 100 years ago and which form a
very interestin~ collection of scenes of travel between Europe and
India during tnis period.

Road

Transporta:~nA~nT::N~:~R:.~;ods was ch;eHy by

donkeys, the roads being made on the banks of the Nile and
canals and gave no facilities for wheeled transport.
11
Since the coming of the internai combustion engine great
development of the roads has been made although outside the
main towns they consist chiefl.y of soft earth from the Nile and
canal banks, cousolidated by water and the heat of the sun, and
gives quite a good surface for light tra:ffic. The total length of
these roads is 6,266 kilometres. In addition to these, there are
Macadam roads with a total length of 393 kilometres, and 1st
and 2nd class roads ( earth and Macadam) having total lengths
o:f 2,361 and 4,298 kilometres respectively.
Private motor cars and taxis have increased from 5,000 to
25 000, motor lorries from 600 to 4,200, and motor buses from
200 to 1,200. This shows that although the general opinion that
Egypt has not developed road transport as much as other conntries, it has been a very rapid growth.
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WATER TRANSPORT.
Water Transportation from the earliest period has been of
much assistance to the development of Egypt. The Pharaonic
Section shows photographs and models of that period. The felu_cca
and. dahabia of today are very little different to those of the earl~est
per10d of Egypt's history. There are now sorne 10,000 ply1~g
on the Nile and its navigable canals ranging from 5 tons capamty
up to 30 tons, having an aggregate tonnage of nearly 200,000 tons.
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Since 1920 a rapid development of power driven vessels
taken place; they range from 25 tons to 300 tons capacity, the
aggregate tonnage about 30,000 to 35,000 tons and numbering
about 350 units.
The totallength of navigable canals in Egypt is as follows :River Nile, total branches
Lower Egypt Canals ...
Upper Egypt Canals ...

Toml..

=~m:::~LOPMENT

1,44'7 kilometres.
1,212
,
34'7
,

~
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OF CIVIL AVIATION IN EGYPT.

In the vear 1919 the Government first considered the establishment of a bureau of Civil Aeronautics for the control and
àevelopment of Civil Aviation in Egypt.
In 1925 a aefinite policy was formulated and the post of Air
Consultant was created in the Ministry of Communications.
Squadron Leader W .D. Long of the Royal Air Force was appointed to occupy this post. In May 1927 the title of this appointment
was changed to that of Controller General of Civil Aviation.
The drafting of the necessary Air Navigation Laws and Regulations, the consideration of possible sites for Aerodromes and

::v::::,.:~n of mious schem" P'oceeded.
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It was eventually decided to construct a Landplane Airport
at Almaza near Heliopolis and a combined Marine Aircraft and
Landplane Airport at Dekheila near Alexandria, these were to be
the principal Airports of Egypt.
The preparation of Almaza Aerodrome viz: levelling of surface
and marking of boundaries, fencing of the entire perimeter, ~~
.construction of a hangar and offices and internai roadways to
connect with the road through Almaza Village, was eventually
completed and the Airport was officially inagurated by His Majesty
King Fouad 1er. on June 2nd. 1932 on the occasion of the arrivai
Qf the first Egyptian Army Air Force Aeroplanes piloted by
Egyptian Officers.
The preparation of the Dekheila site presented considerable
.(li:fficulties, a large portion of it was low lying and subject to
flooding in the rainy season, in addition, only about % the area
was Government land, so the remainder had to be expropriated.

1
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After rouch consideration it was decided to raise the level
of the low lying ground, and :filling operations were commenced;
a very extensive area being raised to a level of approx. 70 ~ms.,
above the originallevel. The surface was eventually planted with
N egil grass which although only partially successful at :first is uow
by constant cultivation and continuons replanting of bare areas,
becoming established and :firm enough to bear the traffic of
Aircraft.
Dekheila Aerodrome was opened for use, as a landing ground,

~~~~ ~~r~::t ~i:::~:;:::.e 1st. October 1932.

The installation of Boundary lights, flood lighting and Aerodrome Identification Beacon at Almaza Aerodrome during the next
few months will enable this Airport to o:ffer facilities for the landing of Aircraft by day or by night, equal to any other Airport
in the world.
The building of the necessary Control Office, First Aid Room
and Garage Accommodation for Ambulance and Fire Tender, etc.,
at Dekheila is now proceeding and it is hoped that the completion
of these and the cultivation of a sufficiently extensive area to
provide a minimum of 600 yards "take o:ff" in any direction of
wind will enable the Aerodrome to be declared available for aU
types of landplane Aircràft by April, 1933.
Investigations are being made with a view to selecting suitable sites for the establishment of landing grounds along the different Air Routes and at ali principal towns.
It is the :intention to provide hangar accommodation at
Dekheila and Mersa Matruh during the year 1933 and also commence the construction of a large hangar at Almaza to meet
increased traffic requirements.
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Training and Employment of Egyptian Nationals.
Annually since 1927 certain selected candidates have been
sent to England to specialise in varions aviation subjects with
a view to their appointment to posts in the Civil A via ti on Departmant.
These duties comprise Technical Inspection of aircraft, and
examination of ground engineers, and Aerodrome Control.
At the present time :five candidates have completed their
tra~n~ng and are actually employed, three are still undergoing
tram1ng.
Operation of Civil Air Lines.
ln 1926 a provisional agreement was concluded between the
Egyptian Government and Messrs. Imperial Airways Ltd., for
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the operation of a Civil A ir Service for the carriage of passengers,
mails and goods between E~ypt, Palestine, Iraq and India.
ln 1929 this authorisatlon was extended to the operation of
a service of Flying Boats between Europe and Alexandria.
ln 1930 the services of this Company were authorised to
extend through Egypt to South Africa and intermediately .
ln 1930 the Royal Dutch Air L ines (K.L.M. Company) ""ere
authorised to operate a " bi" monthly A ir Service for the carria ge
of mails through Egypt between Rolland and Batavia; this was
subsequently in October, 1931, extended to permit a weekly service
and inclu.de the carriage of passengers and goods in addition to
mails.

IlIl
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Formation and Operation of an Egyptian Aviation Company.
The Council of Ministers on 31st. December 1931, gave authorisation to the first Egyptian A viat i on Company "Société Misr
Airwork" to undertake certain aeronautical enterprises in Egypt,
including the establishment and operation of flying training
schools, Aircraft Service Stations, Regular and Occasional Air
Services within Egypt and between Egypt and abroad, etc., etc.
The Company commenced its enterprises in May 1932. A number
of Egyptian candidates have already been trained and han qualified for licences to fly private aircraft.
The Company operates a service station for the housing,
provisioning, maintenance and repair of civil aircraft at Almaza.
The Government has, with a view to assisting and encouraging
the development of aviation, granted certain subsides to this
Company.

Formation of Clubs.
In 1030 the Aero Club of Egypt was created with a view to
filling the same role in Egypt as that which is filled in other
countries by the National Aero Clubs which are affiliated to the
Federation Aeronautique Internationale, namely, the encouragement, development and general welfare of private and sporting
aviation.
The club has been recognised by, and, has become affiliated
to the Federation.
New appoi ntments.
During July 1932 the post of Controller General of Civil
Aviation was suppressed and the post of Director General of
Aviation (Civil and Military) was created, Wing Commander
Sir C.J.Q. Brand, K.B.E ., D.S.O., M .C. , D.F.C., of the Royal
Air Force was appointed to occupy this post on lst. August, 1932.
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NO. 47.

F IRST FLOOR

BAY N.

CAMEL TRANSPORT.
'l'he camel has been used for centuries as a medium for the
transport of goods across the desert and in the cultivated areas
along the Nile valley.
'l'hese four models represent camels loaded with stones, earth,
cotton hales and sugar canes respectively.
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When stones a:p.d earth are carried they are loaded into
baskets known as the Maktaf, which are slung pannier wise on
the back of the camel. 'l'hese baskets are made of palm leaves,
which are torn off the main stem and split into the desired width,
and are them woven into a very long plait. Extra leaves are
constantly incorporated, till the necessary length is completed.
'l'hase plaits are sewn together in the form of a spiral, a cord of
twisted palm leave strands being used for this purpose.
'l'wo rope handles are attached to each basket the rim of
which is strengthened with the same material. Cotton hales and
sugar canes are also carried pannier wise bemg bundled together
and secured with ropes.

EGYPTIAN DONKEY CART.
On~ of the commonest forms of transport which is still in use
is the donkey cart. The model represents a typical vehicle of
this king, and its women passengers. The platform is flat and
framed up from boards about 1 11 thick. It is bolted through cross
bearers on to the framework, two sides of which are formed by
the extended shafts of the vehicle. The front and rear of the
platform are supported by inclined flat steel or iron bars, which
are bolted at their lower extremity to the axletree.

There are no bearing springs fitted, all road shocks being
transmitted to the passengers.

MODEL OF PRIMITIVE MAN CARRYING LOAD.
This model represents a primitive man carrying a load. In
primitive times as climatic conditions improved, game became
more plentiful, and the horse (very much smaller than it is today)
was commonly hunted and killed for food.
There being no other means of transport on land, ali loads
were carried on the bac'K, or slung on a pole between two men.
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Model:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(6)

Sail Carriage
Siamese Cart.
Burmese Cart
Sakkà (Water Carrier)
Primitive man carrying a load .

(1)

~
(2)

(3)

(4)
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SAIL CARRIAGE.

This model represents a sail carriage dating to about 1600.
Vehicles of this kind were used on the low lying coast of Rolland.
Wood was used in their construction, and the force of the wind
was utilised to propel them, two sails being fitted for this purpose.
Deviation from a straight course was made possible by the ::txle
<Of one pair of wheels being fixed on a pivot which was operated
by a tiller.
MODEL OF SAKKA (Water Carrier).

Il

SECTION 1.
NO. 50.

liIl~~;~
Il

FLOOR

ll sECTION 1.

This model represents a Sakkà or W a ter Carrier. In the days li NO. 51.
before water was available in the houses of the inhabitants of
many Egyptian towns, and to a less extent today, these men made Il ~~";~FLOOR
-their livelihood by supplying them with water from the Nile.
During the rising of the river the Sakkàs drew their water from
it. When the distance to be covered is long, camels and donkeys
.are employed to convey the water in skins. The water skins of
the camel are a pair of wide bags of ox-hide. The donkey carries
a bag ma.de of goat skin, (called "kirbeh" in Arabie) and so too
does the Sakkà.
When the distance to be covered is short the goat skin, filled
with water is slung across the water carrier's back.
MODEL OF A BURMESE CART.

This form of two-wheeled bullock cart is common in Burma
and Bengaï, and is a survival of a primitive type of wheeled
vehicle . It has solid dise wheels, which are, however, provided
with long wooden bushes running on a fixed axle-tree; the oxen
.are tied to a yoke bearing against their humps and lashed to an
ornamental pole, which is forked at the inner end for attachment
to the axle and to the body framing.
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SECTION 1.
NO. 52 .
FIRST FLOOR

MODEL OF A SIAMESE CART.

ll sECTION f.
NO. 53.
This represents the ordinary travelling cart used in Siam. It
is construded entirely of wood and has a long narrow body, with
-sides formed of vertical bars inclining outward at the top, sur·
mounted by a semicircular roof of matting It has · two spoked
wheels with very long hubs, each running loose on a separate
.axle, these axles are supported at ·both ends, the inner ends by a
<Cross-beam under the fl.oor, and the outer ends by side bars which
.are mortise ·i into long cross beams attached to the body before
.and behind the wheels. The sides of the cart are supported from
these cross beams by inclined bars and stayed by twisted cords.
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MOD EL OF TAKHARAWAN.
This exhibit represents a form of transport used in Egypt and

1 1 Palestine by pilgrims when travelling from Cairo to J erusalem.

BAY N .

SECTION
NO. 56.

'l'he two main beams of the framing are brought together at the
front and vrolonged to form the pole to which are yoked a pair
of water-bu:ffaloes. The rear ends of the outside frani.e bars are
curved upward and serve to extricate the cart should it sink into
soft ground.

1. ~,~

Il

'l.'hese old carriages were each carried by two camels and the
model shows how this was done.

EGYPTIAN GHARRI AN D HORSE.
One of the commonest means of transport in the towns and
cities in Egypt is the horse drawn four-wheeled Gharri or buggy.
It is not ui.!.like the Hansom cab in appearance, except that the
driver sits on a seat in front of the passengers.
The body is sprung on elliptic laminated springs on the rear
axle, while the driver's seat is sprung on elliptic laminated springs
over the front wheels which are free to turn about a centre. The
hood is coilapsible and the wheels are rubber typed. A pair of
horses is ·ihe usual yoke, but occasionally a single horse is
employed.

ROLLS-ROYCE "FALCON" Ill AEROPLANE ENGINE.
This is one of the most successful war time aeroplane engines,
and was fitted notably to the Bristol Fighter type of machine.
In order to shew details of construction it is partly sectioned.
It is a high compression engine with twelve cylinders, and
develops 270 H.P. at 2,000 r.p.m. The petrol consumption is 19
gallons per hour. Dual ignition is from two twelve-point B.T.H.
Magnetos. The Carburetters are of the Rolls-Royce ClaudelHobson type.
The speed ratio between airscrew and crankshaft i& 56:95 and
the drive is through epicyclic gear.
Lubrication is by dry sump, oil being delivered at 40 lb.
per sq. inch to main crankshaft journals, big and small ends, and
at 2 lbs. per sq. inch to camshaft and timing gears.
· The engine exhibited was used in Palestine until 1931, its
weight is 660 lbs.

EGYPTIAN STONE CART AND HORSE.
This model represents the type of vehicle used to transport
stones for 1uilding purposes.
. The wheels which are of large diameter, somewhere in the
regwn of 7'-0" are ma9-e thus to provide easier running on uneven
ground.
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Model of Takhtarawan .
Used by Pilgrims travelling from Cairo to Jerusalem.
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MODEL OF NILE PADDLE STEAMER "EGYPT".
SECTION t .
This representa a typical Nile Paddle Steamer, useJ for
NO. 58.
tourist traille during the winter season-October to April. VeRsels
FIRST FLOOR
of this typ~ are ~pecially designed to enable the passengers to
see the ever changing life and scenery of the Nile to the best
LENT BY
ad van tage.
THOS. COOK 8:
They have three decks, the topmost of which is 50 feet across
SON , LIMITED .
and include'3 a large open lounge with sliding wind screens and
a glass-endosed observation room forward, where one can sit and
watch the river life.
On the deck also are the smoking and drawing rooms, and
accommoda tion consisting of two suites with private bath, two
large double bedrooms with private bath, and severa! single
cabins. 'Ihn two large double bedrooms are similar to those in ~~
the suites. A single cabin adjoining has a communicating door
so that families of three canuse the private bath.
On the saloon deck all the cabins are single. Four have
each a private bath and a communicating door into the adjoining
cabin, whereby two persons may have the use of the bath if
required. The dining saloon is situated on this deck forward.
Tables are arranged for two or four persons, and the large windows
ensure that nothing of interest is missed even at meal times. On
the main deck there are eight large cabins with two beds, and
more with one bed. These cabins enjoy more privacy and
quietness than those above, and, being protected, are warm in
cold weather and cool in warm weather. All of the bedrooms
are comfortably furnished and have hot and cold running water.
Each of the steamers is in charge of an experienced Manager,
First-class chefs are carried, and there are ladies' maids, a hair- 11
dresser, and a fully-quali:fied Medical O:fficer.
A library of works on Egypt is provided in the drawingroom and a piano and gramophone are available for dancing and
concerts.
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MODEL OF THORNEYCROFT OMNIBUS.
This is an exact model of the type of omnibus employed in
Cairo City service, and represents the latest type of "Thornycroft" 29 seater saloon Bus. The chassis is mounted on Dunlop
pneumatic tyres size 36"~ x 7" twin tyres on the rear axle. The
power unit known as type MB. 4 has four cylinders developing

59H.P.

This chassis being designed specially for passenger work is
:fitted with two entirely independent braking systems. The foot
brake which is assisted by a powerful Vacuum-Servo cylinder,
supplied by W:~stinghouse, operates inte~·nal expending shoes,
in drums attached to ali four wheels. The hand brake operates
on a drum :fitted to the rear end of the intermediate propeller tube.
On the foot brake, the fully laden Bus, travelling at 20 m.p.h.
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NO. 61.
:F IRST FLOOR
B AY N .

SECTION 1.
NO. 62.
F IRST FLOOR
IB AY S .

(32 kilos) can be brought to rest in 25 feet (7.6 m.).
Interior and exterior lighting is supplied by a 12 volts C.A.V.
lighting set, with a 105 amp. hour battery. Other equipment
includes mechanical tyre pump operated from the gear box, and
full range of dashboard instruments, fire extinguishers and electrical signalling deviee.
Ventilation is supplied by three patent Flettner rotary ventilators, fitted on the outside of the roof, in order to ensure the
coolness of the interior of the body in summer time, a double roof
is fitted, with an air space between.
There are more than one hundered of these vehicles in daily
circulation in Cairo, each covering approximately 140 miles per
d::ty . The mo del is electrically lighted.
MODEL OF HANSOM CAB.

This model representa a Hansom Cab, so named after its
inventor. Vehicles of this kind were in common use on the streets
of London, and English provincial cities, at the latter end of last
century and the early years of this.
Seating is provided for two passengers, with folding fl.aps,
and windows, which completely close up the front when desired.
The sides and roof are a permanent structure. The driver's seat
is placed high up at the rear, a trap door in the roof permitting
communication between driver and passengers. The springing
consists of semi-elliptic side springs attached by long links to
points under the front step fl.ooring, and attaching to a transverse
spring at the rear, carried by a bracket extending downward from
the driving seat. The hansom was superseded on the London
streets by the motor cab during the period 1905-12.
MODEL OF HORSE-DRAWN OMNIBUS, 1911

This model representa one of the many horse-drawn omnibuses, owned by the London General Omnibus Co. Ltd., which
plied in the streets of London in 1911. They were the forerunners
of the present day motor bus. These buses were drawn by a pair
of horses and the drivers sat on the elevated seat in front of the
passengers compartment.
The lower compartment was covered in, while the top deck
was open. Passengers on top were protected from the elements
by water-proof aprons.
The modern motor bus body follows closely ~he design of
these early buses.

Il

AIR SCREW- AEROPLANE.

This exhibit is an air screw from a De-Haviland Moth Aeroplane E. 102, which was fl.own to Egypt from England in June
1932.
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The WorJd.wide

The commencement of the railway era may be said to datd
from the opening of the Stockton and Darlington Railway on
29th September 1825, that being the first public railway in thd
world on which the steam locomotive was used.
The Liverpool and Manchester Railway which was constructed
by George Stephenson, and opened on 15th September 1830, was
however the great experimental railway, and that on which the
possibilities of the steam locomotive became apparent, due largely
to the success of Stephenson' s "Rocket" in the Rainhill trials of
October 1829. The success of this railway gave great impetus to
railway extension and between 1830 and 1840 severallines obtained
Parliamentary sanction.
In America the first steam Railway was opened in 1830, and
in Europe in 1832.
The year 1836 marked a most important stage in railway
development as in it the first substantial attempt was made to
link up the more imJ?ortant centres, and more than 1,000 miles of
new lines were sanctwned in England.
In 1837 the total mileage of railway in England had reached
the figure of 2,469 miles.
The Great Western Railway (England) for which the broad
gauge of 11-0 11 was adopted by Brunei, was opened between 1838
and 1841.
The year 1852 saw the opening of the first section of railway
in Egypt, this was constructed by Robert Stephenson.
The first steam railway in Asia was opened in 1853 and in
1854 the fust Australian railway was opened for tra:ffic. Since
that date railways have been constructed at a rapid pace in all
parts o~ the world, opening up rich virgin tracts of country. The
di:fficult:P'l encountered in this work have in many cases been
almost u 'urmountable, but by ~int of grit and hard work success
has crowneJ the efforts of the pwneers.
The steo.m locomotive still holds its own, but owing to the
increasing demand for greater power and higher working pressures the multitubular locomotive boiler, which has undergone
little change in design since the early days of railways, will it
seems from pres<)nt indications give way to the water-tube type
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of high pressure boiler. Railway engineers in different countries
working independently have evolved designs incorporating boiler1
of this type, notable exami>_les being the Schmidt locomotiv1
(Germany), the L.N.E.R. (England) No. 10,000, and the nigh
pressure water-tube boilered locomotives of the Hudso11 and Dela·
laware Railroad in the United States.
Electric traction is now largely employed in some countries,
notably Switzerland, where large hydro-electric undertakings
produce the necessary current.
Diesel ~;Jngines have also been employed, and from the experience gained with their use it appears that this form of motive
power will have an increased field of usefulness in countries where
fuel oil is cheap and readily obtainable.
The Diesel Electric Locomotive is now an accomplished fact,
and from running tests made on this type great developments are
anticipated in the near future.

A SHORT H ISTORY
OF THE EGYPTIAN STATE RAILWAYS.

Egypt was one of the early countries, and certainly the :first
in Africa to adopt railway transport. To tht? illustrions Mohamed
Ali Pasha is due the credit of initiating the :first Railway in
Egypt. In 1833 he entrusted T .J. Galloway to survey the route
between Cairo and Suez. Photographie copies of the original
correspondence between Mohamed Ali Pasha and Galloway are
displayed which shew conclusively that a good amount of work
and the purchase of rails was accomplished during the Pasha's
reign . Many difliculties were however encountered and consequently the Overland Desert Route (as describedJ later) was
thoroughly organized to deal with the increasing traflic.
H.H. the Khedive Abbas I entered into negotiations with
Robert Stephenson, then the universal adviser on railway work,
for the construction of a line of railway from Alexandria to Cairo
and a contract was signed with him in 1267 Regira (12.7.1851)
for the :first railway in Egypt . Begun in 1852, the :first section,
from Alexandria to Kafr el Eiss on the side of the Nile opposite
Kafr el Zayat where the Nile had to be crossed, was opened in
1854, and completed to Cairo in 1856 a distance of 210 kilometres.
Pending the construction of a bridge at Kafr El Zayat, connection
between the two sections of the line was mamtained by a ferry .
With the completion of the line from Alexandria to Cair o,
a direct line was constructed from Cairo to Suez and opened for
traffic in N ovember 1858, thus completing the rail over land route
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• d 805 84
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The initiator of Egypt's first rai lw a y.
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linking- India with Europe; the conception of which f&unded the
State Railways. Traffic from the overland route alone yieldeJ
a revenue in the region of three quarters of a million per annum,
before the coming of the Canal.
Further railway development in the Lower Egypt Section
proceeded apace, the line from Cairo to .A.lexandria was double
tracked by 1861 and branch and connecting lines between the
important Lower Egypt towns were rapidly pushed forward.
When H.H. Khedive Ismail Pasha (Father of H .M. King
Fouad 1st.) began his reign in 1863 he instituted a vigorous
programme of railway construction, and due to his initiative a
considerable increase in the length of track resulted. With the
opening of the Suez Canal in 1868, the "Overland Route"
gradually ceased to serve the purpose of its original projection as
a direct route between Cairo and Suez only. In 1867 the Main
Line, was extended from Zagazig to Ismaïlia, with a hranch line
from Nafisha Junction to Suez, which was opened for traffic in
1870, thus completing a main line route Cairo-Suez providing
better gradients and avoiding the worst portions of the desert.
The direct Cairo-Suez Line then ceased to be used and was subsequently dismantled in 1879. Connection to Port-Said by rail,
was, until 1904, e:ffected by a light railway, Ismailia;-Port-Said
constructed in 1891. and operated by the Suez Canal Co. In 1904
the light railway was taken over and relaid as standard gauge
and operated by the Egyptian State Railways under agreement
providing for payment of an annuity expiring in 1968, of
IJ.E.19,930 to the Suez Canal Co as acquisition cost.
The policy of continued expansion of the State Railways in
the Lower Egypt Section extended to acquisition of lines constructed and operated by companies as opportunity occurred. The
following private owned railways were acquired and merged with
the State Railways (Lower Egypt) system:-
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H ELWAN UNE.
The line was constructed between 1870-72 by the then Khedive
of Egypt, Ismail Pasha. It was opened for traffic in 1872 and
was worked as a State Railway until 1888, when the concession
for the exploitation of the line was given to the Société Anonyme
Metropolitan and Cairo-Helwan Railway (Suarès Fr_è res). Th~
l'oncession was subsequently transferred to the Delta Light Railway Co. In 1914 the Government resumed working of the line
as on payment of L.E.90,000, (includes L.E.20,000 value of
Helwan Hotel, Sul ph ur Baths and Midan Said), by way of cash
f·om:pensation and as with responsibility for redemption of the
origmal Helwan Railway Bonds (L.E.81,500).
-33-
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Constructed and worked by Abbas Hilmi the then Khedive
of Egypt, as his priva te property. Extending from W ardian toAbu-Hagag, a distance of 239 kiloms. The section WardianDabaa (168 kiloms.) being standard gauge and the section Dabaa
-Abu Hagag (71 kiloms.) narrow gauge.
In consequence of negotiations being opened with intent tosell the property to a foreign company, the line was taken over
by the Government in 1914 at a purchase cost of L.E.376,000 .
During the War, the track Hammam to Abu-Hagag was
removed to provide material required elsewhere for military purposes. In 1928, track was relaid (standard gauge throughout) toDabaa and thence in 1930 to Fuka, the present terminus.

RAIL CONNECTION WITH PALESTINE.
Previous to 1916 there was no rail connection between Egypt
and Palestine.
In 1916 for mi.litary purposes the construction of a standard
gauge line running East from Kantara was commenced and by
the end of 1918 completed to Haifa.
U ntil 1917 the ex change of rolling stock between the Egyptian State Railways and the ·M ilitary Railway was by ferry over
the Canal. In 1917 the military operations in Palestine bad
intensified to a degree requiring quickened transport between
Egypt and Palestine. The Suez Canal Company accorded permis~ion to a swing bridge being built on condition that it was
1·emoved after the W ar.
'Ihe bridge remained in operation until March 1921, when
it was removed at the desire of the Canal Company.
On the conclusion of the War, rail connection with Palestine
'tnd Syria was maintained _by the retention by the British Autho,·ities of the Military constructed railway Kantara-Ludd, of
which the sect.ion Kantara-Ra:ffa lies in Egyptian territory. The
British Government proposed that the Egyptian Government
should take over and work the Kantarar-Ra:ffa line as an extension
of the Egyptian State Railways. Having regard to the high ratio
of costs of operation, with but small prospect of revenue, the o:fh·r
was declined. The line Kantara-Ludd remains the propeTiy of
the British Government and is worked by the Palestine Railways
on behnlf of tl.e British Government under agreement. The
Egyp1iau State Railways maintains a ferry service at Kaniara
for passage of passengers and transport of goods wagons.
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H.H. ISMAIL PASHA.
Reigned 1863-1879.
Considerably extended the State
Railways during his reign.
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UPPER EGYPT.
~n 1867 work was begun on the Upper Egypt Sectwn, wh1ch
startmg from a terminal station (Bulak-El-Dacrour) on the west
bank of the Nile, was for sorne years practically an independant
t~y!oitem, pending the construction (in 1891) of a third Nile Bridge
at Embaba, just outside Cairo.
The Upper E"'ypt line was gradually extended from At~siut
1874 to Kena 1897'. Construction from Kena to Assuan was by
private enterprise. A company, the Kena-Assua~ Raüway _Co.
havin"' been formed to construct and operate the hne from Kena.
'l 'he s~ction Kena-Lux or wa.s built as a standard gaug~ linel. the
r,ection Luxor-Assuan (Gezireh) as a narrow gauge lme (tj' 6"
g~uge-), connecting with a then .existing narrow gauge line, ~1
kiloms. in length, Assuan (Gezireh) to Shellal constructed m
1884 as a military line during the :first Sudan Campaign to accelerate transport of military stores past the lst. Cataract.
'l'he line Kena-Assuan, was taken over by the Govermuent
and opened for traffic in 1898 under arrangement by which the
Kena-Assuan Railway Co., were compensated by annuity payments of L.E.24,750 expiring 1978. The military ]ine Assunn
(Gezireh) to Shellal was, on the conclusion of the Sudan Campaign, absorbed into the system of the State Railways. SheUal
now forms the Junction between the State Railways and the Sudan
Government Steamers for traffic exchanged between Egypt and
the Sudan. In 1926, the Section Luxor-Shellal was convertt>d
from narrow ~auge to standard gauge.
Other private constructed lines as absorbed into the State
Railways system were :-

WESTERN OASIS LI NE.
(21-6 11 gauge). This line was constructed under conces~ion
in 1906 to the Corporation of Western Egypt and was opened
for traffic in 1907. The line was ta ken over by the Government
in 1909 at an acquisition cost of L.E.125,000. The line leads from
Oasis Junction on the main line, 540 kiloms. South of Cairo, to
the Oasis of Kharga, a distance of 195 kiloms.
~iven

AUXILIARY RAILWAYS.
These lines d~vide into two sections, the Northern(kiloms.256)
and Southern (klloms. 61) not having through connection with
each other. The Northern section being on the West bank of
the Nile, parallel with and having connection with the main line.
The Southern section being also on the West bank of the Nile,
without connection wjth the Main Line which runs here on the
(3)
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East bank of the river. The lines are of standard gauge. The
lines were constructed between 1870 and 1878 by the Daira Sanieh
in the reign of the Khedive Ismail, mainly for transport of sugar
cane from fields to factories. In 1903 the lines were acquired
by the Sucreries Cie. In 1906 the lines were taken over by the
Government as on payment of a purchase consideration of

IJ.E.390,000.
Apart from their main function of transporting sugar cane
The
N orthern Section, in 1916 served a military purpose. The section
Beni-Mazar-Sandafa, serving as a connectmg link between the
main line and the Baharia Military Railway (21-6 11 gauge) which
was projected 130 kiloms. into the desert. The military line was
to factories, the lines are of little traffic importance.

pulled up in 1918-19.
ROLLING STOCK.
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LOCOMOTIVES.
In a period extending over 30 years, the numbe1· of locomolives has increased from 372 as in service in 1900 to 721 as on
charge at end of 1931. Of this number 582 are now in service,
92 are laid by and held in reserve and 47 are on the scrap list.
Until 1914 the services were, with few exceptions, run by
:five types of locomotives all working with saturated steam, viz:
2-4-0, 2-2-2, 4-4-0, for passenger service, 0-6-0 for goods servie~> and
0-6-0 saddle-back tank engines for suburban and shunting services.
These engines were all similar in regard to details, interchangeability having been followed in the designs.
Cylinder diameters did not exceed 18 inches. Pressures were
160 to 180 lbs., the wheel diameters being according to service.
In 1914 superheated engines were introduced. The economical advantage proved to be so pronounced that the policy has
been rigidly adhered to since . At the present time there are 314
superheated locomotives in service.
The wisdom of this policy is instanced by the fact that in
1913 when all locomotives were using saturated steam the coal
r.onsumption was 12.8 kilogrammes per kilometre. · Since that
date the superheated engines which have been gradually introduced are considerably heavier and have a much greater hauling
capacity whilst the coal rate of consumption is practically the
sa me.
The later type of locomotives in use are 4-4-2 for express
passenger service, 2-6-0 for g·oods service 2-6-2 and 2-6-4 tank
cngines for mixed traffic and shunting services . The cylinder
Jiameters have been increased to 21 11 •
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Egyptian State Railways - 1932.
This series of photographs shows typical rolli ng stock,
permanent way, buildings, and bridges on the Egyptian
State Railways system .
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STEAM RAIL CARS.

Experiment was :first made in 1926 with one single unit car,
baving a carrying capacity of 65.
Ex:peri~nce proved that cars of a double unit, art.iculated, w:ith
l·he engme m th':l centre and controls at each end, wlth a carrymg
<.,apacity of 100 were the most suitable. At end of April 1932,
there were 21 steam rail cars, of which 16 are of the articulated
type. 'l'hey are mainly employed to maintain service on branch
lines and also to work shuttle services on main lines, where conditions of density and road competition obtain m particular sections.
COACHl NG STOCK.

Passenger carrying stock has expanded from 781 with a
seating capacity of 29,200 in 1904 to 1,103 with a seating capacity
of 60,300 as on charge at end of 1931.
Advantage was taken of the extensive renewals effected under
the Programme of 1925 to considerably improve the stype of stock.
Ail renewal was as by bogie stock, replacing six wheel stock.
The number of bogie vehicles in 1904 was 44, at end of December
1931, the number of bogie vehicles was 774.
'l'he replacement in years following the year 1925 was mainly
by steel stock; out of the 774 bogie vehicles, 275 are steel built.
Arguments were advanced to the effect that steel stock would
ùe insufferable in a hot climate such as Egypt. Elaborate tests
!1ave proved that, whilst the steel coaches are admittedly hotter
i y day they are considerably cooler by night. Briefl.y they give
up the heat at uight rouch more rapidly than wooden stock.
Experience has justi:fied adherence to a policy of steel vehicles
as being more suitable to Egypt than wood construction apart
from durability and economy in maintenance.
Tests have also been carried out to decide upon the most
suitable colour with which the stock should be painted.
Temperatures were taken periodically over an extended period
in a carriage standing in the full glare of the sun at Assuan. 'l'he
result indicated that white and aluminium were far superior to
other colours the latter being % 0 0 cooler than the former.
Aluminium was therefore adopted as the standard colour.
GOODS STOCK .

'l'he number of vehicles has risen from 7,713 (1904) to 16 142
(1931).
,
Development in type has been mainly in the direction of steel
trucks, chiefl.y of the "Box" type of 10 ton capacity.
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The close of the W ar found the stock in a very delapidated
condition. Gooàs vehicles in particular having su:ffered severely
from constant usage, with a minimum of maintenance. A number
of vehicles, had also to be written off as destroyed and unaccounted for through enemy action, E.S.R., stock having been very
largely employerl in the military operations, on the Canal and
East of the Canal. Under the Renewal Programme of 1925, provi
sion was made for immediate replacement of 1,500 wagons to
bring up arrears of renewal, with provision also for an annual
current quota of 320 vehicles. The number of new vehicles
actually put into service in the six years ending April 1931, was
2,890 at a total cost of L.E.661,000. The number of old vehicles
taken out of service and broken up in the same period was 2,429.
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MODEL OF THE FIRST LOCOMOTIVE IMPORTED
INTO EGYPT.

E.S.R. No. 1.

11.- .'

This model built in the Boulac Workshops of the E.S. Railways representa E.S.R. Engine No. 1; and was one of an order for
six engines placed with Stephenson & Co., the makers Nos. being
822 to 825 and 867-868. The original of this mode! was the :first
locomotive imported into Egypt, and was put into service when
the :first section of railway was opened in 1852.
_
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The engine was six-wh~eled, four wheels being coupled, and
was used for passenger service.

The inside cylinders were 14" dia. x 20 11 stroke, and drove the
crank axle of the :first coupled wheels.
The valve motion was of the Stephenson type, actuating "D"
Slide Valves.
The boiler which had a :firebox of the raised
"Gothie" type, was fed by a pump driven from the crbsshead.

Il

The leading coupled wheels were fl.angeless, and brakes were
not fitted . Semi-elliptic laminated springs were :fitted, these were
slung high above the frame. No cab was :fitted. Of the six
en ines supplied to this orders the :first three, built in 1852 had
11 coupled wheels, and the other three had 5'-7.1,4 11 drivers.
A four-wheeled tender was :fitted having brakes on ali four
wheels.
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Egyptian State Railways. Engine No. 1.
The first locomotive imported into Egypt , built by
Robert Stephenson & Co. and delivered in 1852.
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Principal Dimensions of Engine No. 1.
Gauge
Type ... ... . . .
Cylinders (2) diameter .. .
Cylinders-stroke ... ... . . •,
,....
Wheels ( diameter of coupled)
Wheels ( diameter of pony) .. .
Wheelbase, rigid
Wheelbase, total
Heating Surface, Tubes (137-1. %" diam.)
Heating Surface-Firebox . . . . ..
Heating Surface-Total
Grate Area

4'-8.%"

2-4-0

14"
2011

51-0.%, 11

31-8 11
7'-0"

.. .

14'-3"
727.47 sq. feet.
63.23 "
790.70 "
10.66 "

~~

Principal Dimensions of Tender for Engine No. 1.
Water capacity
Fuel capacity .. .
Diameter of Wheels .. .
Weelbase ...
Total Wheelbase of Engine and TenderEngine No. 1 ...

f:!.lons.

3'-4.%"

8'-6"

Approx. 31 1-0 11 •

MODEL OF STEPHENSON'$ "LONG BOILER"
LOCOMOTIVE, SUPPLIED TO THE EGYPTIAN RAILWAY
ADMINISTRATION IN 1855.
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This model which was built in the Gabbary Workshops of
the E.S .R. in 1932, representa the locomotives Nos. 7, 8, 10 and
11, which were supplied by R. Stephenson & Co. in 1855.
These engines were known as the "Long Boiler" type, which
R. Stephenson patented in 1841. The principal object of this
type was to provide greater boiler power accompanied by reduced
loss of heat. The boiler barrels at that date, rarely exceeded
8'-6" in length by 3'-6" diameter, with a total heating surface of
650 sq. ft., and a grate area of 10 sq. ft., and, as rouch forcing
was necessary to provide sufficient steam for fast running, a great
deal of the heat was lost and fuel blown out of the chimney. In
order to increase the heating surface Stephenson decided to
1ength.en tbe barrel and tubes, without increasing the boiler dia- 11
meter, this being limited by the idea that a low centre of gravity
was essential.
All th~ axles were placed between the :firebox and the smokebox and the general construction was simpli:fied.

'1

1

Il
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The E.S.R. engine had plate frames; and overslung bearing
springs, which were compensated, were fitted to the :first and
second axles. U nderslung springs were fitted to the rear axle.
The cylinders which were outside the frames drove the rear axle,
the slide valves were of the "D" type, and the valve gear of the
Stephenson type, fitted with Howes link. Brakes were not fitted
to the engine.
A six wheeled tender with horse shoe shaped tank was used.
A hand bra_ke was fitted, all wheels being braked.
Principal Dimensions of Engine.

Gauge
Type ..... .
Cylinders (2) diameter ...
Cylinders-stroke ...
Wheels (diameter of driving)
Wheels ( diameter of carrying)
Wheelbase-Total ...
Heating surface, tubes-103-2" diameter .. .
Heating surface, firebox
Heating surface, total
Grate Area

...

41-8.% 11
2-2-2

14"
22"

61-0 11
3'-6"
12'-7"
750.5 sq. ft.
56.0 "
806.5 "
9

"

Principal Dimensions of Tender.

1300 gallons.
31-6H
11'-ô"

Water capacity .. .
Diameter of wheels
Wheelbase

MODEL OF 8'-2" SINGLE DRIVER EXPRESS LOCOMOTIVE.
No. 68, EGYPTIAN STATE RAILWAYS, 1864.

This model represents one of the most celebrated engines ever
imported into Egypt. It was built by N eilson & Co. in 1862, for
the Caledonian Railway, and was exhibited in the 1862 exhibition.
The engine was purchased by Said Pasha, who wanted, so the
legend goes, to possess an engine to carry him at 80 miles an hour.
It is open to grave doubt whether this wish was ever fulfilled,
as the old permanent way in Egypt was not suitable for such a
high speed. Although this engine and two others similar to it
were engaged on the fast train service between Cairo and Alexandria, they were never so weil suited to local conditions as the
inside cylinder double-framed engines, for the large amount of
dust, added to frequent sand storns, occasionally caused the crossheads to seize in the exposed slide bars.
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'l'he engine had outside cylinders, which were horizontal, the
!!ide valves were of the D type actuated by Stephenson valve
motion, with lever reversing gear. The boiler had a round top
firebox, and was fed by a horizontal pump driven from the eccentric and a Gi:ffards Injector, which delivered the feed " ·ater
through clackboxes fitted to the underside of the boiler barrel
near the smokebox. A lever safety valve was fitted on top of
the dome, which was over the firebox.
The regulator was of the piston type, operated by a lever
from the cab, steam being admitted to the regulator through an
open ended pipe in the dome.
.
.
A six-wheeled tender was used, th1s was fitted wlth hand
brake, wooden brake blocks acting on all wheels. During the
last ten years of this engines' existence it worked local trains in
the Suez district, and also between Cairo and the Barrage, it was
broken up in 1895.

Principal Dimensions of Engine.

Gauge
Type ...
Cylinders (2) diameter ...
Cylinders-stroke .. .
Wheels ( diameter of driving)
Wheels ( diameter of carrying)
Wheelbase
Heating surface, total ...
Gra te area . . .. . ..
Total weight (in working order)

4 1 -8.~h

Single driver
17.%"

24"

81-2 11
31-8h
15'-8"
1,172 sq. feet
13.3 sq. feet.
30.65 tons

Principal Dimensions of Tender.

Water capacity
Diameter of wheel .
Wheelbase

1,600 gallons
31-8 11

111-5.1;2"

MODEL OF THE KHEDIVIAL TRAIN.

rl'hese models which were built in the Boulac and Gabbary
workshops of the E.S. Railways are intended to show representative stock as used by the Khedive, and does not necessarily represent the actual marshalling.
The engine (old No. 41) with tender was built by R. Stephenson of Newcastle-on-Tyne, England, in the year 1859.
It was elaborately ornamented as shown, and ran in that
condition ·u ntil 1887 when it was rebuilt for ordinary service.
-41-
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When built this engine had 16" dia. x 20 11 stroke cylinders.
The boiler was 11 ft. long and 4 ft. diameter having 174 tubes
2 11 diameter giving a heating surface of 1,032 sq. feet. The firebox
heating surface was 87 sq. feet, making a total heating surface of
1,119 sq. feet. The grate area was 14.9 sq. feet.
The driving wheels were 6'-6" diameter and the leading and
trailing wheels 41-0 11 diameter.
The tender carried 1700 gallons of water.
The :first vehicles behind the engine is a "Saloon for O:lflcers"
built by the Egyptian State Railways in 1868. The underframe
had steel sole bars and wood struts, outside bu:ffers and long
drawbar. The body of wood framing had sheet iron panels with
mouldings.
The trimming throughout was of bu:ff leather.
This vehicle was converted to a service car and eventually
scrapped in 1929.
The second vehicle is "The Princesses Carriage" built by
Wright & Co. ~n 1858.
The underframe is built of iron with wood headstocks fitted
with trans\'erse springs for drawbars and bu:ffers.
The body is of wood. The inside trimmings are of crimson
and amber silk with green silk blinds. The windows are fitted
with glass and brass wire gauze . The body of this carriage was
scrapped .in 1924 but the underframe is still in use on a motor
car carrymg wagon.
The third vehicle is the "State Saloon" built by Mason & Co.
of America in 1858. It is elaborately ornamented both inside and
outside. 'l'he underframe is built entirely of wood and is carried
on two 8-wheel bogies of very unusual design. Each of these
bogies is actually comprised of two 4-wheeled bogies, which are
free to revolve about their respective centre pivots; they are
provided with bolsters and India Rubber springs. An intermediate frame rests on the two bogie centres, and incorporates another
bolster, also sprung with India Rubber springs, and provided with
a main pivot and side bearers, upon which one end of the coach
is supported, the load being equally distributed over the eight
wheels.
The framework of the body is of wood, filled in with "Papier
Maché" panels. This carriage has short outside bu:ffers· and short
drawbar with volute spring. The trimmings are bu:ff leather, all
windows and doors being fitted with pink silk curtains. There
are four large plate glass doors ( which as well as the twenty-four
windows) have ground glass borders. The Venetian blinds are of
Mahogany. Each saloon has four mirrors and six silver lamps.
The saloon is still running as a Bacteriological car, the inside
painted ceiling and body sides having been cleaded over and most
of the ornamental brasswork having been removed.
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Model of State Saloon-KHEDIVIAL TRAIN.
Egyptian Stat e Railways.
Original built by Mason & Co. of America in 1858.
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The fourt h carriage is the "Family Saloon" built by R. Ste- ~~
phenson in 1863. The underframe is of iron with bu:ffers and
drawbar. The body framework and panels are of wood. All
sashes of windows and V enetian blinds are made of ebony and are
fitted with brass gauze and glass windows. The trimmings are
crimson and green figured silk. This carriage was scrapped in
1928.
The fifth carriage is also a "Family Carriage" built by
Wright & Sons in 1855. The underframe is built of angle iron
with wood headstocks. The body framework is of wod with
"Papier :Maché" panels.
~~
The body was scrapped in 1924 and the underframe used for a
perishable goods van, which is still in service.
The last vehicle is a "Saloon for :Ministers" and was built by
the Egyptian State Railways in 1872. The underframe has angle
iron sole bars and wood struts and is carried on two four wheel
bogies also constructed of iron and wood. The headstocks are
of wood. The body framing is of wood with "Papier Maché" ·
panels. The inside trimmings are of bu:ff leather and all doors and
windows have pink silk curtains. There are eight mirrors and
two half glass doors, and the roofing is of polished :Mahogany.
There are four oil and eight candle lamps. This saloon was
scrapped in 1913.
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MODEL OF 0-6-0 TYPE GOODS ENGINE.
EGYPTIAN STATE RAJLWAYS, 1864.

This madel represents a 0-6-0 type Goods Engine which was
put ta work in 1864. Three engines of this type were built by
Messrs. Koechlin & Co. of Mulhouse in 1863 for the P .L.M., but
were taken over at the makers works by the Egyptian State
Railways. They were of the 0-6-0 type so well known in France
as the "Bourbonnais" and the makers numbers were 845-847.
The original Egyptian State Railways numbers were 81----83, but
after the renumbering of the Egyptian Engines they became
Nos. 225 to 227.
The engines had two outside cylinders, which were horizontal
and drave the axle of the middle coupled wheels.
The valve chests were inside the frames, . and were operated
by Stephenson valve gear, the D slide valve buckle was attached
ta a crosshead on the intermediate valve spindle, which was made
with an enlarged stirrup so that it cleared the leading axle. The
hoiler which was domeless had a round top firebox, and was fed
by a horizontal pump and Gi:ffards injector delivering feed water
through clackboxes. A spring balance safety valve was fitted
on top of the firebox.
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The regulator was located on a seating 1·iveted on top of the
front end of the boiler barrel, near the smoke box.
'l'he regulator valve was of the slide valve type, operated by
a rod from the cab.
The frame was 1.%" thick, stiffened by cross stays of plate
and angles. Wood buffer beams were fitted. A four-wheeled
tender was attached on which was fixed a warning bell. The frame
of the tender was double.

Il1

Gauge

.: .

..Principal. Dimensions of Englne.

11 6;B~d~~-s (2) d·i-~m~t~r

~7~~ 11

:::
Cylinders---,gtroke .. . ...
Wheels (dia~et_er of coupled)
Wheelbase, r1g1d . . . . ..Heating surface, tubes ...
Heating surface, firebox
Heating surface, total
Grate. area... . . . . . . . . .
Workmg pressure ... .. .

Il
Il
IlIl .
IlIl
Il
Il
Il
Il
Il
Il
Il

4'-8.~'
25.1;2 11
41-3.%"
11 1-0.1;2 11
1,287.5 sq. feet
86.2 sq. feet
1,373.7 sq. feet
14.53 sq feet
120 lb.persq.in.

Principal Dimensions of Tender.
D1ameter of wheels
.. . ... ... ...
31-11.%"
Wheelbase
. . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . ,
81-2.1;2"
Total Wheelbase of engine and tender
.. . 331-3.1;2"

o~~ff;~sie~-~th ___of --~n~i-~e -~nd ___te~~-er
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MODEL OF 0-6-0 TYPE GOODS LOCOMOTIVE
AND TENDER No. 354, E.S.R. - 1898.

'l'his model represents one of the 0-6-0 type Goods Locomotives
and Tenders, built by N eilson, Reid & Co. in 1898. They had
inside cylinders inclined at an angle of 1 in 10.% driving the
crankaxie of the second pair of coupled wheels.
The valve motion was of the Stephenson type, with D slide
valves, and lever and sector reversing gear. The frame was
double, strengthened by vertical stay pieces left in the slotted
portions. Outside cranks were :fitted to the axles, and the coupling
rods were of rectangular section.
The boiler had a firebox with a raised top, and was fed by
injectors fitted on the firebox back delivering the feed water
through internai pipes. Two-4 11 safety valves were fitted on top
of the firebox. Brass tubes were used. Overhung laminated
springs were fitted.
Sanding gear was fitted, delivering sand in front of the
second pair of coupled wheels.
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Model of Goods Locomotive-0-6-0 type.-No. 354 .
Egyptian State Rai lways.
Built by Neilson, Reid & Co. , ir. 1898.

t,; .;,., ~~ ... ~~ :\.:...... 1#~ .(

0~1_,3-1 L>,~
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~L4! o)>li r;_,..:ï

.rJ -':,) ù_,....!;

~~f.o.J.I ~A _,5:-:1-1 -'!, ..l>

f o t ,.;) ( · - \ - · )

'A Steam Brake was fitted on the engine, and hand brake on
the tender.
The tender was of the six wheeled type.

Principal Dimensions of Engine:
Gange
Type ...
Cylinders (2) dia.meter .. .
Cylinders-stroke ...
Wheels ( diameter of coupled)
Wheelbase, rigid
Wheelbase, total
Heating Surface, tubes . ..
Heating Surface, :firebox
Heatü.1g Surface, total
Grate Area
W or king pressure . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Tractive effort (taking 85% working pressure)
Total weight (in working order) ...

41-8.1-h"
0-6-0
18"

24"

51-0.JA,"
161-6 11
161-6 11
1011.5 sq. feet
114.7 sq. feet
1126.2 sq. feet
18.75 sq. feet
140 lb.persq.in.
15358 lb.
37.35 tons

Principal Dimensions of Tender:
Water capacity...
1800 gallons
Fuel capacity ...
3.% tons
Diameter of wheels ...
31-8 11
Wheelbase
13'-0"
Total weight (in working order) .. . . . .
26.8 tons
Total wheelbase of Engine and Tender
381-2.%"
Total weight of engine and Tender (in working
order)
64.15 ton s
Overall length of Engine and Tender ( over
bu:ffers)
501-9.%"
Subsequently some of these engines were modified, some
being fitted with 17 11 cylinders, and others with 17.%".

MODEL OF 2-4-0- TYPE PASSENGER ENGINE, E.S.R.
This model representa one of the 2-4-0 type Passenger Engine
and Tenders, built by the Société Franco-Belge, who delivered 52
of this class between the years 1890 and 1894. They had inside
cylinders, driving the crank axle of the first coupled wheels. The
~tandard motion was horizontal with Stephenson links, and valve
spindle guides attached to the motion plate. The valve chests
were between th~ cylinders, the D slide valves working on
vertical fares. The frames were double and the outside cranks
were polished.
The boiler had a round top firebox, and was fed by injectors
:fixed on the back plate, which delivered the feed water through
internai pipes. Sanding gear was fitted delivering sand in front
of the leadmg coupled wheels.
A six-wheeled tender was used. Vacuum brake was fitted.
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Principal Dimensions of Engine:
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Gauge
'l'ype ...
Cylinders (2) diameter ...
Cylinders-stroke ... . ..
Wheels ( diameter of coupled)
Wheels ( diameter of pony)
Wheelbase, rigid ... . ..
Wheelbase; total
Heating Surface, tubes .. ..
Heating Surface, :firebox
Heating Surface, total .. .
Grate Area
W or king pressure .. .
Tractive effort (taking 85% working prtlssure)
Weight on coupled wheels (jn working ord Hr) ...
Total weight (in working order) ...

....

41-8."%
2-4-0 '
17.%"
24"
61-3"
41-0 11
8'-6"
161-6"
1011.6 sq. feet
116.4 sq. feet
1128.0 sq. feet
18.75 sq. feet
140 lb. persq.in.
11660 lb.
26.25 tons
37.65 tons

Principal Dimensions of Tender:

Water capacity .. .
Fuel capacity .. .
Diameter of wheels ...
Wheelbase
Total weight (in workin~ order)... ... . .•
Total wheelbase of Engme and Tender ...
Overall length of Engine and Tender ( over
bu:ffers)
. . . . . , .. .

1800 gallons
3.% tons
31-8"
131-0"
26.55 tons
38'-1.%"

501-8.%"

MODEL OF 2-2-2. TYPE PASSENGER LOCOMOTIVE.
FITTED WITH FEED-WATER APPARATUS.

This model representa one of the 16 to 25 class 2-2-2 type
passen.ger locomotives, built to the designs of Mr. F .H . .Trevthick
in 1894. These engines as delivered were not :fitted with feed
water heaters. The engine represented by the model was equipped
with thifll experimental apparatus, by Mr. Trevithick in 1901.
The engines bad inside cylinders 17.Ih" diameter by 24"
stroke, with D slide valves, operated by Stephenson gear wi.th
lever and sector reversing. The driving wheels were 71-0" dlameter, and the carrying wheels 4'-0 11 diameter.
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The boiler had a firebox of the round top type. The tube
heating surface was 1,011.6 sq. ft., and the fireb ox surface 116.4,
giving a total of 1,128 sq. ft. 'l'he :firebox grate area was
18.75 sq. ft. the boiler worked at a pressure of 140 lb. per sq. inch,
Two 4" safety valves were mou~ted on t op of the firebox. ll
Feed water was delivered by two InJectors fitted to the firebox
back plate delivering through internai pipes into th~ barrel. The
total weight of the engine was 35.35 tons of whiCh 14.7 tons
was on the driving wheels.
À six-wheeled tender was u sed having a water capacity of
1,800 gallons, and a coal capacity of 3.:1h tons, the weight in
working order was 28.17 tons.
The year in which these engines were put into service-1894
saw t he :first cont inuons brakes, applied to passenger trains· in
Egypt, and these engines were some of the first to be fitted with
the automatic vacuum brake.
The feed water heater, which consisted of a closed horizontal
cylinder was carried over the top of the boiler. The front end'
was :fitted to an extensive of the smokebox and the hind end was
supported by a bracket on the firebox top. Each end of the
cylinder terminated in a smokebox, the back portion of the back
smokebox was conically reduced to the diameter of the chimney,
whilst the front of the front smokebox was provided with a door
similar to the u sual smokebox door. With a view to reducing
the emission of moisture from the chimney, the 9" central pipe
was threaàed by an 8" pipe, which made good the connection
between the blast nozzle and the cylinder exhaust port, the 'h"
space between the two pipes forming a "jacket". Round the central
pipe boiler tubes w~re fitted into tube plates at each end _of the
heater through whiCh the waste gases passed to the ch1mney
Crosshead pumps were used at first but these were afterwards
abolished jn favour of a steam pump, which delivered the feed
water through clackboxes into the back end of the heater.
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After circulating among the tubes, the water passed out of
the front end of the heater, through clackboxes placed one on each
side of the boiler, into the boiler barrel near the smokebox.
In August 1901 this engine was attached to the AlexandriaCairo express, a train of 15 coaches (225 tons) and ran comfortably
to the then scheduled time of 3 hours and 20 minutes, thus consi- 11
derably exceeding the limit of 10 coaches prescribed for this class ·
of engine on these expresses.

Il

u
Il

Although the additional central pipe and "jacket" of furnace ·
gases considerably reduced- the emission of moisture from the
chimney, there remained sufficient to be a serions objection. The
arrangement was therefore abandoned as unpractical.

-
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MODEL OF EXPRESS PASSENGER LOCOMOTIVE,
"HIS HIGHNESS THE KHEDIVE".

'l'his model representa an express passenger locomotive, designed by the late Mr. F.H. Trevithick, and built by the North
Rritish Locomotive Co. Ltd., ten engines of this class, Nos. 725
to 734 (renumbered 351 to 360) entered the service in 1908.
. The engine is of the 4-6-0 type, with inside cylinders, which
drive the crankaxle of the first coupled wheels. The valves are
plaf: ~;.l above the cylinders and the valve gear is of the Walschaerts
type. The boiler has a conical barrel and a Belpaire :firebox.
'l'he tender is mounted on six wheels. The Vacuum Brake is
:fitted to the wheels of engine and tender.
Principal Dimensions of Engine:

Gauge
Type ...

41-8.%"
4-6-0

Cyl~nders (2) diameter
Cylmders~stroke .· ..

19"
26"

...
. . . . ..
Wheels ( diameter of coupled)
.Whee1!': (diameter of pony) .. .
Wheelbase, rigid ... ... . ..
Wheelbase, total . .. .. . .. .
Heating Surface, tubes . . . . ..
Heating Surface, :firebox
...
Heating Surface, total . . . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .
Grate Area
... ... ... .. . ... ... ... ...
W or king pressure . .. . . . .. . .. . . .. .. . .. .
Tractive effort (taking 85% working pressure)
Weight on coupled wheels (in working order) .. .
Total weight (in working order) .. .
·

3'-0"
14'-0"

21 1-6 11

2149 sq. feet
172 sq. feet
2321 sq. feet
28.8 sq . feet
180 lb. per sq.in.
19147 lb.
52.6 tons
69.7 tons

Principal Dimensions of Tenc.ter:

Water capacity ... . ..
Fuel capacity ... .. .
Diameter of wheels ...
Wheelbase
... ... ... ...
Total weight (in workin~ order) ... . .. .. . . ..
Total wheelbase of Engme and Tender ... ...
Tota! weight of engine and tender (in work-

Il Ove:~f l~~~[~ ..~f .Ëngi.~e ~~d. ·Te~
IJ

61-3 11

.

bu:ffers)

. ..

der·.· ( ov~;

4000 gallons
9 tons
31-8 11
14'-0"
42.1 tons
53'-3"

111 8
' tons
63'-4"
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MODEL OF 4-4-2.
LOCOMOTIVE. -

TYPE EXPRESS PASSENGER

EGYPTIAN STATE RAILWAYS, 1906.
(WORKING MODEL).

This model representa the 4-4-2 type express passenger locomotive No. 678 (afterwards :r:enumbered No ..194) J:milt in 1906
by the North British Locomotive Co. Ltd. Th1s engme had three
high pressure cylinders 13.%," dia. by 24" stroke, all driving the
leading coupled crankaxle. The valve gear was of the Stephenson
type, and slide valves were fitted.
The coupled wheels were 6'-3" diaméter. The leading bogie
wheels wer~ 3'-0" and the trailing pony wheels 31-8 11 diameter.
'l'he boiler had a conical barrel, and a Belpaire firebox. The
tube heating surface was 1,533 sq. feet and that of the firebox
138.5 sq. ft. giving a total of 1,671.5 sq. ft. The grate area was
23.7 sq. ft. and the boiler carried a working pressure of 228 lbs.
per sq. inch. 'fhe total weight of the engine was 64 tons of which
34 tons was on the coupled wheels. The tender was of the standard
six-wheeled pattern with a water capacity of 3,000 gallons, and a
coal capacity of 9 tons; with a weight in working order of 35 tons.
In 1919 the engine was rebuilt being fitted with a new superheater boiler working at a pressure of 180 lbs. ,per sq. inch. 'l'he
boiler centre line being raised 8 lh", two outside cylinders 19"
diameter b.v 24" stroke, with piston valves actuated by Walschaerts
gear, took the place of the three high pressure cylinders. The
boiler had a tube heating surface of 1,324 sq . it. and a firebox
heating surface of 160 sq. ft. giving a total evaporative surface
of 1,484 sq. ft.
The superheater heating surface was 463 sq. ft. and the grate
area 23.56 sq. ft.
A tender with a water capacity of 4,000 gallons and a coal
capacity of 9 tons was used, having a weight in working order
of 42.9 tons.
The engine was again rebuilt, being fitted with a saturated
boiler having a tube heating surface of 2,175 sq.ft., with 160 sq.ft.
of firebox surface giving a total of 2,335 sq. ft. the grate area was
23.56 sq. ft.
This boiler was taken from a 0-6-0 type engine and lengthened, the working pressure was 180 lbs. per sq. inch.- Friedmann
horizontal non-lifting restarting injectors, were :fitted, delivering
feed water through clackboxes.
The engine ran in this rebuilt form until it was deCided, in
1932, to eut through the boiler, cylinder etc., in order to shew
Qetails of construction.
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It is exhibited in this form, and may be seen on the ground
floor of the Museum No. 194.
The model shews the engine as :first rebuilt in 1919 with
superheater boiler with Belpaire :firebox and 19" x 24 11 cylinders
with W ah!chaert valve gear.
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MODEL OF 2-6-2 TYPE SIDE TANK ENGINE, E.S.R.
This model represents the 2-6-2 type side tank passenger
engines, which were built by Henschel & Sohn, Cassel, Germany.
They were put into service in 1912 by Mr. F.H. Trevithick, at
that time Chief Mechanical Engineer of the Egyptian State
Rail ways.
They were constructed to the specification of Mr. Trevithick,
and constituted an almost new departure for Egypt, in that outside
cylinders and Walschaerts valve gear were employed.
The cylinders, which are horizontal drive the middle pair of
coupled wheels, and are :fitted with piston valves.
The leading and trailing wheels are arranged with Bissel
radial trucks. The boilers were not superheated. Subsequently
six engines of this class were modi:fied, by having the side tanks
removed, and were :fitted with tenders.
0

Principal Dimensions of Engine.

41-8.%"

Gauge

6~t~ders

2-6-2

(2) diameter Oo

20"

0

Cylinders-Stroke
Wheels (diameter of coupled)
Wheels ( diameter of bissel) 000
Wheelbase, rigid
Wheelbase, total
Heating surface, tubes
Rea ting surface, :fireboxoo
Rea ting surface, total 000
Grate area .
000

00

0

00

0

Il
Il
Il
Il ~~~t~gek~~~s~:ki~g 85% oo~o;king.pr~~~ur~)
Il
1
0

00

•

00

Weight on coupled wheels, (in working order)
Total weight (in working oorder)... ..0 ... oo•
Tank water capacity
Bunker coal capacity
000
Overall length of engine ( over bu fi' ers)
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26"

51-6 11

3'-8"

15'-1.1;8"
31'-9.%"
1622 sq. feet

154

"

1776 "
22.6 "
180 lb . persq.in.
24109 lb.
51.05 tons
76.2 tons
1590 gallons
4.1 tons
41'-8.%"

MODEL OF 2-6-0 GOODS LOCOMOTIVE, GLASS 545-604,
EGYPTIAN STATE RAILWAYS.

This model represents one of the 545-604 class goods locomotives . Of the sixty engines of this class, forty were supplied by
the North British Loco. Co. Ltd., Glasgow, and entered the
serYÎCe in 1928.
The other twenty engines were built by Messrs. Armstrong
Whitworth & Co. Ltd., Newcastle-on-Tyne. and were putto work
also in 1928.
'l' hey ·have two outside cylinders, which drive the second
coupled axle. The piston valves are 10" diameter and are actuated
by Walschaerts valve ge.ar. The bo.iler is of the Belpaire type
and fi.Hy eight of the engmes have Fnedmann type A.S .Z. No. 10.
N on-Lilting Restarting Injectors, of the other two engines one
(No. 584) iR fitted with Friedmann Exhaust Steam Injectors (Type
L.F. 10) and the ot.her (N . 604) is :fitted with Davies and Metcalfe
Exhaust Steam lnJectors (Type H.).
Two-3" Ross Patent Muffied Pop Safety Valves are :fitted. 'rhe
Superheater has 24 elements.
Lambert wet sanding gear is applied in front of the leading
pair of coupled wheels, and in the rear of the trailing pair . A
Wakefield mechanical lubricator is :fitted. Vacuum and hand
brakes as fitted.
An eight wheeled tender with a water capacity of 5,500 gallon .<;
and a coal capacity of 8.1;2 tons is used.
Principal Dimensions of Engine:

Gauge
'l'ype ...
Cylinders (2) diameter .. .
Cylinders-stroke .... .. .
Wheels ( diameter of coupled)
Wheels ( diaJL.eter of pony)
Wheelbase, rigid ...
Wheelbase, total
Rea ting Surface, tubes .. . .. . .. .
Heating surface Superheater Flues
Heating Surface, :firebox
R ea ting Surface, total .. .
... ... .. .
Grate Area
W or king pressure . . . . ..
Tractive effort (taking 85% working pressure·;
Weight on coupled wheels (in working order) ...
Total weight (in working order)... .. .

(4)

- 51 -

tt~h"

21"
26"
51-6.%,"
3'-8.%,"
15'-11"
25
971'-5"
sq. feet
437 sq. feet
161 sq. feet
1569 · sq. feet
25.25 sq . feet
160 lb.persq.in.
23,400 lb .
55.4 tons
66.9 tons
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PRESENTED BY.
MESSRS. R.E.
ANDERSON AND"
F .F. MACDONALD
AND THE STAFF
OF THE MINIA
AUX. RLY.
WORKSHOPS
1932

Principal Dimensions of Tender:

Il cap~·city
Il
Il Tota~r'd!!f~t ofoo~ng.i.~e ~.~ d~~.nd~~ (i·~· w~~ki~~
Il
Il
W a ter
Fuel capaCity
Diameter of wheels
Wheelbase
oo• ... oo• oo• oo •
Total weight (in workin~ order) oo. oo•
Total wheelbase of Engme and Tender
00

0

00.

•

00

00

0

00

0

00

0

•

00

.

00

00

0

000

.00

Overall length of Engme and Tender ( over
buffers)
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5500 gallons
8.5 tons
3'-8.%,"
15'-0"
57.75 tons
52'-8.%"
124 .65 tons
631-5.1,4"

MODEL OF 4-WHEELED 3rd. CLASS CARRIAGE
(EARLY TYPE), EGYPTIAN STATE RAILWAYS.
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This model, which was made in the Boulac Carriage Works
of the Egyptian State R ailways, represents 3rd. class 4- Wheeled
Carriage, which was built about 1859.
.
The lihderframe is of steel angles, with cross and diagonal
hracings. If is :fitted with long buffers and drawbar and has two
large transv.erse laminated combined draw and buffing springs.
The body is of teak, louvres are :fitted and the doors are :fitted
with drop windows. The seats are teak boards, and there is no
upholstery.
·
The overall length of underframe is 23'-0" and the width of
body 8'-4". The wheels are 3'-6" dia. with a wheelbase oll:l'-0".

MODEL OF 4-WHEELED lst. CLASS CARRIAGE
(EARLY TYPE), EGYPTIAN STATE RAILWAYS.

This model, which was made in the Boulac Carriage Works oî
the Egyptian State Railways representa a 1st. Class 4-Wheeled
Carriage, which was built in 1870. The underframe is of steel
angles, with cross and diagonal bracings. It is :fitted with .long
huffers and draw-bar and has two large transverse lamip,ated combined draw and buffing springs.

The body is of teak :fitted with double roof and windows and
louvres both balanced and sliding. The inside of the body is
:finished in mahogany, and is upholstered in dark red leather. ·
.

Il

The overall length of body is 2û'-1" and the width 8'-9"; Th~
wheels are 3'-6" dia. with a wheelbase of 11 1-0 11 •
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Mode! of First-Ciass Carriage-Early Type.
Egyptian State Railways.
This type of 4-wheeled carriage was built
in 1870.
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MODEL OF OLD TYPE-10 TON OPEN WAGON No. 3581.
This mode! of the old type 10 ton open wagon, was made in
the Gabbary workshops of the E.S.R.
It conveys a good impression of the old type of wooden wagon
which was formerly in service but which has now been superseded
by the improved all steel vehicle represented by the model wagon
No. 7804.
Principal Dimensions of Wagon.
10 tons
Carrying capacity
6.93
tons
Tare .. .
3'-3"
Wheel diameter . ..
Wheelbase
.. ,
12'-0"
261-0 11
Overall length ( over bu:ffers)
MODEL OF NEW 10 TON STANDARD ALL-STEEL
OPEN WAGON No. 7804.
This mode! of the new type 10 ton standard ali steel open
wagon which was built in the Gabbary Workshops of the E.S.R.,
shews the type of wagon, which was designed and built to
overcome the defects inherent in the old desi~n of wooden wagon.
The principal features of improved des1gn in the new type
of wagon are.
(1) Plate axleguards fitted with wearing strips which can be
changed when worn.
(2) Low camber bearing springs.
(3) Pressed steel spring shoes with a detachable wearing piece.
These spring shoes are designed to distribute the load over
the wagon frame, and not on one frame member as in the old
design.
( 4) Centre uprights which can be tilted to facilitate loading
and unloading.
(5) Gcdge type coupling is fitted.
(6) Coil buffing and draw bar springs are fitted instead of
the combined draw bar and buffing spring of the laminated type.
(7) Cast steel axleboxes are used, which are many times more
durable than the old cast iron ones fitted to the old type of
wagon. These 11ew type axleboxes are provided with a deep
oil well.
(8) The oiling rings which ensure that oiling is e:ffected at
regular periods.
(9) The tyres are secured to the wheel centre by à retaining
ring instead of rivets as previously used.
(10) The general construction of this all steel wagon is infinitely stronger than the old type of wooden wagon, and is
capable of standing very hard wear, whilst its tare is comparable
to that of the older type.
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Principal Dimensions of Wagon.
Carrying capacity
10 tons
Tare
9 tons
Wheel diameter . ..
3'-3"
Wheelbase
12'-1.% 11
Overall length ( over bu:ffers)
26'-l.lh 11
MODEL OF 30 TON COVERED BOGIE WAGON,
WITH TUBULAR FRAME.

This model represents a 30 Ton Covered .A.ll-Steel Wagon with
a frame of unusual design. This consists of eight longitudinal
steel tubes, with an external diameter of 2. %" and a bore of 2.1h".
The tubes are braced together at intervals, and are strengthened
by truss rods stretched over brackets, the rods are in two parts,
and an adjusting nut screwed right and left hand, connects the
two. Four longitudinal rods act as ties to the head stocks.
The frame is braced transversely by solid steel tie bars. The
body panels are of steel plate %" thick with channel section stiffeners . •rwo sliding doors are provided on each side of · the
vehicle.
A continuous drawbar is fitted, the pull being taken by a laminated draw spring, which a.lso absorbs the impact on the bu:ffers.
The superstructure is mounted on two four-wheeled bogies of
dia.mond pattern, which are sprung on spiral springs.

Principal ·Dimensions.
Length over bu:ffers
Length over frame ...
Centres of bogies . . .
Bogie Wheelbase . ..
Diameter of Wheels
Height from rail to top

.. .
. . . .. . . ..
... ...
of roof.

Il Loa~h·~~e ~~g~~s ~~re.
Il
SECTION 2.
NO. 18.
FIRST FLOOR
BAY K.
SCALE 1 1 8 .25.
FORGES. USINES
ET FONDERIES
DE HAINE ,
ST. PIERRE.
BELGIUM . 1932.

Il

Il
Il

35'-11.1,4 11
33'-0"
51-1 11
221-11.%"
31-2"
111-9.7/ 16 11
0

buiÏt. by. Ba~~~e. ~nd. ':M:ar~ e~~.nBelgium,
and were put to service in 19()4.:5.
MODEL OF 10 TON PETROLEUM TANK WAGON .

This m.odel represents the 10-Ton Petroleum Tank Wagons
which were built by the firm of Forges, Usines et Fonderies de
Haine-St. Pierre, Belgium. They were put into service in 1926.
The superstructure of these wagons consists of a cylindrical
tank with dished ends, carried on wooden bolsters reinforced by
steel plates and angles fixed to the underframe. 'l'he tank is held
in position by adjustable wire ropes and steel bands, all end
movement being prevented by horizontal wooden beams fitted to
channels which are carried on tee uprights, and held in position
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by adjustahle steel tie bars. A dome built up of steel plates and
angle15 is attached to the top of the tank, and is covered by a cast
iron cover hinged to the dome and tightened down thereon by
a bridge type locking bar and screw. Two small gunn:etal pressure releas~ valves are :fitted . An internai gunmetal wmg mushroom valve which seats on a mild steel block riveted to the tank
bottom, is ~ctuated by an internai spindle and leverage by ~eans
of a hand wheel placed in the dome. A stop cock and dehvery
pipes are also :fitted.
.
. .
Steel dise wheels are fitted, w1th tyres secured by retammg
rings.
Principal Dimensions of Wagon.

10 tons
10.9 tons.
231-0 11
26'-1. 1,4 "
12'-0"
31-3 11
111-10. %"

Carrying capacity . . .
Tare . . . . .., . . .
Length of Underframe ...
rrotallength (over Buffers)
Wheelbase
Diameter of wheels ...
Overall Height (from rail)

MODEL OF 30 TON OPEN LOW SIDED BOGIE WAGON.EGYPTIAN STATE RAILWAYS.
T1is model, which was made by Ateliers de la Dyle, in their
works at Louvain, Belgium, shews a 30 Ton low-sided bogie wagon
of the type in use on the Egyptian State Railways. The wagons
represented by this model were made by the firm named, and
were put into service in 1928; they are known as type 'R' on the
E.S.R. The superstructure is built up of steel plates, and sections.
The sole bars of the underframe are rolled steel channels, stayed
and braced by cross members and gussets. The head.<;tocks which
are steel channels are attached to the ends of the frame by riveted
knees. The frame is strengthened by truss rods stretched on
pillars, each truss rod is in two parts connected together by a steel
adjusting nut screwed right and left hand.
A cast steel centre which engages with the centre of the
bogie bolster is riveted to the underframe, and also two cast steel
top side bearers. The underframe is carried on two bogies of
the diamond type, built up of rolled steel sections, plates and bars
riveted together. The bogie centre is a steel castmg, as are the
bottom si de bearers; these are all bolted in position. ·The centre
pin is of 40-45 tons tensile steel, as are the wearing plates attached
to the bogie cross girders; these plates take the wear of the cast
steel rubbing blocks bolted in each end of the bolster. Check
chains are fitted.
Steel dise wheels are fitted with tyres secured by retaining
rmgs.
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NO. 19.
BAY L.
SCALE 1 / 10.
PRESENTED BY
ATELIERS DE LA
DYLE. LOUVAIN .
BELGIUM , 1932.
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FIRST FLOOR
BAY J.
SCALE 1110.
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PRESENTED BY
ATELIERS DE LA
DYLE . 1932.
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Principal Dimensions of Wagon.

Gauge
Load ...
Tare
Length of U nderframe ...
Totallength ( Over Bu:ffers) ...
Length between Bogie Centres
Bogie Wheelbase
Diameter of Wheels
Outside Length of Body
Outside Width of Body ...
Width between Side Members
Height of Sides

..•.

4'-8.1;2"
30 tons
16.8 tons
45 1-0 11
48'-l.lh"
331-6 11
5'-6"
2'-9.1;2"

45'-0"
8'-9"
7'-l.lh"

11-6. 5/Io"

MODEL OF BOGIE FOR THIRD GLASS ALL-STEEL
CARRIAGES.

This, model representa the bogies fi.tted to a number of third
class aH-steel carriages supplied to the Egyptian State Railways
in 1927.
The pressed steel work for the carriages to which these bogies
were fi.tted was manufactured by Ateliers de la Dyle, Louvain,
Belgium.
The bogies are of the standard Egyptian State Railways
4-wheeled design, with equalising bars to transmit the weight of
the vehicles from the helical bearing springs to the tops of the
axleboxes.
The bogie frames are of pressed steel, the hornblocks of cast
steel are riveted to the frames, and the horn stays of mild steel
are bolted thereto.
The bolster is built up of pressed steel plates, and the centre
is of cast steel, as are the two side bearers. The bogie cross
bearers and the bolsters are provided with wearing plates where
they come in contact. The bolster side check springs are housed
in cast steel casings, and the suspension links, suspension link
hangers, and rocking bars are of 40-45 tons tensile steel.
The wheel centres are pressed steel dises fi.tted with tyres
E'ecured by retaining rings. The axles are pressed in to the wheels
no keys being used to secure them. The axleboxes are of standard
Egyptian State Rail ways desi~n, the bearing being 9" x 511 • The
bearing is of bronze with white metal lining, and a dust shield
and oil pad are fi.tted.
Principal Dimensions of Bogie:

Wheelbase
Wheel diameter ...
Length over bogie frame

81-0 11
. ' :1'-9"
131-3 11
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"Rocket" Locomotive.-1829.
The locomotive which by its success in the
Rainhill trials of 1829 proved the utility of
the steam locomotive.
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locomotive "Rocket" as originally built for the Rainhill trials
in 1829.

. · The engine ran on four wheels and bad two cylinder.s, 8 in.
d1ameter by 7 in. stroke, placed at the rear end of the b01ler and
inclined downwards at 35 deg. with the horizontal; the piston
rods drave the front wheels, which Were 56.5 in . .diameter, thus
giving a tractive factor of 19.4. The trailin~ wheels were 30 in.
diameter and the wheel base 7.17 ft. The cylmders were mounted
on iron plates, which were bolted to the boiler shell and supported
by stays; these plat~s also carried. the guide bars, which were of
square section, set d1agonally, wh1le th~ crossheads were of brass
in halves, bolted together and embracmg the bars. · The steam
'chests were below the cylinder and the slide valves were driven
through an intermediate shaft and levers, by a pair of eccentrics
:fixed to a loose sleeve which could be moved endwise along the
shaft by a pedal so as to engage with either of two drivers, one
set for forward and the other for backward running. The valve
rods had gab ends, so that the valves could be disengaged and
worked by hand levers when reversing. The crankpins bad spherical ends, to allow for irregular motion of the engine relative to
the driving axle.
The boiler was a cylindrical shell, 40 in. diameter by 6 ft.
long, made in two rings, with a circumferential lap joint and
longitudinal butt joints; the flat ends were secured by angle rings
and tied together by long·itudinal stays. The shell was traversed
by twenty--:five copper tube, 3 in. diameter, secured in hales
through the end-plates. The firebox had a double copper wrapper
plate forming a water-jacketed top and sides, but the front and
back were dry plates. Copper pipes connected the water and steam
spaces of the :firebox with those of the barrel : The total heating
surface of the boiler was 138 sq. ft., that of the firebox being
20 sq. ft., the grate area was 6 sq. ft. The chimney was nearly
15 ft. h,igh, above the rails, and was swelled out at the base to
caver the tube ends; it was supported by stays from the cylinder
plates.
Steam from the boiler was admitted to the cylinders hy two
pipes leading from a . regula ting cock :fixed above the. :firebox and
which received steam from a dome through an internai pipe. The
boiler pressure was limited to 50 lbs. per sq. in. by two safety
valves, one of which was loaded by a weight and lever., while the
other was a lock-up spring loaded valve covered by a small dome.
.Â. mercurial gauge was :fitted beside the chimney and was arranged
to i:ndicate the steam pressure from 45 to 60 lbs. ; a water gauge
was :fitted behind one of the cylinders and two gange cocks near
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N0.21.
FIRST FLOOR
BAY C .
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the front end of the boiler. The feed water was introduced by a
long-stroke feed pump worked from one crosshead, while thl
exhaust steam was passed into the chimney by two pipes, each
fitted with a brass nozzle 1.5 in. diameter.
The framing of the engine was wholly between the wheels,
and was built up of 4 in. by 1 in. flat bar iron bent down at the
rear end to accommodate the firebox and rear axle; to this the
cast-iron axle box guides were secured, and four brackets to support the boiler. The weight was transmitted to the axles by plate
springs. The driving wheels were constructed with cast-iron
bosses, in which the crankpins were fixed, oaken spokes and felloes,
and iron tyres secured by bolts. The engine weighed 3.25 tons
when empty and 4.25 tons in working order.
The tender was a four-wheeled wooden truck carrying the
fuel in the body and the water in a large barrel above it. The
axles had outside bearings and plate springs, the wheels were
36 in. diameter, and the wheel base was 4 ft. It weighed 3.2 tons
when loaded, so that the total weight of engine and tender in
working order was 7.45 tons.
MODEL OF SUGAR CANE TRUCK . - AUXILIARY
RAILWAY, EGYPTIAN STATE RAILWA)'S.

This model represents a 5 ton truck built specially for the
transport of sugar canes . In 1872 trucks of this type 233 in
number entered the service, they were built by Messrs. Cochrane
& Co., Dudley, England.

1
1
Il

Principal Dimensions of Truck.

Gange
Type ...
Wheel diameter
Wheelbase
Overall length ( Over bu:ffers)
Body (length)
Body (width)
Load
'l'are

SECTION
NO. 23.

FIRST FLOOR

BAY J .
SCALE 1 1 12

4'-8 lh"
4 wheel
21-8 11

6'-5 lh"
16'-5"
14'-2 lh"
8'-2 lh"
5 tons
2,970 kilogs.

2.11

.
MODEL OF FIRST CLASS CARRIAGE.
AUXILIARY HAILWAYS, EGYPTIAN STATE RAILWAYS .

IJ

This model represents first class carriage No. 119. When
supplied by Messrs. Cochrane & Co. in 1872, it entered the
service as a sugar cane truck, but was converted to its present
form in 1908, the work being done in the Minia Workshops.
During 1908 niue carriages of this type entered the service.

Il
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Principal Dimensions of Coach.

Gauge
T,ype ...
Wheel diameter
Wheelbase
..
Overall length ( Over bufters)
Body (length)
. .. .. . .. .
Body (width) ... . .. .. · · ··
L oad ... ... ... ... ... ...
Number of passengers (men)
:N umb er of passengers (ladies)

41-8 %"
4 wheel
2'-8"
61-5 %"
16'-5"
14'-2 lh"

81-2%"
5 tons
8
4

Il
Il
Il

MODEL OF PLOUGH TRUCK-AUXILIARY RAILWAYS.
EGYPTIAN STATE RAILWAYS.

IIII SECTION 2 .
NO . 24.

'l'his model represents a 20-ton plough truck for loading
aœricultural ploug·hs on the Auxiliary R ailways, and built by
L~eds Forge Co. Ud. in 1905. Six trucks of this type, Nos. 1621 ..
1626 entered the service in 1905.

~~~S~.FLO OR

IllfCALE

1/ 12.

Principal Dimensions .o f Truck.

Gauge
... ... ... . ..
Type ...
.. . . . . . . . . . .
Wheel diameter
. . . . . . . ..
Overall length, ( over bu:ffers)
Body (length)
Body (Width) ...
Loading ramp
Load
Tare ... ...
·'·

41-8 %"
Bogie.
21-4 11
33'-5 %"
30'-11 %"
10'-6 %"
10'-11 11
20 tons.
12,700 kilogs.

MODEL ( IN STONE) OF PULLMAN CAR.

This model is the work of an employee of the :Mechanical
Department, Egyptian State Railways .
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SECTION 2.
NO. 26.

FIRST FLOOR

SECTIONAL PULLMAN 2nd. CLASS CARRIAGE.

The model represents a 2 berth compartment of a 2nd. clas.
Pullman Coach.

SCALE 1/5.
LENT BY CIE.

1NTERNATIONALEI I
DES
WACONS·LITS
ET DES GRANDS
EXPRESS

EUROPEENS .
1932 .

SECTION 2
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SECTIONAL 4-4-2 TYPE EXPRESS PASSENGER
LOCOMOTIVE No. 194.- EGYPTIAN STATE RAILWAYS.

This <'xhibit is a 4-4-2 type Express Passenger Locomotive
No. 194 (old No. 678) originally built in 1906, by The North
British Locomotive Co. Ltd., it was subsequently rebuilt in 1919
and again at a later date.
For the purpose of showing details of construction the boiler,
firebox and smokebox have been eut through and one half
removed. The cylinders, V.B. cylinder, injector, ejector and
other parts have been similarly treated.
The engine as it existed when last in service, and as it is now
exhibited, had a boiler with a tube heating surface of 2,175 sq . ft.,
with 160 sq. ft. of :firebox surface, a total of 2,335 sq. ft ., and a
grate area of 23.56 sq. ft. This boiler which was taken from a
0-6-0 type goods engine was lengthened in the barrel, and worked
at a pressure of 180 lbs. per sq. inch. The firebox is of the
Belpaire type, with direct roof stays, the :first two rows of which
are arranged for expansion.
Transverse stays are :fitted with swelled ends, screwed into the
:firebox wrapper. The :firebox is of copper stayed by copper waterspace stays. The longitudinal stays are of steel, each being in two
lengths connected by an adjusting nut screwed right and left hand.
The boiler was fed by Friedmann non-lifting restarting injectors, through clackboxes.
The two outside cylinders are 19 11 dia. by 24 11 stroke, with
piston valves 1011 diameter actuated by W alschaerts valve motion,
with screw reversing gear. Crossheads of the single bar type are
fitted. .·Th" coupling and connecting rods are of fluted section,
the former having brasses lined with white metal, and steel straps
incorporating syphon oil boxes.
The coupled wheels are 6'-3" diameter, and the front of the
engine is carried on a bogie, with 3'-0" diameter wheels having a
wheelbase of 7'-0".
The trailing pony wheels are 31-8" diameter.
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Mode! of Bogie-Steel Third Glass Carriage.-Egyptian State Railways.
Built by the Birmingham, Carriage and Wagon Co. Ltd.
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Mode! of Brake, Perishable, Luggage and Post Van
Egyptian State Railways.-The Jatest type of vehicle of this class.
The bodi es were made in the Boulac Carriage Works.

~[ ~

Both hand screw and vacuum brakes are fitted. Each van is
fitted with a dynamo driven from axle pulley, with batteries, for
lighting the vehicles electrically.
The engine weighed 66.95 tons, of which 33.25 tons was on
the coupled wheels. At 85 % of the working pressure the tractivP
effort was 17,674 lbs. The total wheelbase of the engine is 27'-8"
of which 61-7.%" is rigid.

MODEL OF BRAKE, PERISHABLE, LUGGAGE
AND POST VAN. - EGYPTIAN STATE RAILWAYS.

This model, which was made in the Boulac workshops of the
Egyptian State Railways represents a brake, perishable, luggage
and post van of the latest type .
. The van bodies are of wooden construction, and were built
ip. the Boulac Carriage W orks of the Egyptian State Rail ways.
Separ~.te compartments are provided for Brake, Perishable-Goods,
Luggage and Post. Sliding doors are fitted on each longitudinal
side of each compartment, except at the ends of the van where
hinged doors are fitted. There are two Postal compartments, one
of which i~:~ fitted with sorting benches, and a through passage
between the two is obtained by a sliding door in the partition
dividing the compartments, ventilation is provided by fine gauze
panels.
The undercarriage, which is of steel construction was made
abroad, is composed of longitudinal channels, with cross bracings
of H beams and channels, and gusset plates. Diagonal bracings
are flat bars attached to the longitudinal members by gussets.
The longitudinal channels are strengthened by truss rods
stretched on pillars, each truss rod is in two parts connected by
a steel adjusting nut screwed right and left hand. The headstocks are of channel section attached to the ends of the frames
by riveted knees.
. The bogies are of standard Egyftian State Railways design,
th(: frame plates are of pressed .stee, with cast steel hornblocks
riveted to the frame, and horn stays 'bolted thereto. The bolster
is of pressed steel plates with cast steel centre and side bearers.
The cross girde'rs and the bolsters are provided with wearing
plates where they come in contact. The bolster side check springs
are housed in steel castings, and the suspension links, hangers
and rocking bars are of 40-45 tons steel.
The wheel centres are of pressed steel with tyres secured by
a retaining ring. The axleboxes are of éast steel, and have
journals 9' x 5".
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NO. 28.
FIRST FLOOR
BAY D .·E.
SCALE 1 1 12
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Principal Dimensions :

Length over bu:ffers .. . .. . . ..
Length over body
Centres of bogies
Bogie Wheelbase
Width over sides
W1dth over step boards
Height from rail to top of roof
Diameter of wheels
Tare

S ECTION 2.
NO. 29 .
FI RST FLOOR
B A Y J.
SC AL E 1112

S ECTION 2 .
NO. 30.
FIRST FLOOR
CENTRE TA B LE
BAY G .-H.
PRESENTEO B Y
ABB A S EFF.
MOSTAFA 1932 .

Il.11
1
IlIl

.. .

...

...

..,

69'-1.1,4 11

65'-8. lh"
451-0"
8'-0"
9'-3"
91-2.lh"
141-2 11
3'-9"
39 tons

MODEL OF 2-6-4. SIDE TANK LOCOMOTIVE
CLASS 1301-1340. EGYPTIAN STATE RAILWAYS.

'l'his model which was built in the workshops of the Egyptian
State Railways, representa one of the 1301-1340 class side, tank
locomotives. Twenty of these engines were built by the firm
of E. Breda, Milan, in 1929 and the other twenty were supplied
by the North British Locomotive Co . Ltd., Glasgow in 1930.
'l'hese locomotives are of the 2-6-4 type and are used for miscellaneous service. They have two outside cylinders which drive the
second coupled axle. The piston valves are 10" diameter and are
actuated by W alschaert valve g·ear. The Bel paire boiler is fed by
two Friedmann No. 10 .A. .S.Z. Horizontal injectors fixed under
the footplate, two 3" Ross Patent Muffied Pop safety valves ar~
fitted . Sanding gear is applied in front of the leading pair of
coupled wheels and in the rear of the trailing pair. Vacuum and
hand brakes are fitted.

Il
Il
IlIl
1
1
1
1
Il1

MODEL OF VERTICAL SINGLE CYLINDER ENGINE.
This model represents a sing·le cylinder vertical engine; the
original of which was built by George Forrester & Co. of L iverpool in 1861.
The engine was first installed in the Arment Sugar Factory,
where it remained at work from 1861 to 1863. This sugar factory
was attached to Daira El-Sania, and in 1863 the engine was transferred to the Mat:ma Shops, which belonged to the same Daira,
there it has remained until the present day. It is still used for
driving all the lathes and machines in these shops.
When the Daira El-Sania Sugar Factories were sold to the
present Sugar Factory Co., the shops at Matana continued to
repair the locomotive and sugar factory pumping plants and
in 1905-06, the .A.uxiliary Railways were sold to the Govern~ent.
When first put to work the engine had brass piston rings,
but at a later date cast iron rings, were fitted, these with slide
valves are the only parts which have been renewed, and the
engine is 1;1till in very ~ood condition.
The cylinder is 8" d1ameter by 10" stroke .
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This 4-4-2 type locomotive was buil t by the North
British Locomotive Co . Ltd ., in 1925.

Express Passenger Locomotive No. 46 .
Egyptian State Rai lways.
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MODEL OF ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE, METROPOLITAN
RAILWAY- LONDON, 1921.
This represents one of twenty electric locomotives supplied
'to the Metropolitan Railway for working main line trains which
run over both the steam worked, and the electrically equipped
parts of the line.
It is mounted on two bogies each with four wheels 3'-7.1;2"
ùiameter, the total wheelbase being 29 1-6 11 • Each axle is driven,
through single reduction gearing, by a 300 H.P. _motor, giving a
total of 1,200 H.P. Direct murent at 600 volts 1s collected from
a third rail and control is of the all-electric automatic multiple
unit type. 'The overall length of the locomotive is 39'-6" and its
weight is b6 tons.

MODEL OF H IGH SPEED ELECTRIC PASSENGER
LOCOMOTIVE. LONDON AND NORTH EASTERN
RAILWAY, 1922.
This model represents a high speecl electric passenger locomotive, designed by Sir Vincent Raven, the then chief of the
North Eastern Railway, and erectecl at the Company's works at
Darlington.
The electrical equipment was suppliecl and manufactured by
the Metropolitan-Vickers' Electrical Co. Ltd.
This equipment consists of three pairs of motors, each motor
has a capacity of 300 H.P. so that the total capacity of the locomotive (1 hour ra ting) is 1,800 H.P. measured at the tread of
the vheels.
Each pair of motors is mounted in the locomotive framework
immediately above the corresponding driving axle. Concentric
with this axle is a hollow shaft or quill, carrying at each end a
spider. The arros of this spider mesh with the spokes of the
driving wheels and are connected to them by springs callecl
"quill" springs. The quill carries a gear wheel with engages
with the two pinions of the pair of motors. The quill runs in
"suspension" bearings which form part of the motor frame, and
the distance between the gear centres is thus definitely maintained.
This arrangement allows a pair of motors to be geared to a single
driving axle through a flexible connection allowing the axle to
move up and down on the axle-box guides, without transmitting
the movement to the motors. An electric boiler is fitted for
producing the steam necessary for the heating of the passenger
coaches. Direct current at a pressure of 1,500 volts is used.
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The main particulars of this locomotive are briefly as follows :
Wheel arrangement
4-6-4
Electrical system
Direct current.
Voltage
1,500
Length overall .. .
53'-6"
Width overall .. .
8'-10"
Height pantograph locked down .. ,
13'-0.%"
Driving wheel diameter .. .
6'-8"
Bogie wheel diameter .. .
3'-7.:14"
Rigid wheelbase
16'-0"
W eight of locomotive ...
102 tons
Weight per driving axle
18.5 tons

One hour rating.
Tractive effort ...
Speed .. .
Horse Power .. .

15,900 lb.
43 m.p.h.
1,800

Contin uous rating.
Tractive effort ...
Speed
Horse power

9,480 lb.
51.5 m.p.h.
1,300

1
~

MURDOCK LOCOMOTI VE, 1781 .

This cxhibit is of great historical interest, being in fact the
first locomotive ever run in England. It was constructed by
:Murdock, the well-known assistant to James Watt, and also a
co-inventor with him of the steam engine, second only in importance of Watt himself. It was constructed in 1781, but it was not
tried in actual operation till 1784, at Redruth, in Cornwall. It
is only a working mode!, but is nevertheless quite suffi.ciently
large to d~monstrate the practicability of steam locomotion. It
stands altogether about 14 inches high, is 19 inches long, and
the extreme width over the driving wheels 7 inches. It hae a
copper boiler, with firebox and flue, a spirit lamp, and one doubleacting :'3team cylinde~i tw? drivi:J?-g wheels an~ a steering: wheel.
Accordmg to Dr. Sm1 es' mterestmg book, "L1ves of Engmeers",
Vol. IV, page 267, Watt had long thought on the subject, his
attention being drawn to it by his friend Dr. Robinson, of
Glasgow University, at the early age of twenty-three, and in
his patent of 1784 he describes a locomotive, but in that year
Murdock, no doubt familiar with Watt's speculations, actually
succeeded in constructing and working the model in question.
Quoting from Dr. Smiles: "The first experiment was made in
llurdocks' own house, at Redruth, when the little engine successfully ha.uled a model engine round the room, the single wheel

1
~

~
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Murdock Engine.
This engine was built in 1781 , and in 1784 ran
a trial at Redwith in Cornwall. - lt was the
first locomotive ever run in England .
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placed in front of the engine, and working in a swivel frame,
enabling it to run in a circle. Another experiment was made out
of doors, on which occasion, small as the engine was, it fairly
outran the speed of the inventor. One night, after returning
from his duties at the mine at Redruth, Murdock went out with
his model locomotive to the avenue leading to the church, about
a mile from the town. The walk was narrow, straight and level.
Ha':ing lit the lamp, the water soon boiled, and off started the.
engme, with the inventor after it. Shortly after he heard the
distant shouts of terror. When he came up to his machine, he
found the vicar in great fear, thinking that the hissing, spitting,
little demon was no less than Evil One himself."
When James Watt heard of Murdock's experiment, being
naturally of a ti~id d~sposition, .he became much alar~ed that
Murdock's energies m1ght be d1stracted from the busmess of
stationary engines, and he requested Boulton to remonstrate
~ently witb Murdock, and get ~im to drop th~ subjec~. Accordmg·ly Murdock did so, never takmg up the subJect agam.
An attentive examination of the model well repays one, and
reveals maLy beautifully simple contrivances, showing Murdock's
genius for the adoption of simple means to secure his desired ends.
The model locomotive consists of an oblong board, mounted
upon three wheels, two driving wheels being attached to a crankeq
axle, and one steering wheel in front, under the board, running
in a swive.iling fork, which can be set by a tiller handle above.
Behind the driving wheels is the boiler, constructed of brazed
copper. It is a rectangular vessel, 3.% " high, 4.1,4 11 long, and
3.:JA!" wide . . Through the boiler passes a fl.ue, contracting from
a circular chamber forming the fire-box to a small funnel in the
top of the boiler, which serves to carry off the products of combustion from .a spirit lamp, arranged to burn within the fire-box.
The steam cylinder of the engine is mounted on the top of the
boiler, and part of it passes into it and is surrounded by steam.
The piston rod passes upward·, and is attached to the end of a
vihrating bearn; the bearn passes to the front end of the carriage,
and is pivoted in an upright pillar. As the piston moves up and
down it causes the bearn also to move up and down, and a connecting rod attached to it very near the piston rod dnves the crank
below it, and so causes the driving wheels to revolve.
The steam valve is very ingenions, and it is driven from the
bearn by a projecting rod, so arranged that the valve is moved in
the termination of every up and down stroke by the last portion
of movement of the bearn upwards or downwards. It is a piston
valve, with two pistons ground to work easily, b"ut pressure proof,
in the valve cylinder. The space between the pistons is in
constant communication with the boiler, and the steam is admitted
by two ports, one at the top and one at the bottom of the cylinder,
so arranged that when the piston valve is up the steam enters
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the upper port and drives down the piston, while the exhaust
steam from the un der si de discharges from the cylinder by the
lower port through a tube connectiilg the two pistons of the valve,
and out into the air.
This is probably the earliest slide valve used in a steam
engine, as at the date of its construction Boulton and Watt did
not use Murdock's D slide in their engines, but still adhered to
dise valves, with much driving gear.
Murdock's invention of the ·slide valve immensely simplified
the steam .engine by substituting one plain to and from movement
for the complex levers and numerous valves of the earlier steam
engines. In this model Murdock had certainly the idea of the
slide valve.
·
The safety valve is let into the boiler near the steam cylinder,
and it is held down by a little tongue of metal, a very efficient
an d simple contrivance .
A leatl weight is placed above the steering wheel to balance
the machine and prevent it tipping over when the water is in the
boiler, hung behind the driving wheels.
The wheels are constructed of brass tube brazed together.
Every part of the machine is both well designed and well made.
It is interesting to observe that at one time the wood under the
boiler has been on fire, and it shows still the marks of charring,
and is pieced and protected with an iron plate to prevent a similar
mishap.
The model was continuously in possession of the Murdock
family till 1883, when it was purchased from ~{urdock' s great
grandson by Messrs. Richard & George Tangye.
MODEL OF "LOCOMOTION" No. 1.
DARLINGTON RAILWAY, 1825.

STOCKTON AND

The original of this model was built by R. Stephenson &
Co. at Forth Street, Newcastle-on-Tyne in 182.5, and in September
of that year it opened the Stockton .and Darlington R ailway,which
was the first public steam railway in the world. The engine ceased
running in 1846, but is still preserved at Darlington.
The eugine has two vertical cylinders 10" diameter ( originally 9 lh") by 24 11 stroke, each driving by return connecting
rods, a pair of driving wheels 48 11 diameter. The wheels are of
cast iron, and are coupled together by external rods and two
cranks, so that the driving crank pins of the front and rear wheels
are kept at right angles. The wheel base is 5.17 feet. The
crossheads are guided by grasshopper parallel motions. The slide
valves are driven by rock.i ng shafts which receive their motion
from a single loose eccentric on the lea.ding axle, one shaft being
Iocked directly and the other through a bell crank lever . A
pl~tform runs along each si de of the boiler, and from these . the
dnver has control of the valve rods for disengaœing and reversmg,
and the regulator valve. The exhaust steam f~·om both cylinders
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"Locomotion" No. 1.
The first locomotive .to run on the Stockton and
Darlington Railway in 1825.
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was conveyed by two pipes to the chimney. The feed water wae
forced into the boiler by a single feed pump 4" diameter driven
by a lever from the front crosshead. The boiler is HV-0" long
and 4'-0" diameter, and has a single through flue tube 24"
diameter delivering into the chimney which is 15" diameter. The
heating surface is about 60 sq. ft., and the grate area about 8 sq. ft.
while the steam pressure was 50 lb. per sq. inch. A weighted lever
sa~ety valve is provided, and a r~gul.ating cock on top o! the
bmler. As originally built the engme 1~ reputed to have we1ghed
about 7 tons; its weight now is 6.8 tons hght.
.
The tender is built of wood and runs on four cast uon wheels
30 11 diametet with a wheel base of 4.75 feet. It holds 15 cwt. of
coal and car~ies an iron tank containing 240 gallons of water;
its weight when loaded is about 2.75 tons.
The locomotive is estimated to have been of about 10 H.P.,
and it hauled a load of 60 to 70 tons at an average speed of 5 miles
an hour. The total weight of engine and tender in working order
was about 9.75 tons.
MODEL OF PENYDARRON LOCOMOTIVE, 1804.
This model representa the locomotive which was built by
Richard Trevithick at the Penydarron Iron Works, near Merthyr
Tydvil, W ales, in 1803-4.
A.t the suggestion of the proprietor, Samuel Homfray,
Trevithick undertook to construct . a steam locomotive to haul
trucks on the tramway from the works to Navigation House, near
A.bercynon, a distance of about 9 miles. An engine weighing
about 5 tons was built, and when fi.rst tried on February, 13th.
1804, it hauled a load of about 20 tons at a speed of 5 miles an
hour. It made several journeys subsequently, on one occasion
being loaded with 25 tons of iron, but the frequent breakage of
the cast-iron tram plates soon put an end to the trials. This
engine, however, unquestionably proved that a useful load could
be hauled solely by the adhesion of the wheels on the track, it
also discharged the exhaust steam into the chimney, the effect
upon the fi.re being appreciated at the time.
The cylinder had a diameter of 8.25" and a stroke of 54".
The boiler is believed to have been of the return flue type.
MODEL OF MATTHEW MURRAY'S LOCOMOTIVE- 1812.
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This model representa the Locomotive designed and built by
Matthew Murray of Leeds, in conjunction with John Blenkinsopp
(the inventor of the rack rail) for the purpose of substituting the
use of steam for horses in the transport of coal from Middleton
Colliery to Leeds, a distance of about 4 miles.
(5)
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This engine remained in service for many years and as a
result ?f its su~cess ~any other collieries followed th~ example.
The priee of this engme was .;\;;380 plus .;1;;20 paid to Trevith!ck for
the use of his high pressure steam plant.
It was the first locomotive ever built and used for commercial
purposes, and hauled a load of 94 tons of coal at 3.% milt~s per
hour, or 15 tons up a gradient of in. 18, and when lightly loadeù
it could travel at a speed of 10 miles per hour.
When working normally the consumption of coal was 21..3, lb
and of water 14.3 gallons per train mile, therefore each pound of
coal evaporated G.7 lb. of water.
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SECTION 2
NO. 39.

MODEL OF 2-2-2 TYPE LOCOMOTIVE "LE BELGE".
BELGIAN STATE RAILWAYS.
'Fhis m.odel ~e~resents .the first ~ocomotive co;nstructed in
Belgmm.. The ongmal engme was bUilt by Cockerill, and delivered in December 1835. The inside cylinders were 280 mfms.
(11") diameter x 458 mfms. (18") stroke, and the driving wheels
were 5'-0 diameter.
The engine weighed in working order without tender 11,750
kilogs. (11.5 tons).
Length of model over buffers (Engine and Tender) 900 mfms.
(2'-11 7/16").
Approxima te weight of model 12 kgs. (26.44 lbs.).

FIRST FLOOR
BAY o
sc ALÉ 1 10
1
LENT BY THE
BELGIAN STATE
RAILWAYS

MODEL OF 2-4-0 TYPE LOCOMOTIVE "L'ELEPHANT",
BELGIAN STATE RAILWAYS.
This model representa the third of an order for five locomotives
which were built and delivered by R. Stephenson & Co., Newcastle
on Tyne, in J uly 1835, for the Belgian State Railway. These :five
locomotives were the first to be used on the Bels-ian Railway. The
engines had inside cylinders 356 mfms. (14") diameter x 558 mfms.
(22") stroke; and the driving wheels were 51-0 11 diameter.
Length of model over bu:ffers (Engine and Tender) 1,010 mfm.
(31-3.%").
Appro:ximate weig_ht of model 18 kgs. (39.67 lbs.).

SECTION 2.
NO. 40.

MODEL OF ROYAL COACH-1835,
BELGIAN STATE RAILWAYS.

FIRST FLOOR
BA y c.
scALE 1 1 1o .
LENT BY THE
BELGIAN STATE
RAILWAYS.

This ruodel representa the 6 wheeled Royal Coa~h built in
1835 for the Belgian State Railway and is interesting from a
historical point of view.
Length of model 620 mfms. (21-0.%") over bu:ffers.
Appr?ximate weight of model 5 kilogs. (11.02 lbs.).
It IS mteresting to note that the original on which this mo?el
IS based formed part of the first stock in use on the Belgian
Rail ways.

1932.,1 .
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MODEL OF HORSE BOX.- BELGIAN STATE RAI LW A YS. II SECTION 2 ..
This model of a four-wheeled Horse Box shews the style of
NO. 41.
rolling stock fust used on the Belgian State Railways. The
FIRST FLOOR
original was built about 1835.
BA Y c .
Length of model 370 mjms. (1'-2. 9/.lo").
I I SCALE 1110.
Appro:x.imate weight of model 1 küog. (2.2 lbs.).
LENT BY THE

Il

MODEL OF BAGGAGE WAGON.
BELGIAN STATE RAILWAYS.
The original of this model formed part of the first rolling
stock used on the Belgian State R ailways. It was a flat truck
provided with a tarpaulin cover, and was built about 1835.
Length of model over buffers 350 mjms. (1'-1.%, 11 ).

MODEL OF 5 TON FLAT WAGON.
BELGIAN STATE RAILWAYS.
A model of a 5 ton flat wagon built about 1835 for the Belgian
State Railways.
The original wagon was part of the fust goods stock used on
the Belgian railway system.
•.
Length of model over buffers 380 m/ms. (11-3 11 ).
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BELGIAN STATE
RAILWAYS. ] 932,

·SECTION 2.
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SCALE 1110.
LENT BY THE
BELGIAN STATE
RAILWAYS, 1932.

·SECTION 2
NO. 43.
FIRST FLOOR
BAY C .
SCALE 1110.
LENT BY THE
BELGIAN STATE
RAILWAYS. 1932.

MODEL OF "IRON DUKE" BROAD GAUGE LOCOMOTIVE. IIsECTION 2.;
NO. 44.
This model representa the "IRON DUKE", one of a series
FIRST FLOOR
of twenty-two engines built at the Swindon works of the G.W.R.
between 1847-1851. These engines were of the broad gauge (71-0).
~~~,?~y THE
and ran on eight wheels, the drivers being 8'-011 and the carrying
GREAT
wheels 41-6 11 diameter. As originally built the driving wheels
WESTERN
had no flanges.
RAILWAY , 1932.
The cylinders were completely closed in and jacketed by the
lower part of the smokebox. The slide valves were partially
balanced by means of pistons in the common steam chest. The
pistons worked inside a small cylinder open at the ends, and were
coupled by links to the backs of the valves. The principal objections to thj f1 method were the rattling noise, and the danger of the
link pins coming out and getting into the cylinders, and the wear
of the balance piston rings, which caused leakage and consequent
loss of the balancing effect. Subsequently ordinary unbalanced
slide valves were substituted. Ail engines were fitted with Gooch's
stationary link motion.
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The boilers we:re domeless and steam was taken from a
perforated pipe (Hawthorn's 1839 patent) which terminated at a
regulator box in the smokebox. The regulator was of the slide
valve type with pull-out handle. 'rhe wheels, including the 81-0 11
drivers, were of wrought iron forged solid with the bosses. The
revolving masses were balanced by weights in the rims of the
driving wheels. In addition to the outside sandwich frames, there
were inside plate frames, betwees the back of the cylinders and
the front ot .the firebox casing, as weil as a fifth frame or "centre
stay" of th~ same length along the centre line of the engine. Each
of th~:: five frames had a bearing for the driving axle, but the
carrying axles had bearings in the outside frames only. Â. simple
inverted spring on each side carried the weight on the two leading
axles.
The type remained with small modifications and higher
steam pressures, the standard express engine on the broad gauge
down to its abolition in 1892.
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Principal Dimensions of Engine.

di~~et~~

.. (2) ..
:::
Cylinders-8troke... . . . . . ·~
Wheels ( diameter of driving)
Wheels (dtameter of carrying)
...
Wheelbase total . . . . . . . . . . . ; . . .
Heating surface tubes 303-2" dia. . ..
do.
Firebox

1~~;0"

24"
81-0 11
41-6 11
181-6 11
1647.4 sq.feet.
142.8 ,

1790.2

Total

,

Working pressure 100 lb. per sq. inch afterwards increased to
120 lb
Tractive effort (taking 85 % working pressure)
4lfi5 lh.
Weight on driving wheels in working order...
12.3 tor..
'fotal weight in working order... .. ; ... ...
35.5 ,

SECTION 2.
NO. 45.
FIRST FLOOR
BAY C .
SCALE 1116 .
LENT BY
THE LONDON .
MIDLAND 8c
SCOTTISH RLY .
CO ., 1932.
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MODEL OF FOUR-CYLINDER COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVE
"DIAMOND JUBILEE" L.N.W.R.- 1897.

·.
1
1

Il

This model represents a four-cylinder Compound Express
Passenger Locomotive, built at the Crewe Works of the London
and North W estem R ailway, to the designs of Mr. F.W . Webh,
in 1897.
The engine is of the 4-4-0 type with all four cylinders in line
under the smokebox. The outside high pressure cylinders were
15" diameter by 24" stroke, and the inside low-pressure cylinders
19.%" by 24".
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The cylinder ratio was 1.69, but the low-pressure cylinders
were found to be too small, and were subsequently enlarged to
20.1;2 11 diameter. The cylinder ratio now became 1.87. The valve
gear was Joy's operated from the _inside connecting rods only,
and one set of motion drove b?th h1gh ~res.sure and low-pressure
valves on each side of the engme. The ms1de low-pressure valve
spindle was carried through the steam chest, and at.tached to a
horizontal rocking lever in front, ~he other end o_f wh1eh actuat~d
the outside high-pressure valv~ spmdle. The po~nts of eut off m
both cylinders were therefore m~erdependent. P1ston v~lves were
used for. the hiO'h pressure cylmders, and balanced shde valves
for the low-pres~ure cylinders. The boiler had a normal heating
surface of 1 401 square feet, the firebox with water bottom, includ- 1·1
ed about 40 square feet of false heating surface. The working
pressure in the first en~ine of this_class was 175 lbs. per sq_. inch,
but in subsequent engmes was ra1sed to 200 lbs. per sq. mch.
The coupled wheels were 7'-1", and the truck wheels 3'-9"
diameter, wheel base 23'-2". The total weight in working
order was 54.4 tons of which 35.5 tons were on the coupled
wheels . The inside and outside cranks on the same side
were at 180°, so that the reciprocating masses practically balanced
each other. The outside l'evolving masses were balanced in the
large wheel bosses, which were cored out, and there were no
balance weights in the rims. The inside revolving masses were
balanced by extensions of the crank web slabs, the crank axle
being of the built up pattern. The inside crank pins were hollow
7.%" diameter with a 2" hole drilled through them. The coupling
rods, 91-8 11 in length, were then the longest in use.
The leading end was carried on a four-wheeled radial truck.
A double chimney was fitted to the first engine of the class, but
was afterwards discarded. Forty engines similar to the above
were built down to the end of 1900.
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MODEL OF "FLYING SCOTSMAN" LOCOMOTIVE L.N.E.R. IIII SECTION 2 !!

46

This model represents the "Flying Scotsman" Express PasNO.
·
senger Locomotive, built to the designs of Mr. H.N. Gresley, and ~~ FIRST FLOOR.
originally introduced by him on the Great Northern Railway
BAY F.
in 1922.
SCALE 1 1 12.
At the time those engines were first put into service, they
constituted a considerable advance on previous British practice
in locomotive design. They are now the standard express passenge_r eng1'nes of the L.N.E .R. and regularly haul trains between
Kmgs' 0 ross and Waver1ey Station, Edinburgh, a non-stop run
of 392.7 miles, which is the longest run without a stop made by
a locomotive in regular service in Great Britain.
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Principal Dimensions of Engine:

....

4'-8.1;2"
4-6-2

... 19"
11

·

26

....

6'-8"
31-2 11
3'-8"
14'-6"
351-9 11
1880 sq. feet
835 sq. feet
215 sq. feet
525 sq. feet
3455 sq. feet
41.25 sq. feet
220 lb.persq.in.
22.450 lb.
96.25 tons

Principal Dimensions of Tender:
Water capacity... ..,
Fuel capacity ...
Diameter of wheels .. .
....
Wheelbase
... ... ...
Total weight (in workin~ order) ...
T-atal wheelbase of Engme and Tender ... ...
Total weight of engine and tender (in working
order) ... ... ... . .. ... ... ... . .. . ..
Overall length of Engine and Tender ( over
buffers)
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5000 gallons
9 tons
41-211
161-011
62.4 tons
60'-10.%"
158.65 tons

70'-5.1;8 11

MODEL OF "LORD NELSON" LOCOMOTIVE
SOUTHERN RAILWAY.

Il
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SECTION 2.
NO. 47.

This. model !epresents the ':Lord Nelson" Express Passenger
~~:~ FLOOR
Locomotive, bmlt to the designs of Mr. ;rt.E.L. Maunsell,
LENT ~Y
Chief Mec~anical Eng~neer of the Southern Rallway, and built at
SOUTHERN
the Eastlmgh Works m 1926.
.
.
~~ RL y co 1932
The locomotive is of the 4-6-0 type ; with four simple-expansion
·
·
·
cylinders. The inside cylinders a~e placed sFghtl~ in adyan?e of
the outside ones and are formed m one castmg with their piston
valve steàm che~ts above them. These cylinders drive :the crank
axle of the fust coupled wheels, and steam distribution to them is
a:ffected by sep.arate inside W ~lschae~ts valve motions actuated by
single ecc~ntn~s. The outside cylmders are sep~rate cas~ings
integral with piston valve steam chests, and these drive the middle
pair of coupled wheels, steam distribution in this case being performed by outside Walschaerts gearing having the usual arrange- JI
ment of return cranks. The engine is capable of handling heavy
.express passenger trains of 500 tons at an average speed of
55 m.p.h. and at the time it was built (1926) ranked as the most
powerful passenger engine in Great Britain.
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Gauge

6~!d~~s

Principal Dimensions of Engine.
.. ,

.. ,

11

41-8.1h"

~

(4) diameter ... . ..
.. .
Oylinders-stroke .. , ...
Wheels (diameter of couJ?led)
Wheels (diameter of bogie) ...
Wheelbase, rigid
.. ,.
Wheelbase, total
Heating surface, jubes
...1
Heating surface, superheater j;ubes
Heating surface, firebox
Heating surface, total
Grate area ...
...
Working pressure ... ... .., .... .... ... ...
Tractive effort (taking 85 % working pressure)
Weight on coupled wheels (in working order)
Total weight (in working order) ... ... ... .. .

4-2166~}~"

..

...

~

·~

....
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6'-7"
31-1 11
15'-0"
29'-6"
1282 sq. feet
513 ,
194 ,
1989 ,
33 ,
220 lb.persq.in. ll
33,500 lbs.
61.95 tons
83.5 tons

Principal Dimensions of Tender.
Water capacity
Fuel capacity ...
Diameter of wheels ...

11

5000 gallons
5 tons
31-1 11
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Wheelbase
Total weight, (in working order)
Total wheelbase of engine and tender ...
Total weight of engine and tender (in. working
order) ... .... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Overall length of engine and tender (over
bu:ffers)

191-0"
56.7 tons
60 1-9 11
140.2 tons
691-9.%,"

MODEL OF "ROYAL SCOT" LOCOMOTIVE. L.M.S.
Th..is model representa the "Royal Scot" Express Passenger
Locomotive, built to the designs of Sir Henry Fowler, by the
North British Locomotive Co. Ltd., Glasgow, in 1927.
The Locomotive is of the 4-6-0 type, with three cylinders,
simple. It is capable of hauling, without assistance, heavily
loaded trains over the wh ole line between London and Glasgow.
On the journey between London and Glasgow the engine has
hauled a load of 450 tons behind the tender, at an average speed
of 53 miles an hour, with a coal consumption of 2.92 lb. and a
water consumption of 24 lb. per draw-bar H.P. The outside
cylinders drive the second coupled axle, while the inside cylinder
drives the fust coupled axle. The piston valves are each operated
by an independent Walschaerts gear.
Principal Dimensions of Engine.

Gange
.. ,
Type ...
Cylinders (3) diameter .. . .. ..
Cylinders, stroke .. . . ..
Wheels, ( diameter of coupled)
Wheels, ( diameter of bogie) ...
Wheelbase, rigid . . . . . ,
Wheelbase, total ... ... ... .., .. .
Reating surface, Tubes 180-2" diam .....
Heating Surface-Superheater Tubes,
27.-5.%" diam.
... ...
Heating surface, Firebox

41-8.%"
4-6-0

...
...

.

18h

26"
61-9"

31-3.%"

151-4"
27'-6"
1366.5 sq.feet.
525.5
189

"

"
.,

Heating, Total .. ,

2081.0

Grate Area
...
W or king pressure .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. . . . •. .. .
Tractive e:ffort, (taking 85% working pressure)
Weight on coupled wheels, (in working order)
Total weight, (in working order)
.. . ... ...

31.2 "
250 lb.persq.in.
33,150 lb.
62.5 tons
84.9 tons
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Model of 4-6-0 Type Express Passenger Locomotive
"King George V".
Great Western · Railway, England.
Built to the designs of C .B. Collett, Esq . When this
engine was built in 1927, it ranked as the most powerful
locomotive in the British Isles.
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Principal Dimensions of Tender~
Water capar.ity...
3500 gallons
Fuel capacity ...
5.5 tons
Diameter of wheels. ..
. . ,.
4'-3"
Wheelbase
13'-0"
Total weight, (in working order)
42.7 tons
Total weight of engine and tender, (in workillg
order)
... .. , ...
127.6 tülls
Overall length of engine and tender, ( oveJ
buffers)
63'-2.%"
MODEL OF "KING GEORGE V" LOCOMOTIVE,
SECTION 2 .
G.W.R. 1927.
NO. 49.
This model represents the "King George V" an express pasFIRST FLOOR
senger locomotive of the "KING" class, built to the designs of
BAY F.
Mr. C.B. Collett, O.B.E. , the company's Chief Mechanical EngiLENT BY
neer, at thf. Swindon works of the G.W.R.
MR. PROTHERO .
The locomotive is of the 4-6-0 type with four cylinders simple.
1932.
The engine is capable of hauling unassisted a train weighing 360
tons over the heavy gradients on the South Devon section of the
G.W.R. At the time this engine was built (1927) it ranked as the
most powerful locomotive in the British Isles, having a tractive
effort of 40,300 lbs. at 85 per cent of the boiler pressure. A
standard Hi-unit Swindon Superheater is fitted and a top feed is
attached to the safety valve casing.
The inside pair of cylinders drive the first coupled axle, while
the outside pair are placed further back and drive the second
coupled axle. The piston valves are 9" diameter, situated above
the cylinders, the inside pair being driven by Walschaerts gear,
and the outer pair by rocking levers ;Pivoted on the frames. The
orginal engine was exhibited in ,America, at the Centenary Exhibition of the Baltimore and Ohio Railway, where it excited unusual ll
interest.
Principal Dimensions of Engine.
Gauge
4 1-8.lh"
Type . . .
. . , .. ,
4-6-0
Cylinders (4) diameter ...
16.1;4"
11
Cylinders-Stroke .. •.
28
~~
Wheels ( diameter of coupled)
61 611
Wheels ( diameter of bogie) . . .
31:0 11
Wheelbase, rigid
16'-3"
Wheelbase, Total
.. ,
291 ·5"
Heating surface, Total
25Ï4 sq. feet
Grate area ...
..•
34.3 sq. feet
W or king pressure . . .
. . , . . . . . . 250 lb. per ~q .in .
Tracti~e effort (taking 85% working pressure)
40,300 lb.
Weight on coupled wheels (in working order)... 67.5 tons
Total weight (in working order)...
89 tons

J
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Principal Dimensions of Tender.
Water capacity...
Fuel capacity ...
Diameter of wheels ...
.. . .. .
Wheelbase
... ... .... ... .... ...
Total weight of tender (in working arder)
Total wheelbase of engine and tender.. .

Il1

Tota~rd!~fht

of..~ng·i-~e ~~d ~~~d~~ (i.~. working
Overall length of engine and tender ( over
buJ!ers)
.. ,

11
SECT ION 2.
NO. 50.
FIRST FLOOR
BAYE.
LENT BY THE
LONDON AND
NORTH EASTERN
RL Y . CO .. 1932.

4000 gallon~
6 tons
4'-1.%"
15'-0"
46.7 tons
57'-5.1;2"
135 .7 tons

68'-2'

MODEL OF " No. 10.000" EXPERIMENTAL HIGHPRESSU RE COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVE. - L .N.E.R.

This madel represents a 4-6-4, high-pressure compound locomotive, designed by Mr. H.N. Gresley, and built at the Darlington
works of the L.N.E .R. in 1929.

ll

I
11

1
1

Il

The huiler is of the water tube type, and carries a pressure of
450 lb. per sy. inch; it was patented in 1928 by Mr. Gresley, in
conjunction with Yr. H.E. Yarrow and was built by Messrs.
Yarrow & Co. Ltd., Glasgow.
It has one top steam drum 3'-0 inside diameter by 27'-11.%"
long, and two water drums on either side of the firebox, each 1'-6"
in diameter and 11'-0.%" long, and two other drums under the
forward part of the boiler each 1'-7" in diameter and 13'-5.%,"
long. The forward drums are connected to the steam drum by
444.-2" tubes and 74-2.%" tubes. The drums at the side of fire
grate are connected to the steam drum by 238-2.1;2" tubes and
there is a back screen of 12-2.lh" tubes. All the drums are solid
forged and machined all over. The Superheater is of a special
form supplied by the Superheater Co. Ltd., London, and is fitted
in the main flue on the boiler side of the regulator, so that the
elements are always under full s~eam pressure.

The elements are connected to two forward headers located
immediately in front of the water tubes.
Air for combustion is pre-heated by being passed from the
smokebox end between the outer lagging and the boiler casing,
while the front end casing is specially shaped to defl.ect the smoke
and steam well above the cab. The high-pressure inside cylinders
are placed well forward and drive the first coupled axle, while the
law-pressure outside cylinders drive the second axle. The piston
valves of ail cylinders are driven by the Walschaerts gear fitted
to the outside pair, the inside valves being operated by rocking
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-shafts, the arms of which are provided with a means of varying
the valve travel and eut off independently. At starting, steam
limited to 200 lb. pressure can be admitted _to the low-pressure
oey linder; this is shut off immediately the engm e has got away.

IlIlIl

Principal Dimensions of Engine:
1
Gauge
.. •
.. ,
...;
4'-8. h"
Type ... .. . ... .. .
4-6-4
Cylinders H .P. Ins. (2) diameter
10"
Cylinders L.P. Outs (2) diameter
20"
Cylinders (H .P . and L.P .) stroke
26"
Wheels ( diameter of coupled) .. .
6'-8"
Wheels (diameter of pony) ...
3;-_2~
Wheels (diameter of bissell)
.. .
Wheelbase, rigid
...
..•
14'-6"
Wheelbase, total
26'-6"
Working pressure ... ...
450 lb.persq.in. ll
Tractive effort (taking 85% working pressure) 32,000 lb.
W eight on coupled wheels (in working order) .. . 62.5 tons
Total weight (in working order)...
103.6 tons
Principal Dimensions of Tender:
Water capacity.. .
5000 gallons
Fuel capacity .. . .. ,
..• 9 tons
Diameter of wheels ...
4'-2"
Wheelbase
... ...
.
.. ,
16'-0"
Total weight (in workin~ oraer) ... ... ..•
62.4 tons
Total wheelbase of E ngme and Tender
64'-3.%"
Total weight of engine and tender (in working
order)
... ... ... ... ...
166 tons
Overall length of Engine and Tender ( over
buffers)
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ,., 75'-3.%"
The original engine is the largest passenger locomotive so far
constructed for service in Great Britain.
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MODEL OF "SENTINEL-CAMMELL" STEAM RAIL CAR.
SECTION 2.
This model represents a standard "Sentinel-Cammell" gear- 11 NO. 51.
'
driven Steam Rail Coach, for use on suburban lines.
FIRST FLOOR
The propelling machinery consists of a vertical boiler fitted
BAY F .
in the front driving compartment, which supplies steam to the
SCALE 1 1 16
engine located in the underframe, and the drive is transmitted
LENT sv
to the wheels through a cardan shaft and gear-box mounted on
METROPOLITAN·
the driving axle. The engine is of the 6 cylinder horizontal single
CAMMELL
acting type, of 6" bore by 7" stroke, arranged for working with
CARRIAGE ,
superheated steam at 300 lbs. per square inch pressure. It gives
WAGON AND
120 B.H.P. at 450 R.P.M. and is suspended in rubber bushings,
FINANCE co.
so that no vibration can reach the passenger space. Control gear
L TD .. 1932.
is provided at the rear of the coach so that it can be driven in the

Il
Il
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NO. 53 .
FIRST FLOO R
(ANNEX),

2.1111
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reverse direction. There is seating accommodation for 64 passen·
gers, and a luggage compartment . The vehicle is electrically
lighted, and is vacuum braked.
KIOSK ENGINE No. 30,
EGYPTIAN STATE RAILWAYS, 1862.
This exhibit is a combined engine and saloon, and was built
by Messrs. R. E>tephenson & Co. (Makers No. 1295). It was
delivered in 1862, and was for H.H. Said Pasha's private use.
The outside cylinders are 9 11 diameter by 14 11 stroke and are
placed behind the leading axle.
The steam chests are also outside the frames, and the slide
valves are operated by outside Stephenson valve gear, driven from
the axle of the single drivers, wbich are 51-0 11 diameter.
The leading wheels are 3'-6" diameter, and the saloon is
carried on a four-wheeled bogie havin~ wheels 31-6 11 diameter,
the bogie wheelbase is 51-6 11 • The wheelbase between the leading
a:ud driving wheels is 91-0.lfs", and the total wheelbase of the
combination engine and saloon is 22'-6". The boiler barrel is
91-2.1;2" long by 2'-11" diameter, and there were 98-1.%" diameter
tubes giving a heating surface of 426.5 sq. feet. The firebox was
of the round top type, and had a heating surface of 45.5 sq. feet,
giving a total of 472 sq. feet; the grate area was 8 sq. feet, and
the working pressure 140 lbs. per sq. inch.
The boiler was fed by a pump driven from the driving axle .
.A. safety valve 3.1;2 11 diameter of the spring balance type was
fitted on the dome. The engine and saloon was originally richly
ornamented, rouch more so than now.
The engine, prior to 1896, stood for many years in the
: :- unning shed at Boulac, but in that year the then Khedive decided
to make use of it to convey him between his summer residence
at Montaza and Ras-el-Tin Palace at .A.lexandria. .A.fter 1898 the
engine was not so largely used as formerly was the case.
GOODS ENG I NE. - 0-6-0 TYPE , No. 986.
This exhibit is one of 42 six-wheeled coupled goods engines
supplied by Messrs. R. Stephenson & Co., between 1865 and 1868.
The chief feature of these engines as built was the ornamental
cast iron dome cover. There were two spring balance safety
valves fitted on top of the dome.
Theae engines had inside cylinders 1611 diameter by 24"
stroke, but the engine exhibited was one of many of this class
wh~ch were almost compietely rebuilt by Mr. Tr.evithick . The
cyhnders are now 17 11 d1ameter by 24 11 stroke w1th Stephenson
motion. Very little of the original engine is now left, the inside
frames, b01ler, motion, cranks and coupling rods being entirely
new when the engine was rebuilt.
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Kiosk Engine-E.S.R.
Built by Robert Stephenson & Co. and delivered in 1862. This engine was fo r H.H.
Said Pasha's private use.
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The boiler has a round top firebox, on top of which the safety
valve is fitted. The total heating surface is 1,047.5 sq. feet, and
ihat of the firebox 95.34, giving a total of 1,142.84 sq. feet.
The firebox grate area is 16.2 sq. feet, and the working
pressure 140 lbs. per sq. inch.
'l'he boiler was fed by injectors fitted on the firebox backplate, delivering feed water through internai pipes .
.The coupled wheels ar~ ~'-1. 1,4" di.a~eter, and the wheelbase,
Jeadmg to driving 8'-0", dnvmg to trallmg 8'-6", a total of 161-6 11 •
The frames are double.
The total weight of the engine in working order was 37 tons,
of which 14 ·t ons was in the driving axle.
The six-wheeled tender bas a water capacity of 1,800 gallons,
and a total weight in working order of 27 tons, giving 64 tons
as the total weight of engine and tender.
Total wheelbase of engine and tender is 381-2.1,4", and the
overall length over bu:ffers 50'-7 .lh 11 •
MODEL OF FIRST CLASS SLEEPING CAR.- L.N.E.R.

This model represents a first class Corridor Sleeping Car,
designed by Mr. H.N. Gresley, Chief Mechanical Engineer,
L.N.E.R. and built at the Doncaster Works of the company.
There are ten sleeping compartments, and one shower bath
compartment in each vehicle, together with the usual toilet and
pantry accommodation.
With the exception of the corridors the whole of the interior
decoration of the cars is carried out in "Stipplex" rexine. The
.material is blue near the floor, fading to cream at the corner,
'l'he ceilings and spandrels are also rexine covered.
Each bed consists of a " Vi-Spring" mattress on "Vibase"
.support, and is provided with blue blanket and bedspread to
match the walls. 'l'he bed head and foot are of walnut .
The floor of each berth is covered with a blue and fawn carpet.
The interior fittings follow the companys' standard practice,
:all metal fittings being chromium plated. A long mirror is fitted
in each corridor door. Pressure ventilation is provided.
The L.N.E.R. was the first railway in Great Britain to fit
.a shower bath as part of the ordinary equipment of a train. The
·compartment is 41-6" long x 61-7.%," wide, and is lined with blue
rexine ; a shower cabinet 21-1 11 square being provided. This is
fitted with an overhead douche, a band operated mixing valve
being provided inside the cabinet for controlling the supply and
-temperature of the water . Stones water-raising apparatus provides
-the necessary pressure for the spray.
The whole of the hot water for the attendent's pantry, berth
wash basin~S, and shower bath ; is heated electrically, no gas being
provided. The current is obtained from a 50 volt, axle-driven
generator, the batteries being of the traction type.
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The hot water for the basins and for the shower is provided
by separate heaters, auxiliary steam coils being provided for useduring the winter.
The cars are carried on two four-wheeled bogies of special
design to a:fford maximum comfort in running. All spaces in thebody shell are packed with felt, and sponge rubber is provided
under the carpets to eliminate noise.
The body work of the car is varnished teak. Vacuum brake·
equipment is :fitted, two brake blocks acting on each wheel.
Automatic couplera of the standard L .N.E.R. type are :fitted
to each car.

1

Principal Dimensions.
Length over body
Width over body .. .
Height overall
Weight ...

11
SECTION

2. 11

NO. 55.

FIRST FLOOR
BAY F.
SCALE 1112.
LENT BY THE
LONDON AND
NORTH EASTERN
RLY. CO., 1932.
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66 1-6 11
91-3"
121-10"
42.1;2 tons

MODEL OF CORRIDOR COMPOSITE FIRST AND
THIRD CLASS CARRIAGE, L.N.E.R.

This model representa a Corridor Composite First and Third
Class Carriage, built to the designs of Mr. H.N. Gresley, M.I.C.E.,
Chief Mechanical Engineer, L.N .E.R. These vehicles are units.
of the main line express trains, which run between Kings Cross,
London, and Waverley Station, Edinburgh. There are three first
class, and four third class compartments, each with a sliding·
door on the corridor side. Each compartment is :fitted with racks
for light luggage, a mirror, and photographs mounted in panels,
of typical places of interest on the L.N.E.R. system.
The upholstery in the :first class compartments is blue, and
in the third class it is red.
A corridor runs along one side of the vehicle, and lavatories.
are located at each end of the carriage for :first and third class
passengers .
Each compartment is electrically lighted, a dynamo driven
from an axle pulley and batteries supplying the current.
The bodywork of the coach is of varnished teak. The underframe is of steel construction, the main longitudinal members.
being of channel section strengthened by round bar trusses, each
of which is in three parts, connected together by two adjusting
nuts screwed right and left hand. The bogies are of the four
wheeled, compound bolster type, the frame being of pressed steel.
Laminated bearing springs are :fitted, and the wheels are of the·
solid. dise type.
Vacuum brake equipment is :fitted, two brake blocks acting
on each w neel.
Automatic couplera, of the standard L.N.E.R. :type are :fitted
to each car.
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Principal Dimensions:
Length over body
Width over body . ..:
Height overall ...
Seating accommodation .. .
Seating accommodation .. .
Weight

611-6 11

9'-0"

...·
...

12'-1011
12-1st. class
24-3rd. class
34 tons

MODEL OF BOGIE STEEL THIRD GLASS CARRIAGE,
EGYPTIAN STATE RAILWAYS.
This model representa a bogie~third class c~rriage of ali st~el
construction, built for t~e Egyptian State Rallways by the Bnmingham Railway Carr1age and Wagon Co. Ltd.
The body of the carriage is of steel construction, built with
its underframe to form one complete structure. Insulation is
provided b~tween the inner and outer body c~si~gs ~o e:r;tsure the
vehicles bemg kept at an even temperature ms1de m either hot
or cold weather. A number of these vehicles are provided with
a Guards Brake compartment, in which is :fitted a Vacuum Brake
Valve and Vacuum Gauge, and a hand brake interconnected with
the Vacuum Brake. The main compartment is :fitted with the
Egyptian State Railways standard design of seats for third class
stock i.e. pitch pine strips fixed to steel frames.
The window frames and venetians are of teak, as are the
doors. The end sliding doors are in halves and are hung on
runners. The lavatory and brake compartment doors are hinged.
The interior finishings are of simple style and durable material.
The roofs double and :fitted with ventilators.
The underframe is composed of longitudinal channels, stayed
and braced by cross members and gussets. The headstocks are
secured to the main frame by riveted knees and gussets.
Each vehicle is :fitted with a dynamo driven from axle pulley,
with batteries, for lighting the vehicle electrically.
The bogies are of standard Egyptian S'tate Railway design,
the frame plates are of pressed steel, with cast steel hornblocks
riveted to the frame, and h.o rn stays bolted thereto. The bolster
is of pressed steel plates with cast steel centre and side bearers.
The cross girders and the bolster are provided with wearing plates
where they come in contact. The bolster side check springs are
housed in steel castings, and the suspension links, hangers and
rocking bars are of 40-45 ton steel.
The wheel centres are of pressed steel with tyres secured by a
retaining ring. The axleboxes are of cast steel, and have journals
911 x5 11 •
The model has been made chiefly in aluminium, brass and
steel, true to scale and complete in every respect, including the
electric light equipment.
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The constructional details, pillars, carlines, bogie and underframe pressings are exact copies of the actual members used for
existing carriages on the Egyptian State Railways and such
deta~ls as bu:ffers, drawgear, brake equipment are actuahy working
rephcas.
The moveable lights, louvres and sliding doors again have
been faithfully copied and are complete in every detail.
The lavatory compartment is fitted up complete, also the
brake compartment has an actuating wheel which e:ffectively
l fpplies the brakeb!ocks to ali wheels,
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SECTION 2.
NO. 57.
FIRST FLOOR
BAY D .·E.
LENT BY THE
METROPOLITAN·
CAMMELL,
CARRIAGE,
WAGON Be
FINANCE CO.
LTD .. 1932.
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Principal Dimensions:

Length over bu:ffers
Length ov:er bo.dy .. .
Centres of bogies . . .
Bogie wheelbase
Diameter of wheels
. . . ... . ..
W id th over si des . .. .. . . . , .. .
H eight from rail to top of roof .. .
Seating accommodation... ... .. .
Tare ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

69'-1.1,4 11
60 1-3 11
45 1-0 11
81-0 11
31-9 11

9'-7.%"

141-2 11

104.
38 tons.

MODEL OF FIRST AND THIRD CLASS COMPOSITE
PULLMAN CAR.- SOUTHERN RAILWAY.

This model representa the 1st. and 3rd. class composite
Pullman Car.s which will be used on the ~xpress services of. the
Southern Rallway, between London and Bnghton and Worthmg,
when the electrification has been completed.
The coaches are of aU-steel construction, and the highest
standard ol' comfort and finish have been adopted. Large side
windows operated by patent balances are provided, the frames
surrounding the windows on the outside being of Alpax aluminium
alloy. The coaches are panelled with "Sundeala" millboard.
Each car contains an all-electric kitchen for the provision of meals
and light refreshment, and is fitted with a dynamo to supply
current at low voltage for cooking, ventilating and other auxiliary
purposes. Nickel-iron batteries for emergency lighting are provi_ded. These vehicles have a length over body of 631-6 11 and a
w1dth of 9'-0.%". The height from r ail to top of roof is 12'-4. 1h",
and the distance between the centres of the bogies is 44'-6" and
each bogie has a wheelbase of 9'-0" .
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Model of First and Third Class Composite Pullman Car .
"Hazel" - Southern Railway, England.
One of the coaches on the express trains on the newly
electrified section of the Southern Railway, between
London , Brighton and Worthing.
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MODEL OF FIRST CLASS CARRIAGE "EXPERIENCE"
LIVERPOOL AND MANCHESTER RAILWAY.

SECTION 2.
NO. 58.
.

This model is representative of the :first class passenger stock
of the Liverpool and Manchester Railway. 'l'his type of vehicle
was used in the early days of the history of this railway about
1830-1835. There are three compartments, with seating accommodation for 12 passengers in each. The seats and backs of the
compartments are upholstered.
Ail window frames are of
mahogany.
The uuderframe is of wood and iron construction with cross
and diagonal bracings.
A draw bar which runs the fulllength of the vehicle is :fitted
with screw coupling and a laminated draw spring. The bufier
heads are padded and covered with leather.
Footsteps attached to the frame provided means of access of
each compartment.
On the ends of the coach footsteps are :fitted by means of
which the roof was reached, luggage was carried on the roof and
was prevented from falling off by the guard rails. The seats
which are fixed on the coach ends were used to accomodate a
man who acted as observer. The compartments were lighted by
oil lamps fitted in the roof. The wheels were of wrought iron
built up, a.3 was the practice in those days.

FIRST FLOOR
BAYE.
LENT BY THE
LONDON.
MIDLAND Be
SCOTTISH RL Y.
co .. 1932.

MODEL OF MIXED TRAFFIC LOCOMOTIVE,
AUXILIARY RAILWAYS, E.S.R.
This model representa a mixed tra:ffic locomotive built by
Beyer, Peacock & Co. Ltd., Gorlon Foundry, :Manchester.
engines of this class Nos. 24-37 entered the service in 1872.
The engine is of the 2-4-0 Tank Type with outside cylinders,
which drive the crankaxle of the :first coupled wheels. The valves
are placed on the sides of the cylinders between the frames, and
the valve gear is of the Stephenson Type. The Boiler is of the
ordinary round top :firebox type, and the engine is fitted with hand
brake equipment.
·

SECTION 2 .
NO. 59 .
.

Principal Dimensions of Engine.

Gange
Type ...
Cylinders 2 (diameter)
Cylinders-stroke ...
Wheels (Diameter of coupled)
Wheels (Diameter of Pony)
Wheelbase, rigid
Wheelbase, total
Heating surface, tubes ...
Heating surface, firebox
(6)
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2-4-0
12"
186 ·
4'-2"
2'-4"
6'-9"
151-0"
475 sq. feet
59 sq. feet
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FIRST FLOOR
BAY J.
SCALE 1 1 12.
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Principal Dimensions of Engine (continued).
534 sq. feet
Heating surface, total . . . . ..
10.8 sq. feet
Grate Area
. . . . . . . ..
140 lb .per sq.in
W or king pressure . . . . ..
6,160 lbs.
Tractive e:ffort . . . . . . . ..
18 tons
Weight on c_o upled wheels
24 tons
Total weight .. , .. . . ..
Principal Dimensions of Tank.
Water capacity
Fuel capacity ... ... ... .. . ... . ..
O:verall length of engine ( over bu:ffers)

Il
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455 gallons
%, ton

25'-2"

Bogie Ali-Steel lst Glass Coach. E.S.R.
The most modern vehicle of this class.
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SECTION 3.
LOCOMOTIVE AND ROLLING STOCK
DETAILS.
MODELS OF STEEL FLANGED FIREBOX PLATES.

IlIl
11 SECTION 3.

NO. 1.
These t wo models shew t ypical steel flanged plates, for a
11
locomotive firebox of the Belpa1re type.
(a) Firebox Throatplate.
(b) Firebox Backplate.

Il :~~:~:~:::y
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ATELIERS DE LA
DYLE . 1932.

TESTED E.S.R. No. 2, TYPE WAGON AXLEBOX.
OROER E.S.R. MECH. 3128. EGYPTIAN STATE RAI LW A YS.

This sample axlebox is one similar in all respects to those
supplied under the above order. It is of cast steel, unmachined,
but was annealed and sand blasted. It was subjected to twelve
blows from a 500 kgs.; (1,102 lbs.) tup falling from a height
of 5 metres. It will be observed that the box after this test is in
remarkably good condition. The test was made on the box when
in the vertical or running position. The centre and back have
been reduced in height by %, 11 • The sides of the guard grooves
have been bulged out at the bottom 2 %" and tilted in at the top
14". The face of the front cover has been reduced lh" in height
and bulged 1 lAI" measured over the ears. The outside of the back
of the box has been bulged %", measured across the centre and
the inside of the box, at the back, bulged the same amount. 'l'he
cover has been bent at the press through an angle of 95° without
cracking. The bend took place across the cover with the letter·ing
outwards.
STEAM PRESSURE GAUGE. - 6" DIAMETER,
TO REGISTER UP TO 200 Lb. per sq. inch.

This exhibit shews a steam pressure gauge, manufactured by
the Budenberg Gauge Co. Ltd. The gauge is of the Bourdon type,
With all working parts independant of the case. The movement
is fitted to a casting which also forms the screwed inlet fixing,
thus ali stress and risk of distortion when fixing are eliminated.
AU adjustments can be made from the back.
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This exhibit is fitted with a glass back to show clearly the
internai parts. The gauge is of the Bourdon type, in which steam
enters the screwed inlet fitting, through which it enters the
elliptical section tube . The toothed rack is attached to the inner
end of this tube by a link, and the steam pressure causes movement, i.e . the tube tends to become straight. A pinion with
pointer attàched is thus caused to revolve, and the pointer registers
on the graduated dial the steam pressure. The graduations ·are
made whil~ the gauge is under test.
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STEAM PRESSURE GAUGE. - 6 11 DIAMETER WITH
GLASS BACK TO SHOW 1NTERNAL PARTS.
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DEMONSTRATION MODEL OF WALSCHAERT
VALVE GEAR.
This is a half size model shewing the principle of the
Walschaert Valve Gear.
The model includes cylinder, piston, and steam chest and
is marked off to show percentage of piston stroke. The crank
dise is also marked in degrees whereby the crank angle may be
noted for any position of piston or valve .
1'he valve is of the inside admission and outside exhaust type.
The names engraved on the various parts are standard English
t erms. The inventor of this type of valve gear was };gide
W alschaerts, Chief Shop Superintendent of the Brussels. Midi
station and shops of the Belgian State Railways. The invention
dates from 1844, but a patent could not be taken out in the
inventors' name as the regulations of the Belgian State R ailways
A dministration precluded the foreman of a shop from taking such
out and deriving royalty from it. The patent therefore was taken
out by M. Fischer, and was granted on 30th. N ovember, 1844,
and the m echanism described therein resembles the motion which
is now so largely used. In Germany claims were put forward
that Prof essor Heusinger von W aldegg had previously invented
the gear, but the latter in a letter dated April 3rd. 1875, recoguised the right of priority of Walschaert. In this gear the travel
of t~e valve can be va~ied, whilst the lead rema~n~ constant. The
motwn of the valve IS compounded of two distinct movements
(1) that produced by the eooentric and curved link, which would
give the valve the same motion as would be obtained from an
eccentric set without angular advance: and (2) the motion produced by a connection with the crosshead which furnishes the
required advance to the valve when the erank is on dead centre.
The amount of lead depends solely upon the proportions of the
arros of the lever uniting the crosshead to the valve spindle, and
remains constant under ail circumstances.
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The Stephenson gear retained its p<;>pularity for a long time,
tmt largely owing to the increase in s1ze and power of locomotives, the Walschaert type wh~ch is more a~cessible, it~ comp?nent
parts being outside the engme frames m an outs1de cylmder
engine, came to the fore: .
.
. .
.
A very great point m Its favour 1s ~he . ehmmat10n of the
friction of four eccentrics of very large s1ze m modern engines.
The r eturn cranks used for outsi~e .cyli.nder engines produce ~~
ha:rdly any friction. The stean;t d1stnbuhon of the W alschaer t
gear is almost as good as tha:t g1ven by the S~ephenson gear.
The first British locomotive to be fitted with Walschaert gear
was an outside cylinder Fairlie tank engine on the Swindon-Marlbor ough and Andover Railway 1881, and it remained the one
solitary example for many years .
It has now however largely superseded the older Stephenson
type all over the world.
ASBESTOS FROM THE RAW MATERIAL TOITS VARIOUS
COMMERCIAL FORMS.
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SECTION 3 .
NO . 6 ,

This exhibit shews various commercial forms of asbestos
including samples of :(a) Asbestos yarn.
(b) Asbestos cloth.
(c) Asbestos metallic cloth.
( d) Asbestos whitemetal clot h.
( e) P1·oofed asbestos sheeting .
(f) Asbestos packing s.
(g) Compressed asbestos fibre j oint ings.
~~
(h) Hydraulic packings.
(j) Asbestos millboard.
(k) Asbestos fibre rope.
(l) Asbestos and India Rubber woven rings.
(m) Balata belting.
Descriptive cards adjoin the samples.
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LOCOMOTIVE BOILER TUBES IN VARIOUS
STAGES OF MANUFACTURE.
,
This exhibit shews the sequence of manufacturing opemtions
in the makjng of steel tubes for locomotive boilers.
(a) Pierced tube billet in section.
(b) Rolling process on billet (section) .
(c) H ot finished tube (as rolled).
( d) Hot finished tube (pickled).
( e) 1st. cold drawn pass.
(f) 2nd. cold drawn pass.
( g) 3r d cold drawn pass.
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(h) Piece of 1.%" diameter x 12 G tube as drawn.
(j) Piece of l.% 11 diameter x 12 G tube as annealed.
(k) Piece of 1.%" diameter x 12 G reduced at end.
(l) Section piece of 1.%" diameter x 12 G tube reduced
(m) Fractured tube, result of tensile test.
(n) Crushing test on piece oî tube.
(o) Bulging test on piece of tube.
(p) Flattening test on piece of tube.
( q) Flanging test on piece of tube.
2 Samples of bush tubing.
2 Finished bush bearings.
TYPICAL SPRINGS USED ON LOCOMOTIVE,
CARRIAGE AND WAGON STOCK.

This exhibit shews typical springs as used on railway rolling
.:> tock, and comprises the following ~(a) Laminated Locomotive Bearing Spring, with ribbed and
grooved plates, and solid eyes on the top plate.
(b) Laminated Carriage Bearing Spring, with plain rectangular section plates, and rolled eyes on the top plate.
(c) Laminated Wagon Bearing Spring, with ribbed and
grooved plates, and plain ends.
(d) Volute spring.
( e) Spiral Spring, of rectangular section steel.
(f) Spiral Spring, of round section steel.
MECHANICAL TESTS ON
VARJOUS COMMERCIAL FORMS OF COPPER AND
MODELS OF COPPER FI REBOX PLATES.

This exhibit, the samples of which are mounted on a board,
shews mechanical tests on commercial copper, in the following
forms:~

Tubes:( a)
(b)
( c)
( d)
(e)
(f)

Flattening and doubling over test ( cold).
Flattening and doubling over (at red heat).
Flanging test.
Drifting test.
Tensile test on strip eut from tube.
Tensile test on piece of tube.

Rods:-

Il

( a)
(b)
( c)
( d)

Tensile test.
Cold bend test.
Bend at red heat.
Hammering or crushing down test.
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Hollow Stay Rods :(a) Tensile test.
.
(b) Thread test, i.e. screwed bar bent unbl ends touch.
(c) Hammering or crushing down test.

Plates:(a) Cold bend test.
(b) Bend at red heat.

Models of ·finished copper firebox plates:(a)
(b)
(c)
( d)

Firebox
Firebox
Firebox
Firebox

wrapper plate.
tubeplate. .
.
doorplate w1th d1shed rectangular :firehole.
doorplate with flanged round firehole.

SECTIONAL MODEL OF EXHAUST STEAM 1NJECTOR.

This sectional model representa the class "H" Exhaust Steam
Injector as made by Messrs. Davies & Metcalfe, Ltd.
The' Exhaust Steam Injector is a feed water heater which
js, in pri~c~ple, similar to the ordinary live. steam injector, except
that it uhhzes exhaust steam from the cylmders to heat the feed
water and also to force it into the boiler.
The class "H" Exhaust Steam Injector representa a considerable improvement on all former types. Automatic control
valv~s are fitted which eliminate the hand controls necessary with
prevwus types.
The injector is started by one operation only, viz: the opening
of the valve to admit live steam to the injector. The only other
manipulation necessary is the adjustment (when required) of the
water regulator to vary the quantity of feed water supplied to
the boiler.
The .e xhaust injector consists of three sections, viz: the injector, the exhaust valve and the automatic valve casings, which
are bolted together to form one unit.
The injector casing contains the injector cones, the delivery
back pressure valve, wa.ter, overflow and delivery connections and
~utomatic overflow and water valves.
·
The exhaust valve casing contains the automatic exhaust
steam valves, supplementary live steam cone, auxiliary -live steam
nozzle and exhaust steam pipe connection.
The automatic valve casing contains the automatic shuttle
valve ~d the exhaust valve control. piston, and live steam \>ipe
connectwns to steam valve and to engme steam ·chest. It functlons
as a feed water heater so long as the locomotive is using steam,
and when the engine regulator valve is closed it operates with live
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·~ steam, automatically changing from exhaust to live steam working

1

IlIl

when the regulator is closed and back to exhaust steam working
when the regulator is again opened.
The automatic change-over is controlled by the pressure in the
steam pipe acting on an automatic valve, which shuts off the
auxiliary live steam supply when exhaust steam is available.
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to the injector.
Steam enters and ftows through the supplementary cone into
the injector . The steam also passes at the same time to the lower
side of the water valve control piston, forces this piston upwards,
and so opens the feed water valve.
At the same time steam passes through the auxiliary steam
choke into the shuttle valve chamber, and as the shuttle valve is
already held on its lower seating, this allows the steam to :flow to
the upper side of the exhaust steam control piston and so open
the exhaust steam valve.
lnjector working with Live Steam (engine standing or drifting
with closed regulator).

The regulator being shut, there will be no pressure on top
of the shuttle valve, and the steam acting on its lower portion
forces the shuttle valve on to its upper seating. This cuts off the
supply of live steam to the exhaust control piston, allowing the
exhaust steam valve to shut. At the same time the live steam
passes the lower shuttle valve seating and so into the auxiliary
nozzle, thu<J replacing the exhaust steam.
Live steam still enters the supplementary cone as before and
the water valve is also still kept in the open position.
The exhaust steam before entering the injector is purified by
passing through .a gr~ase separator fixe~ at any con~enient place
in the exhaust p1pe hue, preferably at lts lowest pomt and near
the injector.

MODEL OF ROLLER AND BALL BEARING AXLEBOX.
This model shews a type of roUer and hall bearing axlebox
for Railway Rolling Stock, as manufactured by the Hoffman
Manufacturing Co. Ltd.
Reference should be made to the full size coloured drawing
of this axlebox, which clearly shews details of construction.

CO. LTD .• 1932.
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ROLLER BEARING.

This exhibit shews a standard type of RoUer Bearing, as
manufactured by the Hoffmann Manufacturing Co. Ltd. RoUer
bearings are now largely used in l'reference to ordina~y journal
bearings urincipally for the followmg reasons. There 1s less loss
of powe~ ""on account of the lower co-efficient o.f friction, this
being independent of the temperature of the bearmgs, unless ~he
end thrust is excessive. On account of the excellent matenals
which are now available and the manufacturing limits used in
production, this type of bearing is largely superseding the plain
bearing.
BALL BEARI NG.
This exhibit shews a standard type of BaU Bearing as manufactured by the Ho:ffman Manufacturing Co. Ltd. BaU bearings
are used in preference to plain bearings, principally for the followin(J' reasons. There is less loss of power on account of the lower
co~efficient of friction, the friction of a hall bearing is independent
of the viscosity of the lubricant, or its temperature. The frictional
resistance a+ starting is much less than in a plain bearing, while
the wear is practically negligible.
SAMPLES OF SEAMLESS COPPER PIPES.

This exhibit shews samples of seamless solid drawn copper
pipes, ih 29 different diameters.
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TESTED LOCOMOTIVE WHEEL CENTRE.

This exhibit shews the result of a destruction test on a cast
steel wheel centre. This test consists of raising the wheel centre,
as cast, to heights of 5 and 10 feet, and then allowing it to faU
freely, in a running position, on the end of a spoke, on to a solid
block of metal of not less than 5 tons weight.
The casting is then turned through 90° and again raised and
allowed to fall freely in a running position through distances of
·5 feet and 10 feet on the end of a spoke. Any sign of failure
under this test renders the wheel centres liable to rejection. If
fractures do not result from these tests, the test is continued, the
fall being mcreased 5 feet each time until fracture resulta or the
wheel centre is doubled up.
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The cal:lting exhibited was subjected to eleven drops as detailed below, and no sign of fracture took place before tlie llth.
lst. drop . . .
2nd. drop

5 feet
10 feet

Wheel turned through 90° :'-3rd. drop
4th. drop

5 feet
20 feet

Wheel turned to opposite lst. position:-5th. drop
6th. drop

15 feet
20 feet

Wheel turned to within one spoke of lst. position:7th. drop
8th. drop
9th. drop

25 feet
30 feet
35 feet

Wheel turned to within one spoke of 2nd. position :LlOth. drop
llth. drop

35 feet
35 feet

At the llth. drop the wheel fractured in two positions.

"DREADNOUGHT" COMBINATION EJECTOR.

This exhibit is the "Dreadnought" Vacuum Brake
Combination Ejector.
The function of the ejector is to
exhaust the air in the train pipe and cylinders. It is a combinatian of two air withdrawing appliances known as the "large"
and "small" ejectors, the one placed within the other. The air
as it is withdrawn is passed through an exhaust pipe into the
locomotive chimney. The standard Dreadnought Ejector has a
small ejector of 20 m/m. and the large of 30 mfm. as practice has
proved that this is the largest combination that can be satisfactorily used on a 2 inch train pipe. The small ejector is left at
work continuously, whilst the locomotive is attached to a train,
to create and maintain a working amount of vacuum. The large
ejector is used to quickly restore the vacuum after a stop, or to
assist in rapidly creating the desired vacuum in other circumstances, such as just before starting with a train. The "Dreadnought" Ejector will work with pressures from 90 lbs. upwards
and possesses the valuable feature of not requiring any fine regulation of the steam.
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VACUUM BRAKE CYLINDER.
This is a 10" internai diameter combined cylinder for the
Vacuum Automatic Brake. It is in part section to show details of
construction.
The details are :(1) Cylinder.
(2) Piston.
(3) Casing formi~g Vacuum Chamber.
(4) Piston rod wlth brass sleeve.
(5) Piston rod pa~king box.
(6) Piston rod gmde bush.
(7) Piston rod cap.
(8) Bail valve.
(9) Rolling ring.
(10) Joint ring.
When a vacuum has been created, that is when air to a certain
amount has been withdrawn from the chamber (by means of the
ejector) the weight of the brake gear causes the piston and rod
to faU to the bottom of the cy linder and, by reason of the arrangement of the brake attachments, the blacks are with-held from the
wheel tyres.
When by any means air is again admitted to the chamber,
the vacuum is preserved on the upper side of the piston, whilst
the inrnshing air pressing on its under side raises it, in a degree
proportionate to the amount of air admitted, the blacks being
at the same time applied to the wheels to a corresponding extent.
The baU valve casting forms a junction between the cylinder
and the short branch hose pipe which connects the train pipe
and the cylinder.
The only moving part of this :fitting is a small brass ball
which, being free to roll in a horizontal plane, is ractically
frictionless. The hall is enclosed in a case with perloration to
admit of the passage of air, and one end of the case is provided
with a turned seating for the hall. When air is being abstracted
from the cylinder, that from the top side of the piston, in response
to the general suc'king out which is going on; forces the hall
from its seat and so escapes into the train pipe with that from
the underside of the piston.
As soon, however, as air is again admitted to the train pipe,
the inrush to the cylinder instantly forces the hall back to its
seating, and thus no air passes to the top of the piston. As a
consequence the vacuum is maintained above the piston, whilst
the air pressing against the bottoni side of the piston raises it
and so applies the brakes.
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This valve is designed for use in conjunction with the Auto.
matie Vacuum Brake, when the engine or engine and tender are
fitted with a Steam Brake, and its abject is to apply the Steam
Brake on the engine at the same time as the Vacuum Brake is
applied on the train.
The operation of the steam brake valve is dependent on the
reduction o_f a vacuum below a piston working in a cylinder,
exactly in the same way as the piston in the vacuum brake
cylinders throughout the train. When the driver of a train admits
air into the train pipe, and so reduces the vacuum below the
pistons, the difference of air pressure below the piston lifts them
and pulls the blacks to the wheels of the train, the air fs at the
same time admitted below the piston of the steam brake valve.
This then pulls on a lever which lifts th~:: steam spindle, closing
the exhaust and opening the steam valve to the steam brake
cylinder which forces the blacks on to the engine wheels.
This valve can be operated by hand, when required or when
the vacuum automatic brake is not in use, by means of the hand
lever, which pulls on the spiral spring enclosed in the case, attached at one end to the hand lever, and puts pressure at the other:
on a lever, which through the medium of a 2 to 1 lever, controls
the steam valve spindle. In this case the steam pressure on the
piston is balanced against the degree of compression plaèed on
the spiral spring.
The piston as it rises closes the exhaust passage which is
open to the atmosphere, still rising it opens a small pilot valve,
which admits steam to the bottom side of a piston guide beneath
it, and so partially balancing the main steam valve, rising still
further it lifts the main steam valve off its seat. Steam then
passes to the steam brake cylinder.
When the hand lever is pulled out to the full extent and the
pawl is in the last notch, the spring is fully compressed, and steam
at boiler pressure is admitted to the steam brake cylinder.
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RAPID ACTING VALVE FOR VACUUM BRAKE.
This exhibit shews the rapid acting valve used on the vacuum
system of braking trains. The function of this valve is to apply
the brakes on long trains, with great rapidity without either
causing shocks or the parting of couplings through irregular
braking.
The valve is mounted on the train pipe as near as possible
to the brake cylinder and is connected to the baH valve bv the
usual flexible bose.
'
The valve exhibited is in part section so that the inter.nal
parts and construction may be seen.
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. This. sPc~wn.al exhiblt shews the valve whiCh 1s fitted on the
mam tram p1pe m the guards' van.
The guard by pressing down the handle applies the
This valve opens automatically when the driver applies the brake
,uddenly, and adroits air until the brake i' lully applied.
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COMBINATION LOCOMOTIVE INJECTOR.
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This is a sectional example of an injector embodying features
FIRST FLOOR
patented by Mr. J. Gresham in 1884 and 1887. It is a vertical,
BAY H .
restarting injector of the self contained type, having all the control ~~ LENT BY MESSRS.
valves mounted :m it, and is designed to be fitted directly to the
GRESHAM &
boiler backplate by a flange through which both the steam supply
CRAVEN L TD ..
and feed-water pipes pass.
1932.
The :wtion of an injector depends upon the fact that the
velocity of a jet of steam discharging into the combining cone .is
20 to 25 times that of a jet of water issuing from a boiler under
the same pressure and that the enormous reduction of the volume
of the steam, during condensation by the water concentrates the
momentum of the jet upon the area of the delivery tube, which
is b~It a small fractio;nal part ?f the orifice from. whic_h it issues,
leavmg a large margm of available energy. This achon may be
likened to a pump with a continuous piston equal to the area of
the steam nozzle forcing a continuous ram equal to the lesser area
of the delivery throat.
The action is as follows, an internai pipe from the dome of
the boiler conveys steam to the injector steam valve, which upon
being opened adroits steam to the steam nozzle by the passage
underneath it. The steam issuing from the steam nozzle forces
open the combining cone which is free to slide in its guide and
passes out freely through this opening to the overflow passage,
and on to the overflow pipe of the injector.
In doing so it creates a partial vacuum in the pipe which
supplies water from the tank, and the water rises to the injector.
î 'he water coming in contact with the steam, travels with it
through the lifting cone and rapidly condenses it.
The velocity of the steam being now largely transferred to
the water, the latter passes from the lifting cone and through the
combining cone, (which moves down on its face, owing tc the high
vacuum created in the chamber under it, by the passage of the
jet) and these two cones become one combining cone, i.e., the
cone in which the steam and water combine. After passing
through this combining cone the jet flows out at the overflow
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space, and down the passage and overflow pipe, until such time
as it attains sufficient velocity to carry itself past this space and
enter the delivery cone.
When it reaches this point its velocity is so great that it is
sufficiently powerful to pass by the passage communicating with
the back pressure valve, and lift this valve, and so enter the boiler.
GRESHAM'S PATENT FEED WATER HEATER.
This exhibit is designed to heat the feed water which is fed
into locomotive boilers. The water after passing through the
clackbox entrains steam from the steam space, two sets of cones
are :fitted in which the injector action is repeated by steam from
the steam space in the boiler. The steam is entrained through
openings in the aides of the delivery casing and combines with
the water with the result that the temperature of the water delivered i.:~ very little less than that of the saturated steam in the
boiler.
FULL SIZE SECTIONAL HORIZONTAL INJECTOR.

exhibit, which is partly sectional, is a horizontal non~~~~~~OR 11liftingThisrestarting
injector, class B Z with starter, manufactured
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by Alexander Friedmann. With the older forma of non-lifting
injector, by far the greatest proportion of the overflow waste is
t·aused by the fact .that there is, as a rule, too long an interval
between the opening of the water cock (or overflow valve) and
the opening of the injector steam valve on the boiler. By means
of the starter embodied in the class B Z injector, this interval,
and hence also the overflow waste is reduced to a minimum. The
starter consista of a piston and a valve located above it. · While
the locomotive is in service the water cock and the overflow
valve of the injector remain open. The interior space of the
injector is, therefore, always :filled with water. So long as steam
does not enter, the valve attached to the piston spindle
prevents any escape of water from the injector. To start the
injector it is only necessary to open the steam valve on the boiler.
Steam :flows through the port communicating with the starting
piston anJ valve causing them to lift, so that the over:flow water
can escape. At the same time steam passes through two other
ports, and the non-return valve, to the steam come. The time
required by the steam to travel this distance being immeasurably
short, only the superfluous amount of water accumulated in the
injector casing will issue at the over:flôw, whereupon the injector
will start immediately.
· This class of injector is located under the cab footplate, the
control spindles being operated from the cab.
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SPECIMENS OF RAILWAY ROLLING STOCK PAINTING.
This exhibit shews three specimen panels of railway rolling
stock painting. The left and right hand panels are of steel, and
the centre one of wood.
The left hand panel is painted with Docker's Aluminium
" Syntholux", and the treatment is :Primer,
Filler,
. .
"
,
2 Coats of Alummmm Syntholux .
The middle panel is painted wi~h ordinary aluminium oil
paint and varnish, and the treatment 1s :Primer,
Filler,
2 Coats of Aluminium.
The ri ()'ht hand panel is painted with Docker's Aluminium
" Cellusol" ,"'and the treatment is :Primer,
Filler,
2 Coats of Aluminium "Cellusol".
Descriptive matter adjoins each panel.

SECTIONAL METALLIC PACKING.
This exhibit shews a full size United Kingdom Patent. Air
Cooled Piston Rod Metallic Packing, for a 4" diameter piston rod.
This type of metallic packing was specially designed to meet
the requirements of locomotives working with a high degree of
superheat. Complicated castings, which are liable to split, owing
to unequal expansion and contraction are avoided in this design.
The packing consists of three anti-friction metal rings, and
a bronze cone ring, contained in a sleeve ring which has a conical
seating on the stuffi.ng box gland. A bronze neck ring is fitted
m the outer end of this sleeve. A baffie ring fitted with a spiral
spring is located at the inner end of the packing. This ring
transmits the load due to the steam pressure, to the spiral spring
which keeps the white metal rings tight against the neck ring.
The whole packing is perfectly elastic, and prevents undue wear
on the rods.
The main feature of this packing, is such that the air operat~
ing on the sleeve which contains the metal rings has double the
effective cooling power of other types of packing for Superheated
Steam . . The whole is extremely simple and cannot be wrongly
fitted.
Another important feature is that the complete pressure of
the steam is prevented by the spring ring, from entering the
stuffing box. By this means, the metal rings in the sleeve, which
is air cooled, are less exposed to the full heat of the steam.
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"ARMSTRONG 01 LERS".
This exhibit shews "Armstrong Oilers" which are extensively
used in the axleboxes of railway rolling stock.
The "Armstrong Oiler" consists of a specially woven pad
attached to a light steel frame, supported by highly-resihent
springs. All the pads are woven by the makers on specially
designed looms. 'l'bey are woven in such a manner as to ensure
the points only of the pile lightly touching the journal when the
oiler is in position. To obtain a sufficient and continuons supply
of oil to the pad, cotton feeders are woven into it by a special
process, so that after coming through the pad formation they lie
between the rows of pile; no amount of top pressure can therefore
impede the oil circulation. In order to prevent the possibility of
undue top pressure lignum vitae buttons are embedded in the
pad surface at intervals, and these, whilst not being su:fficiently
hard to eut the journal, prevent the pad pile from being flattened
out and glazed. In this way the capacity of the pad for supplying
Qil to the JOUrnal surface remains unimpaired throughout. All
springs are specially adjusted to give just the right amount of
pressure, the design in each case being particularly adapted for
the style of axle box, and journal for which the oiler is made.
Once the oilers are placed in the axleboxes, with a small supply
of oil, no further attention is required, except the addition of a
little oil about every three months.
WATER GAUGE.
This exhibit, which is sectioned, to shew details of construction, is Dewrance's Patent Water Gauge, of the type fitted to
locomotive boilers.
Should the glass break under pressure the ball in the lower
arm rises to its seat and cuts off the rush of water. When the
upper arm is also required to be automatic, the patent spring
valve shewn is fitted, should the glass tube break the sudden rush
of steam closes the valve.
The spring however is strong enough to keep the valve from
closing when blowing through; it is made of a special quality of
bronze that is not injured by steam up to 300 lbs. pressure.

1

1
Il

SPEED JNDICATOR AND RE,CORDER
FOR LOCOMOTIVES.
.
This exhibit is an instrument for indicating the speed of a
locomotive and the time and distance travelled; while it also
makes a continuous record of speed, ~ime, distance, and the duratian of stops.
It is fitted with a 24-hours dial clock which indicates the
time and records it, through suitable mechanism, by a silver
stylus and a pricker on a roll of chrome paper 80 mm. wide,
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which is moved by the engine mechanism through a distance of
10 mm . for each kilometre travelled; pricks are made 5 mm .
a part along the edges an d middle of the paper. The diagram
occupies the upper part of the :paper and ~s ruled with horizontal
lines 5 minutes apart. The mmute-markmg stylus travels from
bottom to top once every half-hou!, dra:wing a sl~pi!-1-g lin~ while
the engine is running and a vertical hne when It 1s statlonary;
the fall of the stylus mark~ a vertical line ev~ry half-hour. The
hours are marked by a pncker mounted b ehm~ the paper, and
this rjses once in 24 hours. From the hour pncks and the half
hourly verticallines the tiroe and duration of stops are determined.
The dial speed indicator shows .the speed _up to .60 kiloms.
&n hour at intervals of one second, Its m echamsm bemg rotated
intermittently by an escapement and clutch from the main drive.
A second stylus records the speed ~n the lower part of the paper
which is ruled at mtervals of 10 klloms. an hour. All stops are
shown by the return of the speed curve to the base line. A
counter records the total distance covered and also the length of
the last trip.
MODEL OF STEAM RAIL CAR BOILER.
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SECTION 3.

29

This model representa the patent double locomotive type of
NO.
·
hoiler, which is fitted to a number of stearo rail cars, now running
FIRST FLOOR:
on the Egyptian State Railways.
BAY F .
The boiler is of the Double-Ended Locotype and is a deve- 11 PRESENTED BY
lopment of a design of small high capacity boiler used for the past
THE YORKSHIRE30 years on steam road vehicles. For rail car work the boiler
.PATENT STEAM
accomodates itself to take the maximum advantage of the space
WAGON co . LTO.,,
1932
available and has proved itself very economical in maintenance.
·
The standard specification of the rail car boiler is as follows :Working pressure .. .
Test pressure ...
Heating surface
Superheater surface
Grate area
.. . .. .

...

.. .

.. .

. ..

...

275lbs. per sq. inch.
375 lbs. per sq. inch.
134 sq. ft.
15 sq. ft.
.. . 6.68 sq. ft .

The tubes are 1 %" internai diameter and 1'-8 %" long. Only
16 stays are required, which are disposed in the firebox roof.
The mild st eel firebox is circular in section and has no stays in
the box sides . The usual mudholes are provided for washing out,
and also two inspection covers from the top of the boiler barrel.
The twin superheaters are disposed in the combustion· chambers
and are tested to 1,000 lbs. per sq. inch. The tubes can be swept
without disturbing the superheaters.
It will be noted that from the design of the boiler the hot
gases in the firebox divide into two portions and pass through
the bottom layer of tubes into the combustion chambers, thence

(7)
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past the twin superheaters and return through the top fire tubes
to meet in a combustion chamber below the uptake, above whicb
the exhaust jet is fitted.
The boiler normally operates at an evaporation of 2,500 lbs.
per hour, but it can supply steam at over 3,000 lbs . per hour
without undue forcing.
The firebox as designed operates on ordina1-y good quality
locomotive coal, but modifications can be introduced to enable it
to burn low grade coal, wood or oil.
The boiler as described is suitable for the "Yorkshire" 150
H.P., engine, but it can be supplied in other sizes for engines
which r ange from 50 H .P. to 450 H.P.
This boiler has been standardized on the B.Y. R ail Cars
manufactured by The Birmingham Railway Carriage and Wagon
Co. Ltd., Smethwick, England, in conjunction with the Yorkshire
Patent Steam Wagon Co. Ltd., Leeds, England.
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a sectioned example of the multiple pump
lubricator, patented hy Lord Wakefield, for use on locomotives.
It delivers oil under pressure to eight points simultaneously, the
amount discharged to each point being capable of independent
adjustment. The eight single acting pumps are arranged horizontally in two rows, outside the reservoir, four pumps on each
side. The driving eccentric shaft is rotated slowly by a ratchet
wheel and a lever connected with sorne r eciprocating part of the
engine (on Egyptian State Rail ways engin es this lever is attached
to the reversing link) . When the pump plunger and sleeve valve
are at the outer end of the stroke oil fl.ows into the pump barrel
through ports in the barrel of the pump. As soon as these ports
are covered by the plunger ~-nd sleeve valve on the return stroke,
the oil in the pump barrel 1s forced away under yressure to the
outlets. If the oil regulating plug is screwed nght down, the
whole of the oil in the pump barrel will be forced away. By
unscr ewing this plug partly out, the adjustable plunger will be
forced upwards under the oil pressure to the extent of the rise
of the plug, and accommodate part of the oil, the remainder being
forced away to the outlets. vVhen the plunger and sleeve valve
are again on the suction stroke, the adjusta.ble plunger is drawn
ùown by the vacuum in the pump barrel to its normal position,
and the above described operation is r epeated when the plunger
and sleeve valve are on the pressure stroke.
The oil is delivered through the eight out lets to each piston
valve head, the centre of each cylinder, and to the two piston rod
glands on Egyptian State Railway locomotives.
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·~ SECTION 3.
N0.31.
This is a llh" ·bronze blow off valve, :fitted with renewable

BRONZE BLOW OFF VALVE.

dises and seats made of "Platnam" metal. The value can be
easily opened and closed und.er. steam. at high pressur~,. and is
fi tted wlth patent "Oplok" pmwn whwh prevents strammg the
teeth on the rack and pinion.
It is :fitted with an improved locking gland which prevents
the key being removed whilst the valve is open.
. SET OF BRONZE WATER GAUGES.

'l'his exhibit is a set of bronze water gauges, with %" diameter
glass, of t~e ~ype :fitted to locomotive boilers.. This water gauge
is automatic m the bottom arm only, that 1s, when the gauge
glass bursts, the pressure in the lower arm forces a hall valve on
to its seat, thus shutting off the escape of water.
The steam is shut off by closing the cock on the top arm, when
:fitting a new glass both top and bottom cocks are shut. The try
cock at the bottom drains the gauge. Safety plugs are :fitted to
1he gauge cocks, it is impossible for these to be blown from the
body in case of accident.
BRONZE GUARDS FOR WATER GAUGES.

The e are bronze guards and clips for water gaug,es, and are
applied to the gauges by brackets. 'l' he guards can be swung
open when it is necessary to adjust the gland nuts, and new gauge
glass or packing rings can be inserted, without detaching the
guard from the gauge. The glasses are of special manufacture,
toughened to withstand the blow caused by the bursting of the
gauge glass.
PARALLEL SLIDE VALVE.
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This exhibit is a patent parallel slide valve, made by Hopkin~
son's Ltd. The body is of cast steel, the renewable dise faces
and seats are of "Platnam" metal which does not corrode or soften
with the high temperature of superheated or high pressure steam. ll
The valve faces are parallel, thus unnecessary and dangerous
strains are avoided, and the valve is much easier to open and
c~ose than the wedge type . A light spring is :fitted between the
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1
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The dise is held to the seat by fluid pressure in the valve. The
valve spindle has. au. acme thread, and th~ ~liding crosshead acts
as a stop and an mdwator to show the posltwn of the valve.
The gland can be repacked when the valve is under pressure.
A fullbore uninterrupted passage is providcd through the valve.
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SECTIONAL ROLLER BEARING AXLEBOX.
This exhibit shews a r oUer bearing axlebox, used for railway
rolling stock. It is in part section to shew details of construction.
This type of axlebox has been successfully employed on leading
and trailing bogies, t en der bogies, and driving axles on steam,
electric and Diesel-E lectric locomotives.
Similar axleboxes are now :fitted on sorne of the passenger
rolling stock of the Egyptian State Railways .
RAILWAY CARRIAGE AND WAGON TYRES.
This exhibit shows two railway carriage and wagon tyres;
one as rolled and the other tested together with test pieces.
The tyre as rolled is 31-2 %" inside diameter, and the test
speci:fied a defl.ection of 2 7 /I 6 ", the test consisted of :five blows from
a 1 ton tup, falling from a maximum height of 25 feet . The
defl.ection obtained as a result of this test was 2 13/ 16" .
The tensile test pieces are shown in the unpulled and fractured
state, the test results are given on the card adjoining the test
pieces.
MODEL OF · HENRICOT AUTOMATJC COUPLER.
This exhibit is a scale model of the Henricot Automatic
Coupler for railway rolling stock. This coupler consists of a
steel jaw, :fitted on one side with a knuckle or L shaped lever
turning upon a vertical pivot pin.
This knuckle when being swung inwards lifts a key which
subsequently becomes lodged on a seat arranged in the interior
of the coupler, and permits without further operating the uncoupl·
ing of the vehicles.
An identical coupler is :fitted to the end of the adjacent
vehicles and so long as both or either of the knuckles are open
when the vehicles come into contact, coupling will be a:ffected.
The coupler is so arranged that the key is prevented from lifting
when in service, the coupler can only be opened by operating
the lever.
MOD EL OF JOY VALVE GEAR.
This model which was made in the Boulac Workshops of the
Egyptian State Railways represents the Joy Valve Gear used on
the three cylinder vertical engines of the Birmingham-Yorkshire
Steam Rail Cars.
This gear was invented by Mr. David Joy, and has been
largely used on locomotives. It is of the radial type, but employs
no eccentrics.
The gear is simple in construction, and the points of lead
and eut o:ff are exactly equal for both ends of the cylinder, at
all grades of expansion.
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The valve (in the model this is of the piston type ) opens
more rapidly then when a link is used, whilst it moves slowly
during expansion and exhaust. Motion is derived from a point
on the connecting rod, which describes an oval curve,
the vertical axis of which is usually rather greater than
twice the valve travel. The vibrating link is guided by the rear
anchor link, which moves on a pin attached to .the top upper
part of the engine casing. T~e low~r e~d of t~1s anchor lmk
moves nearly on a horizontal Ime, b1sectmg. at r1ght angl~s the
vertical axis of the curve descnbed b~ the pomt wher~ the v1b;at- ll
ing link 1s attached to the. connectmg r.od. The mtermed1ate
pin joint in the vibr!'l'ti~g lmk also descnbes an oval curve. the
horizontal axis of whwh IS the s:=tme as that of the curve d~scn?ed
by the pin joint on t~e con~ec!n.lg r?d, attached to !he y1bra~mg
link at this interme~mte. pm J?mt 1s !he va~ve osc.üla~mg. hnk,
this is guided by a d1e shdmg m a radms gmde whwh 1s p1voted
at a P.oint below the slot in the guide, and is controlled by the
reversmg rod.
The va]ve coupling link is attached at its bottom end to the
end of the valve oscillating link, and at the top to the valve
spindle sœket. When the engine is running the die moves along
the curved radius guide. By altering the position of the radius
guide the valve obtains motions for forward or backward running,
or for cutting off at any fraction of the stroke.
By means of the spur reducing gear the model may be
operated to show the working of the mechanism.
SUPERHEATER ELEMENTS.FOR LOCOMOTIVE BOILERS.
This exhibit shows stages in the manufacture of the Patent
M.L.S. return bend, which is machine forged integrally with the
tubing, giving standard wall thickness and constant maximum
area. As a first step in this manufacture the two element tubes
are clamped together at fixed centres, the ends after being heated
in a furnace are placed in a special machine, where the tube ends
are simultaneously split and forged together. · The end is reheated
and closed in a rotary swaging machine by split dies, in two
stages, wherein the end, still hot is shaped and given the proper
contour. In the final operation the excess metal in the tip is eut
off and the end smoothly finished.
The sectional metal to metal hall joint shows the ball end
on the end of the ~lement. This is made integral with the tube
itself by means of machinery specially designed for the purpose.
The ends of the tubes are "jumped up" or "upset" in a forging
press so as to augment the thickness of metal where required to
form the bail. They are machined to the correct dimensions and
the spherical surfaces at the extreme ends, which make the steam
tight joints, are ground to a radius of 1 1 /1 6 ", a eup gauge being
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TESTED AXLEBOX KEEP.

This is a cast steel axlebox l{eep of the type used on several
classes of Egyptian State Railways locomotives.
·
It has been tested and the results are indicated by the bent
in lugs which shew no signs of fracture.

11
11

3.11

~~~~ND F LOOR

employed to test the accuracy of the curvature. The gange itself
is checked by a Ho:ffman steel ball 2 %" diameter. Another
section shows the method of attaching the baU end of the element
to the Superheater He ader. The lower spherical surface on the
hall ends are formed to the same radius as the upper, and seat in
loose washers, which are cupped out to provide spherical seats
on the one side and have flat surfaces on the under side which
bear against a fl.ange block, made from drop forgings. The
element bplts and nuts are manufactured from special steel, having
a tensile strength of not less than 50 tons per sq. inch, a yield
point of 35 tons per sq. inch, and an elongation of not less than
16 per cent in 2 inches.
'l'wo nuts are employed on each boit, the second not only
acts as a lock nut, but in addition provides protection to the
thread of the bolt, preventing its corrosion and ensuring ease of
removal when necessary.
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WORKING rMODEL OF STEPHENSON VALVE GEAR.

This model represents the form of link motion which for
many years was the most popular, owing to its simplicity and
the ease with which it permits the point of cut-o:ff of the steam
to be varied, so reducing the consumption by allowing the steam
to work expansive!y.
The crank axle carries the two eccentrics, one set in the correct
angular position for going forward and ~he other fofl going
backward.
These are connected by the eccentric rods, one to each end
of the curved reversing link.
This link is curved to a radius equal to the eccentric rod
length or more strictly, to a radius equal to the distance from the
centre of an eccentric to the centre line of the link, measured
along the centre line of the eccentric rod. A die block slides in
the link and is attached to the rear end of the valve spindle.
To give a de:finite motion to the valve, one point of the
reversing link must be guided.
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This is usually done by suspending it from a lifting link, the
upper end of which is attached to the reversing shaft lever. In
many cases the weight of the reversing link and rods is balanced
by a cast iron we1ght :fixed to the reversmg shaft, which i~ operated
by a rod and r eversing lever in the cab . .The reversmg lever
works on a sector in which notches are prov1ded.
The catch attached to the lever drops into one of these notches
and thereby locks the reversing shaft lever in the desired position.
By "lin king up" or "no~ching up" as it .i~ te1·med th~ reversing link is moved over the d1e bl.oc~, the pos1.t10n of the Jmk over
the die determines which eccentrlC IS used to 1mpart motion to the
valve in fact for most positions of the link the combined e:ffect
of both eccentrics gives motion to the valve. The eut off is earlier
as the link is moved towards the centre of the die block.
The forward eccentric rod is connected to the top of the
reversing link and the backward rod to the bottom, thus the die
block works in the upper half of link for forward running and
in the lower half for backward running.
In the model the steam and exhaust ports are distinctively
coloured, and the dise which r epresent s the crank is marked in
degrees so that the position of the slide valve may be seen for any
position of the crank. As the valve moves from its mid position
it uncovers one steam port and adroits steam to one end of the
cylinder.
At the same time the other steam port is put into communication with the exhaust passage.
The slide valve must be open at the beginning of the stroke
on the steam edge by an amount known as the "lead" this is
necessary because of the di:fficulty which would be experienced
if this were not allowed, on account of the very graduai opening
of the slide valve. Lap is provided on the valve faces, i.e., the
valve overlaps the edges of the ports in the cylinder face. The
width of the overlap on the steam edge of the valve is called the
"outside lap" and that on the exhaust edge of the valve the
"inside lap". Generally the former is greater than the latter.
Then one port t•pens sooner or more widely to exhaust than the
other to steam, and this diminishes the back pressure, without
sensibly diminis1ing the work done by the steam in the forward
stroke.
WORKING MODEL OF WALSCHAERT VALVE GEAR.
This model shews the principle of the Walschaert Valve Gear,
it includes cylinder, piston, valve chest and piston v-alve. The
crank dise is marked in degrees whereby the crank angle may
be noted for any position of piston or valve.
By m ~ans of the reversing lever and sector the e:ffect produced
b:v "notchinl.?' up" is seen . For a more detailed description of this
form oi valve gfar r eference should be made to exhibit No. 5 in.
this section of the catalogue.
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ALUMINIUM ALLOY FITTINGS FOR ROLLING STOCK.
This exhibit is a display of "Alpax" fi.ttings for Railway
and Tramway Rolling Stock.
Each item is numbered thus:Item No. 1.
Lightalloys Patent Aluminium Louvre as supplied to the
Rhodesian Rai1way.
Lightalloys patented Louvre consists essentially of a onepiece die-cas"i; ' 'Alpax" Frame to which the metal slats are securerl
by eup headed rivets. It is lighter than the wooden louvre it has
replaced, and gives an 80 % increase in ventilating area. Being
all metal, it is entirely free from warping and twisting trouble,
anà has the advantage over the usual wooden construction that
the metal slats are capable of easy replacement without the necessity of removing the louvre from the coach.
W eight 10 lbs.
Item No. 2.
"Alpax'' Louvre Frame with Wooden Slats.
This louvre consists of a die-cast ·"Alpax" frame in the sides
and centre bar of which are cast the slots into which the slats
are fitted.
The Louvre as exhibited weights 12 lbs., the same weight
as the similar wooden louvre, and has the advantage of being
free from warping and twisting troubles, and in addition it will
be seen that the design enables the easy replacement of indivi~~:~h~ats without the necessity of removing the louvre from the
Item No. 3.
Lightalloys .Patent Sliding Light as supplied to the Buenos

Il Aire~~:e~:g~u::::: ~:~::t~·
Il
Il
Illl ltemc~:~t~~ction

of two "Alpax" die castings, the
construction of a similar frame being shown in Item No. 4. Its
weight, 15 lbs., including glass, is less than the wood frame
it replaced and it has the advantage of being free from warping
or twisting, inherent in the wooden construction.
It will be seen that the design enables the easy replacement
of broken glass.

Il

of Lightalloys Patent Sliding Light.
This exhibit shows two castings similar to those used for
the sliding light exhibited in item No. 3. The method of glazing
the frame will be obvions, as also the ease of replacement of
broken glass. The weight of the two castings is 5 lbs. 7 ozs.
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Item No. 5.
Fixed Light and Window Moul ding as supplied to the
Central Argentine Railway.
Large quantities of window mouldings, with or without the
fixed light at the top, hav~ been _fitted on the who~e of the new
stock of the Central Argentme R~üway and other _raüways. They
a:fford a substantial saving in w~1ght compared wlth wood mo~ld
ings and do not warp or tw1st and are free from corroswn
troubles.
W eight 7 1,4 lbs.
Item No. 6.
"Alpax" Luggage Rack Bracket as supplied to the London
and North Eastern Railway ( England). ·
Die cast.
Weight: 8,4 lb.
Item No. 7 .
"Alpax" Parce! Rack Brackets as supplied to the Central
Argentine Railway.
Die cast.
W eight : 3 lbs. 10 ozs. (The three casti;ngs).
Item No. 8.
Ventilator for Tramcar as supplied to the London County
Council Tramways.
This ventilator, constructed of six "Alpax" die castings, is
a standard fitment on latest I .. ondon County Council Trams. Compared with the previous wooden ventilator, it is lighter and does
not warp, twist or jam.
Weight: (complete, as shown) 6 lbs. 14 ozs.
Item No. 9.
Omnibus Seat Pedestal.
This light die cast "Alpax" seat pedestal is typical of many
varieties of similar design, which have been supplied in many
thousands during the course of the last few years. They are
replacing steel or wooden constructions for seat pedestals on the
majority of new omnibuses beng made.
Weight: 1 lb. 14 ozs.
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Item No. 10.
Frame for Frameless Droplight as supplied to the London
Midland and Scottish Railway.
Large quantities of these frames have been supplied to the
above railway. They a:fford a substantial saving in weight compared with wood moulding, and do not warp or twist and are
free from corrosion trouble.
Weigh( : 6 lbs. 1 oz. (as shown) .
This type of frame is :fitted to coaches on the Egyptian State
Rail ways .
TESTED LOCOMOTIVE WHEEL CENTRE.
This Cast Steel Locomotive Wheel Centre was deformed by
drop tests in the cold state.

RAILWAY AXLE. -

BENT COLD.

This steel railway axle, the material of which has a tensile
streng'th of 36.8 tons per sq. inch, (58 kilogs. per sq. m.m.) was
bent in the cold state.

TESTED LOCOMOTIVE TYRE.
This locomotive tyre is made of open hearth alloy steel,
having a tensile strength of 60.3 tons per sq . inch (95 kgs. per
sq. m.m.) and the falling weight test resulted in the deformation
l>hown .

RAILWAY SPRINGS.
These are springs of various types used on railway rolling
stock. Descriptive cards give details of each type, which are a~o~
follows:Laminated bearing spring-length
1,200 m.m.
Laminated bearing spring-length
3'-7 %"
Volute bu:ffer spring-height . . . . ..
8%"
Cup spring-height
340 m.m.
Helical spring-height
1,073 m.m.
Cup spring-height
20 m.m .
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SECTION 4.

OPERATION::CT:I;:::u:A:~U:~~~:~ACH
AND NUTS, AND :BLACK WH ITWORTH
BOLTS AND NUTS.

BOLTS 11 SECTION 4
NO 1
•
· ·

This · exhibit illustrates the sequence o~ operations, in the
makin(J' of Coach Bolts and Nuts, and Whitworth Black Bolts
and Nuts. The o_verations on each type of bolt are clearly
indicated by cards m the case.

OPERATIONS IN THE MANUFACTURE OF WOOD
SCREWS, AND BOLTS WITH WHITWORTH FORM
OF THREAD.
This exhibit illustrates the sequence of operations in the
making of wood screws, and Whitworth bolts.
'l' he case contains examples of the following types. The operations are clearly indicated by cards in the case .
Wood Screws.
Countersunk head.
Round head.

Whitworth Bolts.
Countersunk head.
Hexagon head.
Square head.
Round head.
STOCKS AND DIES, AND TAPS.
.
.
This exhibit shews stocks and d1es, and taps as manufactured
by Messrs. Arthur Balfour & Co. Ltd.
The t ools exhibited are numbered th u s.
1.-Angular pattern stocks with dies.
2.-Round split die with holder.
3.-Set of taps for British Standard Whitworth Thread .
4.-Set of taps for British Standard Pipe Thread.
5.-Ground thread tap for extremely accurate work.
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SMALL TOOLS, TOOL STEEL, ETC.

This exhibit shews severa! types of small tools, and tool steel
typical of the manufactures of Messrs. Arthur Balfour & Co. Ltd.
'l'he case contains the following :-

..

BALFOUR
~~
& co. L TD .. 1932 .

1
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(a) M1llmg Cutters.
(b) Slitting Saws.
((cd)) _Twist Drills.
Hacksaw Blades.
(e) Sechon of miner's drill steel in normal and hardened

~::~:~ns

( f)
of tool steels in normal and hardened state.
(g) Sample bar of high speed steel.

SAMPLE OF "DUCOL" ROUND STEEL BAR TIED
IN A KNOT.

This exhibit shews a test piece eut from a round bar of
"Ducol" steel, and illustrates the extreme ductility of the material.
The bar was tied cold and observation will shew that no fractures
have resulted from the test.
SAMPLE MULTl PLE BEND OF STEEL PLATE
TEST PIEGE.
·

This exhibit shews a test piece from a steel plate of Colvilles
"Ducol" brand steel, which has been submitted to the multiple
bend test which consists of bending the piece until the sides
touch each other. It will be observed that there are no fractures,
illustrating the extreme ductility of the material, which was
bent cold.
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MODEL OF PETROL-ELECTRIC MOBILE CRANE.
This model represents a standard Petrol-Electric Mobile Crane,
designed and manufactured by Messrs. Ransomes & Rapier Ltd.
These üranes are built in four standard sizes to lift and travel
with loads of 1, 2, 3 lh/5 and 6 tons, and as the name implies,
are entirely self contained units. They run on four solid rubbertyred wheels, two of which are mounted in front of the crane on
a fixed axl~ while the other two, which are the driven and also
the steered wheels, are mounted on a castor which is pivoted to a
post in the tail of the machine. The power required for driving
the separate motors of the travel, hoist and derrick motions
is derived from a petrol-electric unit which consists of a substantial
motor car cngine, direct coupled to a specially designed variablespeed electric generator.

-llO-

The simple but unique and patented method of varying the
speed of the generator provides that no e11rrent need be generated
in excess of that which is actually needed to drive whichever
motors may be in use at any given moment. The . c:rane has
"thre~ point" support which provides absolute sta~:n~Ity 'Yhen
negobating rough or uneven ground an:d the fact _that It 1s enbrely
self contair..ed and does not need rails on whiCh to travel, or
irailing cables or batteries fro.m ~hich. to obtai~ its power. These
are advantages which result m rts bemg applicable to an almost
unlimited number of uses .
This type of mobile crane is suitabl_e for such varied uses as
dealing with erection work, heavy_machmery, general goo~s, and
stock piles. As an example of Its _use, the case of loadmg or
unloading railway wagons may be cited, the ··Crane can approach
wagons from any position, operate freely in restricted areas, and
do all the necessary work without entailing any movement on the
part of the train.
MODEL "COCHRAN" STANDARD PATENT VERTICAL
MULTITUBULAR BOILER.

Il
Il
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This ruodel representa an actual facsimile of the standard type
nf boiler, made by Cochran & Co., Annan, Ltd.
. t ype of vert'ICal b 01'l er h as h onzonta
.
l fi ue tub es. J t
Th 1s
requires no brickwork setting, only a hard flat surface to stand
on. By opening the smokebox doors it will be seen that sweeping
the tubes is an easy matter. The tubes absorb ail the heat of the ~
flames after they leave the combustion chamber and furnace.
The smokebox is detachable from the boiler, and is usually
removed for transit purposes. 'l'he "back plate'' forms the back
of the combustion chamber, the flames and gases, after leaving ~~
the furnace, pass into this chamber, where combustion is completed, and then enter the small tubes at a high temperature.
During their passage through the tubes ail the heat is extracted
from them. The back is held in position by clamps and is easily
removable; it is lined with :firebricks, and the gases, striking the
hot brickwork as they come from the furnace, are re-ignited, and
~moke is reduced to a minimum.
The uptake through which the gases pass from the furnace,
is put in from the combustion chamber side, and its flange is
riveted to the tube plate. It is readily removable in case of
The spherical top of the boiler makes stays and gussets unnecessar-y. The space between the tubes and boiler shell allows
J'oom for a man to get down this space, and then all round the
furnace to clean it. These spaces also act as downtakes for the
cool water when steam is rising from the furnace and tubes,
perfect circulation is thus obtained . The boiler is self contained,
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i.è., there is no external firegrate, as this is supported on an
angle ring carried by lugs. The space under the firebars constitutes the ashpit, which is formed by an extension of the boiler
shell. The furnace is fl.anged from one plate, and there are no
welds. An ogee ring is riveted to the bottom of the furnace
connerting it with the boiler shell, thus there are no rivets exposed
to fl.ame. The furnace plate is fl.anged outwards to take the
firehole and uptake, in this way the rivets have no fl.ames impinging on them.
The model represents a standard boiler.
71-0 11 diameter.

15'-0" high.
600 sq . feet heating surface.

26.75 sq . fe et gra te a rea.
FLANGED SLUICE VALVE.

This model, which is partly eut away to shew details of
construction, shews a sluice valve as manufactured by
Messrs. Glenfield & Kennedy Ltd. 'l'his type of valve is largely
used in water mains, and is built in a larg·e range of sizes. The
smaller sizes are operated by a handwheel attached direct to the
valve spindle, but in the large bore valves used in the more
important installations toothed gearing is employed to open and
close the valve. The gearing may be one of the following types,
spur reducing, worm a.nd wheel, or bevel reducing gear, each
type of operating gear is arranged to suit the local conditions.
SECTIONAL "PETTER" PARAFFIN ENGINE.

This exhibit is a Hopper Cooled Universal Paraffin Engine,
partly sectioned to shew principle of operation and construction.
The engine develops llh H.P. when running at 750 r.p.m. and
is of the two sti·oke type, in which there is a power stroke in each
revolution, this two stroke cycle eliminates the use of valves and
their operating mechanism and provides a smooth running engine.
This type of engine is designed to provide motive power as
efficient as possible with a minimum of working parts.
The water cooling of the engine is effected by the hopper
which is placed on top of the cylinder, and is in direct contact
with the water yacket. This method of cooling eliminates separate
tanks and piping .
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STEREOSCOPE.

'l'his l•xhibit shews photographs taken in the works of
Messrs. H.W. Ward & Co. Ltd. of machine shops, erection bay,
test bay, and fini shed machine tools of various types. This firm
are specialists in the design and manufacture of Combination
'l'urret Lathes, Capstan Lathes, Broaching Machines, etc. The
eyepiece of the Stereoscope may be focussed to suit individual
requirements, and by turning the knob on the right hand of the
machine, the photographs are brought into view.
MODEL OF AN ELECTRIC CAPSTAN . FOR RAILWAY SIDINGS, DOCKYARDS, ETC .

'l'his model represents an electric capstan of the type used in
railway sidings. dockyards, etc ., for haulage purposes. Tht>
motor and operating mechanism are located in a pit below
ground level.
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SHEET STEEL PILING.

This exhibit shews a section of sheet steel piling and shows
the method of loc king the sections togeth er.
The diagrams gi>e dimensions of the sections and sho'v how
they are arranged.
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PRESE N TED B Y
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TOOTHED GEARING.

This ~xhibit comprises toothed gears of the following types,
bevel, spiral, worm and wheel, rack and spur wheel, and clutch.
By turning the handle the gears may be seen in operation,
when the action of the various types of gearing may be observed.

GROUND SPUR ,GEARS.

The ever-growing demand for quietness, efficiency and durability has led to the development of many machines for the final
grinding of the booth profiles, after hardening, of toothed gears.
These examples are typical of ground gears on ground spline
shafts.
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THREE STAGES IN THE EVOLUTION
OF SPUR GEARING.
When toothed gears were made with moulded teeth, the
patterns were eut as nearly as possible to the correct form by hand.
Many tooth profiles were produced, depending on the ideas of the
makers as t o which was the best form.
The next stage was the introduction of gear cutting machines,
in which rotary cutters were u sed, the shape of which were
determined by setting out on the drawing board. Then came
the system of generating, in which the properties of the involute
curve were used. By this method it is possible to design a series
of interchangeable gears, every gear of which will mesh correctly
with every other.
The grinding of spur gears, after hardening, was the nex t
stage in the evolution of high class gearing.
Many types of machine have been designed for this purpose,
the aim of which is to produce gears, which will be silent running,
efficient and durable.
The exhibit shews one gear of each type.
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(a ) Cast gear,
( b) 1Machine eut gear,
(c) Ground gear,

188û-1895.
1895-1930.
1930.

SMALL TOOLS.
This exhibit is a selection of small tools of the following types:-

1. Boiler Stay Tap l:JA" dia.
11 T.P.I.
2. Rand Screwing Chaser, 16
T.P.I.
3. Rand Chipping Chisel, l"
wide.
4. Light Chipping Chisel, lh"
wide.
5. Rand Round N ose Chisel.
6. Pneumatic Machine Chipping Chisel.

Used for reamering and tapping
out staybolt holes in the boiler
plates of locomotives etc.
For finish screwing or chasing
external threads.
These tools are used for band
chipping, and are made with
various types of cutting
edges.
do.
do.
do.

7. Pneumatic Machine Riveting Snap.
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do.
do.
do.
The shanks have been standardised in four types as follo ws ~
(a ) Amencan nexagonal.
(b) American round.
(c) British hexagonal.
( d) British round.
For eup or snap head rivflt.e .

8. Pneumatic Machine Riveting Snap.
9. Broach.

10. Taper Bridge Reamer.

11. Parallel Machine Reamer.
12. Side and Face Milling Cutter, having strai~h~ tee th.
13. Side and Face Milling Cutter having spiral teeth.
14. Si~gle Angle Milling Cutter.
15 . Valve Seating Cutter.

For. flush or countersunk headed ~·
rivets.
Suitahle for the sizing and
forming of splined hole&.
For reamering holes lineahle in
plate.
For reamering holes to ~;ize and
ohtaining
roundness
and
finish.
For general milling operations .

Il1
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do.

do.

rlo.

For milling angular faces or
recesses.
U sed for correcting the angle of
valve seats, and re-seating .
BALL BEA RINGS.
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SECTION 4-

This exhihit shews two standard types of hall hearings, as
NO. 18.
manufactured hy the Skefko Ball Bearing Co. Ltd.
FIRST FLOOR
Ball hearings are now largely used in preference to plain
BA Y H .
bearings, principally for the following reasons. There is less
PRESENTED BY
loss of power on account of the lower co-efficient of friction, the
SKEFKO BALL
friction of a hall hearing is independent of the viscosity of the
BEARING co.
luhricant or its temperature. The frictional resistance of starting
L TD .. 1932.
is rouch less than in a plain bearing, while wear is practically
negligihle.
ROLLER BEARINGS.
SECTION 4 .
This exhihit shews three roll er hearings of standard types
N 0 · 19 ·
as manufactured hy the Skefko Ball Bearing Co. Ltd. RoUer
FIRST FLOOR
hearings are now largely used in J?reference to ordinary journal
BA Y H ..
bearings, principally for the followmg reasons. There is less loss
PRESENTED BY
of power on account of the lower co-efficient of friction, this heing
SKEFKO BALL
independent of the temperature of the hearings, unless the end
BEARING co.
~hrust is excessive. On account of the excellent materials which
L TD ., 1932.
are now availahle, and the manufacturing limits used in production, this type of hearing is largely superseding the plain ~~
hearing.
HAND TAPS.
SECTION 4.
This exhihit shews hand taps for screwing varions sizes and
NO. 20.
forms of threads.
FIRST FLOOR
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GROUND THREAD STAYBOLT TAP.
This exhibit is a ground thread staybolt tap of the type used
for tapping continuous threads in the steel wrapper and copper
wrapper of locomotive fireboxes, for the reception of water space
stays. As usually made the point of a staybolt tap is tapered, so
that the hole is reamed out previous to tapping, the remainder
of the tapis threaded, but part of the threaded portion is chamfered
or tapered -on the top of the thread, leaving only a small portion
near the top with the full diameter of the thread.
For copper, soft steel, and other soft materials these taps are
made with every alternate thread removed, and with the cutting
threads in each adjoining fl.ute staggered. The threads are ground
after the tap is hardened, and a guaranteed pitch accuracy of
.0002" per inch is obtained.

VARIOUS TYPES OF RIVETS USED
IN THE DIFFERENT BRANCHES OF ENGINEERING.
This ~xhibit shews a representative selection of rivets used
in th~ vari?us branches of eng_ineering. The rivet has been ~sed
a.s a faste~mg for a great va!1ety of purpo~es from very anment
~1mes. lt H1 one of the most Simple and.effiment means of connectmg two or more parts together, bemg permanent, once the
parts have been connected, they can only be separated by chipping off the rivet head. Rivets are produced in special machines,
from a special quality of round iron or steel bar. The heads of
rivets are of many varieties, dependent on the type of structure
on which they are to be employed. The types shewn in this
exhibit are:(a) Oup head,

(b) Countersunk head,
(c) Pan head,

(d) Ellipsoïdal head,
(e) Raised Countersunk head,
(f) Conical head.

SECTION 4.
NNEX)

~~ESENT~D

BY

COLVILLE 'S LTD ..
1932.

ROLLED STEEL SECTIONS.
sechons manufactured by Oolville' s Ltd.
. The ~a~ples may b~ identified by reference to the description
whiCh adJOins each sectiOn.

I
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FRACTURES OF CARBON TOOL STEELS
AND H IGH SPEED STEELS.

This exhibit shews Tool Steels and High Speed Steel as
manufactured by Messrs. S. Osborn & Co. Ltd.
The fractures shew the structure of the steel in the annealed
and hardened condition, and are as follows :-

Carbon Tool Steels :Tempers 2, 3, 4% and 5, annealed and hardened.
Self tempering Chisel Steel annealed and hardened fractures, also hand chisel.
"C .P.I." Pneumatic Tool Steel annealed and hardened,
also pneumatic chisel.

High Speed Steels.
"Double Mushet" High Speed Steel, "Triple Mushet"
High Speed Steel, annealed and hardened fractures,
also small drill and sa w.
"S.O.B.V." Cutting Alloy annealed and hardened fractures, also turning tool and small lfanganese drill.
RUSTLESS STEELS.

This exhibit shews samples of rustless steels, manufactured
by Messrs. S. Osborn & Co. Lt,d.
.
Rustless steels are now in general use for a large vanety of
engineering- parts which are subject t o corrosion and acids, and
their use is rapidly growing.
The samples are as follows :-

Rustless Steels.
Steel samples, hot rolled, pickled and polished finishes,
No. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6.
Samples of "E.K." Heat-resisting steel, tested at heat.
Samples of various rustless steels tested in acid.
Samples of articles made from rustless steels (a few
rivets, nails, scr ews, strip and decorative metal).
AUTOMOBILE STEELS.

This exhibit shews samples of steels u sed in the construction
of automobiles, also staybolt steel. As many parts of the modern
motor vehicle are subject to high stresses and shocks, alloy steels
are now used in their construction.
Fractures of typical carbon and alloy steels are shewn as
follows.:

Automobile Steels.
Fractures of Carbon Case-Hardening Steel, 3 % Nickel
Case-Hardening Steel, 3 % Nickel Oil Hardening
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Steel, "M.T.R." Oil Hardening Nickel-Chrome Steel
"D.U." Oil-Hardening, Nickel-Chrome-Molybdenu~
Steel.
Staybolt Steel, tensile, bend and Izod tests.
Tensile 'l'est Pieces - Mild Steel 40 % Carbon, tensile
before and after breaking. Also Nickel-Chrome
Molybdenum Oil-Hardening Steel.

Il

FILES, SHEWING CUTS AND PROCESSES,

Il
SECTION 4.
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SECTION
NO. 28.

This exhibit shews the different cuts of files, which are classified according to their shape or cross section, and according to the
pitch or spacing of the teeth and the eut. The processes involved
in the manufacture of files are indicated on the board.

4.)11

PARTS MADE OF LOWMOOR BEST YORKSHIRE IRON.
This exhibite shews samples of Lowmoor Best Yorkshire
lFIRST FLOOR .
Tron, in various fo_rms. ~est !orkshire _Iron is produced from pig
BAY H
1ron of great purtty, whiCh IS placed m open hearth refiner1es,
PRESENTED BY
where the remaining- silica and sulphur are as far as possible
LOWMOOR BEST 11 1·emoved; the resulting product is then puddled in a special way,
YORKSHIRE
and from the puddling furnaces the iron goes to the hammers and
IRON
rolls, until it event~1ally takes its form. as Best Yorkshire Iron
L TD
·
bars, plates or forgmgs. By these vanous and costly processes
19 32
..
·
an iron remarkably low in sulphur, and tl;lerefore admirably
adapted for welding, is produced, which is largely used for railway
drawgear, and other articles where failure mig-ht mean loss of life.
Locomotive and other boiler plates were formerly made of Best
Yorkshire Iron, but owing to the relative cheapness of steel, are
now in almost every case made of the latter material; but iron
is still, in sorne cases specified where only impure water is available, the corrosive e:ffect being- so rouch less on the iron that the
life of the plates is often quadrupled.
The samples are numbered thus :1.-Tensile l" diameter x 13 %".
2.-Tensile l" diameter x 13 %" partly pulled.
3.-i'ensile 1 11 diameter x 1~ %" fnlly pulled.
4.-Double cold bend.
5.-Fibre test.
6.-Fracture Test.
7.-%" diameter rivet fiattened and hole punched and
drifte~ to 1 1,4" diameter.
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S.-Rivet sprayed out.
9.-Rivet head :flattened.
10.-Drift and Ramshorn.
11.-Boiler stay threaded and bent cold.
12.-Stay screwed down and split.
13.-3 link coupling as made.
14.-3 link coupling unbroken after 68 tons pull.
15.-Part of water stay after 100 years in water.
16.-Bar 1%" square . The original section of water stay.
17.-Knot tied cold.
TANGENTIAL DIE HEAD.

Il
Il
11 SECTION 4.

1

NO. 29.

'l'his exhibit is a 'l'angential Die Head, patented and manufactured by J oshua Heap and Co. Ltd.
It is the 2" size with Die Holders and Dies for screwing
1 %" and 2 11 diameter. 'l'his die head is arranged for Dies, four
to a :set. All wearing parts are of hardened steel. The holders.
to which the dies are solidly clamped, are rigidly supported, the
cutting strains being taken on the hardened steel cams, so that
perfectly parallel and uniform threads are of necessity obtained.
When screwing, there is no tension on the clutch and operating
levers.
The dies are adjusted ot size by the four-throw cam. An index,
which is in full view of the operator, is provided, so that the dies
cau be set to the required size.
The die holders are of steel, with ail wearing parts hardened,
and are very powerful. The action of tightening the clamping
screws forces the taper face of the clamp into contact with the
corresponding taper face of the die bolder, and the die to a solid
seat. The greater the pressure on the die, the greater is the grip
of the clamp.
The dies, which are interchangeable, are of the tangential
type, and are made of high speed steel, accurately ground to size.
When the dies are dull they can be readily sharpened by grinding
the ends; they never requne re-cutting or re-tempering.
SCREWED BARS WITH GROUND THREADS.

This exhibit shews samples of screwed bars with ground
threads. When extreme accuracy is required in any component,
the threads are ground after hardening.
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SECTIONAL "BOYER " PNEUMATIC HAMMER.
'l'hi s exhibit is a pneumatic riveting- hammer, sectional, to
shew internai details. It is :fitted with a rivet snap for closing
the heads of rivets, and is capable of delivering approximately
1,000 blows per minute, with air at a pressure of 80 lbs. per sq.inch.
'l'he compressed air is admitted through the throttle valve in
the handle, this valve is operated by the outside trigger, and
exhaust air passes out through a hole in the bottom of the valve
r.hamber.
'l'he air is admitted to the cylinder through the valve in the
valve case of the hammer, and causes the piston to deliver a series
of blows to the rivet snap. 'l'he control is very sensitive, and
f;an be varied at the will of the operator, from a light tap to
a heavy blow.
'l'he rivet snap is prevented from being accidentally shot
out of the cylinder by the spring clip.

SECTION
NO . 32.
B AY G .
PRESENTED BY
THE
BROUGHTON
COPPER
CO . LTD ..
1932.

TEST Pl ECES, AND SAMPLES
OF COPPER AND BRASS PRODUCTS.
This exhibit shews test pieces and samples of copper, brass
and yellow metal, typical of the/roducts of a large works. 'l'est
pieces are exhibited of copper an brass tubes and plates, with the
results given below each, and the analyses of the material. Drift,
fl.atten ed and doubled, and fl.anged tests on tube samples are
shewn, and crush and cold bend tests on rods also. Samples of
rods and tubes, rivets, stays and plates are also shewn, together
with piec~s of brass sheet and c~pper plates .
Each exhibit has a description card adjoining it.

" VI K RO" H EAT RESIST I NG STEEL F IREDOOR.
'l'his is a :firedoor for a locomotive boiler, made of "Vikro"
heat resisting alloy steel. It is a Nickel Chromium alloy, which
has proved very successful in many applications where great
mechanical strength, freedom from scaling and non-fragility are
required at high temperatures. 'l'his material is principally used
iu the form of castings because it is practically immune from
oxidation by furnace gases at temperatures up to 1,100° O.
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.PACKINGS, FOR STEAM, HYDRAULIC
AND AIR PRESSURE.
This exhibit shews a representative collection of packings of
various forms for steam, hydraulic, and air pressure. Included
among .the samples are packing rings. f?r e~gines and pumps,
ammoma compressors, bQiler mud door JOint rmgs, asbestos millboard, etc. Each sample is descril?ed on a small card adjoining
SECTION OF CONNECTI NG ROD, AND TEST Pl ECES.
This exhibit shows a section of a locomotive connecting rod,
made of sp~cial Ni~kel-Ch~omium Moly_bden~lm steel, . and test
pieces of th1s. roatenal. Th1s all~y steel 1s em1~ently sm table for
such locomot1ve parts as connectl_ng and couplmg rods, where it
is desirable to keep down the we1ghts of the revolvinO'
and reci0
procating parts. An alloy steel such as this permits of a rouch
lighter section of rod, than would be required were a plain carbon
steel used, on account of the much higher tensile strength of the
alloy steel.
SPECIAL TWIST DRILL.

Il
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NO. 34.

1
1

FIRST FLOOR
BA Y H.
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TUCK & co. L TD
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·

1
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1
l'1

FI RST FLOOR
BA Y G .

PRESENTED BY
THE ENGLISH
STEEL CORPORATION L TD .. 1932.

Il

This is a twist drill specially desig'ued for the drilling of
Manganese Steel and extra hard materials. It is known as the
" Stag Major" super-high speed steel twist drill. This drill was
used to drill the holes in the section of Manganese Steel R ail ~~
(Section 7, No. 30) and was taken from stock and was not reground or touched up in any way during the work. Although
Manganese Steel is a hard and difficult roaterial to drill, it will
be observed that the lands of the drill have not been worn away ~~
at all. The drills can be re-sharpened until the :fl.utes are too
short for further service.

SECTION 4.
36
NO.
•

FIRST FLOOR
BAY G .
PRESENTED BY
MESSRS . EDGAR
ALLEN & co.
L TD .. 1 93 2.

1

SPECIAL STEELS.
This exhibit shows samples and test pieces of special steels.
(1)
(2)
(3)
( 4)
( 5 ·;
(6)

Axle steel tensile and Bend Test Pieces.
"Longstrand" steel Notched and Cold Bent Test Pieces.
"Longstrand" steel Screwed and Cold Bend Test Pieces.
Samples of solid and hollow "Longstrand" steel.
Vacuum Brake Piston Rod in "Two Score stainless steel".
Stainless Iron Cleading Band.
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L TD ., SCOTLAND,

1932
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SECTION
NO. 40.

Il

4. '1

SPECIAL STEELS.
This exhibit shows special steel test pieces, the steel represented are:-

(1) Super Air-Hardening Nickel Chrome.
(2) Super Medium Nickel Chrome.
(3) 3 % Nickel.
(4) Carbon Manganese Molybdenum.
(5) Carbon Manganese.
Cards adjoin the test pieces giving the results of the mechanical tests, and the uses to which the various classes of steels may
be put.
WIRE ROPES.
This exhibit is a representative selection of wire ropes of
various sizes and constructions.
The sampl es are as follows, reading from the top of the board
downwards.
Ungalvanised Wire Rope, Lang's Lay, 6 strands, 7 wires,
with one Main Hemp Core.
Galvanised Wire Rope, Ordinary Lay, 6 strands of 24 wires,
7 Hemp Cores .
Ungalvanised Wire Rope, Lang's, Lay, Flattened Strand
Construction, 6 strands of 1 wires, over one Triangle
wire, with Main Hemp Core.
Ungalvanised Wire Rope in Brunton's "Kilindo" Patent,
Non Rota ting Ordinary Lay.
Ungalvanised Special Flexible Steel Wire Rope, Ordinary
Lay, 6 strands of 37 wires, with Main Hemp Core.
Ungalvanised Special Flexible Steel Wire Rope, Ordinary
Lay, 6 strands of 17 wires, with Main Hemp Core.
Galvanised Steel Wire Rope, 6 strands of 12 wires, with
1 Hemp Cores.

WIRE ROPES AND FITTINGS.
These samples are "Beacon" Tru-Lay Wire Ropes fi.tted at
FIRST FLOOR
both ends with Tru-Loc Fittings. One of the samples has been
BA Y G.
tested to destruction, the result of this test clearl y demonstrating
PRESENTED BY ~~ that the Tru-Loc Fittings have broken the rope.
BRUNTON ' S
"Beacon" Tru-Lay Wire Rope is made of strands and wires,
(MUSSELBURGH
which, by a special process of preforming, have been made permaL TD .• scoTLAND,
nently to assume the exact shape which they require when in the
1932 .
form of a finished rope.

1

J
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If a piece of this wire rope be unwound strand by strand,
and then each strand be unwound wire by wire, the whole of the
constituent parts can be replaced in their correct relative positions.
It is quite impossible to do this with ordinary rope.
This rope has a considerably longe!' life than ordinary rope
o:f equivalent metal under reversed bendmg stresses. When outer
wires break from long wear, there is no tendenc·y for them to fray
out of the rope body, they continue to fit their places, lessening
wear on other wires on sheaves and drums.
"Beacon" Tru-Loc Fittings are made in a variety of forms,
they permit the use of turnbuc.kles, shackles. etc. A ste~l sleeve
is slipped over the smooth unse1zed end of th1s for;m of. wue rope,
placed in a press and by pressure and hammermg 1s made to
"flow" down upon' the rope un til it grips wires and strands tightly.
These sleeves can be threaded, and be furnished with double
or single eye ends or hooks.
RIVETS OF VARIOUS TYPES AND SIZES.
This is a representative selection of rivets of various types. and
sizes, included are rivets with heads of the following types, Ellipsoïdal, Countersunk, Semi-Countersunk and Pan.
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SECTION 4.
NO. 41.
~~~S~FLOOR

PRESENTED BY
THE RIVET, BOLT
& NUT CO. LTD.,
GLASGOW, 1932.

BLACK AND GALVANISED BOLTS AND NUTS.
This is a selection of bolts and nuts, sorne of which are black
:finished, others are galvanised. Among the types exhibited are:
Hexagon headed bolts and nuts.
Square headed bolts and nuts.
Coach headed bolts and nuts.
Round headed bolts and nuts.
Tee headed bolts and nuts.
Ra1lway chair screws.
MEASURING TAPES AND RULES.
This is a selection of metallic measuring tapes, and gauges.
These include :2 Metallic Measuring Tapes, 20 metres.
1 RustleRs Steel Measuring Tape, 20 metres.
1 Spring Steel Measuring Tape, 2 metres.
1 Steel Measuring Band, 1 metres, %" wide, with handle.
1 Rustless Steel Rule 1211 •
1 Boxwood Rule 21-0 11 •
1 Brass Gauge 3 11 •
The tapes and rules are marked in feet and inches and metric
equivalents.
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SECTION
NO. 44.

SPECIAL STEELS.

4. 1

This exhibit is a representative selection of special steels, for
various pur·poses. Descriptive cards designating the samples give
data relating to mechanical tests and other properties of the steels.

FI RST FLOOR
CENTRE TABLE
BAYS G.·H
PRESENTED BY

1

:~~~g~~~PP. Il
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NO. 45.
PRESENTED BY
MESSRS . LU K E

~T';;E1N9~;R

GRINDING WHEELS AND RAW MATERIALS.

1

Il

The grinding wheels exhibited are typical of those used in
the Engineering industry today, for varions purposes. The pieces
exhihited are:ROCK SAMPLES.
Emery ( quarried).
This is a sample of Turkish Emery known as "Moulah".
Emery (river bed) .
This is a sample of Turkish Emery known as "Kuluk" .
Boro-Carbone.
This is a sample of Artificial Corundum manufactured by
A. Borit of Paris, heing a product of the electric furnace, the
principal ingredient being Bauxite. The Works are situated in
the Pyrenees.
Artifical Corundum is growing in popularity due to the fact
that it contains a greater percentage of Alumina, averaging about
90 % as against 60 % to 70 %.

1

~

Natural Corundum.
This is a sample of Madagascar Corundum which might he
termed a higher grade of emery, containing probably from
80% to 85 % of Alumina.
It is exceptionally good for the grinding of tools.
Another Grade of Corundum which is now being rapidly
brought to the fore is South African which is generally in boulder
form.

WHEELS-MANUFACTURED.
Vulcanite Wheels.
Para Rubber masticated after treatment for extracting
impurities.
Para Rubber after bei:lg blended with abrasive ready for
pressing into moulds to form the wheel.
Manufactured vulcanite wheel-as it leaves the kiln.
Manufactured vulcanite wheel-complete ready for use.
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Shellac Wheels.
Sample
Shellac.
Oone of of
Shellac
blended with Abrasive ready for pressing into
moulds (this sample is of course set, but in process of manufacture
it has to be in a plastic state).
.
Manufactured Shellac wheel-as it leaves the kün.
M:anufactured Shellac wheel-complete-ready for use.

Silicate Wheels.
Sample of Silicate Powder. .
.
Oone of Silicate blended with Abras1ve ready for pressing
into moulds.
.
Manufactured Silicate wheel-as It leaves the kiln.
Manufactured Silicate wheel-complete ready for use.

Bakelite Wheels.
These Wheels have been placed on the market in recent years
and are espcially adapted for high speed grinding, i.e., 9,000 ft.
per minute as against the ordinary speed of 5,000 ft.
Sample of Bakelite Resin.
Sample of Bakelite Liquid.
Oone of Bakelite blended with Abrasive ready for pressing
:i nto moulds.
Manufactured Bakelite wheel-as it leaves the Kiln.
Manufactured Bakelite wheel-complete-ready for use.
Any class of wheel can be made up of any abrasive according
to the nature of the job, e.g.
Emery-Oopper and Aluminium.
Oorundum-Tools.
Arti:ficiaJ Oorundum-High speed steels.
Silicon Oarbide-Oast iron.
Arti:ficial Oorundum-White (which is extremely cool
cutting) for material where the least cracking in grinding would be fatal.
A sample of Silicon-Oarbide Grain is shown together witb
Manufactured wheel-as it leaves the kiln.
-M anufactured wheel-complete-ready for use.

Corundum, White,
Sample of Grain.
Manufactured whee1-as it leaves the kiln.
•M anufactured wheel-complete-ready for use.

Corundum-Natural.
Sample of Oorundum Grain.
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Boro Carbone Grain.
In the use of Grinding Wheels it is essential that they should
be kept perfectly true so as to obtain uniform running and efficient
grinding.
A Rand Dresser complete with Cutters for rough dressing and
a Diamond Tool (imitation diamond) for dressing wheels where
a fine and accurate finish is required by hand or slide rest.
Descril?tive cards are attached to the samples.
EXAMPLES OF GROUND LOCOMOTIVE PARTS.

These are typical examples of locomoti ve parts finished by
grinding on specially designed machines. The journal portion
and wheel seat of the axle were ground on an Axle Grinder.
The other parts exhibited are an expansion link and die block.
The grinding of the inner surfaces of the radiused slot of the link
and the hole at the foot was done at one setting on a Radius Link
Grinding Machine, and the sides of the link and die block were
ground on a Vertical Spindle Surface Grinding Machine.
These grinding_ machines are manufactured by The Churchill
Machine Tool Co. Ltd.

11 11 11
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SECTION 5.
STATISTICS .
The importance of accurate statistical information in respect
of all branches of railing working cannot be overestimated.
On the careful analysis and interpretation of the figures furnished by the Accounting Department, t.he op.e~ating and commercial offices are best able to frame the1r pohmes and methods
of handling traffic.
On practically all railways statistics have now assumed a
standard form and those here exhibited are amongst the most
important.
They deal with the general resulta of the operation of the
Egyptian State R ailways, and also the traffic handled by the
Passenger and Goods Departments .
The exhibition of the figures in a diagrammatic form is very
helpful in enabling the results to be clearly visualised particularly
when one set of figures is shown in comparison with another, e.g .
receipts versus expenses.

STATISTICAL CHARTS.

This series of block charts illustrates the resulta of working
very clea1·ly. One set of figures is shown in comparison with
another, eg. Receipts against Expenses, distinctive colours are
used to di:fferentiate, by this means the margin or conncction
between one set of figures and the other can be seen at a glanee.
These Statistical Charts are numbered thus.

No.
1. Coal Tonnage carried and receipts.
2. 'l 'imber Tonnage carried and receipts.
3. Building materials carried and receipts.
4. ·M achinery and metals carried and receipts.
5. Miscellaneous carried and receipts.
6. Straw and Tibn carried and receipts.
7. Manure carried and receipts.
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8. Tobacco carried and receipts.

li

9. Onions carried and receipts.

10 . Cereals carried and receipts .
11. Rice carried and receipts.

12. Petroleum, Benzine carried and receipts.

1

13. Oil and grease carried and receipts.
14 . Sugar and Molasses carried and receipts.

15. Unginned Cotton carried and receipts.

1

Il

16 . Ginned Cotton carried and receipts.
17. Cotton Seed carried and receipts.

18. Piece goods, cloth and other stuffs carried and rece1pts.
19. Perishable stuffs carried and receipts.
20. Number of animais carried and receipts.
21. Train Kilometrage.
22. Kilos. open for traffic.
23. Receipts from G.V. traffic.

Il

24. Percentage of total earnings .
25. Capital valuation, gross receipts, working expenses and
net receipts.
27. Percentage of working expenses and net earnings to total
earnings.

Il
Il
Il

28. Receipts and expenses per kilometre open.
29. Receipts and · expenses per kilometre.
30. Tons of goods carried one kilometre.
31. Tonnage transported by goods trains.
32 .N umber of passengers carried.

33. Number of passengers carried one kilometre.
34. Coaching receipts.
35. Goods receipts.
36. Percentage of expenses to earnings.
37. Receipts.
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LOCOMOTIVE, CARRIAGE AND WAGON STOCK
IN SERVICE.
EGYPTIAN STATE RAILWAYS, 1852-1931.

'l'his coloured block chart shows the rolling stock in service'
each year from the origin of the Egyptian State Railways in 1852
down to the end of 1931.
Distinctive colours are used to indicate the number of each
class of stock in service.
TOTAL EXPENDITURE AND KILOMETRAGE .
EGYPTIAN STATE RAILWAYS, 1878-1930.

'l'he total yearly expenditure in Egyptian pounds incurred
in runnino· the Mechanical Department of the Egyptian State
Railways system, fr~m the year 1878 up to and. including the year
1930 is shown on th1s block chart, together wlth the total yearly
kilometrage run. At the bottom of the chart the cost iu milliemes
per kilometre is given.
COAL AND OIL CONSUMPTION AND KILOMETRAGE .
EGYPTIAN STATE RAILWAYS, 1878-1930.

The total yearly consumption of coal and oil in the Uechanical
Department of the Egyptian State Railways, and the kilometrage
from 1878 to 1930 are shown side by side on this block chart.
The coal consumption is given in kilogrammes and the quantity
of oil used in grammes . At the bottom of the chart the con sumption of coal and oil per kilometre is shown.
E.S. R. PASSENGERS CARRIED, PRIVATE MOTOR CARS
REGISTERED, AND PASSENGER MOTOR BUSES
REG ISTERED.

This block chart shows for each year 1922 to 1931 :

l

SECTION 5.

IIl ~~~ ;~~OR
Il

Ilr
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SECTION 5.
NO. 39.

iRST FLOOR

SECTION 5.
NO. 40.

I1

FIRST FLOOR

Il1

SECTION 5.
NO. 41 .

1

ON STAIRS.

(1) E.S.R. Passengers Carried.

(2) Private Motor Cars R egistered.
(3) Passenger Motor Buses Registered.
'l'he fluctuations shown on the chart are not to comparative
scales
EXPORTS, IMPORTS, AND E.S.R. GOODS RECEIPTS.

This block chart shows for each year 1922 to 1931.
(1) Exports in Egyptian Pounds.
(2) Imports in Egyptian Pounds.
(3) E.S.R. Goods Receipts in Egyptian Pounds.
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RAIL, ROAD AND WATER GOODS TRANSPORT.
This block chart shows for each year 1922 to 1931.
(1) E.S.R. Goods transport in tons.
(2) Road Vehicle Registered Tonnage-Goods.
(3) Water Craft Registered Tonnage-Goods.
It should be noted that the fluctuations given on the chart
are not to comparative scales.
SEASON TICKETS AND CARO PASSES.
EGYPTIAN STATE RAILWAYS.
These are examples of Season Tickets and Card Passes in use
from 1908 to date. Sample is exhibited only when a change in
the design took e:ffect. .A.ll made and printed in the Printing
Office of the Egyptian State Railways, Telegraphs and 'l'elephones.
MISCELLANEOUS .PAINTING.
These are examples of miscellaneous work produced by the
Printing Office of the Egyptian State Railways, Telegraphs and
Telephone,.

SPECIAL BOOK.
This is a special book, printed by the Printing Office of the
Egyptian State Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones on the
occasion of His Majesty King Fouad Ist, opening the .A.utomatic
'l'elephone Exchange on October 1st, 1931.
EXAMPLE OF 3 PROCESS COLOUR PAINTING.
This is an example of 3 colour process printing carried out
experimentally by the Printing Office of the Egyptian State
Railways, Telegraphs and Telephones.
Exhibit shows :1. The yellow block.
2. The red block.
3. The red printed on the yellow.
4. The blue block.
5. The blue printing on the yellow and red producing
the finishing picture.
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Abu-Zaabal Railway Workshops.
The workshops in their present stage of completion.
A model is exhibited in the Museum.

;_

•'

..

SECTION 6.
NEW RAILWAY WORKSHOPS--ABU ZAABAL.
EGYPTIAN STATE RAILWAYS.
The rapid development of the State Railway system, with
ever increasing addition to its rolling stock, strained the capacity
of the Bulak Shops. Prior to the war it had become increasingly
evident that the capacity of the Bulak Shops had been overtaken
and that the shops must have capacity largely increased to deal
~.dequately and efficiently with locomotives in particular. The
period following the War was one in which extreme difficulty
was experienced m maintaining locomotives in service. AU
indications then pointed to a situation of bad congestion in the
near future, with the rapid and progressive development of traffic
th en promising.
The Bulak site had insu:ffi.cient area with no possibility of
increasing existing area for the requisite expansion of the shops.
It became necessary to find a new site and face the problem of
eventual removal of the shops from Bulak.
The site as :finally acquired is a Abu-Zaabal, situated 28
kilometres from Cairo in a North Eastern direction.
It was not until 1928/29 that all formalities to acquisition of
land and sanction to project were completed and work could be
started on the new shops.
The ultimate scheme provides for a complete locomotive repair
shop which will effect heavy repairs to all the locomotives of the
system and a carriage repair shop for dealing with the ov~rhaul
of all carriage stock.
For the immediate future, however, in view of the financial
stringency and continued depression of traffic, the scheme is
limited to a central workshop for locomotive repairs only as
replacing existing workshops at Bulak and Gab bary at an estimated cost of L.E.240,000.
The area of 1,100 acres of land as acquired will be su:ffi.cient
to lay out a model township for the housing of the staff and
workmen, together with educational, religious and health institutions when the scheme is completed.
The :first section of Locomotive Shops is complete and will
be capable of heavily repairing 120 locomotives per annum. The
buildings have a total :floor area of 196,000 sq. feet, they comprise
locomotive shops, machine,, production and black smith .shops.
Housiug accommodation for about 400 workmen and staff has
been already built.
f9)
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The W orkshops are laid out to conform to a regular progressive system of repairs to locomotives and parts in both Erecting
Shop and Ma.chine Shop. Every movement and task associated
with the work \>rogressing in strict accordance with a preconcerted plan, special purpose Machine Tools being used for specifie
work and mechanics specializing on particular jobs enables them
to become experts on such jobs. This will enable a larger proportion of the spare parts as now purchased from abroad to be manufactured in Egypt in future.
The work is carried out more expeditiously and at less cost
than by the original method of repair.
The scheme provides for a central production Machine Shop
which will ultimately serve both Carriage and Locomotive Shops
and be under one control for direction. It has a floor area of
123,200 square feet and comprises 4 hays of 80 feet x 385 feet
length, each having a 10 Ton Overhead Crane for handling larger
machine parts. The machines are arranged in groups to enable
specifie repairs to be carried out with little handling.
The machine tools installed are of the most modern type and
capable of high output. Many are individua1ly motor dri,~en but
the smaller are driven by lineshafting running on roller bearings,
driven by 20 H.P. motors.
The Erecting Shop is 665 feet long and 80 feet wide, 19 pits
and 19 spare roads. The Engines are brought into this Erecting
shop, by means of an electrically operated 100 Ton Traverser. One
100 Ton Crane running the full length of the Shop having a span
of 75 feet, and one 10 Ton Crane of 72 feet span - are installed
in the Erecting Shop.
In order to ensure interchangeability of parts a system of
limita has been introduced to which tolerance gauges are made.
The groups into which the machine shops are divided are:-

(1) Toolroom.
Where ali gauges, tools, jigs and fixtures are made.
(2) Manufacturing Bay.

In this group many of the spares are rough machined
prior to finishing in their respective groups.
(3) Wheel Bay.

Here ali operations in connection with the repair and
maintenance of wheels and axles are done in a progr,essive
sequence of operations.

(4) Motion Bay.
This group handles the production of all motion details.
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(5) Connecting Rod Bay.
In this group the machines are concentrated on the production of connecting and coupling rods.
(6) Piston and Crosshead Bay.
All operations in the production of these parts are performed in this group.

(7') Axlebox Bay.
This O'roup of machines concentrates on the production of
axleb~xes in a progressive sequence of operations.
(8) Brass Shop.
Here all Boiler Mountings etc. , are produced and tested.
Compressed air at 80 lbs. pressure is supplied to Shops for
portable riveting machines and hycycle mains are laid for portable
drilling machines.
The main electric supply is A.C. 420 volts, 50 cycles, 3 phase.
The :floors are laid with wooden paving blocks and the
traverser roads have concrete surfaces.
Smiths Shop.-This shop has a :floor area of 19,600 square
feet. There are 12 smith' s hear ths of the downdraught type, the
blast being supplied by a Blower Fan placed inside the Shop.
Two pneumatic hammers of 15 and 10 cwts. capacity respectively, and one steam hammer of 5 cwts. are installed. The
furnace equipment comprises one for heating billets, and another
for spring plates; both are oil fired. The other machines in this
section of the sh:>p are a Hot Saw, and a Punching, Shearing and
Cropping Machine. One section of this Shop is devoted to the
repair and maintenance of boiler tubes, the plant comprising
machines for Tube Scaling, Sawing, Reducing, Expanding, Welding and Testing. Other Sections are reserved for Spring fitting,
Coppersmiths, Oxy-Acetylene and Electrw Welding. Steam for
the hammer and other purposes is produced by two locomotive
type boilers laid down outside the Shop.

MODEL OF NEW RAILWAY WORKSHOPS, ABU ZAABAL.
This model representa the workshops in their present stage
of completion.
The scale drawing (1/ 250 ) mounted on the wall panel shows
the layout of the various sections of the works, and the machine
tools are detailed in tabular form on the same drawing.
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MODEL OF 100 TON ELECTRIC OVERHEAD TRAVELLING
CRANE - ABU ZAABAL WORKSHOPS.
This model represents the electric overhead travelling crane
which is installed in the Erecting Shop at the new Abu-Zaabal
W orkshops.
.
.It is us~d for the purpose ~f lifting and travelling with locomotives havmg a maximum we1ght of 100 tons.
The main cross girders are of the l~ttice braced type with top
· and bott?m booms par~l~el; a~d are st~e~ed laterally by means
of a lattiCe braced auxll1ary gnder of s1mllar type, fixed on the
outside of each main girder, and connected thereto by horizontal
bracing top and bottom.
Platforms are provided on the outside of the main girders
running the whole length of the crane; and wrot iron double
handrailing is fitted to both platforms. The end carriages are
of box section, mounted on cast steel double flanged wheels.
The operating cage is suspended beneath the main girders,
and houses all the control gear , it is so designed that the driver
has a clear view of the load in all positions.
1'he crabs are constructed of rolled steel sections and forgings,
and each runs on four cast steel wheels on the bridge rails riveted
to the top of the main girders .
The rope barrels are of cast iron with right and left hand
grooves for the rope.
The crabs are fitted with auxiliary hoisting gear.
All motions of the crane, i .e. longitudinal travel, cross traversing, hoisting and auxiliary hoist are operated by independent
motors. Brakes are fitted to each motion, in addition to which
the hoisting motion is fitted with an automatic electro-magnetic
brake, which is capable of sustaining the full load in the event
of the power supply failing.
The steel wire ropes are of extra flexible quality with a
minimum factor of safety of 7.
Return blocks are fitted having cast iron sheaves and steel
crosshead and side links. The crane hooks are of the "Ramshorn"
type fitted with hall bearings to facilitate turning the loads.
The motors are of the enclosed ventilated slip-ring reversible
type suitable for an A.C. current supply of 420 volts, 50 cycles,
3 phase.

· Il
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Principal Dimensions of Crane.
Span: 75 1-0" .

Il

Speeds.

Ho~st~ng: 50 tons at 5 feet per minute.
H01stmg : 10 tons at 20 feet per minute.
J,ongitudinal travelling, 200 feet per minute.
Cross Traverse: 80 feet per minute.
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SECTION 7.
PERMANENT WAY AND WORKS.
TYPES OF RAILS USED ON EGYPTIAN
STATE RAILWAYS-FROM 1852 TO 1932.
The :first type oî rail on record was a D .H. W.I. rail used
in the construction of the Alexandria-Cairo R ailway in the
reiO'n of the Viceroy Abbas I, and laid on C.I. Pot Sleepers. The
wefO'ht
of this rail is unknown and no examples are extant.
0
The earliest type of which specimens exist is a 35 kilogs.
double head W.I. rail introduced in 1865 (Exhibit 1-A) which
was followed by a Belgian rail of 39 ldlogs. in 1867 (Exhibit 1-B)
and in 186!) by the "Vauthrin" and "Azizi" types both 35 kilogs.
(Exhibit 1-C and 1-D).
U p to this Çlate the track was laid on C.I. Pot Sleepers.
In 1873 Flat Bottom Rails :first made their appearance with
32.9 and 34.5 kilogs. sections (Exhibit I-E and I-F) laid on
wooden sleepers, the use of Pot Sleepers from this year on being
de:finitely abandoned in renewals and constr,,ction.
The above rails were all Wrought Iron.
The next order placed was in 1889 when steel :first made its
appearance with a D.H. section of 35.7 kilogs . (Exhibit I-G),
these rails were laid in C.I. Chairs on wooden sleepers.
In 1893 a supply of F.B. Rails 37.4 kilogs. and 42 kilogs.
(Exhibits I-H and I-I) was purchased. These have proved
wonderfully good rails and many are still in use in running lines
giving useful service.
In 1897 a supply of Bull Head rails of 38.6 kilogs. section
(Exhibit I-K) was ordered followed in 1902 by a 42 kilogs. rail
of the same type (Exhibit I-L). In 1902 it was decided to adopt
the flat bottom rail and since this date there have been no further
~rders for D.H. or B.H. An order was placed in this year for
F.B. rails 46 kilo~s. (Exhibit I-M) these being laid for the first
time on the Isma1liar-Port-Said line which was opened in 1904
and replaced the old light railway operated by the Suez Canal
Company.
In 1911 it was decided to increase the weight to 47 kilogs.
(Exhibit I-N) and this section still remains the standard for main
lines and important branches. It is used with either wooden
(Exhibit I-0) or steel (Exhibit I-P} sleepers and in the case of
the former is laid on steel saddle plates weighing 4.5 kilogs. each.
Fifteen hundred sleepers per kilom., with an increase to 1,584
on curves less than 500 metres radius, and 6-hole deep angle
fishplates weighing 36.7 kilogs. per pair.
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Other rails in use on lines not constructed by the Egyptian
State Rail ways but subsequently absorbed were :(a)
(b)
(b)
(b)
(b)
(b)
(b)
(a)
(c)

Steel F.B.
Date
35 kilogs., Mariout line-B.G. Section.
Unknown
14 kilogs., !Mariout line-N.G. Section.
Unknown
30 kilo~s., Helouan line.
1915
40 kilogs., Helouan line.
1915
21 kilogs., Luxor-Assuan.
1895
25 kilogs., Luxor-Assuan.
1898
30 kilogs., Luxor---Assuan.
1910
21 kilogs., Auxiliary Railway of Upper Egypt. Unknown
18 kilogs. Western Oasis Railway N.G.
1908
(a) partially replaced by heavier rails.
(b) entirely replaced by heavier rails.
(c) Still in use as originally laid .

RAILS USED ON THE G.W.R. ENGLAND,
ON THE ORIGINAL BROAD GAOGE LINE 1838-1892.

This exhibit shews two samples of the type of rails which
were used by the G.W.R. on the original broad gauge section line
between the years 1838 and 1892.
The samples were taken from the sidings of Messrs. D. G.
Peters & Co. Ltd. at Slough, Wiltshire, on the G.W.R. system.
THE SEQUENCE OF OPERATIONS
IN THE MANUFACTURE OF 47 Kilos. FLAT BOTTOM RAIL

This exhibit shews the sequence of operations in the manufacture of 47 kilos. flat bottom rails.
Sections of steel at different stages of rolling are shewn, these
are clearly indicated by cards adjoining the sections, and are as
follows:(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

Cross section of ingot.
Cross section of billet.
1st. roughing pass.
2nd. roughing pass.
3rd. roughing pass.
4th. roughing pass.
5th. roughing pass.
6th. roughing pass.
(i) lst. finishing pass.
(j) 2nd. finishing pass.
(k) 3rd. finishing papss.
(l) 4th. finishing pass.
(m) Cross section of finished rail.
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MATERIALS USED IN THE MANUFACTURE
OF RAILS AND SLEEPERS.
This exhibit shews samples of the raw materials used in the
manufacture of rails and steel sleepers.
The samples comprise:(a) Limestone.
(b)
Coal.
(c) Coke.

Iron Ores.
(a) Spathic..
(b) Campaml.
(c) Rubio.
( d) Guillermo.
Pig Iron.
(a) Sand cast.
(b) Machine cast.
Sections of Rails.
(a) 100 [b. per yard flat bottom rail.
(b ) 100 lb . per yard bull head rail.
( c) 120 lb. per yard bridge rail.
( d) 72lb. per yard steel sleeper plate.
( e) 72 lb. per yard pressed steel sleeper.

STATION BUILDINGS.
When the first railway was constructed in Egypt, dependent
buildings, such as stations, shops, sheds and stores were erected
in the more important towns. Subsequent development of the
State Railways system led to the evolution of buildings to keep
pace with the demands of the service, the result being that imposing station buildings, spacious shops and offices, and comfortable
and healthy dwellings for the staff were built.
The more importanot station buildings are briefl.y described
in the following notes :-
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Cairo Station Building:
The first station building at Cairo was erected about 1856
and replaced in 1892 by the present station building designed
m Arabe style; internai alterations and three subsequent extend ons have been carried out, the last extension being the Egyptian
State Railways, Museum.
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Its t otal area at present is 5,130 square metres. It is
provided with 5 Lower Egypt passenger platforms covered with
a 44 metres one span steel shelter and 3 Lower Egypt passenger
platforms covered by separate shelters.
A R oyal entrance and waiting room, richly decorated in
Arabe style, form the central feature of the front elevation.
The 1st. and 2nd. fl.oors accommodate the General Manage·
ment, Traffic and Audit Offices.
This building is the largest and most impor tant station buildmg on the system .
Alexandria Station Building.

The old station building at Alexandria was erected early in
1856 with the opening of the Cairo-Alexandria line. Fifty years
later this station building was insufficient to cope with the traffic
which was constantly increasing, and the construction of a new
and big ger station building became a matter of necessity.
The new site adopted was that projected in the Municipality's
scheme for the remodelling of the station square.
The works were put in hand in 1913, but had to be suspended
in 1914 during the Great W ar.
Tl:..ey were subsequently resumed and completed in 1927, and
on the lst. N ovember of that year Alexandria New Station Building was officially opened to traffic.
The front elevation measures 90.l.m. and the north elevation
about 135 metres.
Its covered area is about 4,000 sq. metres. It is provided with
4 passenger platforms covered by on·e 48 metres span steel shelter,
similar with that at Cairo Station.
TANTA NEW STATION.

This building was commenced in 1930 and is now completed.
Advantage was taken in this project of the 4 metres difference in level existing between the station yard and the pasBenger
platform to create passenger subways from the entrance halls,
crossing the lines and giving direct access to its 5 different platforms by means of stairs.
The front elevation of the station building which is designed
in modern Arabe style measures 110 metres and it covers an
area of 1,065 sq. metres. The ground anà platform level fl.oors
are entirely allocated to the station service. The second floor
accommodates the Traffic offices and the 3rd. fl.oor is completely
occupied by the New Au toma tic Telephone Exchange.
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Model of Edfou Station .
Designed in ancient Egypt style, this sanction was
complet~d in 1928.
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MALLAWI STATION BUILDING.

The Mallawi Station building was erected on 1929. This
up to date buildmg is provided with a central Hall and two
lateral wings protected by a steel shelter.
The buildinO' was planned to deal with the extended goods
traffic during th; cotton season.
EDFU STATI ON BU I LD I NG .

The station building at Edfu was completed in 1928. It is
designed in the ancient Egyptian style, owing to its importance
as a tourist centre and to harmonize with its situation on th~
Nile bank, in front of the great temple of Edfu. 'Ihis station
building is provided with a patio and with a double roof to
protect it from the heat of the sun.
KOM OMBO NEW STATION BUILDING.

This is the most recent station building and was completed
early in 1932.
Owing to its situation in a tourist centre, it was designed in
ancient Egyptian style. The massing gives the impression of a
small ancient temple although the logic inner layout necessary
to a station building was not a:ffected.
MODEL OF TANTA NEW STATION.
EGYPTIAN STATE RAILWAYS.

This model represents the new station at Tanta, and is cast
in Gypsum. It shews in detail the main building, subways,
verandahs, etc.
MODEL OF EDFU NEW STATION.
EGYPTIAN STATE RAILWAYS.

This model, which is made of L imestone shews details of
the buildings, etc.
MODEL OF AN ALL-CONCRETE STATION.
EGYPTIAN STATE RAILWAYS.

This model , which was made at the Tanta concrete depôt,
shews a standard type of all-concrete station kiosk, of two rooms,
with a covered verandah between , with station name board , station
petroleum depôt , concrete pale fencing and platform walling.
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MODEL OF STANDARD TYPE OF PALE FENCING.

This model representa the standard type of concrete pale
in 3 metre hays.

fencin~J.

MODEL OF STANDARD TYPE OF CLOSED
HIGH WALLING.
- EGYPTIAN STATE RAILWAYS.

This model represents the standard type of 2.50 metre closed
high walling in 2 metre hays, witlï back stay at every other
column.
MODEL OF STANDARD TYPE OF SINGLE STATION
NAME BOARD.
EGYPTIAN STATE RAILWAYS.

This model represents the standard type of single station
name board used on the Egyptian State Rail ways.
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MODEL OF SEMAPHORE POST.

StandaJ·d Type of 25 feet high Semaphore Post.

JESSOP RAIL- 1789.

This is a replica of the edge rail introduced by William
Jessop, in 1789, and used on the Nanpanton-Loughborough Railway, England, where it crossed the main road. This rail had an
upper parallel, and an elliptical or :fish-bellied lower :flange,and was
3'-0" long. The head, however, was insufficiently wide, and eut
into the tyres of the wheels; another objection to this type was
the fact that the wheel required a :flange, which at that time meant
a revolution in wa(J'on construction.
b

OUTRAM RAIL AND POINTS 1816.

This is a replica of the rail and points made by Benjamin
Outram in 1816, at the Butterley Iron works, where he was a
partner. He was a great advocate for, and maker of, plate-ways, a
term which furnished the origin of "platelayers".

1Il
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BIRKINSHAW RAIL 1815.

This is a section of the original rail made by John Birkinshaw
of the Bedlington Iron W orks, England, in 1815.

Il
Il

This is a section of the actual rail made by John Birkinshaw,
of the Bedlington Iron Works; England, in 1816.
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LIVERPOOL AND MANCHESTER RAIL, 1829.

IlIl

BIRKINSHAW RAIL, 1816.

This is a replica of the original rail used on the Liverpool and
Manchester Railway when it was opened in 1829. These rails
were designed by John Birkinshaw, of the Bedlington Iron
Works, and were of T section 151-0 11 long 2 '14, 11 wide at the head,
with a base in five ellipses, 31;2 11 deep in the middle of the ellipse
and 2 1;2 11 deep at the five points where the rail rested in the
chairs. The latter had projections on the inner side of each cheek
that fitted the web of the rail. The rail weighed 35 lbs. per yard.

DERBY AND BIRMINGHAM RAILWAY,
RAIL AND CHAIR, 1839.
This is a reproduction from originals of the rail and chair
used on the Derby and Birmingham Railway, England, in 1839.
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This is a piece of the original rail used on the Birmingham
and Gloucester R ailway .
This .flat bottomed r ail, with which the name of Vignoles has
always been associated, was actually designed by Stevens, the
E ngineer of the Camden and A mboy R ailroad, in 1830, but they
were made in England.
They became very popular because of being spiked to the
sleeper and. needing no chairs .

1
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MIDLAND COUNTIES RAILWAY RAIL, 1839.

This is a section of the actual rail used on the Midland
Counties R ailway, England, in 1839.

1

MIDL~ND

RAILWAY RAIL, 1850.

This is a section of the actual rail used on t he Midland
R ailway, England, in 1850.
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LEICESTER AND HITCHEN RAILWAY RAIL, 1857.

This is a section of the actual rail used on the Leicester and
H i tchen R ailway in 1857.
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BIRMINGHAM AND GLOUCESTER RAIL, 1839.
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MODEL OF TRACK TURNOUT.
EGYPTIAN STATE RAI LWAYS.

This model represents a track turnout, 1 in 8, for Vignoles
47 kilogs. rails, and shows details of fixing and respective timber
sleepers.
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MODEL OF "SCISSORS" CROSSING.
EGYPTIAN STATE RAILWAYS.
This model represents a double through or "Scissors" crossing,

1 in 10, for Vignoles 47 kilogs. rails.

1.'he distance between tracks is 2 metres, and the model shews
details of fixing and respective sleepers.
MODEL OF DOUBLE SLIP ROAD.
EGYPTIAN STATE RAILWAYS.
This model represents a double slip road, 1 in 10, for Vignoles
47 kilogs. rails, and shews details ol fixing and respective sleepe...
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PERMANENT WAY MAINTENANCE TOOLS.
This exhibit shews typical permanent way tools of various
kinds, comprising Shovels and Hammers, Railway Beaters, Pick
Axes, Carpenter's Adze and, a Fase. A descriptive card adjoins
each tool.
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STOCKTON AND DARLINGTON RAILWAY TRACK, 1825.
The se are repli cas of the original track used on the Stockton
N0 · 27·
and Darlington Railway when it was opened in 1825. The rail l GROUND FLOOR
exhibited is in cast iron, but the original rails were of wrought
BA YS o.
iron, and were designed by John Birkinshaw, of Bedlington Iron
W orks, Northumberland, and rolled at these works. This rail
which was T section had not only a bigger head and base than ~~
the cast iron rails previously used, but was lighter in weight.
The rails were 12 and 15 feet in length, and 2 1,4 11 wide at the
top, of fish bellied shape, 3 1,4 11 deep in the middle and 2" deep
at the end. The web was %, 11 thick at the top, and 1;2 11 thick at
the bottom. The rails weighed 28 lb. per yard, and were sup- ~~
ported on stone sleepers laid 3'-0" apart.

1
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1

1

BLENKINSOPP RAILWAY TRACK.
SEÇTION 7.
These are replicas of the original track used by John Blen- 11 NO. 28.
kinsopp on the rack railway which he patented in 1811. Such
GROUND FLOOR
rails were laid from Middleton Colliery to Leeds in 1812, and from
BA y o
the Kenton and Coxlodge collieries to the Tyne in 1813. In
·
their original form the rails, which were of cast iron, were made
with solid cogs, and chairs cast solid with the rail. They were
in 6 feet lengths. but .before the completion of the original track
from Middleton Colliery to Leeds, an improved pattern was

Il
Il
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1 1made separate.

~ introduced in which the cogs were cast hollow, and the chairs

The later rails were only made in 3 feet lengths,
and the chairs were fixed by driving iron spikes into holes in the
stone sleepers, and wedging them with wood. Each chair was
fixed to a separate sleeper about 10" long x 17" deep x 911 thick.
The engine used on this rack railway was fitted with a cogged
driving wheel, which engaged with the rack cast on the rails on
one si de of the wagon way. The original rails were cast by the
Tyne Iron Works at Lemington-on-Tyne, and were removed from
these works at the time they were dismantled by Messrs. John
Spencer & Sons Ltd. many years ago. When the works of the
latter firm were dismantled a few years ago, the rails were sent
to the L.N.E.R. Museum at York.
These replicas were cast at the Boulac W orks, of the Egyptian State Railways, from patterns made from the originals.
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. from or1gma
. . 1s of stra1g
. h t trac k ,
This layout is a repro duchon
points and chairs as laid by Benjamin Outram, of the Butterley
Iron Works, in 1797~ for the Peak Forest Canal Tramway,
England. The rails are of angle section, and were made in 31-0 11
lengths. The chairs were fixed to stone sleepers, each chair on a
separa te sleeper.
MANGANESE STEEL RAIL.

This exhibit is a section of Manganese steel rail. This material is SJ?ec.ially sui~3:ble for rails on account of its hardness and
wear res1stmg quahtles.
The holes were drilled by a twist drill of special design, made
of super-high speed steel.
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PEAK FOREST CANAL TRAMWAY TRACK, 1797.

DRILLINGS FROM MANGANESE STEEL RAIL.
These drillings are from the section of rail (No. 30) and show

~he form which should be obtained when the proper type of drill

used.
Â drill of special design, made of super-high speed steel was
used. This was also made by the maker's of the rail.

lS

LTD .. 1932.
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MANGANESE STEEL RAIL BENT COLO.

This exhibit is a length of rail of "Imperial" Patent Rolled
lfanganese Steel.
It was bent in the cold state.

CROSS! NG VEE, ANGLE 1 1N 8.

This exhibit is a crossing vee, with an angle of 1 in 8, consisting of one splice and poi~t rail ~otched and gouged, built up
in the maker's patent rolled ' Imper1al" MaL.ganese Steel.
The rails are of British Standard Section 75 lbs., flat bottom.
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SECTION 8 .
BRIDGES .

Bridge Building.

niany centuries wood, stone and fibrous plants were the
1only Formaterials
available for bridge construction.
The prototype of our present bearn or girder span was the
log or tree felled across a stream, while the "Monkey Bridge",
or a hanging, looping vine furnished the inspiration for the early
suspension bridge. 'rhe Romans were the real bridge builders
of antiquity: records of their works are fairly well preserved in
ltaly, Spain and France, Amongst the bearn spans the earliest
bridge of which we have any exact information was the Pons
Sublicius over the Tiber at Rome (620 B.C.), and the most celebrated was Caesar's pile trestle bridge built over the Rhine
(55 B .C.).
Corbelled stone arches were used by the Egyptians in the
Pyramids of Giza (3,000 to 4,000 years B.C.) and brick arches of
crude form are found in the ruins of Thebes; but it was the
Romans who really developed the masonry arch. With the fall
of Rome, bridge construction in Europe came to a standstill and
for many centuries little progress was made. The pioneer
bridge builders of the :Middle Ages were the Moors in Spain.
At the end of the XVIIth. century when the development of
modern science began, the basis for rational engineering theory
was laid, leading gradually to the marvellous expansion of the
last century. A great impetus was given to scientific design in
1716 when the French Government organized the Department of
Roads and Bridges and attached an engineering school (Ecole des
Ponts et Chaussées) to it.
The last form of bridge construction to be envolved was the
truss invented by Palladio an Italian Architect (XVIth Century),
but the invention lapsed until about 1760 when John and Ulrich
Grubenmann revived the art in Switzerland and built SC'Veral truss
timber spans on the Limmat at Wittingen, one of 120 metres
Jength being the longest timber span on record. Until the introduction of iron into bridge construction no further im:vrovement
was possible.
The first cast iron span was built in 1776 at Coalbrookdalc in
England over the river Severn. This bridge is an arched structure
of 30 metres span and is still in use today. It was followed by
a large number of cast iron bridges which were built in various
parts of Europe within the following 100 years, nearly ali of
them being of the arched type.
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The Hersh Swing Bridge.
The bridge was built in 1917 over the Suez Canal,
for military purposes. lt was located 5 kilometres
from Kantara, and was removed in 1921.
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The fust railway bridge was constructed in 1823 on the
Stockton and Darlington Railway and was the forerunner of the
vast array of bridges that have spread over the world as the result
of the development of land transport.
In 1847 when the Conway and Britannia bridges were to be
designed, Robert Stephenson made a series of experimenta on the
strength of cast iron and wrought iron which showed the great
superiority of the latter material and it was therefore .decided to
adopt tubular bridges of wrought iron rather than cast iron
arches. From that time wrought iron gradually replaced cast
iron for bridge construction and was supreme until superseded by
steel towards the end of the last century. In 1828 steel of the
puddle variety was :first utilized in bridge work for a 90 metres
suspension span at Vienna, (Austria), but it was another siXty
years before steel of a suitable quality for bridge building was
manufactured in any quantity. N ow simple carbon steel has been
replaced in its turn by special alloy steels for large bridges.
N atural cement was applied to bridge construction in the early
part of the XIXth. century to the great improvement of masonry
work. The development of the Portland cement industry since
1833 provided a more relia ble material; and as a result, plain
concrete came into very extensive use for arch bridges and for
the substructures of other forms of bridge construction.
In order to strengthen concrete structures the practice of
embedding old rails and steel bars in the con crete arose naturally
The convenience of this method of construction and the scienti:fic
study of stresses in composite structures and the most economical
and effective way of employing each material have led to the
remarkable growth of the use of reinforced concrete which has
been one of the most important :features ô:f bridge building in
the present century.
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MODEL OF LOCO-FERRY AT KANTARA AND SWING
SECTION 8 BRIDGE AT HERSH ON THE SUEZ CANAL.
NO. 1,
The model shows the two following works :- (A) The LocoGROU ND FLOOR
Ferry, constructed in 1916 at Kantara on a siding of the Benha- 11 BAY M .
Port-Said line, which serves :for the transhipment of goods over
SCALE 1 1 5 0.
the Suez Canal between the Egyptian State R ailways (A:frica)
and the Palestine Rail ways (Asia).
It is composed of 3-30 metres steel barges connected together
and supporting 2-16 metres bridge girders hinged at Qne of their
ends, beanng on hydraulic jacks and worked by steam machinery.
The Ferry can carry four goods trucks per journey and the
average number o:f trucks actually ferried is :fifty per day.
The Ferry is shown in its :first site with wooden basins excavated into the berms of the canal. In 1930/31 the Ferry was
shifted to a new site, south of the Kan tara station: new reinforced
concrete approach bridges and basins were constructed.
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The design and construction were all carried out by the
Eg,yptian State Railways Bridges Department.
( B) The Hersh Swing Bridge constructed in 1917 for
military purposes during the Great War, when the output of the
Kantara Loco Ferry was no longer sufficient for the exigencies of
the traffic. It was situated near the so-called Hersh locality at a
distance of 5 kiloms. from the Ferry and dismantled in 1921.
The superstructure was built up from different spare metallic
spans: four-fixed and one swing,having a totallength of 163 metres
with two navigable channels of 42 and 9 metres. The spans were
supported on reinforced concrete and on iron screw piles capped
with reinforced concrete slabs. 'l'imber fenders and mooring piles
were provided to protect the bridge against any impact from the
passing boats. The float on which the main swing span rested
while in motion resembles the Ferry in structure, being composed
of 3 barges connected together and suitably strengthened . When
the bridge was closed to navigation and open for railway traffic,
the float was entirely separated from the swing span so that
variations of tides have no e:ffect on the bridge. To operate the
swing span the rails were first disconnected and then the span
lifted by means of the 200 tonnes central hydraulic jack operated
by a steam pump. 'l'wo emergency screw jacks follow the lifting
so that if anything should happen to the central jack the bridge
would still be supported by them. The float is then put in motion
by means of a steam winch and capstan and the bridge is swung
round until it has reached one of the rest piers where it is then
lowered so as to bear on it. The bridge was designed by the
Egyptian State R ailways, Bridges Department. The foundation
and masonry work as well as the erection of the superstructure
were carried out by Messrs. Baume and Marpent, (Belgium).
MODEL OF A FIXED SPAN OF THE BRIDGE
OVER THE NILE AT EDFINA.

The model shows the longest independent span ever built in
Egypt up to date (1932) .
The main girders are of simple lattice (V ) type without end
verticals, their lower booms straight, and their upper booms
curved, and their total length corresponds to a span of 80 metres
hetween centres of bearings. The height is 12 metres in the
eentral part and 8 metres at the ends of the girders. The distance
from centre to centre of tlïe girders is 5.30 metres .
The cross-girders are 8 metres apart from centre to centre and
support the rail-bearers which are placed 1.50 metres apart; both
rail-bearers and cross girders are plate girders .
The rail-bearers are horizontally braced in the plane of t~e
upper chord. 'rhe main girders are braced in the plane of the1r
upper ~nd lower c~ords. An overheadcro s bracing ?etwe~n the
struts 1s also prov1ded. Two side brackets are prov1ded m the
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prolongation of the cross-girders carrying a road 2.70 metres wide
for lorries up to 8 tonnes loading and a foot-path 0.70 metres wide.
Roadways were not included in the original design - but
provision had been made for their addition and they were added
before the girders had been built.
The bridge was designed by the Egyptian State Railways
Bridges Department, the manufacture and erection of the superstructure was carried out by Messrs . The Cleveland Bridge and
Engineering Co . Ltd ., Darlington, (England) in 1930/32.
Weight of steel per metre run of bridge: 7 tonnes .
Total weight of the span : 560 tonnes .
Weight of steel castings for bearings: 16 tonnes.
MODEL OF THE REINFORCED CONCRETE OVERHEAD
FOOTBRIDGE OVER ZAGAZIG STATION YARD.
This model represents the reinforced concrete overhead footbridge over Zagazig Station Yard .
The bridge crosses 18 tracks and serves as access to the
Religions Institute and Technical School, separated from the town
by the Marshalling Y ard of the Zagazig Station (Benha-PortSaid line).
Main-girders are 1.5 metre deep, 3 metres centre to centre,
of cantilever type with 4 hinges and :five bays, making a total
length of 107 metres. Intermediate column-pairs are provideJ
with top and bottom hinges to allow for temperature changes of
lengths.
Maximum loading 4 tonnes per metre run of which live load
is assumed to be 400 kg. per sq. metre. W or king stresses of
50 kgs./cmz compression in concrete and 1,200 kg ./cmz tension
in steel are allowed .
The design and construction were carried out by the Egyptian
State Railways, Bridges Department.
Total quantity of concrete 320 ms.
W eight of steel reinforcement 40 tonnes.
Cost L.E.1,900.
MODEL OF THE REl NFORCED CONCRETE OVERHEAD
FOOTBRIDGE AT SHELLAL STATION.

This model represents the reinforced concrete footbridge at
Shellal station. It is composed of two Vier endeel girders at
2 metres distance spanning the 13 metres between the inner
columns. The top booms serve as hand rails 1.10 metre higher
than the foot path.
'l'he stairs are in reinforced concr ete car ried on four columns
with their tops at 3.70 metres above platform level.
Quantity of concrete per girder is 2.8 cubic metr es .
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The wearing surface is made of granite chips in cement
( mosaic finish) .
Designed and constructed by the Egyptian State Railways,
Bridges Department in 1932.
Oost: L.E.400.
MODE L OF THE SWING BR I DG E OVER THE N ILE
AT EMBABA .

This model representa the double track through bridge,
situated on the Cairo-Luxor line, North of Cairo. It is the main
connection between the Lower and the Upper Egypt Railways
over the Nile.
It consista of one independent span 70 metres long (on the
eastern -side-Oairo), one swing span 69.33 metres and 5 independent spans 70 metres long each, giving a totallength of 490 metres.
The width of bridge centre to centre of main girders is 9 metres,
and the width of the lower roadways provided on both sides of the
bridge is 4.2 metres each, for vehicular traffic; the upper foot-paths
3.75 metres wide ar e provided for pedestrians. The flooring of
the lower roadways consists of a reinforced concrete slab with
asphalt pavin~ bricks laid over it; the upper foot-paths have
a timber fl.oormg.
All piers and abutments are made of rubble masonry with
cement moulded facing stones for the shafts, founded on pneumatie caissons of steel and concrete sunk to sand level (from -72
to ·-20). The machinery for rota ting is of the rim bearing type;
it can be operated on the model as well as the wedging machinery.
At each end of the bridge road-traffic subways 8 and 17 metres
wide are provided for the connection of adjoining streets and roads.
The bridge was designed by the Egyptian State Railways, Bridges
Department, to carry the heaviest engines of the Egyptian State
Rail ways .
The bridge was built by Messrs. Baume et Marpent (Belgium)
from 1912 to 1926.
Weight of rolled steel: 8,640 tonnes.
'
Weight of steel castings etc., for machinery and bearings:
560 tonnes.
29,900 ms of rubble masonry and concrete for the abutments
and piers.
Total cost L.E.540,000.
MODEL OF THE SWING BRIDGE
OVER THE NILE AT BENHA.

The model shows the swing span and one of the fixed spans
of Benha bridge, over the Damietta branch of the Nile, 45 kiloms.
to the North of Cairo.
The bridge is on the skew (750) and carries the double
railway track of the Cairo-Alexandria line.
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The total length of the bridge is 285 metres, it is composed
of one swing span 63.40 metres long and two similar fixed parts
112 metres each, one on each side of th.e swing span. Each of
these fixed parts is composed of two contmuous equal spans.
The main girders of the swing spa:n are single web bowstring
double lattice O'irders of 4 metres h1gh at centre, 2.10 metres
at one end anl'2.247 metres at the other end. Distance between
centre lines of main girders is 8.30 metres.
The main girders of the fixed part are single. web m~ltiple
lattice girders with parallel booms 6.65 metres h1gh. Distance
between centres of the two main girders is also 8.30 metres.
The original bridge was in wrought iron and built in 1894
by Messrs . Impresa Industriale Italiana. The superstructure was
calculated for a train type 66 tonnes and was strengthened in 1906
by the Egyptian State Railways, Bridges Dep!1rtment, witho~lt
interruption of traffic, to carry the heavy engmes of the mam
lin es (train type 118 tonnes) .
Original weight of the swing span was 117 tonnes and its
weight after strengthening is 335 tonnes.
Original weight of the four fixed spans was 740 tonnes and its
weight after strengthening is 1,060 tonnes.
MODEL OF THE OLD RAILWAY SWING BRIDGE
OVER THE NILE AT BENHA.

The model shows the swing span and one of the fixed spans
of the old railway bridge over the Damietta branch of the Nile at
Benha 45 kiloms. to the North of Cairo.
This bridge is the oldest railway bridge in Egypt constructed
in 1854 to carry the single main line between Cairo and Alexandria.
The total length of the bridge is 264 metres (865 ft.) 1 it is
composed of one swing span 152 ft. long and four contmuous
fixed spans (87 ft. each) on each side of the swing span.
The bridge is carried on piers made of iron caisson tubes
5 ft. diam.
The swing pier is composed of 6 tubes and each of the two
connecting piers is composed of four, while each of the 6 other
piers is composed of two tubes.
The metal structure is made of one tubular iron girder 61-6 1'
wide having a constant height of 61-6 11 for the fixed spans and a
1eight of 71-0 11 at centre of swing span reduced to 61-6 11 at ends.
This bridge was passed to the Main Roads and Bridges
.Department in 1894 when the existing railway bridge was built.
-151-
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MODEL OF THE SWING BRIDGE OVER THE NILE
AT DESSUK.
This model represents the single track through bridge,
situated on the Damanhour-Kallin line at the crossing with the
Rosetta branch of the Nile.
The bridge consists of two parts, one about 240 metres long
over the western channel of the Nile in between Rahmania station
and an island, and another about 360 metres long, over the
eastern channel in between the island and Dessuk station.
The model shows :(a) thP method of removal of the old bridge for the part
over the western channel ; and
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(b) the method of erection of the new superstructure (independent spans) for parts over the eastern channel.

The old piers and abutments were :first strengthened and enlarged to take the new superstructure. Â. couple of piles were
then driven on each side of the pier, the :first lower members laid
across them and the pier - and on these the :first cells of the
Warren girders built. When the top member of each adjacent
span was m position they were connected together by a temporary
tie seen on the model. The third pile trestle provided near the
starting point was used to check the reactions as the work progressed, by carrying the load on jacks. The travelling derrick
crane mounted on the top booms lifted the material directly from
the barges.
The temporary tie between top booms and the packings
between ends of spans at the lower booms were removed when
erection was completed.
The new bridge was designed to carry the heaviest locomotives of the E.S.R., and roadways and footpaths are provided
on each side of the girders for the vehicular and pedestrian traffi.c .
The old bridge was built from 1894 to 1898 by Messrs. N ouguier, Kessler and Co., Argenteuil, (France).
The detailed designs of the new bridge were submittcd by
Messrs . Dorman Long & Co. Ltd., revised by the Egyptian State
Railways, Bridges Department, and work put in hand in December
1925, and completed in February, 1926.
Weight of rolled steel: 3,350 tons.
Weight of steel castings, etc., for machinery and bearings:
70 tons.
Total cost of bridge: L.E.152,000.
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MODEL OF THE BASCULE BRIDGE NEAR
ABOU EL AKHDAR.

This model represents the Bascule Bridge, built in 1927 and
situated at the crossing of a navigable canal with the BenhaPort Said line near Abou El Akhdar Station at 8 kiloms. from 11
Zagazig.
The clear span for navigation is 1 metres. The bridge is
of the deck type with wooden sleepers bearing directly on 4 main 11
plate girders having a total length of 8.65 + 2.55 = 11.20 metres.
The machinery is of the Bascule type and the model can be
worked by a key placed outside.
The design, manufacture and erection of the superstructure
were carried out by Messrs. Waagner-Biro A.G. Vienna,
(Aus tria) . The masonry wor k was do ne by Dr. Ing. W . Stross
Alexandria, (Egypt).
W eight of rolled steel 35 tonnes.
W eight of steel castings etc., for machinery and bearings:
12 tonnes.
Cast iron for counter-weight: 52 tonnes.
Total cost: L.E.4,000.
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In 1931/32 an additional :fixed 8 metres span was constructed
on the Benha si de of the bridge to increase the water-way .
The existing bridge replaces old fixed superstructures erected
in 1885 and in 1905.

MODEL OF THE SWING BRIDGE AT GOHEINA.

This model represents the single track bridge situated on the
Abu-Kebir-Salhia line at the crossing with the Bahr El Bagar
canal.
The bri dge consists of a swing span 19.55 metres long and two
reinforced concrete :fixed spans 16 metres long each.
The swing span is composed of two main plate girders under
rail, spanning two navigable channels 7.30 metres wide each . The
piers and abutments ar e made of reinforced concrete piles and
concrete.
The mechanism of the swing span is of the centre-bearing type.
The design and construction of the bridge were carried out
by the EO'yptian State R ailways, Bridges Department.
Messrs. Rans~me and Rapier supplied the machinery, (1925).
The existing bridge replaces an old fixed one built in 1897.
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This nwdel represents the Swing Bridges situated at the crosof El Wadi Canal, near Zagazig, with the Benha-Port-Said

hne.

Double track deck bridges with open fl.oor and two main plate
girders for each line, of 4.65+8 .98= 13.63 metres total length,
which swing in inverse directions over a navigable channel
6 metres wide.
The machinery is of the rim bèaring type.
The design, manufacture and erection of the superstructure
were carried out by the Egyptian State Railways, Bridges Department (1905). The existing superstructure replaces an old one
built in 1885.
MODEL OF THE SWING BRIDGE AT GABBARY
( A LE XA N DR IA ), OV ER T HE MA HMOU D IA CANAL LOCKS
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This model represents the Swing Bridge, built in 1926 and
situated over the Main Locks of the Mahmoudia Canal leading
to the Alexandria Harbour, inside the yard of the Customs Warehouses; on the line between Gabbary and Ras-el-Tin. The bridge
is of the through type, and carries a double track railway and is
designed for the heaviest engines of the Egyptian State Railways.
It also carries a main road 9 metres wide.
Apart from the swin~ span there is also a fixed span over the
channel of the locks whwh is not navigable. The bridge is on
the skew and is so designed as to allow the free wor kiug of
the two main locks, either when the span is opened or closed.
The swing span is composed of three main trusses; two outside,
of the single webbed section type of a length of 57 and 59 metres
and one intermediate, of the box section type with a length of
56 metres and separating the roadway from the railway.
The trusses bear on wheels and rollers transmitting the reaction over the rolling paths and masonry. The fl.oor system is of
the open type with wooden sleepers. The fl.oor of the road bridge
is made of timber with tarred ropes. The rotation of the swing
span can be made by a key placed outside. It takes 3 II).Ïnutes for
unwedging or wedging the real bridge by 4 men at each extremity
and 3 minutes for the rotation by 8 men.
The superstructure is partly borne on the walls of the locks
and partly on a reinforced concrete piling foundation.
The design, manufacture and erection of the superstructure
were made by Messrs. Waagner-Biro A.G. Vienna (Austria).
The foundation and masonry works were done by Messrs. Dr. Ing.
W. Stross, Alexandria, (Egypt) (1927).
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W eight of rolled steel: 470 tonnes.
Weight of steel castings etc., for machinery and
bearings: 96 tonnes.
Total cost L.E.34,000.
The existing bridge replaced an old railway bridge constructed
in 1892-1893 by Messrs. Brillet & Daydé Pillé, and a road lift
bridge laid aside ( 1895) .
MODEL OF THE OVERHEAD ROAD BRIDGE AT
MINIA STATION YARD.
This model shows the overhead bridge located at Km.246-'- 700
of the Oairo---Luxor line, about 300 metres to the South of
lfinia station.
The overhead bridge is constructed in accordance with the
established policy of the Egyptian State Railways to suppress the
level crossings over the railway lines. It also helps the town of
Minia to expand westwards, being enclosed between the N ile on
one side and the railway lines as well as the Ibrahimia canal on
the other side. The bridge also carries the road traffic from
Oairo to Upper Egypt.
·
This model shows the central part of the overhead bridge over
the railway lines and Ibrahimia canal between the approaches.
This central part includes :i) on the south-east approach over the Damaris canal.
a. angle with leading stairs.
b. two groups of two steel spans of the cantilever type,
42.30 metres long each supported on steel trestles.
ii) on the south west and north west approaches alongside
the Safsafa canal:
a. one steel span 12.50 metres long.
Between these lies the three hinged arch 35 metres span over
Ibrahimieh canal which is the only steel arch span existing in
Egypt.
The road width is 10 metres :,---8 metres for the roadway,
2 metres footpaths, 1 metre each.
The total length of the central part shown by the model IS
140 metres.
The bridge was designed by the Egyptian State Railways,
Bridges Department. The construction was carried out by
Messrs. Etablissements Daydé, Paris (France); for the superstructure and Messrs. Fils, Barthe-Dejean, Oairo (Egypt), for the
foundations and concrete works.
Oost of the whole bridge: L.E.67,000.
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MODEL OF THE SWING BRIDGE OVER THE NILE
AT EDFINA.
This model shows the single track bridge situated on the
proposed Bussili-Sidi Ghazi new line and crossing the Rosetta
branch of the .Nile at an approximate distance of 200 metres south
of Ed:fina station .
..
The swing span with two navigable channels 18.45 metres
wide each h~tween protection :fl.oaters is located on the Ed:fina side
(west). The spans are as follows from west to east:One independent open-webbed, through :fixed span 80 metres
long.
One swing span 60 metres long, and
Two independent open-webbed, through :fixed spans of
80 metres lGng each, giving a totallength of 300 metres.
A.ll piers and abutments are made of concrete with cement
molùded f::tcing stones for the shafts; the piers resting on pneumatie caissons of steel and concrete sunk to sand level (-30),
the abutments being supported on reinforced concrete piles
12 metres long.
The machinery for rotation is of the rim bearing type .
The design of the bridge was made by the Egyptian State
R ailways, Bridges Department, to carry the heaviest locomotives
of the Egyptian State R ailways, the construction being carried
out by Messrs. The Cleveland Bridge Engineering Co. Ltd.,
Darlington, (England) in 1930/32.
The model shews the general arrangement of the bridge without the side roadways which were added further for vehicular
traffic ( see mo del of the :fixed span of the bridge Cat. No. 8/2).
Weight of rolled steel : 1,970 tonnes.
W eight of cast steel for machinery and bearings: 95 tonnes.
6,100 ms of concrete in the piers and abutments.
Total cost: L.E.140,000.
ALL-ELECTRIC WELDED GIRDER.
This exhibit is a small all electric welded girder. It was
manufactured and tested in the works of the makers in order to
obtain data on which to base the design of an all electric welded
road bridge.
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Edfina Bridge.
This bridge is situated on the proposed BussiliSidi-Ghazi new tine, and crosses the Rosetta
branch of the Nife, approximately 200 metres
South of Edfina Station .
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SECTION 9.
SIGNALLING AND LIGHTING.
TRAIN AND STATION LIGHTING ON THE EGYPTIAN
STATE RAILWAYS.

In the early days of the Egyptian State Railways the only
form of artificial lighting available was oil lighting by means of
mineral and vegetable oil lamps. The mineral oil lamps used
kerosene with the lamp supported in a glass globe for outdoor
lighting and table or suspension lamps for office and indoor use.
The :::-ailway carriages at this time either had no lighting at
ali, or were equipped with vegetable oil lamps with the exception
of the State Saloons which employed candie hghting.
In 1901 electric light was installed in Cairo Station and comprised some forty Arc Lamps for the platforms and yards and
incandescent lighting for the Offices, the power supply being from
a small generating station.
The old station at Alexandria was also equipped with electric
light at about the same time and in a similar manner.
Gabbary Marshalling Yard had arc lighting installed about
1903 using Brush system of Arc Lamps and Dynamo.
About 1904 lighting of the more important stations was
improved by installing incandescent petroleum lamps of the Lux
type. The present lighting for these stations is now carried out
by means of pressure vapour incandescent lamps of the Tilley type.
Electric light supplied by accumulators was installed in the
Cairo-Alexandria Express trains, the batteries being recharged
at each of the terminal stations from the respective power house.
In 1902 a trial was made of electric lighting with the individual system, each coach being equipped, with its own axle
driven dynamo, batteries, lamps, etc.
In 1903 a trial was made of the Pintsch Gas Lighting system
on the suburban stock on Mataria linè. This was extended side
by side with electric lighting, 6-wheeled vehicles and 3rd class
bogies being lighted by gas and lst and 2nd class bogie coaches
being electrically lighted . The gas lighting was found to be
more costly and not so suitable to the conditions in Egypt as
electric light was. In 1931 gas lighting was abolished and ali
stock electrically lighted.
With the extension of electric light in the various towns of
Egypt, electric lighting has been installed and many of the
stations are now thus equipped.
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These lamps were the first introduced for carriage lighting,
and have been in use for over 40 years. In many of the coaches
of the Auxiliary Railway, this type is still in service although
the burners have been modified and improved.
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OIL LAMPS FOR CARRIAGE LIGHTING.
EGYPTIAN STATE RAILWAYS.

GROUND FLO O R
(ANNEX)
0

~~

GA.S LAMPS FOR CARRIAGE LIGHTING.
EGYPTIAN STATE RAILWAYS.
Gas lighting for railway carriage illumination was introduced
in 1903, when the Pintsch system was adopted. The majority of
the lamps were :fitted as shown with :fl.at-:fl.ame vertical burners.
In Saloons and First Class coaches the incandescent mantle was
:fitted. Gas lighting was abolished in 1931.
PLATFORM LAMP .
EGYPT IAN ST ATE RAI LWAYS.

This lamp, burning paraffin, one of the earliest forms for
railway station platform lighting, was introduced over 40 years
ago and dispensed with in 1915.
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An early type of lamp used in Stations, offices, etc., and since
dispensed with.

Il1

WALL LANTERN .
EGYPTI A N STATE RA I LWAYS.
This type was :fixed to the walls of station buildings.

PAIR OF TAIL LANTERNS.
EGYPTIAN STATE RAILWAYS.

This type of lamp was introduced over 40 years ago, and
burned a mixture of olive or cotton seed oil and paraffin. They
were dispensed with in 1909 and substitutecl by the present type.

GROUND FLOOR
( ANNEXl ·

SECTION
NO. 7.

TABLE LAMP.
EGYPTIAN STAT E RA ILWAYS.

Il

MARIUT LINE LANTERN.
EGYPTIAN STATE RAILWAYS.

This lamp :fitting was removed from the Mariut line about the
year 1914. It was introduced about 1908.
~
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AUTO LUX LAMP.
EGYPTIAN STATE RAILWAYS.
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SECTION 9.
NO. 8.

These incandescent lamps burning para:ffi.n vapour were
GROUND FLOOR
duced about 1909. They give a light of approximately 700 c.p.
(ANNEX).
anù consume 4.200 kilogs. of petroleum in 12 hours.
HALF AUTO LAMP.
SECTION 9.
EGYPTIAN STATE RAILWAYS.
NO. 9.
GROUND FLOOR
A similar type to the Auto Lux, but giving approximately
350 C.P. and they consume 2.000 kilogs. of petroleum in 12 hours. ll (ANNEX) .
STONES STANDARD "TONUM" ACCUMULATORS.
This is the Standard type of cell used. It has exceptionally
strong and substantial positive plates, and the negative Elate i11
of the mo<;;t modern design. 'rhe sections are supported on a
bottom block of wood, porcelain or moulded composition. The
cell bdx is of wood and lead-lined and use is made of the block lid.
The bolts for securing the connectors to the lugs are entirely
lead covered to protect them from corrosion.
A :fioat is supplied which provides a means of readily ascertaining the level of the electrolyte.
STANDARD 1NCANDESCENT LAMP.
EGYPTIAN STATE RAILWAYS.
An I ncandescent lamp burning para:ffi.n vapour introduced
about 1910. They give a light of approximately 300 c.p . and
consume 1.350 kilogs. of petroleum in 12 hours.
Tl LLEY LAMP-TYPE "O.L. 50".

princ~p~~;;;rA~:f i.~~~;~i::'~:::s;ight

Used
of 300 c.p.
and consumes 1.020 kilogs. of petroleum in 12 hours. These lamps
were introduced in 1929 .
TILLEY LAMP-TYPE "O.L. 52" .
EGYPTIAN STATE RAILWAYS.
A similar type to the "O.L. 50" used where a widely disperssed distribution of light is required as in station yards. It gives
a light of 300 c.p. and consumes 1.020 kilogs. of petroleum in
12 hours. Lamps were introduced in 1929.
TILLEY LAMP-TYPE " P.L. 55".
EGYPTIAN STATE RAILWAYS.
A general utility outdoor lamp.- Gives a light of 300 c.p. and
consumes 1.020 kilogs. · of petroleum in 12 hours. Lamps introduced in 1929 .
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TILLEY LAMP "CHALLOW" TYPE.

This lamp is intended for u se chiefl.y in platforru lighting.
and is :fitted with a long trough-shaped " Rodalux " refl.ector. It
gives a light of 300 c.p. and consumes 1.020 kilogs. of petroleum
in 12 hours. Lamps introduced in 1929.
LOCOMOTIVE HEADLAMP.
EGYPTIAN STATE RAILWAYS.

Supplied in 1911 and :fixed to the front of the engme for
projecting a bearn of light to illuminate the track .
ARC LAMP.
EGYPTIAN STATE RAILWAYS.

This type of .A..C. F lame .A.rc L amp was in use at Gabbary
in the year 1911.
STONE'S SYSTEM OF TRAIN LIGHTING.
EGYPTIAN STATE RAILWAYS.

This exhibit shows the arrangement of an axle driven dynamo
with batteries and control gear. Current for lighting and charging the batteries is produced when the train is running, by tha
dynamo . Below a certain speed and when standing in stations
etc., current is supplied to the lamps from the batteries, the
dynamo being automatically eut out. This system ifl used on
ail Egyptian State Railways stock.
STONE'S "C" TYPE TRAIN LIGHTING DYNAMO.
EGYPTIAN STATE RAILWAYS.

This is one of the earliest types of dynamo :fitted to the
Egyptian State Railways stock about 27 years ago. Its full
output is 40 ampr . at 24 volts, and magnetic lubrication 1s
employed.
STORES "LI LI PUT" TRAIN LIGHTI NG DYNAM0.4 X TYPE. EGYPTIAN STATE RAILWAYS.

This is the latest type of train lighting dynamo introduced
on the Egyptian Stab Railways system. Its full ·output is
50 ampr . Fit 24 volts and it is :fitted with hall bearings.
STONE'S "·PEGOUD " BATTERY CHANGE-OVER SWITCH .

The combination of a "Pegoud" switch with the double-battery system ensures that the two batteries are automatically inter··
changed ev!'lry time the train starts after a stop. In this way,
both battenes are kept at the highest pi teh of efficiency.
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STONE'S AUTO CUT-IN-AND-OUT SWITCH.
Is arranged to close the main circuit as saon as the dynamo
voltage rises to the proper value for charging the battery.

FA~.

STONE'S "IMPERISTON"
BRACKET TYPE.
EGYPTIAN STATE RAILWAYS.
This adjustable wall bracket type fan is fitted in the First
Olass Compartments. It has hall bearings and the power
sumed is 26 watts.

Il
Il
IlIl

SECTION 9.
. NO. 22.

con- li

STONE'S"IMPERISTON" FAN SWITCH.

Used in conjunction with the "Imperiston" fan.
has three speeds and an "Off" position.

The switch

STONE 'S " IMPERISTON" FAN RESISTANCE.
À separate unit, with fuse enclosed in a cast-iron box which
may be placed in any out of the way position.

STONE'S MAIN LIGHTING SWITCH.

This switch is fitted in the corridors of the coaches and
controls all of the lighting . The lights may be switched on
"half" or "full" as desired .
ENCLOSED ROOF FITTING, ONE LIGHT-"DURISTON"
No. 6 (PRESSED STEEL).
EGYPTIAN STATE RAILWAYS.
This type of ûtting is used for 3rd Class Coaches and the
corridors and Vestibules of all other vehicles .
ENCLOSED ROOF FITTI NG, TWO LIGHT,
"DURISTON" No. 22 (PRESSED STEEL).
EGYPTIAN STATE RAILWAYS.

This type of fitting is used in the Brake, Post, Luggage and
Animal V ans only .
ELECTROLIER-TWO LIGHT.
EGYPTIAN STATE RAILWAYS.

Fitted to sorne of the old l st Class Coaches and all 2nd Class
Coaches.
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BRACKET-TWO LIGHT.
EGYPTIAN STATE RAILWAYS.

1
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This is an old type of roof :fitting, ·which was fitted to the
coaches with clerestory roofs.
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SECTION
NO. 33.

BRACKET ONE-LIGHT, O':(YDISED BLACK.
EGYPTIAN STATE RAILWAYS.
This is the old type of bracket :fitted in l st Class compartments
o~ly, the globe is :fixed in position by means of a screwed locking
rmg.

1

l'

BRACKET ONE-LIGHT, FINISHED MAHOGANY
BRONZE No. 2 . - EGYPTIAN STATE RAILWAYS.

The latest type of bracket introduced for l st Class compartments. The globe is locked in position by means of split steel
collar.
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ENCLOSED ROOF FITTINGS, 2 LIGHT.
EGYPTIAN STATE RAILWAYS.
It has an opal top

GROUND FLOOR
BAY J .

Fitted in lst Class compartments only.
re:fl.ector, and opal and eut star bowl.

SECTION
NO. 34.

SERIES-PARALLEL AND "OFF" SWITCH.
EGYPTIAN STATE RAILWAYS.
Fitted in lst Class compartments to control the lighting of
the enclosed roof fitting. It connects two lights either in
parallel, or in series to dim the light.

GROUND FLOOR
BAY J.

SECTION 9
NO. 35.

'

Used to control individual lights principally in Saloons and
Service Cars.

GROUND FLOOR

BAY J.

TUMBLER SWITCH--5 AMP.
EGYPTIAN STATE RAILWAYS.

Il

SIGNALLING AND INTERLOCKING.

In the earliest days of Railways there were many crude
attemps made to protect trains by signais of various forms, such
as halls raised and lowered on a mast.
A development of these resulted in the introduction of the
Dise Signal on the Great Western Railway in 1841. The cross
bar indicated danger, and after an interval of ten minutes the
signal was turned and the round dise exposed. The lamp gave
a red and white indication at night time.
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On the L ondon and South Western Rly. the distinction as to
which line a .signal applied to was made ~y the open. and closed
halves of a mrcular dise . A "Danger" signal was g1ven by the
<~;osed half being on the left; if the right half was seen to be
closed the signal applied to the other road. "Olear" signais were
g1ven bv the edge of the dise being shown to t he driver.
· Thè use of the semaphore as a signal was introduced in 1841.
In 1843, signais of this type were ~xed at Bricklayers' Ar;ms
and operated by a stirrup frame des1gned by Gregory, wh1ch
enablefl them to be interlocked, this is the first record of Inter- li
locking being introduced.
The Distant Signal as it is known to-day was introduced in
1872 at N orwood Junction, on the London, Brighton and South
Coast Railway.
Ground Signais became into use about 1890.
The Ground
Signal most popular to-day and known as the Dwarf Signal, was
introduced by the Great Western Railway in 1914.
The Safety A_ppliances now fitted on to ali Facing Points were
introduced as follows : The Locking Bar, in 1867.
The Facing Point Lock, in 1870, and
The Detector, in 1886.
In 1856, Saxby interlocked six pairs of points and eight
signais at Bricklayers' Arms Junction.
In 1860, Chambers arranged for interlocking between conflicting Points and Signais.
In 1867, Saxby invented his catch-handle locking of which
Sir Frederick Bramwell said. "The intention of the Signalman to
move the lever, as expressed by the grasp of the spring catchhandle "actuated the locking gear".
The principles existing to-day whereby the interlocking is
c-arried out by means of tappets operating locks in channels was
introduced by Stevens in 1870.
Level Crossing Gates have been compulsory since 1836.
In 1863, C.H. Lea, invented the Apparatus whereby aU gates
could be worked at one operation.
Automatic Signalling with signais operated electrically was
introduced on the Liverpool Overhead Railway in 1893.
Track circuits were introduced by Sykes in 1886, when he
provided the platform roads at St. Paul' s statilon with this
Apparatus.
.
Power operation of Points and Signais by electricity was
carried out in 1893 by Timmis, on the Liverpool Overhead
Railway.
The fu·st power operation to be carried out on a large scale,
was at Crewe in 1898.
The first three position signal to be fixed in England was at
P addington in 1914

Il
Il
Il
Il
Il
Il
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Dayiight coiour signais were put into use on the Liverpool
Overhead Railway, in 1921.
The completion of Interiocking in Egypt has been exceptionally rapid.
Previous to 1900, Stations were controlled by non-interlocked
Signais and Points worked by T.O. Levers.
The :first Interiocking Apparatus of 7'-Levers, was :fixed at
N ag-Hamadi, in 1902.
Since that date, no less than 380 Signal Cabins, with 10,558,
Interiocked Levers, have been brought into use.
Tanta Station which is in course of completion, will be equipped with 7 mechanically worked canins, the total number of
Levers being 440. The largest box will be No. 3, Cabin where
145 Levers will be m operation. Track Cü cuits will be in use
for the Single Line Platforms only.
Power operation of points and signais was brought into use
at Cairo Station, in 1905.
The South end of this Station has been fully equipped with
Track Circuits - Track Locking - Illuminated Diagram, etc.,
which brings it up to-date with other similar installations.
The Luxor-Assuan Line is equipped with Long and Short
Sectional Staff working, and with this unique advantage it is
possible to operate any intermediate cabin by the Long Section
Staff.
The number of Swing Bridges in this Country has envolved
a special system of Staff and Key Control.
Semaphore Type I Wire Block Instruments were introduced
in 1906.
The Three Wire Three Indications now in general use were
introduced in 1908. Since this date 390 have been :fixed.
The :first Electric Staff Instrument was :fixed in 1900. Since
this date 487 have been :fixed.
The latest type of Key Token Instrument has just been introduced and is in operation in the Museum.
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TURN-OVER LEVER.
A Lever with counterweight at one end, and a cran k at th e
other, connected by a rod to the blades of a pair of points, and
is used for moving them from one position to the other by reversing the Lever. The counterweight helps in the action and keeps
the blade tight to the stock rail. This type of lever allows the
points to be trailed through. Introduced about 1850, and is still
in use for non-interlocked points in Yards etc. The Iatest type of
lever can be locked in either position by the insertion of a cottar
padlocked.
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GROUND LEVER.

When points were required to be grouped in 1860, this type
of lever was designed to enable the Pointsman to operate severa!
points from a central position . To avoid the use of counterweights, the levers were made longer and kept in either position
by means of a catch r od actuated by a handle attached to the top
of the lever. 'rhis type does not allow the points to be trailed
through.
GRID-IRON LOCKING.

Desigued by Saxby in 1870, and is used extensively in
America as the pattern frame for Mechanical Interlocking.
The levers in the exhibit have been kindly sent out by the
Southern Railway of England, who have just removed them from
Brighton Station, where they have been in use since 1881.
SAXBY AND FARMER'S DUPLEX CATCH-HANDLE
INTERLOCKING FRAME.

This exhibit shows a two-lever frame embodying the duplex
plunger locking motion patented by Messrs. Saxby, Farmer &
Reid in , 1888. In this development of the interlocking frame,
two control plungers in the form of flat section bars, are used
together, one above the other in the locking frame through which
they slide. One bar is moved by a bell-crank mechanism attached.
to the spring catch-handle, and the other by the motion of the
signal lever. The object of this double movement of the bars is
to e:ffect interlocking by raising the spring catch before the movement of the lever. The releasing of the locking between levers
is not e:ffected until the lever is completely moved over and its
spring catch released, thus, removing any possible risk, of a lever
.being left with its spring catch not home, and thus capable of
falling back into its first position. The bars are notched in a
certain fashion according to the requirements of the interloc king.
When the bars are moved they actuate locks which e:ffect the
necessary interlocking between signais and points.
SAXBY AND FARMER'S IMPROVED DUPLEX TAPPET
CATCH-HANDLE 1NTERLOCKI NG FRAME (1905 - TYPE).

In the 1888 type aU the levers are fitted into separate bearings
which necessitates a special base being made.
The 1905 type is modified so that aU the levers are fixed on
a large diameter shaft, supported on standards fixed between every
10 levers. By this arrangement maintenance costs are reduced.
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WESTINGHOUSE co., SINGLE TAPPET CATCH-HAN OLE
INTERLOCKING FRAME. 1924.

The general principle involved is the same as in the previous
types of frames except that single tappets are here used. Half
the motion of the tappet is achieved by pressing the catch handle.
The pulling over of the lever does not move the tappet, but when
the catch handle is released, the second half of the stroke of the
tappet is performed.
This action is arrived at by means of the introduction of a
link in the specially designed catch-handle operating mechanism.
The locking box is made inclined in front of and below the
fulcrum of the signal levers.
BLACK'S APPARATUS.

This apparatus is utilized for operating facing points and their
locking bars simultaneously with one lever.
The rodding from the Signal Cabin actuates the locking bar
through a system of cranks, the locking bar actuates the Apparatus, which in its turn, moves the blades of the points to one
direction or the other. The apparatus is in the form of a double
cam operating on a central pin and eccentriCally connected to the
locking bar. The cams are in contact with two rollers supported
on pins :fixed in the stretcher rod connecting the two blades,
The movement of the stretcher rod is e:ffected by the cam
operating against the above rollers whilst it is being revolved upon
its centre. The completion of the stroke locks the stretcher rods
in position.
FACING POINT PLUNGER LOCK.

To guarantee that facing points have been properly set in a
required position and that they will remain in such position, the
facing point plunger lock was invented. The principle involved
is the provision of a plunger bolt working through a slot in a Cast
Iron Casing.
Split Stretcher Rods connected to the Blades of the points,
slide through the casting at right angles to the Plunger Bolt.
In the Stretcher Rods, elongated holes of the same dimensions as
the bolt are made, through which the bolt passes. Thus if the
blade is not fitting right up to the stock rail, the Lever operating,
the plunger bolt cannot be worked.
FACING POINT PLUNGER LOCK-DETECTED.

This is a modified Type of Facing Point Plunger Lock.
The difference is that the plunger is detected in either position
by virtue of a specially shaped slot made in it.
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Inside this slot is a loose pin fixed from top and bottom to
a sort of cross-head connected by a rod to the detector :fixed outside
the track. The movement of the plunger from one position to
the other moves the cross-head and, eventually, the detector rod a
certain distance. So if the plunger has not performed its full
stroke either to the "In" or "Out" positions, the detector will
not allow the signal wire to be pulled. The advantage of this
type is that if something goes wrong with the plunger lock
mechanism the signais will not function and the failure could at
once be discovered.
WIR E WORKED POINT APPARATUS--MARIUT LINE.

Each point is connected separately to a rod operated by a
Cam plate revolved by a chain wheel connected by wire to a lever
in the Cabin.
Originally in use on Mariut line at Amria Station.
DISTANT SIGNAL ARM. -

OLD TYPE.

This is the type of signal arm that was in use about
is made up of flat iron pieces spaced apart and :fixed inside an
Iron frame.
The visibility of same is not satisfactory, and it was replaced
later by the rolled steel arm, or wooden arm.
~t

SIGNAL ARM. - NEW TYPE (DISTANT).
(MOUNTED ON CAST CONCRETE POST).

This is a 5 ft. &teel plate enamelled with corrugations running
the length of the arm to sti:ffen same. It is coloured yellow for
distinction from stop signais. When at danger at night, it
exhibits an orange light.
Ali new type distant signais on the Egyptian State Railways
are repeated in the signal cabin. The exhibit shows the method
~~~
of repeating the signal into the cabin.
SIGNAL ARM.- NEW TYPE (HOME).
FIXED ON STEEL LATTICE POST.

This is a 5 ft. corrugated steel enamelled plate as now used
on the Egyptian State Railways.
The arm is fixed on a sample 7 ft. steel lattice post together
witb ali other :fittings of an oidinary home signal post.
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DIFFERENT TYPES OF SIGNAL LAMPS,
OLD AND NEW.
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'l'his collection of signal lamps shows all the different pattern:i
of lamps with their interiors that have or are now used for the
different signalling purposes.
(1) 'l'he WE:lsh Lamp.
(2) The Adlake 7 day burning lamp.
(3) The Signalite 7 day burning lamp.
( 4) E.S.R. Old Type Signal Lamp and interior, 8" lens.
(5) E.S.R. Old Type Signal Lamp and interior, 611 double
lens.
(6) New Type Signalling 5 11 single lens.
(7) E.S.R. Old type signal lamp for repeater.
(8) E.S.R. New type signallamp for repeater.
(9) Shunting Arm Signal Lamp.
(10) Point Indicator Lamp.
(11) Dise Lamp-Old Type.
(12) Dise Lamp-New Type.
(13) Single Dwarf-signal lamp.
(14) Double Dwarf-signal lamp.
(15) Sta:ff Exchanger Lamp lfirror Type.
(16) Sta:ff Exchanger Lamp, 4 11 lens.
(17) Sta:ff Exchanger Lamp, 5 11 lens.
(18) Sta:ff Exchanger glass front lamp.
(19) l;evel Crossing Barrier Lamp-old type.
(20) Level Crossing Barrier Lamp-new type.
(21) Level Crossing Gates Lamp-old type.
(22) Level Crossing Gates Lamp-new type.

Il

POINT INDICATOR SIGNAL.
~n

Originally provided to indicate the position of Trap Points
Sidi:ngs. N ow obsolete.
DISC SIGNAL.

Introduced with interlocking in 1900, now replaced by Dwarf
Signal.

DWARF SIGNAL (NEW TYPE) E.S.R. DESIGN.
ONE ARM.
A Dwarf Signal is used to give signais for shunting operations
over interlocked points.
. · It is in .the form of. a white dise with a broad red stripe
across the m1ddle, and p1voted at the centre. The dise has two
circular openings with red and green glasses fitted to them.
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The operating wire is connected to a system of levers which
turn the dise through 45° to exhibit the "clear" signal.
The green glass also cornes opposite the lamp which is :fixed
to the standard, and gives a green light for night indication.
When the wire is released, the dise goes back to its normal
posilion by virtue of a counterweight.
DWARF SIGNAL (NEW TYPE) E.S.R. DESIGN,
TWO ARMS.
Similar to the Dwarf Signal with one arm, but has two arms
with one above the other. It is used when space between trucks is
limited .
.POINT DETECTOR.- OLD TYPE.
This appliance operates with a single slide connected to a
bearn :fixed to the switches. The objection to this type is that it
has to be :fixed behind the stretcher rod operating the points,
t~onsequently fine detection cannot be provided.
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POINT DETECTOR USED WITH ORDINARY F.P. LOCK. II SECTION 9 ..
This detector is an improved design of the previous one. It
NO. 56.
has two slides connected to one blade behind the stretcher rod.
GROUND FLOOR
( ANNEX ).

POINT DETECTOR USED WITH DETECTED F.P. LOCK. II SECTION 9 .
. This is the latest type of detector and is ~sed in conjunction
NO. 57.
wlth the detected F.P ..Lock: It has three shd~s, two connected
GROUND FLOOR
to the blades by extension p1eces for fine detectwn, and one conCANNEX)
nected to the crosshead working on the special slot in the lock
plunger.
VERTICAL COMPENSATORS (OLD TYPE).
Compensators are provided to counteract the e:ffects of contraction and expansion.
This type has been superseded by the horizontal one, because
it does not allow of suffi.cient stroke being made in the transmission; further, owing io requirements of the loading gauge, it
has to be fixed at a greater distance from the track.

SECTION 9.
NO. 58.

GROUND FLOOR
CANNEX) .

HORIZONTAL COMPENSATO'RS (NEW TYPE).
9,
This is the only type which gives the same stroke as it
NO. 59.
receives. The majority of Compensators, owing to their peculiar
design, have this disadvantage that they lose , stroke during Il ~:~~~· FLOOR
operation.
This new type has been in operation on the Egyptian State
Railways since 192.6.
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SECTION 9.
NO. 60.

RAIL CLIPS.
Used for supporting F. P. locking bar, various types.

GROUND FLOOR
( ANNEX J.

SECTION
NO. 61.

GROUND FLOOR
(A NNEX J.

SECTION 9.
NO. 62.

GROUND FLOOR
(A NNEX ) .

SECTION
NO. 6 3 •

GROUND FLOOR
(ANNEX) ·

SECTION 9.
64
NO.
•

SAMPLES OF CAST CONCRETE FRAME BASES
FOR SIGNALLING FITTINGS.
Various frames utilized for supporting Rod Rollers, Wheels,
Cranks, Compensators and Detectors. Used in ~he transmission
for operating Signais and Points.

OLD TYPE PULL OVER LEVER.
This lever was used for working distant Signais.
balance weight adjustment.

It has a

OLD TYPE WIRE COMPENSATOR.

To overcome the e:ffects of expansion and contraction of
Signal wires, this apparatus was designed.
It has been superseded by the wire adjuster.

WIRE ADJUSTER.

GROUND FLOOR

It achieves the same results as the wire compensator, but
1s rouch smaller in size and is installed inside the Signal Cabin

( ANNEX l ·

and worked by the Signalman.

SECTION
NO. 65.

Il
9. 11
Il
Il
Il
Il

GROUND FLOOR
<ANNEX> ·

SECTION
NO. 66.

POINT RODDING JOINTS.
Plug and Cottar Joint.
Screwed Coupling Joint.
Coupling-New Type.
TYPES OF ROD ROLLERS.
Charringtons and Egyptian State Railways Types.

GROUNO FLOOR
(A NNEX ) .

SECTION
NO. 67.

9~

GROUND FI.:.OOR
(ANNEX) .

TYPES OF' JOINTS.
Old Tipe of 1 1,4" Joint to weld.
New Type of 11,4" Joint with coupling.
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CABIN

Mode! of Signal Layout. - The Cabin contains a 12 lever apparatus
interlocked in a ccordance with E.S.R . requirements.
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MODEL OF CHAMBERS' STIRRUP FRAME.
As traffic increased, it was observed that the points and
signais should be mechanically connected so as to work in harmony
and prevent confl.icting signais being given and avoid accidents.
This model representa the interlocking frame patented by Mr. A.
Chambers in 1860, which was the first frame to be designed,
wherein each lever moves independently, but is controlled by the
previous movement of the point or confl.icting signal lever. The
signal wires are led to vertical rods mounted in a frame, each rod
having a stirrup formed in it, which is pressed down by the foot
of the Signalman when the signal is to be lowered, and is held
in that position by a pin on one side engaging with the turned-up
end of a groove eut in the adjacent frame piller. The point levers
are mounted on horizontal shafts and the point rods connected to
their lower ends. The signal stirrups are guided by their stems
passing through holes in cross bars at the middle and bottom of
the frame. Slots are eut in the lower part of the frame through
which pass bars attached to the horizontal shaft connected with
the point levers. These bars when moved under the stirrups
prevent them from being lowered, but when they are withdrawn,
or present a hole under the stirrups, then the signal can be
Jowered .
MODELS OF VARIOUS OLD SIGNALS.
(a) First form of signal fixed on Liverpool and Manchester
Railway 1834.
(b) Fixed on Liverpool and Manchester Railway 1836.
(c) Fixed on Grand Junction Railway 1838.
(d) Fixed on London and South Western Railway 1840.
( e) Gregory' s Semaphore Signal 1841.
(f) Fixed on Great Western Railway 1841-for Up line.
(g) Fixed on Great Western Railway 1841-for Down line.
MODEL LAYOUT OF A BLOCK POST.
This model was designed and manufactured in the Signalling
Workshops, Cairo.
It includes a double track, crossover road and level crossing.
The cabin contains a 12-lever Apparatus interlocked in accordance with Egyptian State Railways requirements.
Levers Nos.
1.-Up Distant.
2.-Up Home.
3.-Starter.
4.-Spare.
5.-Dwarf Signal.
6. -Crossover.
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SECTION 9.
NO. 68.
GROUND FLOOR
BAY J.
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~ ~ SECTION
NO. 69.
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9.

GROUNO FLOOR
BAY J.

SECTION 9.
NOS. 70-73.
GROUNO FLOOR
BAY J .
SCALE 1 /20.
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9. 11
74-79. 11

SECTION
NOS.

:=~~NO FLOOR
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7.-Spare.
8._..:.._Down Starter.
9.-Down Home.
10.-Down Distant.
11.-Barrier Lock.
12.-Spare.
The Level Crossing is controlled by Guillotine Barriers operated by a ground lever. Barriers are locked from the Cabin.
The Block Instruments show the old type Semaphore BJock
Instruments with the new type 3 Wire 3 Indication Instruments.
ELECTRICAL STAFF INSTRUMENTS
FOR SINGLE LINE WORKING.

In single line working the protection of obstruction m a
section is ~uaranteed by the above. The possession of the Staff
by the Dnver is an assurance that he can proceed with safety
to the next station.
Each Block Section is provided with 2 Instruments, operated
electrically. In each Instrument, a certain number of staff rods
are :fixed, which can only be released by the consent of the signalman of the opposite end of the section. As soon as a staff is
withdrawn the instruments are considered out of phase and until
the staff is returned to its original Instrument, or the Instrument
at the other end of the section, further staffs cannot be withdrawn,
therefore, it is impossible for two trains to be in the section
simultaneously.
Magnetos are used to generate the electrical current necessary
to relieve the staffs.
The :first pair of large staff Instruments were supplied to this
Railway in 1900.
The "M" Type, referred to as the miniature type; is an
improvement on the large type. The staff is only 23 cm. long
and weighs 0.42 kilos, whereas the large staff is 61 cm. and
weighs 1:73 kilos.
The ·releasing of the staff is effected by an armature attached
to four magnets which attracts a pole piece attached to an interloc king lever. Two of the magnets are energised by a local
circuit.
The "S" Type instrument is the latest development. The
coils are replaced by a rotary armature which is operated by the
line circuit, consequently, the local battery is economised.
The Key Token Instrument is a further development as it
enables the key to be utilized for releasing levers operating any
siding which may be :fixed in mid section.
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METHOD OF OPERATION FOR WORKING
THE K~ASSA RAILWAY.
1.-Khassa Crossing rings to Bussili and Edfina.
2.-If section clear, Bussili and Edfina send current which
is indicated on the twin galvanometer.
3.-Khassa Crossing presses tapper key on Control Apparatus,
and withdraws slide releasing key.
4. -Key is placed in special lock on lever which allows the
lever to work the points of the Khassa Crossing.
5.-After the train has passed over the points, the lever is
restored to its normal position when key is released.
6.-Key on being returned to the control allows slide to be
pushed in the key and the slide becoming automatically locked
and the 'l.'oken Instrument line wire again connected.

~~
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1
1

GROUND FLOOR
BAY J .
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STAFF EXCHANGER.- MIRROR TYPE.
Original type introduced with large type staff presumed t o be
ecopomical owing to one lamp being u sed, its disadvantage is
that at night the light thrown down on receiving arro is very
poor, consequently, staffs invariably missed the receiving arro
and were damaged.
STAFF EXCHANGER.- OLD TYPE.
.
A modification of the Mirror Type brought about by the
introduction of the miniature staff, this was very expensive in
manufacture and had the same fault as the Mirror Typ·e -poor
illumination of the receiving arro and staff at night time.
STAFF EXCHANGER. -

NEW TYPE.

An attempt at an improvement on the old type.
Spot
lighting of the aluminium knob of the receiver and the staff, is
arranged for.
· ·
The spring clip for the Staff Hoop has been made lighter.
The receiving arro and lamp bracket have been designed to
give a permanent alignment, and incidentally an opportunity. to
take the staff at greater speed than allowed in the two previous
types.
WHJTAKER'S AUTOMATIC EXCHANGER.
This is a patented exchanger and is used extensively in all
parts of the world: .
.
It has one d1stmct advantage on the hand exchangers, the
exchange of staffs can be made at any speed up to 90-kilometres
per hour.
It is obvious that the absence of braking at each station
results in economies being e:ffected upon the maintenance of the
rolling stock by the use of this apparatus.
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SECTION 9.
NOS. 80-81.

SECTION 9 .
NO. 82.

GROUND FLOOR
( ANNEX l .

SECTION 9.
NO. 83.
GROUND FLOOR
( ANNEX ).

SECTION g;
NO . 84.
GROUND FLOOR
(ANNEX) .

SECTION 9.
NO. 85.
GROUND FLOOR
ANNEX

>.

SECTION 9.
NO. 86.
GROUND FLOOR
BAY J .

:~~~~~~~~R~y
SYKES. 1NTER·
LOCKING SIGNAL
CO . LTD .• 1932 .
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SECTION 9.
NO. 87.

MODEL OF INTERLOCKING APPARATUS.

This is a mode! of Interlocking Apparatus.

ELECTRICALLY OPERATED SIGNAL -

1876.

This is an electrically operated signal manufactured in 1875
by Messrs. W.R. Sykes.

MESSRS. W.R .
SYKES INTER·

SECTION 9.
NO. 88.
GROUND FLOOR
(ANNEX).

SECTION 9.
NO. 89.

7=~~~~ FLOOR

~~~~

~~
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E.P. FACING POINT LAYOUT.

E.P. Facing Point Layout including C. Valves-Track circuit
control of Points and Signais and 2 Position Colour Light Signal.

BRIDGE LOCKING GEAR.

This apparatus is to the design and manufacture of the
Signalling Department, Egyptian State Railways. It is intended
to lock swing bridges; so that before opemng the bridge a key
must be obtained from the Signal Cabin. Once this key has
been taken out of the locking apparatus, no signais can be lowered. The key cannot be withdrawn from the bridge locking gear
until the bridge is in its right alignment and its wedge
properly set.

11 11 11
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SECTION 10.
TELEGRAPHS, TELEPHONES AND WIRELESS
COMMUNICATIONS.
Brief history of the 1nvention of the Electric
Telephone and Telegraph.
Telephone.
The fust knowledge of electro-magnetism on which the telephone and most other electrical apparatus depend was discovered
by Hans Christian Oersted of Copenhagen in 1890, who found
tbat .a voltaic current exerted an influence upon a magnetic needle.
'Michael Faraday, an Englishman, extended the knowledge
of the subject by discovering that electrical currents might be
induced in a closed circuit by the motion of a magnet in its
immediate vicinity and conversely by moving the circuit across
the magnetic field.
In 1861 Philip Reis, a German, succeeded in transmitting by
electrical means musical and other sounds by the aid of a loose
contact.
The earliest type of magnetic receiver was devised by R.E.
House of New York, who in 1868 invented and patented a receiver
employing an electro magnet and a diaphram. This was used as
both a receiver and a transmitter.
A number of inventions somewhat similar to those of Reis,
were made but the fi.rst real contribution was the production of
the telephone made by G'Jiaham Bell in 1875, who as a result of
a happy accident in his search for the production of the speaking
telephone, was able to produce a telephone transmitter in which
the voice impinging on a diaphram of gold beaters skin varied
the current of an electromagnet. (A model of this will be found
in exhibit No. 11).
Almost coïncident with this discovery was one of a similar
nature by Elisha Grey of Chicago.
The fi.rst commercial form of transmitter was the Bell box
telephone produced in 1877 and was used as receiver and transmitter.
The fi.rst telephone exchange was established in America in
1878 and was later followed by one in London in 1879. Signais
to the operators were e:ffected by magneto drop indicators.
A considerable improvement in the transmission of telephonie
speech was achieved in 1877 by the invention by Edison of the
variable resistance carbon transmitter with which he used a
transformer.
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Further improvements in the carbon transmitter were e:ffected
by Hughes in 1878 and by Blakein in 1879. A number of
exchanges in the United Kingdom were installed during this
period with gradually improved methods of switchboard connection, etc.
U ntil 1882 the speech current was provided from separa te
batteries at the subscribers' premises, but in this year a system
of Central Battery working was patented by G.L. Anders of
London. Later improvements were e:ffected in this system by
the Western Electric Company of America in 1890, and by Stone
by 1893. In 1898, automatio signalling was also introduced
whereby both call and clearing signais were given by the actuation
of the subscriber's switchhook. The current for Central Battery
working is provided by accumulators and a bijou system is shown
working in the Museum.
Considerable improvement was e:ffected in .t he design of
exchange switchboard equipment and exchanges of 10,000 lines
are now common.
Manual telephone exchanges, however, necessitated the employment of large staffs, generally of female operators and supervisors and many attempts were made to eliminate these by machine
switching. The first practical apparatus was produced in America
in 1889. Considerable progress was made in ensuing years, and
·in 1912 the first public automatic exchange was opened in
England. The number of automatic exchanges in most countries
has since attained considerable proportions, and they are generally
rapidly replacing manually operated switchboards.
There are now two main systems: the Step-by-Step (Strowger)
and the Rotary (Standard). Both are in use in Egypt and
working models of each system are exhibited in the Museum.
Progress in apparatus has been accompanied by improvements in line construction. The early telephone wires were made
of galvanized iron or copper wire with earth return. In 1893,
however, metallic circuits were introduced in England. The
present practice is to employ hard drawn copper or bronze wire.
Overhead wires have generally given way to underground cables
in most towns as generally there are objections on the part of local
authorities to the erection of overhead wires. Cables for junction
and trunk circuits have the advantage of avoiding breakdowns due
to storms. The construction of cables composed of wires insulated
with gutta percha, however, had the disadvantage of introducing
inductive capacity and reduced speech efficiency but this has been
largely counteracted and eliminated by the introduction of induction loading and of insulating the wires by means of paper wrapping and filling the cable with dry air. '
It has been computed that 60 % to 70 % of the capital cost
of a telephone system lies in the line plant. The introduction of
the thermionic valve as telephone speech relay has, therefore,
r esulted in considerable saving enabling smaller conductors to be
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used and it has also permitted speech to be transmitted over very
mu ch · great-er distances than was formerly possible.
Â system of multiplex telephony exists by means of which
additional speech channels may be obtained by combining existing
circuits w.ith the aid of transformers. This is known as superimposition, the additional channels obtained being called
"phan toms."
Wireless Telephony has made treroendous strides of recent
years and overseas telephone conv~rsations between subscribers
in different Continents are now possible.
TELEGRAPHS.

Frictional Electricity.
From the standpoint of engineering, the problero of signalling from one place to another is one of power transmission on
a scale suflicient to affect either directly or indirectly one of the
:6.ve senses - usually that of sight or sound - of the recipi.e nt
of the message. It is in the earliest considered attempts at the
electrical transmission <>f power, therefore, that the rudiments
of the electric telegraph will be found.
·
In August, 1730, Stephen Gray, a pensioner of the Charterhouse, working in conjunction with his friend :Mr. Wheeler, found
that by means of frictional electricity transmitted along an insuted wire, motion could be imparted to a down feather at a distance
of 886 ft. In the course of their experiments, these two also
discovered accidentally the distinction between conductors and
insulators. Their experiments were independently repeated by
M. Dufay, a French o:fficer who afterwards became celebrated
as the originator of the two-fiuid theory of electricity, and by
Desaguliers, whose "Dissertation Concerning Electricity, "published in 1742, was the first book on the subject in the English
language.
U p to this time the possibilities of the transmission of electricity to a distance excited no attention outside a very narrow
circle of scientific men, but the invention of the Ley den Jar in
1745 was a very different matter, and highly sensational accounts
were published of the physiological effects produced by the
discharge from this "prodigy of nature and philosophy."
In 1748 Dr. Watson, an Englishman discharged a jar. through
two miles of wires supported on insulating posts on Shooter's
Hill, but neither he nor any of his contemporaries appear to bave
seen the applicability of these experiments to telegraphy, and
the first distinct proposai to employ electricity for this purpose
is that contained in a letter signed with the initiais "C.M." in
the Scots Magazine for 17th. February, 1753.
-
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In 1774, a system of 24 wires, one for each letter of the French
alphabet, was erected at Geneva by Le Sage, and worked by
means of frictional electricity, a separate pith-ball electriscope
being connected to each wire at the receiving end. In 1816, Sir
Francis Ronalds in England constructed a successful single-wire
telegraph worked by frictional electricity, but further developments of such telegraphs were totally stopped by the introduction
of magnetic instruments.

1
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Systems.
1 Voltaic
Volta, in 1800 discovered the current or low-tension electricity
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resulting from chemical action, and in 1819 Oersted defiected a
magnetic needle by such a current; Ampere's observation, in 1820,
of the magnetic properties of a helix, and Sturgeon's discovery
in 1824 of the electro-magnet, completed the preliminary researches
that rendered magnetic receiving instruments possible. The fust
needle t~legraph was made by Baron P .L. Schlling at St. Petersburg between 1825-32. Prof. K.A. Steinheil, in 1837, produced
a working magneto-electric telegraph in which the sounds produced by needles striking bells of different tones were observed;
in a subsequent telegraph, symbols were indicated by a code of
dots variously arranged in two parallellines, these being marked
on a paper strip by a tube pen fixed to the needle. Steinheil in
1838 erected a line of about six miles of galvanised iron wire
between Munich and Bogenhausen; he was the first to employ th9
earth as the return conductor for low-tension currents.
Sir. O. Wheatstone and Sir W.F. Cooke took out their firs~
patent in 1837 for "giving signais and sounding alarms at distant
places" by "means of electric currents transmitted through metallie circuits." The first actual working telegraph was erected between Paddington & West Drayton (13 miles) in 1838-9; the wires
were at first carried in a tube either buried or supported a few
inches above the ground, but this method soon proved unsatisfactory and an open line was erected. The instruments· were simplified so far as to require only two wires, and the telegraph line
from Paddington was extended to Slough (18.5 miles). Cooke
and Wheatstone subsequently introduced a single-needle instrument which is still used by railway companies, etc., in places
where the work is light and the operator not highly skilled.
In America as early as 1832 Prof. S.F.B. Morse .had turned
his attention to the subject of telegraphy, and by 1835 had devised
a working model, in which he used cast type set up in a line in
the transmitter; by the regular travel of the type the circuit was
closed at the necessary intervals of time. Prof. Morse constrùcted
a line between Washington and Baltimore in 1843-4 with fund~
granted by Congress. He found it possible to make the signal:!
by hand with a simple key. The armature on the receiving instrumen! had. a to-and-fro motion which printed zig-zag lines on a
movmg shp of paper.
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This instrument was superseded by a receiver which, by
means of a stylo, embossed dots and dashes on the paper tape.
It was subsequently found very fatiguing to the eye to read this
slip so the instrument was supplanted by an inkwriter.
Herr Th. John an A.ustrian engineer, in 1854 brought out
as a substitute for the stylo a dise revolving in ink. Other inventors then turned their attention to this instrument, amongst the
most successful being Messrs. Siemens and Halske. A.nother
outcome of the Morse embosser was the "sounder," as the operator
on the Morse embosser found it easier to listen to the click of the
armature against the upper .and lower stops than t? r.ead the slip.
'l' he sounder is perhaps the s1mplest of all teleg:aph~c mstruments;
it can be read faster tha~ the operator can wrlte, 1.e., at the rate
of 35 to 40 words per mmute.
In Messrs. Cooke and Wheatstone's patent of 1840 is described
a st ep-by-step revolving dise telegraph, in which the letters or
symbols are successively visible through an opening in the dial,
the particular one it is desired to signal being allowed to remain
visible for a longer period than the others. This was modi:fied
later to an instrument with an open dial on which the symbols ~~
were indicated by a pointer; many forms of these have been developed. Known as A. B C instruments, they were employed on
private and rural lines, as they r equired no battery and could
be worked by an unskilled person. Their use has not been so
extensiYe since the telephone became common.
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Type-Printing Telegraphs.
Early type-printing telegraphs were introduced by Messrs.
Wheatstone, P.A..J. Dujardin, J ..W. Brett and D.E. Hughes.
This last is the only one which has been extensively employed in
Europe in the past. It still survives, but there are now a number
of improved machine telegraphs in use. Sorne of these are able
to print the message in page form, ready for delivery ; others
make use of paper tape, which is eut up and gummed on to
the form.
Multiplex System.
By means of the duplex system of telegraphy two messages,
one in each direction, can be sent simultaneously over o.n e line,
while quadruplux telegraphy, suggested by Stark and Bosscha
in 1855 and made practicable by T.A.. Edison in 1874, permits
of two messages in each direction. In the multiplex system, which
was proposed by Meyer in 1873 and depends upon the synchronous
motion of rotating arms at distant stations, severa! messages can
be sent over one wire at the same time. The :first successful
system based on this princiJ?le was that invented by J .M.E.
Baudot in 1875. The duplexmg of this system was e:ffected by

(12)
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Ool. A.C. Booth, of the British Post Office. By this means it
became possible to transmit and receive 12 simultaneous messages
on one line. Severa! other very successful multiplex telegraphs
are now used; among these may be mentioned the Murray and
Western Electric systems.
The Murray multiplex in its latest form embodies many of
the advantages of the automatic system with those of a multiplex,
and the combination marks a distinct phase in the progress of
multiple way telegraphs.
The latest development of multiplex telegraphy makes use
of thermionic valves. The Siemens and Halske system, which
is one of the best known, is designed to work through telephone
cables, the frequencies adopted for alternating current telegraph
working are therefore of the same order as the speech frequencies.
Any existing method of direct current operation can be dealt
with, and six separate channels may be accommodated on a single
pair of w.ires. So far as the sending and receiving apparatus is
concerned, little change is necessary. Instead, however, of the
operator's instrument be.ing connected direct to a line, the outgoing signais pass through the coils of a relay to earth. The
tongue of the relay, on m,aking contact with the marking stop,
closes an oscillatory circuit tuned to the particular frequency
adopted for that channel. Alternating currents are thus generated and passed to line.
At the receiving station, each separate frequency is filtered
out, amplified and conveyed to its proper relay, the telegraph set
being operated from the local contacts of the relay.
Another example of the use of thermionic valves in telegraphie
and telephonie communication is found in carrier current systems,
by the use of which the capacity of the lines can be multiplied
enormously. The method developed by the Western Electric
Company IS extensively used in America.
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Start-Stop Printers.

Other forms of type-printing telegraphs worked on the startstop princ.iple have been introduced during recent years. These
are applicable to fairly busy lines, where duplex conditions are
necessary, and also to less heavily worked circuits, such as tbose
rented by large business companies, for private communication
between their branches in various parfs of the country. The
receiving instrument is automatically started and stopped by the
operation of the keyboard at the sending end. Continuons attendance at the instrument is therefore unnecessary.

1t
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RADIO COMMUNICATION.
Radio.
"Signalling across space without connecting wires" was conceived in the knowledge that electric oscillations produce electric
waves which in their turn travel out into space in all direction s,
and that electric waves could be detected by a conductOI' which
converted their energy back into oscillatory cunents and electromotive for.;es.
ln 1867, Professor James Clerk-Maxwell, predicted the propagation of electric waves during the oscillatory discharge of a
condenser. He also predicted the properties of these waves and
foretold the velocity of propagation to be the same as that of all
other ether waves. Further, he declared all ether waves to be
electro-magnetic, the only differences in their behaviour being
due to their differing frequencies of vibration.
In 1883, Henri Rudolf Hertz, a German physicist, began .
the study of Clerk-Maxwell's electro-magnetic theory which was
to have a profound effect on "communication without connecting
wires."
By 1889, Hertz had converted the theories of Maxwell into
experimental fact. He showed how electro-magnetic waves were
propagated through space, and measured their length and velocity ,
as well as shewed their exact correspondence with the waves of
light and heat. Hertz produced waves by electric oscillations and
" received" them by means of a conductor remote from the electr~c
vibrator. His receiving conductor - a metal ring with a micro-·
meter spark-gap introduced at some point in its circumference was so dimensioned that its natural period of oscillations was th(•
same as, or in resonance with, the frequency of the electromagnetic waves propagated by his oscillator. The researches of
Hertz laid the foundations for modern radio in all its forms, and
to him and Clerk-Maxwell are due all the pioneer work which has
enabled the science to advance so rapidly.
As the oscillatory currents received by a resonated "receiv:..
ing" system are at frequencies much above the audible limit,. and
are, moreover, of very small values, a means of detecting and
making visible or audible the presence of the feeble electric currents had to be provided. Deviees to effect this - termed "détectors" - were subsequently evolved.
Sir Oliver Lodge in 1895 received Hertzian waves over a
distance of about 40 yards using as a "detector" a tube of meta)
filings ( coherer) and a galvanometer.
Sig. Guglielmo Marconi, an Irish-Italian, was, from his
earliest years, keenly interested in communication by means of
Hertzian waves. He began his brilliantly successful series o.f
experimenta iri June 1895. Marconi found that the Hertzian form
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.1of resonator gave only feeble signala at a distance, and he substi~uted a vertical wire, with the result that in 1895 he was able
1 to transmit signala to a distance of one and a half miles.
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The early receiving apparatus of Marconi consisted of an
insulated vertical wire, a coherer, a relay, a decoherer, · and a
!Iorse pr!nting instrument ; the transmitting apparatus consisted
of a large spark-gap to which the antenna and earth wires were
connected. '!he high tension current for the spark was provided
thr'ough an -induction coil from batteries.
· Marconi was the first to realise the commercial possibilities of
radio-communication. He came to England in 1896, and took
out the first patent ever granted for a practical system of Wireless
'l'eleg-r~phy. 'l'he patent. covered "I~provements in Transmitting
Electrlc Impulses and S1gnals, and m Apparatus therefor." In
1897 he signa:lled between two Italian warships 12 miles apart.
In 1899 the_first proof of the advantages of wireless over other
forms o'f communication came with the saving of the lives on
board the ship "R.F. Mathews" which struck a lightship. The
latter was equipped with a Marconi transmitting set, and was
able to summon assistance.
· On December 12th. 1901, the Atlantic was bridged by wireless
for the first ·time. · Marconi received signais in N ewfoundland
from his Poldhu Station in Cornwall.
·
Improvement followed improvement in. rapid succession so
that the stage was reached where not only wireless telegraphy but
telephony without eonnecting wires became possible.
In 1904, Professor J.A. Fleming invented the two-eledrode
th
. ermionic valve, which, as a detector and rectifier of Hertzian
wâves, proved itself to be one of the greatest steps forward in
the science. of radio communication. It led to and inspired the
subsequent invention of the three-electrode valve amplifier and
~imerator, wj,thout which mod~rn radio telegraphy and telephony
as we know It would hardly e:x1st.
. Later the American Radio pioneer, Dr. Lee de Forest, added
third el~ctrode or Grid to the thermionic valve, which revolutionised radio telegraphy and telephony.
The applications of thermionic valves in modern radio-com~~nication may be classfied as follows :(1) Amplification-Radio and audio frequency .
. (2) Detection of damped-wave (spark) signala.
(3) Generation of continuons oscillations.
( 4) Heterodyne reception - reception of continuons wave
signala.

Il a
Il ·
Il

1
11

Spark or damped wave teleg.raphy has been condemned by
rnternational Convention and the induction coil and spark-gap,
the coherer and the ma~netic detector have now been entirely
superseded by the thermiOnic valve.
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TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE PROGRESS IN EGYPT. II

Tele;:~~;~:ne history in Egypt commences in 1881 when a con- Il

cession was given by the Egyptian Government to e_stablish tlie
first telephone line between Cairo and Alexandria. Two years
later, communication was extended to severa} other large tôwns.
In 1~18, the Egyptian Government took over all telephones
and a special Department in connection with the State RailwayR
was formed to carry out the necessary work.
The progress of the telephone service bas been very marked
both as regards the growth of lines, traffic and exchanges and in
the design of the apparatus.
.
Automatic telephony was first introduced into Egypt in 1926
when an exchange in Cairo named Ataba was installed capable
of serving 2,000 subscribers. In 1930 an Automatic Exchange
was installed at Mansourah with a capacity of 1,000 lines · and
since then the whole of Cairo City has been converted to Automati.c
working on the "Rotary System." The capacity of this automatic
exchange is 16,000 subscribers' lines. The work of converting·
other large towns to the Automatic System including Alexandria,
Port-Said, Tanta, Helio:polis and Giza is in band and earl;y
completion of this is anticipated.
Egypt possesses an extensive and good grade trunk line systèm
connecting all towns and most villages and communication can
he ohtained even in the busiest parts of the day with little ori ·
no delay .
·
An underground cable connects Cairo and Alexandria: ·
Speech on the longer routes is augmented by thermionic
valves and a repeater station is being erected at Tanta near the
centre of the Delta which will materially improve general speech
con ditions.
The service given to subscribers in Egypt compares very
favourably with European countries in spite of the fact that in
the manual exchanges the variety of languages spoken by subscribers at many places increases the operating difficulties.
A Radio Telephone Service bas recently been opened in Cairo
with direct links to London, Paris, Berlin and Rome. Calls to
most countries of Europe, North and Southi Ameri.ca, South .
Africa, Australia and certain ships on the Atlantic routes can now
be made. This service has widened the scope of the Egyptian
subscribers to cover 30 millions of telE_:phone usera throughout the
world and it is confidently expected that it will pr'ove .of great
value for commercial and social calls.
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The telegraph service is very effi.ciently organised and aU
towns and villages of any size possess at least one telegraph office.
In common with most other countries the telegraph service
of late years is experiencing the depression consequent upon the
development and growth of the telephone service.

Wireless Tetegraphy.
Egypt is a country which is peculiarly suitable for the employment of Radio Telegraphy as by this means, communication
wi-th the remote oases can be maintained, and a number of
stations have been erected at these places.
The following wireless telegraph stations also exist :A "Lloyds" radio station erected by the Government at
Port Said for communication with ships.
An Egyptian Government station at Alexandria for ship
service. This station has a very extensive range.
A high power and speed station was erected at Abu-Zaabal
uear Cairo for communication with European stations with onward
service to the rest of the world. This station was afterwards
transferred to the Marconi Company.
A station at Kosseir - an important mining town on the
Red Sea - for communication with ships in the Red Sea and
with the inland telegraph system civil aircraft on the Indian
aùd African air-routes.
Egyptian Government ships performing Coast-guard and Red
Séa patrol work have been :fitted with wireless installations.
Mobile wireless stations have been provided for desert communication.
AN AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE DEMONSTRATION SET.
This is an Automatic Telephone demonstration set illustrating
the principles of the rotary system now in use at Cairo City.
fl'his system is being extended to Heliopolis, Alexandria, Giza
and other Cairo sub-exchanges.

AN AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE DEMONSTRATION SET.
This is an Automatic Telephone demonstration set illustrat-

FLOO~ II iug the principles of the Strowger system ( step by step) now in

Il

use at Mansoura.
. An additional set of switches also illustrates the dialling of
5 digits on an illuminated board. This system is being extended
to serve Port-Said and Tanta.
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A PRIVATE BRANCH EXCHANGE (P.B.X.).
This is a private Branch Exchange (P.B.X.) used in connection with an Automatic Exchange. Its capacity is 3 exchange
lines and 10 extensions. It is fitted with a dial and cords.

Il
Il
Il

SECTION 10.
NO. 3.
GROUND FLOOR
BA Y c .

SECTION 10.
U sed in connection with an Auto Exchange. Its total capacity ~~ NO. 4.
is 10 exchange lines and 50 extensions. It is fitted with a dial
GROUND FLOOR
A LARGER PRIVATE BRANCH EXCHANGE.

for obtaining calls on the main auto exchange.
A CORDLESS "PRIVATE BRANCH EXCHANGE".
This is a cordless "Private Branch Exchange" for 3 exchange
lines and 9 extensions. Self restoring eyeball indicators are
used, 4 simultaneous connections may be established by raising
or lowering the key.
AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE 1NSTRUMENTS.
This shews Automatic Telephone Instruments of the types
used in connection with Automatic Exchanges.
COMMON BATTERY TELEPHONE INSTRUMENTS.
These are Telephone Instruments of the types used in connection with "Common Battery" exchanges.

1

Il
Il
IlIl

BA Y

c.

SECTION 10.
NO 5,
GROUND FLOOR
BA Y c .

SECTION 10.
NO. 6.
GROUND FLOOR

~ ~ :;:~ION
Il
IlIl

10.

NO. 7.

GROU ND FLOOR

BAY C.

A SECTION (3 POSITIONS) "COMMON BATTERY"
TELEPHONE SWITCHBOARD.
This 1s a section (3 positiôns) "Common Battery" Telephone
Switchboard previously in use at Medina Exchange, Cairo. It has
now been reduced in size and modified for use in the Provinces.
RELAY RACK.
A rack carrying the subscribers' lines and eut-off relays.

SECTION 10.
NO. 8.

II ~~~~ND

FLOOR

IIII SECTION 10.
NO. 9.
GROUND FLOOR

1

BAY D .

MAIN DISTRIBUTING FRAME.
A frame which provides cross connection facilities for sub-scribers lines and accommodates the protective apparatus of
every line.
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GROUND FLOOR
BAY D.

SECTION
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GROUND FLOOR
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SECTION
NO. 12.

N O . 13.

Il
IlIl

Il
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100 SUBSCRIBERS' UNES MAGNETO TELEPHONE
SWITCHBOARD.
This is a 100 subscribers' line magneto telephone switchboard
with hand restoring indicators and cords to make 15 calls
simultaneously.
MAGNETO TELEPHONE SWITCHBOARD.
This shews a magneto telephone switchboard with selfrestoring mdicators and cords to make 15 calls simultaneously.
This exhibit is wired to accommoda te 40 exchange lin es but it is
capable of considerable extension.

10. 11

G ROUND FLOOR
B AY E .

S ECTION

1

10. 11

G ROUND FLOOR
B AY E .

S ECTION
NO. 14.

This is the first practical type of telephone and was the forerunner of the modern instrument.

10. 11

G ROUND FLOOR
B AYE.

S ECTION

MODEL OF GRAHAM BELL'S TELEPHONE.

10

1
11

Il

MAGNETO CORDLESS TELEPHONE SWITCHBOARD.

This is a magneto cordless telephone switchboard for 50 subscribers' lines, 8 calls may be made simultaneously. Suitable for
use in a small town. Connections are established by inserting
metal pegs in the jack allocated to the calling and called
subscribers.
POWER PLANT.

~R~~~~~LooR · ~~ us'!'3t~~':~~[yi~: ~~~~~at~s{~~ho~:C!:arteÎ~:r:~hu!~tbt~~~
S ECTI O N 10.11
N O . 17.
1
is

1

B AY G .

MORSE TELEGRAPH 1NSTALLATION.

G ROU ND FLOOR

B A YF

~

This illustrates. a complete ·Morse telegraph installation on
the duplex principle. The instruments shown would be sta:ffed
hy 4 telegraphists at each end and is capable of transmitting
4 messages simultaneously (2 from each end). For this purpose~
only one wire to . the distant station with an earth return is
necessary. The present exhibit however indicates how, by means.
of "superimposition" this telegraph installation and a telephone
circuit can be provided on a single pair of connecting wires.
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MORSE PRINTER.
This is an instrument on which the signais sent by a Morse
key are received at the distant station on a _paper tape which
records in dots and dashes the signais sent. The exhibit is for
long distance work and includes a relay with local battery .
WHEATSTONE TELEGRAPH INSTRUMENT.
This is a telegraph instrument for transmitting messages at
a high speed. The signais are transmitted by means of a perforated tape and are recorded at the distant station on an " inker"
which records the messages on a paper tape in dots and clashes.
'f he messages are "punched" on the sending tape by means of
a hand operated machine. A speed of 300 words or more per
minute can be obtained. The present exhibit is working at a very
slow speed and is actuating a Morse sounder but may be transferred
to the "inker" by moving switch "A".
WHEATSTONE HAND PERFORATOR.

Il
Il
Il
Il

The hand punching machine mentioned in No. 19.

WHEATSTONE BRIDGE.
A wheatstone bridge comprises three sets of resistance coils,
a battery and a galvanometer. With this apparatus the resistance
of any line, instrument or other system of conductors can readily
be measured. The apparatus is joined up and the resistance to
Le measured bemg connected, the three resistances are va ried
until the galvanometer needle is defl.ected. Having obtained a
balance, the 4 resistances bear the correct relation to each other
and the unknown resistance can then be calculated.

Il
Il
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GROUND FLOOR
BAY F .

SECTION 10.
NO. 19.
GROUND FLOOR
BAY F .

SECTION 10.
NO. 20.
GROUND FLOOR
BAY F .

SECTION 10.
N0.21.
GROUND FLOOR
BAY F.

1

REFLECTING GALVANOMETER.
This instrument, by utilising a reflected ray of ligbt can
measure very small currents of electricity. A bearn of light is
directed by a lens on to the mirror, which in its normal position
reflects a circular bearn of light on the scale. When the mirror
is deflected by even a small current, the spot of light moves along
the scale.
The bearn of light is practically a pointer of indefinite length,
and by increasing the distance from the mirror to the scale, the
sensitiveness of the arrangement may be greatly "enhanced. The
usual distance employed is a metre.

SECTION 10.
NO. 18.

Il
l1

Il

SECTION 10
NO. 22.
GROUND FLOOR
BAY F .

SECTION

10. 11

NO. 23.

GROUND FLOOR

Il

Q. AND 1. GALVANOMETER.
This is used as a rough and ready testing instrument by linemen and faultsmen.

BAY F .

10. 11 This is_an obsolete type of Evershed Ohmmeter. has now
NO. 24.
1been replaced by modern types of the Megger.
SECTION 10. 11
This consists of a magnetic needle pivoted upon a steel point
SECTION

GROUND FLOOR

Il

PORTABLE TESTING SET (OHMMETER).

Il
Il

THE POST OFFICE TANGENT GALVANOMETER.

It

BAY F.

NO. 25.

GROUND FLOOR

BAY F.

SECTION
NO. 26.

in the centre of the box. The light aluminium pointer is fixed
at right angles to the needle and a mirror to ensure accurate
reading is fixed adjacent to the scale.

10. 111

RELAY- AMERICAN.

A non-polarised relay, American type, for use on "B" si de
of quadruplex.

GROUND FLOOR

BAY F .

SECTION

10. 11

NO. 27.
GROUND FLOOR

BAY F.

SECTION
NO. 28.

Il1

This is used in offices open at night during the Nile flood
season for special service.

10. 11

GROUND FLOOR

BAY F.

1
1

SECTION
NO. 29.

10. 1

GROUND FLOOR

BAY F .

SOUNDER INSTRUMENT, 250 OHMS. TRANSLATING
"FOR NILE SERVICE".

IlIl

SOUNDER, 250 OHMS. WITHOUT SHUNT.

This instrument is extensively used between all stations in
Egypt for open and closed circuits. It is used on closed circuits
composed of from 2 up to 8 stations with batteries at both ends.
Gravity batteries are used in every case of closed circuit.
Also used on open circuits with battery at each station. In
this case Léclanché cells are used in place of gravity.

TELEGRAPH SOUNDER (TRANSLATING)
40 OHMS. 5 TERMINAL$.

Three terminais, besides the two to which the ends of the
eoils are brought, are fixed on the base of the instrument. These
are marked "S", "T", "M" and connected to top contact, lever
and lower contact respectively for use as a "Relaying Sounder" .
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SINGLE CURRENT KEY.
This is employed to send Morse signais by hand. Pressure
of the handle closes the circuit and operates the distant instrument.

SINGLE CURRENT KEY WITH COMMUTATOR.
This prepares the circuit for simplex or duplex working.
for switcliing to different circuits.

IlIl
~~

SECTION 10.
NO. 30.
GROU ND FLOOR

BAY F .

SECTION 10.
NO. 31.
GROUND FLOOR

Il
IlIl
Il
Il
1
Il1
Il
IlIl
Il

BAY F .

SINGLE CURRENT KEY WITH SWITCH.
Morse key used for double current working. The switch
disconnects the battery when messages are not being sent. It
is also used · for duplex working.
VIBRATOR.
The vibrator system is used on lines of very high resistance,
and comparatively poor insulation. It is also used as a military
telegraph instrument. Signais are received in the form of a buzz
in a telephone handset.
SWITCH, 6 TERMINAL$ "2 WAY".
This prepares the circuit for simplex or duplex working.

SECTION 10.
NO. 32.
GROUND FLOOR

BA Y F .

SECTION 10.
NO. 33.
GROUND FLOOR
BA Y F.

SECTION 10.
NO. 34.
GROUND FLOOR

BAY F.

"E RICCSON" TYPE OF GALVANOMETER WJTH SHUNT
This type of instrument is now obsolete.

SECTION 10.
NO. 35.

GROUND FLOOR

INDIAN STATE RAJLWAY SOUNDER,
DOUGLAS PATTERN KEY.
This is obsolete; it has now been replaced by modern types.

POLE CHANGER. - NON POLARISED.
This instrument is used as quadruplux pole changing repeater
in connection with Wheatstone working.

~~

Il
IlIl

BAY F.

SECTION 10.
NO. 36.
GROUND FLOOR

BAY F.

SECTION 10.
NO. 37 ·
GROUND FLOOR

BAY F .
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SECTION
NO. 38.

10.11

Il
Il
10. 11
Il1
IlIl
Il

This consista of an electromagnet w ith an armature centrally
pivoted between the armatur~ poles. It i~ inductiyely magneti~ed
lJy a permanent magnet. S1gnals are g1ven by sound accordmg
to the direction of the transmitted current. ·Morse signala are
employed; dots and dashes being distinguished by düferent sounds.

GROUND FLOOR.
BA y F .

SECTION
NO. 39.

GALVANOMETER, MILITARY-SINGLE AND DUPLEX.
This is a galvanometer employed in securing a "balance" on
duplex and quadruplex circuits. The coils have a double winding
of 50° each.

GROUND FLOOR
BA Y F .

NO. 40.

SINGLE CURENT GALVANOMETER.
'l'his is the single current type employed on simple circuits
to indicate the presence of current upon the line.

GROUND FLOOR
BAY F .

NO . 41.

"SIEMENS" TYPE OF SINGLE NEEDLE GALVANOMETER

;~~::~LOOR ~ ~
GROUND FLOOR

B

~AAOYY •F.~3.

~~

NO. 44.

IlIl

G ROUND FLOOR

GROUND FLOOR

;~~~ION 10. 11
NO. 45 .

GR O U N D FLOOR

BAY F.

S ECT ION
NO. 46 .

Il

10.1

GROUND FLOOR
BAY F .

.POLARISED SOUNDER.

Il

Il

::::::! :::m:n::R:~N°::~~te~LD PATTERN.
This is an obsolete type of Indian Soun der.

SOUNDER 900 OHMS. , WITH SHUNT.

F or local circuits using secondary cells.
SOUNDER 250 OHMS. , WITH SHUNT.

For open and closed circuits usin g pr imary cells.
SOUNDER POLARIZED, 500 + 500 OHMS.

For use as a relaying sounder on short lines.

ACCUMULATOR-SMALL.
This is used to store electricity. It is formed of positive and
negative plates immersed in dilute sulphuric acid. It is charged
by being connected to a suitable source of direct current when a
chemical action takes place in the plates. It is then capable of
discharging a current by a reverse of the chemical action.
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THE AGGLOMERATE CELL.
The agglomerate cell is composed of an oblong jar 6 inches
high into which is placed a carbon rod or plate in the centre.
Two flat agglomerate blocks are added, one at each side, separated
from the carbon plate by two oblong insulators. The blocks are
of manganese dioxide mixed with an equal weight of' crushed
carbon, the jar is filled with dilute salamoniac.
THE LECLANCHE CELL.
The co:htaining vesse! of this cell consista of a square glass
jar, ending in an almost circular collar, shaped to admit the zinc
rod which forma the positive element. The rod is cast on to a
copper wire which is usually insulated where it emerges from the
zinc and forms one terminal of the cell. Inside the jar is placed
a circular porous pot containing the negative . element, a carbon
plate and the depolarizer manganese dioxide. W ater with Salamoniac are added (15 % by weight) in the cell around the
porous pot.
Its electromotive force is 1.33 volts.
Internai resistance 2 ohms.
THE DAN 1ELL CELL.
The Daniell Cell is composed of a jar at the bottom of which
is sulphate of copper. Around this is a copper flat plate with a
zinc rod at the other end.
1'he zinc is placed in a porous pot filled with water.
The water in the porous pot becomes saturated with sulphate
of zinc produced by the chemical action which takes place when the
two plates are connected.
Its electromotive force is 1.08 volts.
Its internai resistance is 4 ohms.
THE GRAVITY CELL.
The gravity cell is composed of a jar, at the bottom of which
is a copper plate. The copper plate is connected by insulated wire.
Above the copper plate is placed the sulphate of copper. Water
is added. Above the water a zinc plate is suspended by wooden
supports on the surface of the w~ter.
The electromotive force is 1 volt.
The internai resistance is 7 ohms.
DRY CELL.
This cell consista of a zinc cylinder with a connection wire
attached to the inside of the cylinder. The latter contains a
carbon rod, surrounded by a depolarizer composed of a mixture
of powdered peroxide of manganese and carbon .
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NO. 48.
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NO. 50.

GROUND FLOOR

BAY F.
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SECTION 10.
N0. 51.

1 ~:~~~D

FLOOR

SECTION 10.
NO. 52.
GROUND FLOOR
BAY F .

Il

BICHROMATE CELL.
The elements of the bichromate cell are: zinc (amalgamated)
ând carbon, with chromic acid as the depolarizing agent.
The zinc stands in a porous pot with a small quantity of
mercury and a weak solution of sulphuric acid.
The carbon is in the outer earthenware jar, in which a similar
but stronger solution of sulphuric acid and a quantity of bichromate of potash is placed.
The electromotive force is 1.8 volts.
The internai resistance is 2 ohms.

1
SECTION 10.
NO. 53.
GROUND FLOOR
BAY G .

SECTION 10.
NO. 54.
GROUND FLOOR
BAY G .

1

Il
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SECTION 10.
NO. 57.
GROUND FLOOR
BAYE.

Il
Il

SECTION 10.
NO. 58.
GROUND FLOOR
BAYE.

PHANTOM LOADING POT.- 15 UNITS.
'l'his is employed to increase the efficiency of transmissi on
on long underground lines, and similar pots are inserted at
regular intervals.

This is used by linesmen and faultsmen for outdoor testing .

DAMAGED CABLES.
Specimen of lead sheaths of damaged telephone cables due to
Electrolysis.

CA BLES.

Il

These are specimens of cables of varions sizes.

TELEPHONE CORDS.

SECTION 10.
NO. 60.
GROUND FLOOR
BAY G.

Model of underground cable chamber showing method of
joining lines.

PORTABLE SET "ERICCSON TYPE".

SECTION 10.
NO. 55.
GROUND FLOOR
BAY G .

UNDERGROUND CABLE CHAMBER.

l1

These are telephone cords shewing components and stages
of manufacture.
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JUNCTION BOX.
A junct ion box for cable to air line distribution .

RADIO TRANSMITTING SET.
This is a model of a Radio Telegraph transmitter of medium
power with attachment for Telephony. The three sections contain
the apparatus for:-

IlIl

IlIl
Il
Il
Il
IlIl
Il
Il

SECTION 10.
N0.61.
GROUND FLOOR
BAY G .

SECTION 10.
NO. 62.
GROUND FLOOR
BAY G .

(a) The transformation and rectification of the power supply. ll
(b) The generation of radio-frequency oscillations.
(c) The modulation of the latter at audio frequencies.
RADIO VALVES.
Specimens of transmitting and rece1vmg valves used in
wireless telegraphy and telephony.

TELEPHONE INSTRUMENTS.
These are specimens and sections of Telephone Instruments,
and specimens of telephone relays and switchboard keys.
INDICATORS, KEYS, ETC.

SECTION 10.
NO. 63.
GROUND FLOOR
BAY G.

SECTION 10.
NO. 64.
GROUND FLOOR
BAY D .

SECTION 10.
These are specimens of indicators, keys, protectors, gene- li NO. 65.
rators, distribution blocks, jacks, induction coils and condensers. ll GROUND FLOOR
BAYE .

MAGNETO HAND GENERATOR.

Il

SECTION 10.
A magneto hand generator for actuating bell lamp and indi- 11 NO. 66.
GROUND FLOOR
cator . (Working).
BAY F .

MAGNETO TELEPHONE INSTRUMENTS.
These are type of subscribers' magneto telephone instruments.
(Wall sets).
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SECTION 10.
NO. 67.
GROUND FLOOR
BAYE.

SECTION
NO. 68.

10. ~~

MAGNETO TELEPHONE INSTRUMENTS.

1

Il
10. 11
IlIl

'l'hese are types of subscribers' magneto telephone instruments.
(Table sets).

GROUND FLOOR
BAYE.

SECTION
NO. 69.

AUTOMATIC SWITCHING APPARATUS.

These. are specimens of Automatic Switching apparatus.

GROUND FLOOR
BAY C .

SECTION

10. 11

GROUND
NO.
70.FLOOR
BAY G .
PRESENTED BY
TUDOR

l'

ACCUMULATOR MANUFACTURE.

This is an exhibit illustrating the processes in the manufacture
.of modern accumulators.

1
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SECTION 11.
PHOTOGRAPHS, PAINTINGS AND MAPS .
These are photographs, taken about 1870 of typical scenes on
·
the Nile.
These are views of the modern Automatic Telephone Exchange
·
·
in Cairo (Medina) .

1

I
Il
II
1

SECTION 11.
FI.R ST FLOOR
COLUMN 1.

SECTION 11.
GROU ND FLOOR

C~LUMN

1

2.

· A selection of photographs of the Medina Manual and Auto- II SECTION 11.
matie Telephone Exchange, Cairo, the Ministries Automàtié
Exchange, and The Mansura Automatic Exchange.
~ ~~~~~~ ~L60R
These ar~ views of the Cairo and Alexandria Telegraph Offices
and Mansura Automatic Exchange.
·
À selecti6n of historical telephone and telegraph details is
depicted in this series of photographs.

11 I1 :0;~:;~~

SECTION 11.
GROUN,D .FLo"OR

11.

GROUND FLOOR
COLUMN 5 .

These are views of the Wireless Stations at Ras El Tin and ll sECTION 11.
Alexandria.
G.ROUND FLOOR

Il

COLUMN 6 .

II

COLUMN 7 .

· These are photographs of typical Signal Cabins and Signal ll sECTION 11.
Installations on the Egyptian State Railways system.
GROUND FLOOR
The Power Stations-old and new, àt Gabbary are ' depicted
.in the series of photographs.
A selection of photographs of various bridges on the Egyptian
State Railways system is d1splayed on this column. _
These are views of various designs of bridges on the Egyptian
State Railways system.

(13)
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SECTION 11.

GROU ND FLOOR
COLUMN 8 .

SECTION t 1.

GROUND FLOOR

11.

GROUND FLOOR
COLUMN 10.

Inclnded in this series of photographs is a locomotive ferry.

SECTION 11.
GROUND FLOOR
COLUMN 11.

SECTION 11.
GROUND FLOOR
COLUMN 12.

SECTION 11.
GROUND FLOOR
COLUMN 13.

SECTION 11.
GROUND FLOOR
-COL.UMN 14.

SECTION 11.
GROUND FLOOR
COLUMN 15.

SECTION 11.
GROUND FLOOR
COLUMN 16.

SECTION 11.
GROUND FLOOR
COLUMN 17.

SECTION 11.
GROUND FLOOR
COLUMN 18.
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These are views of the Egyptian State Railways Hospital in
Sharia Mala ka N azli, Cairo.

is

This
a series of photographs of typical Stations on the
Egyptian State Railways system.
These are typical views on the Main Line of the Egyptian
State Railways.
This is a series of photographs of stations on the Egyptian
Railways system.

~tate

These are views of shnnting operations in varions yards of
the Egyptian State Railways.
This is a series of· views of the old Gabbary Workshops of
the Egyptian State Railways.
These are photographs of varions Locomotive Rnnning Sheds
on the Egyptian State Railways.
PROGRESS OF SIGNALLI NG 1861 TO 1932.

This illnminated panel displays photographs and drawings
of sorne of the first signalling installations in England, and also
views of one of the latest types of all electric locking frames.
The views show:-

1. Victoria Station, London.
"Hole in the Wall" Signal Cabin.
Opened 1861.
2. Victoria Station, London.
"Hole in the Wall" Cabin and Signais.
Opened 1861.
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3. Cannon Street Station, London.
General View showing Cabin and Signais as installed 1865
4. Cannon Street Station, London.
Interior of Signal Cabin. Opened 1865.
Locking Frame 67 levers.
5. Cannon Street Station, London.
General View showing Tracks and Signal Cabin, June

c::~o~ ~:;eet Station, London.
9

6.

General view showing re-modelled Layout.
J une 23rd. 1926.
7. Cannon Street Station, London .
Interior of New Cab in showing Interlocking Frame oî
143 levers - Opened 1926.
&. Cannon Street Station, London.

General View of Station showing New Light Signais and
and Route Indicators - Opened 1926.
9. Charing Cross Station, London.
General View showing Cabin and Signais, as installed in
1865.
10. Charing Cross Station, London.
New Signal Cabin - Opened 1926.
11. Charing Cross Station, London.
Interior of New Signal Cab in, showing new power interloc king frame of 107 levers - Opened 1926.

IlIl
IlIl
IlIl

Il
Il

Il

12. London Bridge Station, London.
North Cabin and Signais as installed 1878.

Il

13. London Bridge Station, London.
Interior of North Cab in, opened 1878.
Locking Frame 280 levers.

Il

14. London Bridge Station, London.
New Signal Cab in - Opened 1928.

Il
Il

15. London Bridge Station, London.
Power Interlocking Frame of 311levers- Opened 1928.
16. Brighton Station, England.
General View showing Cabins and Signàls as installed
]~.

.
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17. Brighton Station, England.
J)iagram of Signalling installation, as installed 1881

~

18. Brighton Station, England.
General Vi~w showing Starting Signais with South and
West Signal Cabins - Opened 1881.

Il

20 . Brighton Station, ]1l!gland.
Sou~h Cabin Interior showing locking frame of 240 levers,
-Opened 1881.

Il

21. Brighton Station, England.
South . Oa-iro In terior showing Inierlocking . between
levers - Opened 1881.
24. Brighton Station, England.
Interior of the New Signal Cab in showing portion of the
all electric interlocking frame of 225 levers - Opened
1932.
2.5. Southern Railway, England.
North Kent East J unction Loc king . Frame of 85 levers.
The fust all electric interlocking frame installed in
England- Opened 1929.
.

Il
IlIl

26. Diagram of early Signalling Installation manufactured in

Il
~~

21.

E:;~:!h~:~~r!:!f~:~~;r::::::,~::·:::·i•

Nos·. 1 and 2.:-"Hole in the ·W all" Cabin, Victoria StationLondon.
This was one of the earliest signalling installations in
England. It was manufactured and erected by Messrs. Saxby and
Farmer, Limited in the . year 1861, in accordance with letters
patent granted to Mr. John Saxby in the year 1860, and was
very highly commended by Col. Tolland, Chief Government Inspecting Offi.cer for Railways at his official inspection .

Il
.Ilil
Il1
'1
IJ

Nos. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8.-Cannon Street Station, London.
Was first equipped with signalling in the year 1865. The
first installation was equipped and erected by Messrs. Saxby and
Farmer, Ltd. The electric power Signalling installation now in
use was installed by the Southern Railway Coy. in the year 1926,
t he apparatus being supplied by The W estmghouse Brake and
Saxby Signal Co. Limited .
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Nos. 9, 10 and 11.-Charing Cross Station.
Was first equipped with signalling in the year 1865, and,
as at Cannon Street, was supplied and erected by Messr~ . Saxby
and Farmer, Limited. As at a Cannon Street, an electnc power
sig~alling installation is now in use, installed by t~e South~rn
Rallway Company in the year 1926, the a;pparatus bemg S"l_lpJ?hed
by The westinghouse Brake and Saxby S1gnal Company L1mlted.
Nos. 12, 13, 14 and 15.-London Bridge Station.
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London was originally operated by two Railway Companies,
viz . London, Bright0n and South Coast Railway, and the London
and South Eastern Railway. The former Company iustalled th e
first signalling installation in the year 1878, the materials being
s1tpplied and erected by Messrs. Saxby and Farmer, Ltd.
·
It contained, in the North Cabin, the largest loc king frame
in the world at the time of its erection, the levers being placed
in two rows, back to back, the number being 280. An adrlitional
feature was the employment for the first time of Route Indicators.
'l'his locking frame, and also the 98 lever interlocking frame in
the South Cabin were in continuai use until 1928, when the two
stations were operated from one Cabin containing a power inter- tl
Jocking frame of 311 levers operating points by electric motors
and colour light signais. This new power frame, was supplied
:md erected by 'l'he Westinghouse Brake & Sax~y Signal Co. Ltd.,
who supplied also the whole of the other materials to the order
of the Southern Railway Co. by whom the work was installed.

Nos. 16, 17, 18, 20, 21 and 24.-Brighton Station, England.
W as first equipped with signalling in the year 1861. The
interlocking frames were of the same type as supplied for "Hoh'
in the Wall" Cabin at Victoria Station, London, and Messrs.
Saxby & Farmer, Ltd., supplied and erected them.
In the year 1880 the Station was largely increased in sizf'
and Messrs. Saxby & Farmer were again entrusted with the
manufacture and installation of the necessary signalling. This
necessitated six signal cabins, the chief of which, the South Cab in ,
contained a lockin g frame of 240 levers in one row, the largest so
eonstructed at the time of its erection, other cabins being the
West Cabin with 120 levers and the North Cabin with 96 levers.
In all 592 levers were required. It was also equipped with Route
Indicators. A special feature was the construction of a subway
under the lines to carry the operating rods and wires from one
side of the line to the otl1er. This installation was in continuai
use until October, 1932, when a new All-Electric interlocking
frame of 225 levers was supplied and erected by the Westinghouse
"Brake & Saxby Signal Co . Ltd ., together with a power installation
-;:upplied by th'e same contractors and imtalled by the Southern
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Rallway Company. This new power installation enables one
Cabin to do the work of no less than seven mechanically operated
eabins, and controls an area of over two miles on the main lines
from London, as well as the routes to Portsmouth and Hastings.
A special feature of the locking frame is that it is built in 3
sections, each section being at an angle of 150° to the adjoining
section. It is also provided with two complete illuminated
diagrams, each diagram being in two sections, the whole equipment being .of the most modern type. Thus, in 70 years three
installations have been provided by the same contractors.

No. 25.-North Kent East Junction, Southern Railway,
England.
The :first interlocking frame ever installed in which the interlocking between the levers was carried out electrically. Previoum.y
to this frame, such interlocking was always done mechanically.

No. 26.-East Newark Junction, Pennsylvania Railroad.
This diagram shows an early Railway signalling plant, manufactured by Messrs. Saxby & Farmer Ltd., for a railway in the
United States of American, and the locking frame which was
of the Saxby "Rocker" type, patented in 1871, was for years the
standard type on American Railways.

No. 27.-Model of an early British lnterlocking Frame.
Manufactured in the year 1859. The catch for retaining the
lever in the "Normal" or "Reverse" position was the quadrant
plate. The interlocking was carried out by hooks and bevels
lhrough spring loaded locking rods.
GRAECO-ROMAN AND ARAB PERIOD. -

TRANSPORT.

Typical transport scenes in the Graeco-Roman and Arab
periods are depicted in this series of eight illuminated photographs.

NEW RAILWAY WORKSHOPS- ABU ZAABAL.
This series of photographs are interior and exterior views of
the works in their prese:Q.t stage of completion.
·

DEVELOPMENT OF FOREIGN LOCOMOTIVES.
The development of foreign steam locomotives is depicted in
this series of eight illuminated photographs; these include a.
photograph of the original Murdock locomotive, the :first ever
run in England.
.
Descriptive cards are displayed under each photograph
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DEVELOPMENT OF FOREIGN LOCOMOTIVES.
The evolution of foreign locomotives is illustrated in
series of illuminated photographs.

Il
thill

Il

PULLMAN CARS.

This series of photographs depicts Pullman Cars and viewsll
of the interiors of these vehicles.

Il

MACH 1NE TOOLS.

This series of illuminated photographs shows typical machinell
tools used in the production of locomotives .

Il

LOCOMOTIVE 1NVENTIONS.

Il
Il

These illuminated photographs depict sorne historical loco-IJ
motive inve11tions.
E.S.R. CARRIAGE AND WAGON STOCK.

This is a series of photographs of typical Egyptian StatJI
Railways Carriage and Wagon Stock.
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FIRST FLOOR
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FIRST FLOOR
COLUMN 8.

LOCOMOTIVES OF THE EGYPTIAN STATE RAILWAYS.II SECTION 11.
These photographs show representative types of Egyptian
State Railways locomotives, with various wheel arrangements
for different duties.

andll

EARL y LOCOMOTIVES OF THE EGYPTIAN STATE
RAILWAYS.
Sorne of the earliest locomotives of the Egyptian State Railways are depicted here, including the 81-2" Single Driver,
by N eilson & Co. in 1862.

IlIl

FIRST FLOOR
COLUMN 9.

SECTION 11.
FIRST FLOOR
C0LUMN 10.

builtll

EGYPTIAN STATE RAILWAYS, PRINTING OFFICE.

Il

These are photographs of different sections of the Egyptian l
State Railways, Printing Office.
MODES OF TRANSPORT.

Il

This series of illuminated photographs depicts conveyances iJ
and methods of transport used in different parts of the world.
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EARL Y TYPES OF MOTOR VEH ICLES.

This display of illuminated photographs shows sorne of the
early types of motor vehicles.
THE ALEXANDRIA-RAMLEH RAILWAY STATIONS.

Sorne of the stations on this railway are shown in this series
of illuminated photographs, sorne of which were taken during tbe
years 1890-1900 and the modern in 1932.
CANAL TRANSPORT.

Typical scenes of canal transport of goods is depicted in this
series of photographs.
SEASONABLE TRAFF IC.

These are typical scenes of transport taken during the onion
and cotton seasons.
THE ALEXANDRIA-RAMLEH RAILWAY.ROLLING STOCK.

The rolling stock in service on this railway from 1904 to 1931
is depicted in this series of illuminated photographs.
TRANSPORT IN CAIRO.

This series of photographs shows various means of conveyance
as used in Cairo today.
NEW LOCOMOTIVE WORKSHOPS OF THE, EGYPTIIAN
STATE RAILWAYS, ABU-ZAABAL.

The new workshops at .A.bu-Zaabal in their present stage of
completion are shown in this panel, which includes line drawings
of the general layout of the works, and a tabular list of the
machine tools which are laid down.
Other drawings show the layout of the erecting shop, and
bays for the production of connecting and coupling rods, wheels
and axles, axleboxes and piston and crossheads.
The photographs in the bench panels are interior and exterior views of various sections of the works.
EARLY EGYPTIAN, BRITISH AND AMERICAN
LOCOMOTIVES.

Sorne of the early types of locomotives of the Egyptian State
Railways are displayed in these panels, in the form of line drawings. In the side panels examples of early British and .A.merican
designs are shown.
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GEORGE AND ROBERT STEPHENSON.
Thes~ jlluminated panels display photographs and drawi~gs
of some of the locomotives built by these famous early locomotive
engineers, including the "Locomotion" which opened in 1825,
the :first public steam railway in the world.

Il~ ~

This drawing by Thomas Ro~landson (~75?-~827) de~icts
a circular railway laid down by R1chard Trev1th1_c k m 1809, m a
field adjoining the New Road at a spot now formmg the southern 1111
half of Euston Square, London.
The engine was named "Catch me who can". It had a
vertical cylinder 14 lh" diameter by 4'-0" stroke. The working
pressure was 100 lb. per sq. inch, the engine weighed 10 tons,
and travelled at 15-20 miles per hour. The public were permitted to try the then new mode of travel on payment.

Il

FOR E IG N ROLLING STOCK.

T RAV ELLING ON THE LI V ERPOOL AN D
MA NCHESTER RAI [WA Y - 1833.

This original coloured print depicts two typical trains on the
Liverpool and :M anch.ester Railway about 1833. The upper
picture shows a train of the :first class with mail coach and a
landau with its passengers mounted on a truc k.
The lower pictur e is a train of the secon d class with its
passengers in open coaches.

LIGHT RAILWAYS.

This is a series of photographs of rolling stock and works of
the Delta Light Railways, Fayoum Light Railways and the
Chemin de Fer de la Bas-Egypte. .A map shows the Egyptian
State Railways system and these Light Railways.
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FIRST FLOOR

BAY D.

SECTION 11.

DRAWI NG OF CIRCULAR RAI LWAY.

This panel displays a selection of photographs of modern
locomotives, included among which may be seen the following
types. High pressure compound steam, pulverised and oil fuel
:fired, compressed air, and other designs. The photographs
represent the latest practice of locomotive engineers in various
countries.

SECTION 11.

~:!~:~~:~.

PRESENTED BY
R.E . TREVITHICK.

ESQ.

1932

SEC TION 11.
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(END WALL) .
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GOODS TRAINS ON THE LIVE RPOOL AN D
MANCHESTE R RAI LW AY - 1833.
This original coloured print depicts two typical goods trains
on the Liverpool and Manchester Railway about 1833. The upper
picture shows a train drawn by the locomotive "Liverpool", the
open trucks are loaded with miscellaneous goods.
In the lower picture a cattle train is shown, being hauled by
the locomotive "Fury,.'. Sheep were carried in two deck wagons;
pigs were carried in open wagons in which there seems to have
been difficulty in restraining them, as they were accompanied
by their drovers.
LOCOMOTIVE PARTS.
This series of drawings shows varions locomotive components.
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SECTION
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This panel displays photographs and drawings of old Egyptian
State Railways Carriage and Wagon Stock, and copies of the specification and drawings of Joseph Wright's railway and other carriages for which he was granted patent rights in 1844.

BAY J .

~~~FLOOR

''·IlIl
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BAY K.

Drawings of typical mruchine tools and accessories employed
in the production of locomotives and railway rolling stock are
displayed on this panel.
CARRIAGES AND WAGONS.

SECTION

SECTION

MACH 1NE TOOLS.

STATE CARRIAGE.
This coloured drawing shows the State Carriage for H.H. The
Viceroy of Egypt, constructed by J. Wright and Sons, Saltley
Works, Birmingham, in 1858.
The colours shown on the drawing are identical with those
employed on the actual carriage.
THE FI RST AND LA TEST LOCOMOTIVES OF THE
EGYPTIAN STATE RAILWAYS.
Mounted on this panel are sectional elevation drawings of the
first and latest type of Egyptian State Railways locomotives. The
si de panels show details of the Locomotive Stock in the Y ears
1894 and 1906 respectively.
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THE ROYAL TRAIN.

Il
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On occasions when H.M. King Fouad I, travels by rail the
Royal T~ain, the rolling stock, of which is represented by photo- 11
graphs in these illuminated panels, is used.
The vehicles include H.M' s. Persona! Saloon, Royal and
Ministers Saloon, State Saloon, First Class Car, Rear and Leading
Brake, Staff and Official Carriages, and the locomotive which is
especially allocated for hauling this train.
The complete train as marshalled for service is shown in the
centre of the panel, and int~rior views of the vehicles are mounted
on the hench under the mam panel.
LOCOMOTIVES -

1888 to 1932.

This series of photographs shows varions types of locomotives
dating from 1888 to the present day, which have been, or still are
in service on the Egyptian State Railways system.
THE OVERLAND ROUTE. -

EUROPE-INDIA.

One of the stages of the Overland Route to India, that through
Egypt is represented in this illuminated diagram. The three
routes used in this connection are clearly indicated by lighting
which is operated by the relay switch mounted in front of the

pane~he

illuminated photographs include typical scenes on the
route, as well as one of Thomas Waghorn, the projector of this
~oute, and H.H. Mohamed Aly Pasha, who at ~is own expense,
1n 1841, made the way between Suez and C~nro r.assable for
carriage travelling.
AN 1MPRESSION OF MEANS OF TRANSPORT.10,000 YEARS AGO TO DATE.

This series of illuminated scenes depicts the evolution of
means of transport from pre-historie times down to the most
modern methods of travelling.
AN IMPRESSION OF MEANS OF TRANSPORT.1700 YEARS AGO TO DATE.

The me ans of transport used in Roman times about 1, 700
yearR ago is th~ :first scene displayed in this il~uminated pan~l,
other pictures show transport developments durmg the centunes
up to the present day.
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ORIGIN OF RAILWAYS IN EGYPT.

This illuminated panel shows a series of early photographs
and a map of the first section of railway in Egypt, together with
a copy of the original contract made between representatives of
H .H. Abbas Pasha I, and Robert Stephenson, M.P. and its
Arabie translation. This section of the first railway in Egypt,
was constructed by this celebrated engineer, between 1852-1856;
he supplied the first locomotive and also built the original railway
hridge over the Nile at Benha, this now serves as a road bridge.
The replica of the original contract to construct the line, was
graciously presented to the :Niuseum by H.M. King Fouad I.
ILLUMINATED MAP OF EGYPTIAN STATE RAILWA YS.

This illuminated map shows the length, in kilometres, of
track laid in 10 year periods, covering a period of 80 years commencing with the first section laid from .A.lexandria to Cairo.
Eight switches mounted on the stand in frorrt of the map operate
coloured lights which clearly indicate the length of track laid
in each period, the ninth switch operates the lighting indicating
chief towns.
The rolling stock in service in 1932 was 606 locomotives, 1,437
carriages and 13,104 wagons.
EGYPTIAN STATE RAILWAYS, 1932.

.A. series of photographs depicting sorne of the rolling stock,
permanent way, buildings and bridges of the Egyptian State
Railway system are mounted in this illuminated panel. The
rolling stock shewn comprises Passenger and Mixed Traffic L ocomotives, .A.rticulated Steam Rail Car, Pullman Car, First Class
Bogie .A.ll Steel Carriage and the Upper Egypt "train de luxe"
H.H. KHEDIVE ISMAIL PASHA 1.

During the reign of .H.H . The Khedive Ismail Pasha 1,
11 Œather
of H.'M . King Fouad 1) from 1863-1879, ht:l initiated

Il

a vigorous programme of construction of branch lines, and extended the :Niain Line south to Minia.
This panel, which is illuminated includes a may shewing the
railway track laid at the commencement of his reign, and another
shews developments which took place during his period of power.
Other photographs show rolling stock which entered the service,
and works carried out during this period :
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H.H . ISMAIL PASHA .
A panel showing railway laid at the beginning of h is
reign, and also developments during his period of power.
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SUEZ CANAL.
The construction and operation of the Suez Canal, the
gateway to the East, from the fi.rst stroke of the pickaxe in 1859
down to the present day, is represented by this series of illuminated
photographs. These include scenes during the making of this
world famous waterway.
Shipping of all descriptions has passed through the canal
since its opening, and photographs of sorne of the vessels are
shown in the panel, together with dredgers which are constantly
at work in order to keep the channel clear. Floating docks built
for service ïn varions parts of the world have been towed through
the canal at various times, and sorne of these are represented in
the panel.

In this panel are displayed photographs of typical Nile river
craft, and aircraft representative of the types used in the Royal
Air Force, and by Imperial Airways and the Almaza Aero-drome.

These paintings include likenesses of H.M. King Fouad I
and sorne of the former Khedives and Viceroys of Egypt. They
are disposed, three on the walls of the ground fl.oor, and three on
the waHs of the fust fl.oor, thus.

FIRST FLOOR
BA y s .

FIRST FLOOR
CENTRE BAY G .-H.

Reig-ned 183Q-1895.
,
1769---<1849. 11
,
,
,

1789-1848. 1
1813----1854.

1822-1863. 11

GENERAL MANAGERS OF THE EGYPTIAN STATE
RAILWAYS - 1852-1932.
These are photographs of past General Managers of
Egyptian State Railways, the first of whom was Abdalla
Jnglisi Pasha, who was nominated as Mamour in 1852 on
completion of the first section of the railway. In 1853 he
promoted to be Manager ol the sy.lem.
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SECTION 11.

LJFE SJZE OJL PAINTJNGS.

H.H. Ibrahim Pasha
H.H. Abbas P asha 1
H .H . Said Pasha ...

SECTION 11.

SECTION 11.

WATER AND AIR TRANSPORT.

H.lf. King Fouad 1 ... ..
H .H. Ismail Pasha...
H.H. '} fohamed Ali Pasha
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PRINTEO IN EGYPT BY THE PRINTING OFFICE

